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Figure 1. The underwater
world of the Ljubljanica.
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Figure 2. Axes from the Ljubljanica, from
the Mesolithic to the Modern Era.
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The Ljubljanica is a typical karst river originating from several sources on the western edge of the Ljubljana Marshes (Ljubljansko barje; Barje) and flowing slowly
over just 38 kilometres. Over half of its length runs through the Barje. This part of the
Ljubljanica was declared a national cultural monument in 2003; it is also a natural
monument and an integral part of the Ljubljana Marshes Landscape Park.
The main aim of this monograph is to present the cultural heritage of the Ljubljanica, its banks and tributaries, from the Mesolithic period to the present day.
It is a revised edition of the Slovene volume Ljubljanica – kulturna dediščina reke
(Ljubljana 2009).
The oldest portion of the cultural wealth from the Ljubljanica dates from periods
before the riverbed was formed (roughly as it appears now) in the Bronze Age. It is therefore not the original site of items dating from earlier than the middle Bronze Age;
they ended up there primarily as a result of bank erosion. There are various reasons
for the abundance of finds later than middle Bronze Age in the river: bank erosion,
accidental loss of objects (e.g. during river navigation and activities along its banks),
and the deliberate disposal of objects in the water. The latter may have been the result
of peoples’ beliefs about the supernatural (e.g. votive and other offerings), or the quite
banal (e.g. waste disposal). At any rate, the reasons are only rarely clear.
Like many European rivers, as a site of cultural heritage, the Ljubljanica is a
rich source of archaeological finds. Given its short length, it is unique for the large
amount of finds. This is probably the consequence of the considerable research
it has seen and, above all, the favourable conditions of the riverbed in the Barje
for preserving and discovering items. These conditions change as the Ljubljanica
enters Ljubljana, which is probably why no finds have been recorded downstream
from the city.
The book is designed to complement the exhibition ‘Ljubljanica – A River and
its Past’ in the National Museum of Slovenia (26 February 2009–27 September
2009), and, also as a monograph in its own right. It is intended for both the general
and professional reader – especially archaeologists, historians and art historians.
The book consists of two parts: introductory articles and short texts on the items
displayed at the exhibition. The introductory articles deal with topics relevant to
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the Ljubljanica and associated historical developments. They include illustrations
which give a picture of life along the river in different periods. The depictions are
based both on our knowledge and on conjecture, which future discoveries might
one day prove or disprove.
The second part contains short texts and photographs of selected objects of
cultural heritage shown in the exhibition, most of which are being published or
exhibited for the first time. In addition to items from the Ljubljanica, its banks
and tributaries, we have also included some examples of depictions related to the
river from the 17th–20th centuries. In addition to the objects kept in the National
Museum of Slovenia, items from the Museum and Galleries of Ljubljana, the Archdiocesan Archives of Ljubljana and the Parish of Trnovo, as well as from the private collections of the Mück and Potočnik families, Dr. Damjan Prelovšek, Janez J.
Švajncer and Zmago Tančič are also included. The objects (from the Ljubljanica)
range from prehistory to the present, and reflect the daily life and historical events
in this geographically exceptional area at the intersection of key European routes
from West to East and North to South. The objects included in the book and exhibition are only a small sample of the cultural heritage salvaged from the Ljubljanica;
the National Museum of Slovenia, which undertook the first underwater research
of the Ljubljanica by divers as early as 1884, and which keeps the majority of its cultural heritage, has around 6000 items.
The monograph was prepared by the curators and conservators-restorers of the
National Museum of Slovenia with the valuable help of external associates: Andrej
Gaspari (Military Museum, Maribor), Marjeta Šašel Kos, Jana Horvat, Anton Velušček, Maja Andrič, Borut Toškan (all from the Institute of Archaeology of the ZRC
SAZU; Scientific Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts,
Ljubljana), Miha Kosi (the Milko Kos Historical Institute, the Scientific Research
Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Ljubljana), Tomaž Verbič and
Aleksander Horvat (Department of Geology, Faculty of Natural Sciences and Engineering, University of Ljubljana), László Bartosiewicz and Alice M. Choyke (Institute of
Archaeological Sciences, Loránd Eötvös University, Budapest), Erika Gál (Archaeological Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest), Olga Pivk (Archives
of the Republic of Slovenia, Ljubljana), Milan Lovenjak (Faculty of Arts, University of
Ljubljana), Julijana Visočnik (Archdiocesan Archives of Ljubljana) and Nika Veršnik
(Ljubljana). Tomaž Lauko contributed most of the photographs.
The mission of this book as a treasury of history is also to highlight the major significance of preserving (in the broadest sense of the word) the cultural heritage of
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the river, which goes beyond the Slovenian context, and demands special care. We
are confident that this can be done successfully if we all (institutions, individuals
and political decision makers) make a sincere and selfless commitment to protecting the site and preserving its cultural heritage.
The publication of this book was made possible by the Ministry of Culture, Slovenian Book Agency and with the help of the Slovenian Research Agency, which
funds the research programme Portable Archaeological Heritage: Archaeological
and Archaeometric Research. Finally, the book would not have been possible without the trust and support of the Director of the National Museum of Slovenia,
Peter Kos.
Janka Istenič
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Figure 3. The Ljubljanica, with major
tributaries and nearby settlements.
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The geology of the
Ljubljansko barje

Numerous authors have written in the past about
the geology of the Ljubljansko barje (Ljubljana
Marshes), in geological terminology also known as
the Ljubljansko barje basin. Despite this, numerous
unsolved questions remain in terms of the geological evolution of this area. This is primarily the result
of the fact that its Quaternary geological history (Fig.
4) can be investigated mostly on the basis of data
from boreholes and excavations, as all of the older
sediments have been covered by Holocene ones.
The hilly margins of the Ljubljansko barje are better studied. They are composed of Palaeozoic and
Mesozoic rocks, which have also been identified below the Quaternary sediments. The Pre-Quaternary
basement of the marshes is highly irregular in relief,
similar to the indentation of its hilly margins (Fig. 5).
The thickest known Quaternary strata were noted
in the core TB-3 near the Curnovec canal, where
the thickness measured 168m. Data from geophysical investigations indicates that the thickness of
the Quaternary sediments could even reach 250m
at some places.1 On the other hand, the Mesozoic
and Paleozoic rocks extend almost to the surface
at numerous areas in the basin and even reach the
surface in the form of inselbergs.
The Ljubljansko barje as a continental
sedimentary environment started to form at the

Tomaž Verbič
Aleksander Horvat

Eon
Era
Period
			

millions
of years

Quaternary
Cenozoic

2,58
Neogene
Paleogene

Tertiary

Phanerozoic

65
Mesozoic
251
Paleozoic
542
Proterozoic
2500

Precambrian

Archean
3800
Hadean
4600

transition from the Lower to the Middle Pleistocene. Chronologically this event can be placed
according to available data some 800,000 years
ago, which is the age of the oldest Quaternary sediments in the Ljubljansko barje. They were established by boreholes at depths of more than 100m,2

Figure 4a
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Figure 4a. The simplified
geological time table.
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Period

Figure 4b. The chronostratigraphical scale of the Quaternary. According to a proposal
from 2005, it would encompass the last 2.58 million
years.19 The right part of the
table shows the “classical”
Alpine stratigraphy, which
today has only a morphostratigraphic significance.
Figure 4c. A precise classification of the Late Glacial and
Holocene.20 The descriptions
of climate conditions are general and indicate the trend
in the individual period and
not their minor oscillations.
The events in the Ljubljansko
barje in this period are known
only approximately because
of the relatively scarce data.
The geological processes
were significantly more heterogeneous that is noted in the
right column, and additional
research will be necessary to
comprehend them.

Epoch

Stage

Holocene

years
(before
present)

11 500
Upper/Late

Alpine morphostratigraphy
glacials

interglacials

Holocene

Würm
Riss/Würm
126 000
Riss
Mindel/Riss

Middle
Quaternary

Mindel
Günz/Mindel

Pleistocene

Günz
780 000
Donau/Günz

Donau

Lower/Early

Biber/Donau
Biber
2 580 000
Neogene

???

Pliocene

Figure 4b

and also on the surface, on the Vič terrace along
of the basin margin.3 Such different elevations of
sediments of similar age point to considerable
tectonic movements after their sedimentation.4
The majority of the sedimentary material was
transported by the rivers and streams from the
margins towards the centre of the basin along the
valleys of the Podlipščica, Gradaščica, Glinščica,
Želimeljščica, Iška, and Borovniščica streams. The
Quaternary of the present day Ljubljansko barje
was disturbed, and the sedimentation started in
the lowest valley sections. This was enabled by
the relative tectonic uplift of the area between
Polhograjsko hribovje (the mountains beyond
Polhov Gradec) and Golovec hill, which prevented
the transportation of sedimentary material by the
former Ljubljanica to the east. Sedimentation
in various alluvial environments predominated,
mostly as river channel fillings and floodplain
deposits. In this manner, strata of gravel, sand,

and mud were formed. Probably even at this early
stage minor lake formation existed in remote
parts of the floodplains (Fig. 6). Clay with high
amounts of organic material (gyttja) was deposited in such proto-lakes.
Data acquired from boreholes show increasing sedimentation rate in the Upper Pleistocene
(Fig. 6).5 The Upper Pleistocene sediments reached
thickness more than 100m in several places. This
can be explained as a result of the accelerated
tectonic uplift of the already mentioned area
between Polhograjsko hribovje and Golovec hills,
and the accumulation of increasingly large quantities of sediments behind this natural barrier.
At least in one of the cold periods of the Upper
Pleistocene, probably in the Last Glacial Maximum and immediately afterwards (22,000–14,000
years before present), the Sava with its gravel
sediments reached the Ljubljansko barje. At that
time the Sava formed a large alluvial fan along
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the Glinščica stream valley and between Rožnik
and Golovec hills towards the south, at least to
Curnovec canal. This alluvial fan completely
closed off the former Ljubljanica outlet between
Rožnik and Golovec hills. As a consequence, a
lake was formed, in which carbonate mud or lake
chalk began to be deposited. The carbonate mud
contains numerous shells of molluscs, because of
which it is also called ‘polžarica’ (‘snail-mud’). In
terms of the lithostratigraphic description of the
cores BV-1 and BV-2 (Fig. 6),6 several earlier lakes
existed but it is hard to estimate the extension of
that earlier lakes.
The lacustrine sedimentation finished relatively
quickly in the shallow, marginal parts of the lake,
while it continued longer in the central parts. The
cause of the gradual reduction of the lake environment was the intensive filling with sediments. The
margins of the lake became overgrown by vegetation, and the environment changed from lake to

geological period

years
(before
present)

Subatlantic
2600
Subboreal

marsh and mire. The dynamics of the overgrowing
of the lake and its transformation to a marsh or
mire sedimentary environment was certainly not
uniform throughout the entire Ljubljansko barje.
Because of a lack of relevant data it is hard to estimate the dynamics of the lake diminishing and the
marsh and mire formation. In some marginal areas,
the lake sediments soon in the Holocene became
influenced by river processes of sedimentation and
erosion. At these places, erosion mostly completely
removed the sediments, which might indicate the
gradual transition of the lake into marsh and mire.7
In central parts of the lake the vegetation overgrowing and marsh and mire formation is younger than
Late Subboreal and Subatlantic.8 This late lake
existence in some areas could also be indicated
by the find of the Roman ship at Lipe.9 For such
type of sedimentary environments the lithological
succession from lake to mire facies is characterized by: lake chalk at the bottom, followed by the

climate
(Alps and Central Europe)

edges

Colder; humid; includes a medieval warm period
(9th–12th cent.) and a small ice age (16th–19th
cent.)
Warm; dry

5700

Holocene
Atlantic

events in the Ljubljansko barje

Warmest, wet; ‘Holocene climatic optimum’

central part

Mostly marshy and boggy environment;
origin of the present day Ljubljanica was
caused by considerable reduction of the
lake environment; it cut its channel
through the Sava deposits by Castle Hill
and further to the west; continued
deposition of alluvium into
the marshes.

8900
Boreal

11 500
Younger Dryas
(Egessen Stadial)

Warm; dry
Cold; dry; advance of glaciers

12 700
Allerød Interstadial

13 700

Older Dryas
Late
Glacial
Late
Pleistocene

Bølling Interstadial

Warmer; humid; retreat of glaciers
Cold

14 000
14 600

Oldest Dryas
(Gschnitz Stadial)

Warmer; retreat of glaciers
Cold; advance of glaciers

15 800
Early Late-Glacial
Interstadial,
unstable climatic
conditions

Decline of the Alpine glacial cover to a dendritic
network of mountain glaciers; still cold, some
fauna (e.g. insects) already indicate warming
19 000

Last Glacial Maximum (Würm)
Figure 4c

The lake environment continued
further in the central parts of the basin,
probably also in the Subatlantic; the
marginal parts of the lake soon turned
into marshes and bogs because of
alluvial deposition.

‘Polar desert’

The deposition of the
Sava alluvial fan from the north
to the south; the damming of the former
Ljubljanica; extensive floodplains, river
and stream deltas extend from valleys
on the edges towards the central part of
the Ljubljansko barje; marshes in distant
parts of the floodplains; deposition of
fine grained river and stream sediments.
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organic mud (gyttja) and Sphagnum moss peat at
the top of the sequence, if it not damaged by erosion. Low mires, better known as blanket bogs, as
the direct remnant of the former lake related to the
topographic depression, extended over most of the
surface of the Ljubljansko barje. The transition to
raised, topographically protruding high mires (better known as raised bogs) was enabled only in the
more acidic parts, which were remote from surface
waters (Fig. 7). These contained peat layers, created
primarily from peat moss of the Sphagnum species,
sometimes reached 6m or more in thickness.
The Ljubljansko barje must be viewed as an
exceptionally active and tectonically unstable
sedimentary environment. In this sense the generalized reconstruction of the sedimentary environment, taking into consideration the present day
elevation above sea level of the threshold between
Polhograjsko hribovje and Golovec hills and based
on the present day topography,10 is inconvenient
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which the Ljubljansko barje
was formed are marked with
red lines: in the north the
Vič thrust fault and in the
south the Podpeč thrust
fault.21 The triangles mark the
raised blocks of both faults.
The black lines mark several
mapped and hypothesized
faults and thrusts.22 These
had a relatively minor significance in the formation of the
Ljubljansko barje as a Quaternary sedimentary basin.
Between them is the important Dobrepolje fault on the
eastern margin of the basin
beneath Golovec hill, from
which the Vič and Podpeč
faults were broken off. Some
other faults probably also
had similar segmentation significance (e.g. the Borovnica
fault in the western part of
the basin).

for specific analysis of the local conditions. In
reference to the geological conditions at archaeological sites,11 the extent of the lake was greatest in
the early Holocene and probably above all in the
Late Glacial. This confirms the thesis that the lake
was formed after the sedimentation of the Sava
alluvial fan, which closed off the river outlet from
the Ljubljansko barje towards the east. At that
time the lake extended over the whole Ljubljansko
barje. In reference to fossils (mostly snails) it can
be reliably concluded that the lake existed at least
from the Boreal (11,500 before present) onwards.
These data, however, do not negate a lacustrine
environment prior to that period. Molluscs are
present in several horizons from the Boreal to
the lower part of the Subboreal (5000 before
present).12 The greatest concentration and variation in mollusc fauna occurred in the Subboreal,
which indicates a permanent lake and oligotrophic (nutrient poor) lacustrine environment.
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Borehole BV-2

Lacustrine environs
(“snail mud”, carbonate silt)
Marshy flood plains and mires
(sand, silt, peat mud – gyttja)
Beds of river tributaries
(gravel, sand)
Pre-Quaternary base
(Triassic dolomite)

Figure 6. The reconstruction
of the Quaternary sedimentary environments in the
Ljubljansko barje on the basis
of data from boreholes BV-1
and BV-2. The locations of
the cores are marked on Fig.
5. The dates are taken from
Šercelj.23 The interpretation of
the sedimentary environment
was made on the basis of the
lithological descriptions of
the core according to Šercelj,
Grimšičar and Ocepek, and
Pohar.24 Both boreholes show
considerable differences in
the litho- as well as chronostratigraphy. These differences indicate a locally variable
sedimentary environment,
an irregular relief, and active
tectonics.
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The outflow of water from the Ljubljansko barje was towards the east by the former Ljubljanica,
between Golovec and Rožnik hills as it is today. It
is possible to speak about the modern Ljubljanica
from the point when the lake environment mostly
changed to fen and bog environments, which enabled the formation of a more or less stable river
channel. Similarly it is possible to consider the
modern Ljubljanica downstream to the outflow
to the Sava since the Late Glacial and particularly
the Holocene, when the Ljubljanica again cut
its channel into the alluvial fan deposits of the
former Sava, which previously had filled the old
Ljubljanica channel.
Doubt must be expressed that extensive
regulation had been made to the course of the
Ljubljanica as early as the Roman period,13 both
from the standpoint of natural features and geological knowledge. The arguments on which such
theories are based are not convincing, as they
primarily refer to the morphological differences
between the modern channel of the Ljubljanica
and the majority of similar natural river channels.
Examples are known, however, in the framework
of various natural river channels that deviate distinctly from the majority.14 There certainly remains
a limited interval of hydraulic conditions under
which a meandering river course could be established,15 but discussion of this is definitely beyond
the framework of this overview. In this context it is
necessary to analyze the influence of the specific
features of the hydrological background, sedimentary loads and forms, geological structures and
possible natural predispositions of the channel of
the Ljubljanica in the Ljubljansko barje.
The fact that the Ljubljanica today does not
meander like the majority of rivers with a low
gradient does not necessarily point to extensive
anthropogenic activity. In the last two hundred
years, for instance, no regulation works have been
carried out on the Ljubljanica within the Ljubljansko barje, but nonetheless its channel has never
changed noticeably, let alone formed new river
meanders. Numerous other rivers in Slovenia during this period have changed their channels several times, creating new meanders and oxbow lakes.
The Ljubljanica, specifically its floodplain that developed from the former lake environment, has an

Depth
Age
in (m)
millennia
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Depth (m)
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Figure 7. A segment from the
Joseph II Land Survey (made
for the Ljubljansko barje region in 1784–1787)25 showing
the Ljubljansko barje before
extensive human activity in
the 19th and 20th centuries.
The sections of impassable
peat bogs with bog lakes
are marked white with blue
hatching. Meadows on the
floodplains alongside waterways (green) were regularly
flooded, in spring usually to
the middle of May, and in the
autumn depending on the
precipitations.

extremely low gradient. The floodplain in the area
around Vrhnika has an average height above sea
level (asl) of 291.1m, while by Ljubljana (Rakova
jelša) it is 288.6m.16 A straight line between these
two points is 16.7km, while the length of the riverbed of the Ljubljanica in this section is 19.5km.
The average gradient of the floodplain in the
downstream direction is 0.15m/km, and the gradient of the bottom of the channel of the Ljubljanica
is certainly even less. According to some data,17 the
bottom of the Ljubljanica channel at the influx of
the Ižica River (280.7m asl) is lower than the bottom of the riverbed at the branch to the Gruber Ca-

18

nal (284.2m asl). The bottom of the riverbed by the
water gauge at Vrhnika is at a height of 285.3m asl,
which means that entire gradient of the bottom
of the channel between Vrhnika and Ljubljana is
only around 1m. The irregular gradients, which
can also be noted in the floodplain, are the result
of various events, whether tectonic or compaction. Rivers with extremely low gradients, such as
that of the Ljubljanica and its floodplain, are the
exception in moderately active seismotectonic
regions, such as this part of Slovenia. These rivers, about which we otherwise know very little and
which practically cannot be placed in a standard
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river classification,18 are exceptionally sensitive
to even very minor tectonic movements or to differential compaction of non-lithified, porous sediments. In any case, the creation of the Holocene
Ljubljanica and its development to the present are
far from being sufficiently explained.
It could be said that the Joseph II Land Survey (made for the Ljubljansko barje region in
1784–1787; Fig. 7) indicates a quite natural state of
the marsh and mire environment, although the
construction of the Gruber Canal had been completed several years previously (1772–1778). Areas
of raised bogs were impassable for any transport

The geology of the Ljubljansko barje

and they included individual bog ponds (See Fenster), which are marked on the map. These areas
are presented with local names (e.g. Goritzer Mor,
Loger Mor, …), which have been preserved to the
present day. Hence on the modern topographic
maps we can detect the names of former peat bogs
(‘mah’ in Slovene means ‘moss’; e.g. Goriški mah,
Mulajev mah, Podpeški mah, …). Human impact
into the natural environment in the Ljubljansko
barje became intensive with draining and intensive peat cutting and burning in the 19th and
the first half of the 20th centuries. Even after the
Second World War, the majority of planning docu-
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ments referred to plans and requests for drainage
of the marshes. The awareness that such policy
destroyed a unique natural environment, i.e. the
southernmost European raised bog, has only become apparent in the last few decades. ●
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Climatic change and
marsh vegetation at the
end of the Pleistocene
and in the Holocene

The Ljubljansko barje (Ljubljana Marshes) region
is a tectonic basin, covered by thick strata of marsh
and lake sediments, in which pollen from the
plants that grew in the area was collected throughout the millennia. The study of this pollen record
(palynological research) enables us to reconstruct
the development of the vegetation (Fig. 8).
From the end of the last ice age, in the late glacial approximately 15,000–11,500 years ago, the
Ljubljansko barje was surrounded by sparse, mostly
pine-birch woods, and spruce and alder were also
present (Fig. 9). In the cold and hypothesized somewhat drier climate, the region was relatively open,
as is also indicated by the high proportion of pollen
of plants and bushes characteristic for steppes and
denuded land (wormwood, goosefoot, rock rose,
ephedra and juniper). In addition to cold-loving
tree species, more heat loving deciduous trees were
also present in small quantities in the Ljubljansko
barje throughout the entire late glacial: hazel, oak,
elm, linden, ash, and beech. The above species,
which spread somewhat more in warming phases
probably grew on ecologically more suitable areas
(micro-refuges) with a somewhat higher temperature (e.g. the southern slopes nearby the lake with a
constant temperature from karst springs of around
+8°C) and a sufficient quantity of precipitation.1

Maja Andrič

At the last climatic warming at the beginning
of the Holocene approximately 11,500 years ago,
the pine-birch forests were replaced by a mixed
deciduous forest, dominated by oak, elm, linden,
ash, and hazel. The next major changes in the
vegetation occurred 2500 years later, when hazel
became dominant for a short time, but was very
quickly supplanted by beech. In the period from
approximately 6700–4750 BC, the conjectured
shallow and nutrient rich lake in the Ljubljansko
barje was surrounded by a dense, primarily beech
forest (Fig. 10), in which fir also became increasingly predominant. The following major change to
a

b

c

d

Figure 8. The clearly recognizable pollen grains of
various plants in the layers of
palynological cores enable
the reconstruction of the
vegetative ground cover in
various chronological periods. Pollen grains of Austrian
pine (Pinus nigra, a), black
alder (Alnus glutinosa, b),
downy oak (Quercus pubescens, c) and yellow water-lily
(Nuphar luteum, d) were
photographed by microscope
at 400 times magnification.
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Figure 9. A pine-birch forest
in Finland. A similar forest
composition can be conjectured for the end of the last
ice age along the Ljubljansko
barje.

≥ Figure 10. A beech forest predominated along the
edges of the Ljubljansko
barje at the end of the early
and in the middle Holocene.

Borošvniščica

Figure 11. The Ljubljansko
barje region at the site of the
‘Na mahu’ core.

the composition of the forest, when the beech and
fir populations declined greatly, and oak, alder,
and hazel increased, is dated approximately to
the period between 4750 and 4000 BC. This is also
the period of the first pile-dwelling settlements.
This period was followed by a slight increase in
beech and the predominance of primarily fir forests. As the upper layer of peat throughout most
of the Ljubljansko barje area was removed in the
18th and 19th century, only little is known about
the development of the vegetation in the last 4500
years. One of the rare pollen diagrams that also
cover this chronological period is the diagram for
Podpeč Lake, which shows that more intensive
forest clearing began in the last millennium BC, at
the end of the Bronze Age and in the Iron Age. An
open landscape, very similar to that of the present
day, was created at the end of the Iron Age some
2000 years ago.2
What were the causes of such a dynamic development of vegetation in the Ljubljansko barje
region in the last 15,000 years? Several different
factors can simultaneously influence the growth
of vegetation: the climate, the geological foundations, the soil conditions, internal vegetative
dynamics (e.g. succession and competitive relations among plants), and the influence of man on
the environment. The roles of climate and man
changed throughout time: at first theVr
inVrh
rclimatic
n a
nik
fluence on the development of the vegetation was
highly intensive, in the middle Holocene both the
climate and human influence were equally important, while in the late Holocene, the influence of
man was predominant.

The cold late glacial climate enabled the
growth of pine-birch forests, while the remaining
deciduous trees could increase significantly only
with the warming in the early Holocene. Beech
and fir, which require a wet climate, spread several
millennia later, when the quantity of precipitation
increased and the contrast between the seasons
was reduced.3
With the desire to understand better the reasons for the complex changes in the vegetation
and hydrology in the middle Holocene period,
multidisciplinary paleo-ecological investigations
of the ‘Na mahu’ sedimentary core to the north-
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east of Ig close to the Maharski prekop pile-dwelling were carried out (Figs. 11 and 12).4 The research
results indicate that in the period of the earliest
pile-dwelling settlements of the Ljubljansko barje
in the fifth millennium BC, the beech-fir forest
was replaced by a more open landscape (increases
in oak, alder, and hazel). The first indicators
of pasture also appeared (e.g. pollen of ribwort
plantain), which were probably related to human
influence on the environment (agriculture and
stock-raising) and hydrological changes, which it
is conjectured as a result of a drier climate caused
a reduced water level in the basin, and on the
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Figure 12. The percentage
pollen diagram of the ‘Na
mahu’ core shows the results
of analysis of the pollen that
through the millennia had
been deposited in the lake
and marsh sediments of the
Ljubljansko barje. The seven
meters deep sequence thus
preserved an over 7000 years
long record of the vegetation
development. The diagram
shows the depth and age of
the sediments (the earlier
layers lay underneath the
later ones), followed by the
pollen curves that display the
percentages of some of the
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most characteristic plants
(those with less than 0.5% are
marked by a dot), and concludes with a graph showing
the proportions of the pollen
of trees and bushes (black),
plants (dark grey), the spores
of ferns (pale grey), and water
plants (white). The changes in
the vegetation from the end
of the ice age are visible on
the diagram, when pines were
replaced by deciduous trees
(oak and hazel), while later
beech and firs also spread.
The increasing influence of
man on the environment is
shown in the upper part of the
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diagram, where the decline
in the pollen of trees and the
increase in perennials (such
as grasses) indicate intensified clearing of forests, while
the appearance of pollen of
cereals and ribwort plantain
indicates increased agriculture
and stock-raising. The development of the vegetation in
the last 4500 years remains
unknown, as due to the cutting
and burning of peat the pollen
record had been destroyed in
the upper section of the core.
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newly dried surfaces, which probably attracted
the first agriculturalists, alder and oak began
to grow. The results of other analyses show an
increase in the quantity of (“terrestrial”) organic
substances and sand, and a proximity to running
water and reduced quantity of nutritive substances at the sampling site. The dry conditions
probably reached their peak in the period around
4000 BC, and this phase was followed by a period
of a wetter and colder climate,5 which caused the
spread of firs. Peat began to grow in the vicinity
of the ‘Na mahu’ core at the end of the 4th millennium BC.
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The changes in the vegetation and hydrology
of the Ljubljansko barje region were both highly
dynamic and complicated. An otherwise general
trend was noted of the drying out of the basin,
although it seems that the situation was not so
simple and that the climatic oscillations contributed greatly to the hydrological conditions. Future
multidisciplinary paleo-ecological investigations
will greatly aid in further comprehension of the
development of vegetation in this exceptionally
interesting region.
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Figure 13. The marsh of Mali
plac near Bevke, one of the
last habitats of marsh plants
in the Ljubljansko barje region.
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The history of the
acquisition of finds
and archaeological
investigation of the
Ljubljanica
The chronicle of the discovery of finds from the
Ljubljanica definitely belongs among the most
exciting stories about the history of research
into archaeological sites in Slovenia. The great
quantity, excellent preservation, and unusually
high quality of the finds already became evident
Figure 14. A list of objects
found during deepening of
the channel in 1825. The 78
objects from the riverbed
downriver from the Špital
Bridge – the present-day
Tromostovje – include several
medieval swords, daggers
and spearheads, two helmets,
and two arm guards.18
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while dredging and deepening the riverbed in the
first half of the 19th century, which was meant to
improve the waterlogged state of the Ljubljansko
barje (Ljubljana Marshes) and enable the cultivation of this area. The material donated to the
National Museum of Slovenia (then the Provincial
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The history of the acquisition of finds

Figure 15. The finds from
the riverbed between
Špica and the Prule
Bridge. The finds, which
were collected by children during regulation
works in 1936–1938 and
brought to the director
of the school at Graben
in Ljubljana, were sold to
the National Museum by
a teacher named Mlekuž
in 1940, and a year later,
the museum also purchased the collection
of the school-boy Franc
Dermastia.

Museum) by the Ljubljana mayor Janez Nepomuk
Hradecky and other citizens is mentioned in the
list of acquisitions, and several original documents referring to this are also preserved, such as
records from June 1825 (Fig. 14).
Most of the finds from 1825–1828 and 1837–
1838 were discovered between the dike at the influx of the Gradaščica and the present Tromostovje
(the Triple Bridge),1 while finds from the channel
between the Špica and Gradaščica came to light
while dredging and regulating the banks between
the middle of the 19th century and the Second
World War (Fig. 16). In the 19th century, several artefacts were also found during work at the mouths
of the Gradaščica and Mali graben, and as early as
1888 a pile-dwelling settlement was discovered by
the baths at Špica.2 Discoveries from the area of the
former fish-ponds of the German knightly order in
the marshy area at Preprošica near Volar can logically also be tied to the finds from the Ljubljanica.3

Figure 16. The regulation of the Ljubljanica by the Tromostovje.19
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Figure 17. The divers of the Austro-Hungarian Imperial
and Royal Navy in Pula around 1900. The naval divers
who investigated the riverbed near Dolge njive were
equipped with so-called soft or classic diving suits,
with cylindrical rotation pumps for the air supply.20

Figure 18. Kamin near Bevke
is one of the archaeologically
most interesting sections of
the Ljubljanica.
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Discoveries followed during regulation of the riverbed between the gate at Špica and the Prule Bridge
in 1936–1938 (Fig. 15). In this section finds came to
light primarily from the Copper, Bronze, and Iron
Ages, along with the Roman period.4 During dredging
in July 1935, Rajko Ložar documented the conjectured remains of a Roman wooden bridge in the vicinity of the eastern gate of Emona,5 while among the
post-war finds from the channel in the city, particular
mention should be made of the hoard of gold coins
from the Antoninian period discovered in 1956 on
the bank near the former Rog bicycle factory.6
The bed of the Ljubljanica at Vrhnika, the Roman Nauportus, became well known early on for
finds of antiquities, and the Provincial Museum
acquired numerous finds from here between 1877
and 1891.7 The objects pulled from the water by
fishermen and children consisted primarily of
Roman bronze vessels and iron tools and weapons,
while prehistoric finds of pottery and bone are also
known, as well as several medieval swords.
The high quality of the finds led the director of
the museum, Karl Deschmann, to order systematic dragging of the river bottom from the end of the
seventies, and after new discoveries by fishermen
at the beginning of 1884, he requested the aid of
imperial and royal navy divers from the naval base
at Pula in Istria (Fig. 17). The investigations undertaken at Vrhnika between the 17th and 24th of October 1884 were one of the first examples of the use
of the classic diving suit for research as opposed
to commercial purposes, and hence this is considered to be one of the pioneering achievements of
underwater archaeology.8
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Figure 19. The collection of
Franc Kršmanc contained
among other things several
valuable examples of late
La Tène and early Roman
weapons and tools, which
were long thought to be the
contents of a hoard from
Vrhnika.21

Figure 20a. The Lichtenberg
Collection.22 Ložar’s description of the collection also mentions interesting circumstances
of discovery for one of the
bronze spearheads, as he cites
the claim of the finder that it
was found stuck in the rib-cage
of a human skeleton.

Figure 20b. The Roman bowl
of blue-white glass from the
Lichtenberg Collection was
purchased by the Ljubljana
jeweller Eberle. Today the
bowl is missing.23
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Figure 21. A model of the
riverbed in the area of the
Bronze Age site at Kamin
near Bevke. Underwater
archaeological investigations
include bathygraphic imaging
of the channel with sonar and
GPS equipment, which enables preparation for drawing
the position of the finds.24
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Figure 22. In the excavations of the Roman wooden structure at Vrhnika
it was established that it most probably represented the remains of a
landing platform or a pier. Large quantities of roofing tile fragments,
fine table-ware, horse bits, and other items were discovered among the
vertically driven piles.

Figure 23. Modern investigations require the use of a surveyor’s total station and corresponding prism for determining the exact position of the
finds, while details of situations, profiles of sediments, and remains of
wooden vessels also require drawing by hand on water-resistant paper
with the aid of measuring tapes or an aluminium grid.
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As the first known archaeological find from
the Ljubljanica in the central part of the Ljubljansko barje we can conditionally point to a bronze
sword that was most probably discovered during
fishing somewhere between Bevke and Notranje
Gorice and was purchased by the museum in 1883.
Despite this find, an extensive group of objects
concealed by the river in the area of Kamin near
Bevke was only indicated by the discoveries by the
inhabitants of two households on the left bank
of the Ljubljanica at the confluence of the Pekov
graben drainage ditch. The collection of Franc
Kršmanc was acquired by the National Museum in
1913 (Fig. 19),9 while most of the artefacts found in
the Ljubljanica by members of the family of Karl
Lichtenberg were purchased by the museum just
before the Second World War (Fig. 20).10
The Ljubljanica again became topical as an
archaeological site with the expansion of underwater activities in the decades after the CousteauGagnan advances in autonomous diving equipment. Some divers handed over their finds to the
director of the National Museum, Peter Petru, who
recognized the opportunity and devised a plan for
systematic rescue and research.11 The Ljubljanica
represented the main focus in 1980–1985 for a
team from the museum, led by the archaeologist
Nuša Logar, and with the participation of divers
from the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the Society for Sea Research of Ljubljana.12 In addition to
a series of underwater surveys of the riverbed, the
National Museum team carried out excavations in
1985 on the right bank opposite the influx of the
Zrnica near Blatna Brezovica,13 and in the area of a
wooden structure by the early Roman settlement
at Dolge njive14 (Fig. 22).
The unsupervised collection of artefacts
became widespread in the eighties, which highlighted the problem of the inadequate legal and
practical protection of the river as an archaeological site.15 The selling of artefacts in the local and
international antiquities trade was not mitigated
by the non-institutional efforts of individuals,
such as Miro Potočnik, who kept records of the
discovered objects and prepared several publications and occasional exhibitions.16
The National Museum began topographic
surveys of the channel of the Ljubljanica again in
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1990, which were carried out in the framework
of a project directed by Timotej Knific,17 and new
impetus in the archaeological investigation of
the Ljubljanica arose in the mid nineties with
the foundation of the Underwater Archaeology
Group of the Institute for Protection of the Cultural Heritage of Slovenia. Research in the last few
years has been concentrated on the systematic
documentation of new sites in the Ljubljanica and
the tributaries of the Ljubija and Bistra and cyclical revisiting of selected segments of the riverbed
(Fig. 21 and 23). The Ljubljanica has been protected
since November 2003 as a cultural monument of
state significance. Diving in the river is restricted
because of the easy accessibility of the finds, and
it is possible only with a permit from the Ministry
of Culture throughout most of the course of the
Ljubljanica through the Ljubljansko barje.
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The conservation and
restoration of finds
from Ljubljanica

The Ljubljanica represents a specific and dynamic
environment. With its chemical (such as the degree
of acidity or alkalinity, and the degree of pollution
by industrial and other waste water), physical (such
as the mechanical effects of sand and other coarse
particles), and biological (such as algae and other
vegetation and animals) factors it significantly affects objects of the cultural heritage in the river, in
which the microlocation of the objects is important.
The better or poorer preservation of objects is otherwise dependent primarily on the objects themselves: the material from which they were made and
the quality of their manufacture.

Figure 24. An early medieval
axe with a characteristic
violet-red coating.
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Conservation is of essential importance for
the preservation of the portable cultural heritage, by which the object is protected as much as
possible from decay. The removal of objects from
the Ljubljanica means a change in their natural
environment, which increases their vulnerability.
Hence until active conservation begins, they are
kept in an environment that does not jeopardize
them, i.e. in pure water.
Most of the objects from the Ljubljanica are
covered with a thick, hard, and difficult to remove
violet-red coating, which is probably composed
primarily from mixtures of algae, limestone, plaster, and silicates (Fig. 24). The coating is removed
gradually. The organic parts are softened by soaking in an alkaline solution and boiling, and are
then removed by scrubbing underwater and with a
scalpel. This is followed by sanding, grinding, and
mechanical cleaning with ultrasound and scalpels
under binocular microscope. If insoluble chlorides are present, they are removed with a special
process (the so-called sulphite procedure). When
soluble salts are present, they are removed by
boiling in distilled water and the objects are then
vacuum dried. This is followed by standard protection with special varnishes and waxes. Objects
covered with a grey river coating (Fig. 25) are treated
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in an identical manner, but without soaking in an
alkaline solution.
Some copper alloy objects are covered by a
compact coating of iron oxides, which is not rare
for objects recovered from river environments and
does not come from the object itself, but from the
surroundings. Such coatings are carefully removed
in the conservation procedure (Fig. 26a–c).
Before starting conservation of metal objects,
X-rays are often taken, which show the metal sections under coatings and enable planning the
proper conservation procedures (Figs. 27 and 28).
Before beginning conservation of a Roman dagger with a sheath (Fig. 29), neutron radiology was
undertaken as it was conjectured that the inside
of the object might have wooden sections.1 It was
shown that two wooden platelets had been inserted
into the metal sheath, preventing contact between
the blade of the dagger and the metal of the sheath,
and that the core of the pommel of the dagger han-

a

b

Conservation

Figure 25. A Roman axe with
a grey coating.

c

Figure 26. Prior to conservation, the statuette had a coating
(a), which XRF (X-ray fluorescence) analysis showed to have a
high iron content. The removal of the coating (with a scalpel)
uncovered a bronze patina on half of the statuette, which was
removed in two places to the metal core (b); the XRF analysis showed that the core was of bronze. The iron coating, (c),
was removed with a scalpel using a binocular microscope. The
cleaned and conserved statuette is shown as Cat. 41.
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Figure 27. The X-ray image of the fork before conservation (a)
clearly showed the metal decoration on the handle (b). The
silver part of the fork was covered with a hard lime-silicate
coating, which included grains of sand (a), and it was difficult
to remove from the relatively soft silver underpinning. The silver
was polished after cleaning, as it would otherwise have the appearance of aluminium, while the iron parts were sanded, burnished, and stabilized with epoxy resin. The fork was protected
in the standard manner with acrylic varnish and wax. Figure 27c
shows the object after conservation.

Figure 28. An X-ray image
of the Roman dagger in a
sheath (Cat. 69), made before the conservation began.
It showed remains of silver
inlaid decoration.
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dle was also wooden (Fig. 30).2 This was followed by
careful cleaning of the surface of the dagger handle
and sheath, which were decorated with red and
metallic yellow inlay. Examination using the proton
excited X-ray emission (PIXE) showed that these
were enamel and brass, and that the metallic silver
shining parts were not a silver decoration but rather
the iron parts of the sheath (Fig. 31). The object was
soaked for a long time in water to dissolve the soluble salts. Because of the presence of enamel and
tin, the sulphite procedure could not be used on
the object. The wood was hardened with sugar (saccharose). After conservation the artefact (Cat. 68) is
still sensitive to corrosion, primarily because of the
still present insoluble chlorides, and it requires a
special controlled climate.
An example of another difficult object for conservation is a sword with a wooden scabbard (Cat.
67),3 while for certain other metal artefacts the
procedure was relatively simple. Such was the case
of an excellently preserved Roman helmet (Cat. 35).
Its surface was partly covered with green algae,
black copper oxides and sulphides, and in several
places with a thin lime coating. Simple scrubbing
and washing in distilled water and gentle polishing was all that was required for it to shine as it did
when it was originally being used.
In the conservation of metal objects, spectral
analyses (PIXE – proton induced X-ray emission
and XRF – X-ray fluorescence) are used to check if
their surfaces are perhaps tinned, silver-plated, or
gilded. The thin surface layers, which can be preserved in traces (cf. Cat. 55, 56, 60–63, 66, 69, 74, 75) or
are often hidden beneath a patina on the surface
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Figure 29. The dagger Cat. 68
prior to conservation.

of the object,4 can be preserved only with a very
cautious conservation procedure (Fig. 32).
Several glass objects were excellently preserved
in the Ljubljanica. The preservation of glass objects
is dependent on whether they were deposited in
the river whole and on their composition, along
with other factors. Roman glass, which was made
from quartz sand with the addition of soda (sodium
carbonate) and lime, is considerably more resistant, for example, than medieval glass, where potash
(potassium carbonate) was added to quartz sand.5
The process of decay of glass begins on the surface
and just underneath it, and slowly continues into

Figure 30. Neutron radiography of the dagger handle
(Cat. 68). The growth rings in
the wood are visible, as well
as cracks in the wood.11

the depths. If glass is suddenly dried after lengthy
deposition in water, great pressure is created on the
surface and it can crack (Fig. 33). In the conservation
of a glass artefact, we clean any impurities and coatings; if it is fragmented, we glue it together. For this,
we use a special glue made specifically for glass,
which is similar to glass in appearance.6 It is a great
challenge to fill in missing parts; this procedure
increases the solidity of the object and recreates its
original form (Fig. 34b).7 Such supplementation is
very time consuming and consists of modelling, taking casts, making varied moulds, and casting epoxy
resins that are used to replace the missing parts.8
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Figure 31. The sheath of the
Roman dagger (Cat. 68)
prepared for proton induced
X-ray emission (PIXE) examination on the tandem
accelerator at the J. Stefan
Institute.12

Figure 32. Spectral analysis
(XRF and PIXE) of the surface of the sheath mounts of
the Roman sword (Cat. 61)
showed an unusually high
proportion of gold in the
silver from which the mount
was made. Careful removal of
the patina at several places
revealed that the original
front surface of the mount
had been gilded. Despite this,
we did not remove the patina
from most of the surface, as
this was not necessary for the
conservation of the object or
could even damage it.

Figure 33. A cracked glass
surface. The damage occurred because the alkaline
surface dried and shrank.
Magnification approximately
4x.

Objects made of pottery, or fired clay, are less
fragile than those of glass or metal. They retain
their hardness despite long periods of exposure
to difficult conditions, such as water, if they were
fired at a temperature over 800°C. After changes
to their environs (the removal of the object from
water) great danger exists of damage to the surface
from salts (such as calcium carbonate, sodium
chloride) present in the pores of the pottery, which
can cause cracks because of the process of crystallization. So thorough attempts are made to remove
all salts. Coatings such as algae, lime, etc. are also
removed from the surface (Fig. 35). Only after this,
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a

can the assembly of fragments begin. If a vessel is
to be reconstructed, the missing parts are filled in,
usually with plaster.9
Objects of organic materials (such as wood,
leather, bone, textile) are the most sensitive
among the riverine finds. Special methods are applied to achieve their stability. Bone harpoons (Cat.
5) were first dried by freezing and then consolidated with acrylic resin.10
After conservation has been completed, the
storage and exhibition of the objects under suitable conditions is extremely important.

≤ Figure 35. Removal of the
coating from a pottery vessel with a jet of tiny plastic
globules. The algae coatings
are usually softer than the
pottery, therefore the pottery is not damaged by this
procedure.

Conservation

b

Figure 34. A glass beaker
before (a) and during (b)
conservation.
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The Ljubljanica in
prehistory

Prehistoric metal finds from rivers, lakes, and
swamps are exceptionally numerous in the continental part of Europe, on the British Islands, and
in Scandinavia. They also exhibit a similar functional composition and chronological correspondence, as well as an unexpectedly good state of
preservation. The majority of scholars hence agree
that they represent more than merely accidentally lost objects, remains of cargoes, or traces of
eroded settlements.1 The interpretation of a ritual
deposition of more or less precious objects is in
general accepted only for finds from specific and
prominent sites, such as springs, distant parts of
marshes, the outflows of lakes, karst abysses, and
mountain passes. Finds from rivers, however, first
of all prompt discussion, as the reasons for the
appearance of objects in rivers are apparent only
in rare examples. Large collections of finds discovered during dredging or exploitation of river gravel
have only limited use in explicating this question,
as their (eventual) archaeological contexts remain
unknown. More information referring to the composition of the material and the spatial relationship to corresponding layers and/or structures can
be acquired by direct documentation of the site
either through underwater excavation or investigation during a period of low water levels.2
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Despite significant differences in the manner
of acquiring the finds and the degree of investigation of individual segments, the Ljubljanica has
immense potential as an archaeological site. The
specific longitudinal profile of the channel, characterized by shallow thresholds and further deep
sections with great capabilities of retaining deposited material, along with the limited transport
power of the current, mean that the objects do not
lie far from the place where they entered the water
(Fig. 36). Indicators of the small degree of transport
by current downstream include hoards with clearly recognizable connections and parts of the same
objects found together nearby, along with the
good preservation and the limited degree of wear
of the broken surfaces of pottery vessels. Similar
conclusions have also been reached through the
experimental deposition of objects, which can be
traced in an almost unchanged position for several years, while a more substantial shifting was
established only for objects with a smaller specific
weight.3
The chronological span of the finds from the
Ljubljanica and its tributaries practically covers all
periods after the end of the last ice age, although
its bed became stabilized in approximately its
present channel only as late as the Bronze Age.
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Figure 36. Sketch of the
cross-section of a channel
with banks and levees.

The most important complexes of finds proving
the utilization of aquatic and marsh resources
and the wooded fringes of the Ljubljansko barje
(Ljubljana Marshes) as early as the early Mesolithic (9th and 8th millennia BC) were discovered
at Breg near Škofljica and in the channel of the
Ljubija at Zalog near Verd.4 At both sites traces
were preserved of the fluvial transformation of the
original contexts, and in the case of Zalog even
erosion is documented of the previously washed
away remains.
In the late Neolithic (in the mid 5th millennium BC) the Ljubljansko barje region resembled
a mosaic of shallow lakes, marshes, and moors
crisscrossed by the predecessors of the Ljubljanica
and its tributaries. A new type of settlement appeared then, a settlement of houses built on piles
driven into the waterlogged ground, usually called
a pile-dwelling settlement, which are also located
in the central regions of floodplains.5 The connection between the eroded material in the present
day channels and the settlement remains beneath
riverbank sediments was known from as early as
the end of the 19th century in the example of the
pile-dwelling settlement at Špica in Ljubljana,
while in the last several decades through field
survey of the banks of water courses and under-

Figure 37. The wooden pile of
the Copper Age pile-dwelling
settlement in the bed of the
Bistra stream.

water survey Copper Age settlements have been
discovered on the left bank of the Ljubljanica
near Hočevarica, in the bed of the Ljubija near the
hamlet of Pritiska, and in the upper current of the
Bistra (Fig. 37). Judging from the concentration of
objects in the riverbed, the existence of further
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Figure 38. Important piledwelling settlements in the
Ljubljansko barje ( ) and
contemporary copper finds
( ), and ceramic and bone
finds in the Ljubljanica ( ).

Figure 39. Copper Age stone
daggers and arrowheads.

5km

pile-dwelling settlements can also be suggested
at Vrhnika, in the vicinity of the mouth of the Ljubija, near Lipavec, and between outflows of Bistra
and Borovniščica (Fig. 38). Particular finds that offer a unique insight into the chronological range
and composition of the lake dwelling material
culture include stone daggers and arrowheads, a
decorated bone spearhead, single-edged harpoons
(Cat. 5; Fig. 39). Other intriguing finds consist of the
remains of skulls from peat layers and water channels in the western part of the Ljubljansko barje,
while other human skeletal remains have been
documented only exceptionally.6
A special question is represented by the frequency of finds of antler axes in the beds of the
Bistra and the Ljubljanica near Blatna Brezovica
and Bevke (Fig. 40),7 which might indicate a place
where particular activities were carried out, such
as skinning and dismembering prey, usually
somewhat apart from the settlement. The economic exploitation of natural resources is best
illustrated by the numerous remains of logboats
from various periods of prehistory known from
Ljubljansko barje layers,8 while exclusively Roman and later vessels have been discovered to the
present in the Ljubljanica. Particularly interesting are the well-preserved logboat with carved

transverse walls found at Stare gmajne, as well as a
8.5m long logboat from the vicinity of Šivčev grič,
where traces were found of repairs with cord lashes, as well as a boat with a human skull and two
paddles added, discovered during construction of
the railway line through the presumed old course
of the river, below 10m thick layers of peat.9
The stabilization of the course of the Ljubljanica is considered to coincide with the abandonment of settlement in the floodplain and the
transfer of the settlements to the edges of the
marsh at the end of the early Bronze Age, while on
the basis of the individual and group finds it can
be concluded that the central parts of the marshes
acquired the character of a ritual landscape (Fig. 41).10
One of the latest pile-dwelling settlements, which
pottery finds of Litzen type classify approximately
to the first centuries of the second millennium BC,
was discovered in the channel of the Bistra near
the fallow ground of Mali Otavnik, not far from the
castle of Bistra.11 The extensive complex of middle
and late Bronze Age pottery and metal material
from the bed of the Ljubljanica and sites in the
marshes are more or less contemporary to the
lowland settlements at Iška Loka, Šivčev graben
and Prule, and in this period the settlement of
Grajski grič (Castle Hill) in Ljubljana also began.12
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Figure 40. Stone- and Copper
Age antler axes.
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Figure 41. River and marsh finds from the Bronze and Iron
Age in the Ljubljansko barje; finds from the Ljubljanica
are excluded (green – Bronze Age; blue – early Iron Age;
orange – late Iron Age; circle – single find; square – hoard
find).

Figure 42. The Ljubljanica.
The functional structure of
the metal objects through
time.
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The finds indicate the intermingling of cultural
influences from the coast and hinterland of the
northern Adriatic and the eastern regions of Slovenia, western Hungary, and the area between the
Sava and Drava Rivers in northern Croatia.13
The offering of objects at the earliest deposition
site by the influx of the Bistra into the Ljubljanica
began in the middle Bronze Age.14 The finds consist primarily of undamaged metal objects of male
character. Metal material from the late Bronze Age
was found primarily in the riverbed in the western
part of the Ljubljansko barje between the mouth
of the Ljubija and Kamnik pod Krimom. The rare
deliberately damaged or burnt metal objects (sickles, sword blade segments, and isolated examples
of pins from Kamin) might once have belonged
to the hoards originally buried in the riverbank.15
In contrast to bronze pins, weapons and tools are
not found in the same places as pottery (Cat. 18),
which could indicate separate locations for votive
sacrifices and alternative forms of burial.16 In this
context of particular interest is the collective find
of pot, bowl and bronze pin at the fallow of Lipavec
(Fig. 70), which have direct analogies to the contemporary burial contexts.17
The earlier part of the Hallstatt period is marked
by a distinct decline in the number of objects. In
the later Hallstatt period, in the horizon of warrior
graves in the 5th and 4th centuries BC,18 an increase
occurs in the deposition of attire elements, and
socketed axes and the characteristic south-eastern
Alpine shaft-hole axes are also fairly numerous (Cat.
26, 34). The presence of attire elements at the same
places where Bronze Age metal material appears
is significant (Figs. 42, 43). Prominent finds include
a bronze cist with spirally twisted handles, such as
were common in the 6th and 5th centuries BC in the
graves of south-eastern Alpine magnates, a sword
with a scabbard, and a La Tène type fibula, both
from the end of the 4th century BC, that confirm
early contacts with the Celtic world (Cat. 29). A distinct late Halltatt horizon in the Ljubljanica coincides with the deposition of objects at sacrificial
cremation places in the Alps,19 and at the Venetic
sanctuaries in the Veneto and Friuli regions,20 and
also the phenomenon of burial in karst caves,
such as Skeletna jama near Škocjan21 and Durezza
Cave near Villach in Austrian Carinthia.22 Attention
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Figure 43. The Ljubljanica.
The dynamics of quantities of
metal objects from individual periods at long duration
deposition sites.
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should also be drawn to analogies with assemblages of finds from the Bacchiglione River near Padova,23 and the Cetina River in the Dalmatian hinterland.24 The Ljubljana region in this period saw the
transferal of settlement from the Castle Hill area to
the fortified settlement at Molnik, which is documented by the decline in burial at the large urnfield
cemetery on the left bank of the Ljubljanica and the
expansion of the tumulus necropolis in the vicinity
of the Molnik hillfort.25
A marked increase in the number of finds
characterizes the Ljubljanica in the 2nd century

Kamin

Dinver

Zornica

Podpeč

Široka

Kuhinja

Črna vas

Farjevec

BC, when the southern part of the Ljubljana basin
was under the influence of the tribal alliance of
the Celtic Taurisci, who were hostile to Rome and
strove to control the crucial overland route between the Italic peninsula and the central Danubian basin and the Balkans.26 One of the clear indicators of military-political conflicts along the northeastern border of the region under Roman control
are the cult sites with ritual deposited weapons in
Notranjska/Inner Carniola, the Soča River valley,
Friuli, Carnia, and Carinthia.27 A similar background can be conjectured for a great part of the

Volar

Dolgi breg Ljubljana
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La Tène finds from the Ljubljanica, dominated by
weapons and tools that are attributed to the Celts,
along with fibulae, coin finds, and Italic bronze
vessels. Given the classical texts about the organized transport of goods between the Roman colony
of Aquileia, established in 181 BC, and the Danube
basin, the scarcity of finds of Italic origin is surprising, as they are characteristic for other middle
and late La Tène sites to the east of Razdrto.28 The
foundation of a settlement of Italian traders below
Castle Hill in Ljubljana, which is also reflected in
the increased quantities of pottery and metal objects of Italic origin in the Ljubljanica, permits the

conclusion that the annexation of central Slovenia
into Cisalpine Gaul took place in the time of Caesar’s proconsulate or soon afterwards and designates the chronological boundary line between
the prehistoric and Roman periods.
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Zalog near Verd

Zalog near Verd.
A hunting camp from
the middle Stone Age

At the fallow ground of Zalog, not far from the
village of Verd on the western edge of the Ljubljansko barje (Ljubljana Marshes), the remains of
a camp of Mesolithic hunters from the 8th millennium BC were discovered during underwater
survey of the bed of the Ljubija stream.1 Numerous
stone flakes and cores, antler and bone tools, and
unworked remains of animals were collected from
a 100m long section of the stream. Particular attention should be drawn to the skull of a 20–34
year old female, the remains of a perpendicular
wooden post and horizontal logs, and large stones.
The finds originate from an extensive sequence of
thin river deposits that can be traced in the bank
of the present channel, some three meters below
the surface of the surrounding plain (Fig. 45).
Radiocarbon dating of collagen from the
human skull gave an age of 7957–7610 BC,2 the
wooden pile 7050–6690 BC,3 and one of the logs
7576–7353 BC,4 which on the one hand place Zalog among the earliest archaeological sites of the
Ljubljansko barje, while on the other hand the
skull of the deceased woman represents the earliest reliably dated human skeletal remains from
Slovenia. In terms of the quantity, variety, and
state of preservation of the artefact assemblage,
at the same time it is one of the more important
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sites of the middle Stone Age in the eastern Alpine region.
The research into remains of hunter-gatherer
groups from the period after the end of the last
ice age has until now been primarily concentrated
on finds in caves and shelters in the Karst (Kras)
region, which on the basis of the lithic industries
are attributed to the Mediterranean cultural complex.5 Traces of hunting visits to the Alpine high
mountain ranges have also been established in
the last decade.6 Among the generally contemporaneous lowland sites in the Ljubljansko barje,
the remains of the multi-period settlement at Breg
near Škofljica stand out, where the earliest documented phase can be assigned to the pre-Boreal,
at the very beginning of the Holocene.7
The analysis of the finds places Zalog near Verd
in the broader context of the early Holocene sites
of the Balkan cultural circle and points to close
comparisons to the Mesolithic of the Danubian
Iron Gate gorge and the eastern-lying hinterland
of the Black Sea. At the site a total of 2242 lithic
flakes were uncovered, among them 302 retouched tools and 102 cores.8 Large simple tools
predominate, while complex products, like arrowheads and scrapers, were scarce (Cat. 4). Most of the
tools were made from poor quality raw material,
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Figure 44. The meanders of
the Ljubija stream near Verd.

primarily chert, such as can be found in deposits
in the vicinity of the Ljubljansko barje, while artefacts made of tuff, obsidian, and chalcedony were
also discovered.
The site at Zalog further contained rich finds
of bone and antler objects (Cat. 2, 3). Double points
stand out among the bone artefacts, which can be
recognized as lance- or spear-heads, while among
the objects made from antler were tools with an
opening for attachment to a haft, which would
best correspond to the term axe. In addition to
wood working and cutting up hunted animals,
their use can probably be connected to digging
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up roots, water plants and animals, making holes
for traps, and so forth. Such axes, despite the
enormous numbers of related finds in northern
and western Europe, have direct analogies only
to the material from the approximately contemporaneous sites at the Iron Gate, which together
with similarities in the lithic inventory indicate
contacts between the groups via routes along the
Danube and Sava.
The hilly hinterland beyond the camp, like the
other fringes of the Ljubljansko barje, in the Boreal was covered by a mixed oak forest.9 The great
importance of the forest in the economy of the
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Zalog near Verd

Figure 45. Plan of the site
with the distribution of finds.
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Figure 46. Life in the camp,
depicted on the basis of
the archaeological record
at Zalog and approximately
contemporary sites of comparable nature. The hypothesis about the base character
of the camp and its position
near the entrance of the
stream into the shallow lake
is supported by the wooden
pile driven into a clay layer,
which in terms of the composition of the discovered finds
made of stone, bone, and antler, and the skeletal remains
of animals could represent
the remains of a platform for

cutting up hunting booty. The
reconstruction of activities
and the tents in the residential part of the camp is based
on the explanation of similar
traces at Mesolithic settlements in northern Europe.12
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≥ Figure 47. Reconstruction
of the post-depositional
processes at the site:
the erosion of the original
sediments with archaeological remains (b), the development of a floodplain with the
vertical accretion of alluvial
layers on the bank (c), and
the Ljubija in its meandering eroded the layers with
remains (d).

group is indicated by the analysis of the skeletal
remains of animals, with a marked predominance
of deer (61.6%) and boar (28.9%), while aurochs,
badger, roe deer, beaver, wildcat, and brown bear
were represented by several finds.10 Supplementary
sources of food, provided by the lake and marsh
habitats in the vicinity, can be surmised on the
basis of fairly modest remains of birds and fishes.
The latter consist exclusively of the bones of pike
weighing several kilograms.
Most of the information gathered leads to the
conclusion that the site in the bed of the Ljubija
stream by the fallow land of Zalog represents a
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Figure 48. The documentation of the human skull. The
reasons for the appearance of
the skull of a young woman at
the site can only be guessed
at; the absence of incisions or
any other traces of working
do not speak in favour of the
possibility that it might represent the remains of some
cannibalistic practice.
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peripheral section of a more permanent camp,
which given the available data about the environment of that period was located in the vicinity of
the lake bank or on the floodplain alongside the
channel of one of the predecessors of the Ljubija
stream. The suggested structure of wood and
stone could be conditionally interpreted as the remains of a platform where hunting booty was dismembered and bone and horn were worked, while
the dwelling section of the camp should probably
be sought away from the water (Fig. 46).

The results of the faunal analyses do not allow a
clear answer about the season of the year in which
people dwelled in the Zalog area. Species that appear in Slovenia in migratory periods predominate
among the bird remains, which could mean that
the camp was inhabited in spring or fall. An autumn
season of residence is indicated by the degree of
growth and/or wear of the biting surfaces of boar
and deer molars, characteristic for certain autumnwinter months, and the working of the antlers of
hunted deer, which achieved the greatest hardness
in early autumn. Given the range of radiocarbon
dates, it cannot be excluded that this was a site that
was visited or inhabited throughout a longer period.
In the context of the activities that took place
in the documented part of the site, the presence of
the skull of a 20 to 34 year old woman is intriguing
(Cat. 1; Fig. 48). The skull does not exhibit any special
traces that would help in explaining the reasons
for its presence in a hunting camp. On the basis
of similar examples from other Stone Age sites, it
could be assigned to the general group of isolated
human bone remains.
The radiocarbon analysis of the organic debris
has shown that the deposition of the layer containing the finds was concluded only after the middle
of the 5th millennium,11 hence some 3000 years after the camp ceased to exist at this spot. The most
likely hypothesis is that erosion occurred at the
site of the original cultural layer, and the heavier
objects accumulated at the bottom of the newly
created fluvial sediment (Fig. 47).
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Pile-dwelling settlements

The pile-dwelling
settlements of the
Ljubljansko barje and
contemporary ﬁnds
from the Ljubljanica
The Ljubljansko barje (Ljubljana Marshes) region today is primarily known in Slovenia and
throughout the world for the remains of piledwelling settlements that were discovered over
130 years ago by Karl Deschmann, the curator
of the Carniolan Provincial Museum, today the
National Museum of Slovenia in Ljubljana.1 The
finds and sites discovered in the Ljubljansko barje from the period of the Copper Age lake dwellers have increased greatly since those summer
days in 1875. Knowledge about the lifestyle, customs, and environment in which the prehistoric
settlers lived has also become considerably more
extensive, with better supported and thoughtful
arguments.
In the first half of the fifth millennium BC,
groups of people arrived in the Ljubljansko barje,
most probably from the southeast, along the valleys and across passes in the Sava River basin.
These people produced pottery vessels, were engaged in agriculture, and were accompanied by
domesticated animals, such as dogs, sheep, goats,
domestic pigs, and cattle.
What brought the people of that time to this
region will never be determined with certainty.
Perhaps it was copper ore or copper, which in the
fifth millennium BC started its victorious march
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through Europe. What we definitely do know
is that they arrived in an untouched area by the
banks of a lake, which still covered a large part
of the plain of the Ljubljansko barje, and set up
small settlements. As their wooden houses were
built on top of supporting piles, they have been
termed pile-dwellings.
One such village below Plešivica was the settlement discovered by Karl Deschmann. The next,
much better known, was discovered some fifty
years ago by workers digging a drainage channel,
Resnikov prekop, near Ig.2 As has been shown by
the most recent investigations, this site was already
almost entirely destroyed in the prehistoric period.
Man was not responsible for the destruction, but
rather the very nature of the Ljubljansko barje.
A small watercourse, perhaps the Želimeljščica
stream, in a period when the village had already
long been abandoned and forgotten, shifted its
channel and carried away most of the remnants of
the ancient pile-dwelling settlement.
In any case, the excavations at Resnikov prekop showed that the pile-dwelling village had
been settled for only a short period, perhaps less
than a decade. After the lake dwellers left, the
Ljubljansko barje dreamed alone for the following
thousand years. New settlers appeared only in the
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Figure 49. The conjectured appearance of the pile-dwelling
settlement at Maharski prekop near Ig, based on the results of
modern archaeological research in Slovenia and abroad. Investigation has shown that the pile-dwelling settlement at Maharski
prekop was a relatively small village composed of several small
free-standing wooden houses on piles. The pile-dwelling settlement was surrounded on the land side with a defensive double
wooden palisade, which was perhaps also supplemented by a
defensive moat.10
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37th century BC, and like their predecessors, they
exploited the natural resources. On the banks of
an already smaller lake, they built pile-dwelling
settlements. On the basis of archaeological-dendrochronological analysis it has been established
that various sections of the Ljubljansko barje were
settled simultaneously, in the same year. This is
proven by the remains of support piles driven into
the soft ground at different pile-dwelling settlements that had been cut down in the same calendar year.
At Hočevarica near Verd,3 researchers discovered some of the earliest evidence to date for
metallurgical activity in the south-eastern Alpine
world. As is indicated by small circlet necklace
pendants of metamorphic stone, ore was perhaps
brought from over the Karavanke Mountains or
from the vicinity of Pohorje Mountain. Two copper
axes found by divers in the present channel of the
Ljubljanica near the area where the pile-dwelling
settlement once ruled prove that they were skilled
metalworkers.
Another important find from Hočevarica is a
bow made from yew, the most appropriate wood
for bows.4 As its length is only somewhat more than
120cm, it would have been suitable for not yet fullgrown juveniles to hone their hunting skills. Mature hunters used more powerful and far-reaching
bows, carefully formed from the finest branches
and measuring 170cm and longer in length.
Another important site is Maharski prekop
near Ig.5 It was excavated in the 1970s by Prof. Tatjana Bregant of the University of Ljubljana. She
came across a settlement of several pile-dwellings,
protected on the land side by a double wooden
palisade (Fig. 49). Today we know that the inhabitants of Maharski prekop were also involved with
copper metallurgy, and that the village existed in
the middle of the fourth millennium BC.
Somewhat later traces of settlement have been
found at Stare gmajne near Verd and at the partly
contemporary site of Blatna Brezovica, not far
away. At Stare gmajne,6 researchers came across
two excellently preserved canoes, in fact monoxyls
or boats carved from single tree trunks. Even more
interesting were the finds of a wooden wheel and
axle (Fig. 51). This represents one of the very earliest finds of this type in the world. Those who are
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experts in these matters claim it is technologically brilliant. The wheel discs are of ash-wood.
They were connected by four oak battens made
in a swallow-tail shape. The axle is also made of
oak. It turned during movement, as is also indicated by the four-sided opening in the wheel. On
the basis of this we can conclude that this was a
two-wheeled wagon or handcart (Fig. 50). It is otherwise known that the four-wheeled wagons of that
time had a different technological solution. Four
wheels with circular openings in the middle were
attached to unmoving axles. Both types of wagons
have lasted throughout the ages, and have even
been preserved to the present day. A two-wheeled
cart, similar to that found at Stare gmajne, can
still be found in use today, in eastern Turkey, for
example. In the late fourth millennium and in the
early third millennium BC similar wheels or the
remains of two-wheeled prehistoric carts can be
found only in the Alps and their surroundings.
Researchers think that vehicles of this type were
more suitable for the mountainous Alpine and
pre-Alpine world, to which the Ljubljansko barje
also belongs, at that time, approximately five thousand and two hundred years ago, still to a considerable extent covered by a lake.
After the abandonment of the village at Stare
gmajne, and somewhat later also at Blatna Brezovica, the Ljubljansko barje was again without settlement for several centuries. Only approximately in
the 28th century BC did new settlements appear.
The best known of these are in the vicinity of Ig,
particularly those discovered by Karl Deschmann
(Fig. 52). We know that their inhabitants were very
intensely involved with copper metallurgy (Fig. 61).7
As an important technological innovation of the
time, they used two-part moulds, which enabled an
almost industrial level production of copper tools
and weapons.
In the period of several pile-dwelling settlements at Ig and particularly the pile-dwelling village at Kamnik pod Krimom, the Copper Age or
Eneolithic drew to an end in the Ljubljansko barje.
After an interruption in inhabitation lasting for a
few centuries, isolated Bronze Age settlements can
be noted. In the first half of the second millennium BC, these were very probably still villages built
on piles. Later, when the region finally turned
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Figure 50. A miniature reconstruction
of the prehistoric cart9 on the basis of
the finds of a wheel and axle at Stare
gmajne near Verd (see Fig. 51).

Figure 51. A reliable reconstruction
of part of the understructure of a
two-wheeled cart used approximately
5200 years ago by the inhabitants
of the pile-dwelling village at Stare
gmajne near Verd. 11
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Figure 52. A selection of
pottery vessels from the
pile-dwelling settlements
near Ig, discovered more
than 130 years ago by Karl
Deschmann. The exceptionally high quality and attractiveness of the finds inspired
great interest among the
professional and general
public and the first-rate news
about the sensational discovery spread far beyond the
borders of the province of
Carniola.

into marshes, the settlements, as is indicated
by the late Bronze Age village at Iška Loka,8 were
transferred to the firm edges. The almost three
thousand years long age of the pile-dwelling settlements came to an end for good. In the changed
environmental conditions, the main water artery
of the Ljubljansko barje increasingly gained in
importance: the Ljubljanica.
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The fauna of the piledwelling settlement
period

The animal remains from archaeological sites are
an important source of data concerning the lifestyles and alimentary customs of our ancestors.
The amount of information the finds can provide
is dependent to a great extent on the degree of
preservation of the bone tissue, as influenced
by the physical, chemical, and biological factors
to which the bones were exposed. As finds from
the period of the pile-dwelling settlements lay
in an anaerobic moist sediment with a slightly
alkaline pH and a stable temperature, the intensity of chemical processes was relatively low, and
the preservation of the bones is, as a rule, very
good. Hence, the great majority of available animal remains from the marshy Ljubljansko barje
region, as expected, come from the period of the
lake dwellers, although in recent years knowledge
about the fauna of other prehistoric periods has
also gradually increased.1
In the period of the lake dwellers (between the
middle of the 5th and the end of the 3rd millennia
BC)2 most of the Ljubljansko barje was covered by
a lake, as is indicated by finds of numerous water
birds, particularly ducks (Fig. 55). A mixed forest
extended in its hinterland, where the inhabitants
hunted red deer, wild boars, bears, badgers, and
martens. Pigs roamed freely through the woods,
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while grassy areas created by clearing forest were
more suitable for the grazing of sheep and cattle.
The latter two species only seldom penetrated into
marshy areas, which were much more suited for
bean geese and grey herons as well as wild boar.3
The study of the faunal remains has definitely
shown that animal components were an indispensable and integral part in the nutrition of the lake
dwellers. At first, the principal source of meat and
fat was game. Lake dwellers hunted mainly red
deer, wild boar and ducks. An additional source
of animal protein was fishing, as is indicated by
the discovered remains of carp, rudd, and certain
other fish, typical of larger bodies of still water.
In general such a fauna does not differ greatly
from that of the present day, although among the
excavated animal remains individual species that
no longer exist in Slovenia were also represented.
These include the extinct aurochs (Fig. 54), moose,
the European bison, and the pink pelican.4
In addition to hunting and fishing, a source
of animal protein and fat was also provided by
animal keeping, which was introduced by the first
lake dwellers to the Ljubljansko barje, still covered
by a lake at the time. The dog, which had already
been domesticated by middle Stone Age hunters,
was joined in the middle of the 5th millennium by
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Figure 53. The remains of at
least 140 beavers were found
at Deschmann’s pile-dwelling
settlements near Ig from the
first half of the 3rd millennium
BC.6

Figure 54. The aurochs with a
withers height of up to 170cm
was much taller (up to several
dozen cm) than the height
of the domestic cattle of the
time.

Figure 55. The tufted duck
is one the most represented
species among the bird remains from the pile-dwelling
settlements on the Ljubljansko barje.
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another four species of domestic animals: cattle,
sheep, goat, and pig. Their role in the economy of
the pile-dwelling communities became increasingly important, which applies particularly to cattle and sheep. Parallel to this, the importance of
hunting, once the only source of animal protein,
was somewhat reduced (Fig. 56).
In the beginning, animal keeping was directed
primarily towards the production of meat and fat,
but with time various secondary products became
increasingly prominent (milk and milk products,
animal traction). The lake dwellers had to pay attention to the optimal season for slaughtering the

Figure 56. The frequency of
remains from mammalian
species in individual phases
of the presence of lake dwellers on the Ljubljansko barje.
The presented results are
only for general orientation, as the accuracy of the
sampling and publication
of the finds has oscillated
greatly during the over 130
year history of archaeological
research in the Ljubljansko
barje.

cattle

animals so as to avoid the loss of meat, fat, and
marrow. Pigs, for instance, were slaughtered in
late autumn, in this manner taking advantage of
their ability to gain appreciable weight through
autumn feeding in the surrounding forests. It is
possible that the last lake dwellers in the Ljubljansko barje already exploited sheep for wool, as is
conjectured for some contemporaneous communities in the region. In any case, this did not
greatly reduce the role of hunting fur animals,
particularly beavers (Fig. 53).5
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Relationships between people and animals

Relationships between
people and animals in
prehistory

Thousands of animal bones came to light from
late 19th century excavations directed by Karl
Deschmann in the Ljubljansko barje (Ljubljana
Marshes). This habitat gave rise to a special form
of human adaptation to wetland environments,
comparable to Swiss lakeshore settlements both
from an ecological and economic point of view.1
During the 5th millennium BC, when the earliest pile-dwellings were established here, mixed oak
and alder woodland covered the area.2 Still, animal
bone finds show that during the Eneolithic and
Bronze Age over half the meat consumed already
originated from domesticates. Sheep seems to have
been widely kept, in spite of the marshland being
a better natural habitat for pigs. Husbandry traditions, however, seem to have been strong. Some
sheep bones show symptoms of environmental
stress, indicating that the swampy area was less
than ideal for this species (Fig. 57). Small and medium size, gracile dogs – typical of the time period
– lived most probably as scavengers at the settlements.3 Damage to some dog bones indicates that
occasionally these animals were also eaten.
Large game also provided quantities of meat.
Numerous arrowheads used in hunting were
carved from antler and bone. However, more
recent finds from the area indicate that massive
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traps, made of wooden planks, were also used to
catch large game. This is how the hind leg of a
large wild boar may have been broken (Fig. 58), but
healed subsequently as the animal escaped. Occasionally bears of all ages were hunted.
Hide-processing, sewing and basketry were
practiced in the prehistoric villages using systematically made bone tools. Bones from wild
animals, especially red deer, were appreciated for
their straight shape, strength and elegance (Fig. 60).
These tools also have stylistic parallels in Switzerland.4 Deer was also a source of antler, a special raw
material: in addition to hunting stags, shed antler
could also be gathered at the end of the winter.
Many handles, mattocks and hoes were manufactured from this widely available raw material.5
Wild ducks, geese, herons and crane, wildfowl
typical of open wetlands and marshy lowland environments,6 contributed to the diet as well as the
inventory of bone artefacts. Of the worked bird
bones from Deschmann’s excavations twelve are
awls and seven are tubes. Fine points were made
from various long bones, often only splinters.
Wing bones, especially the long and cylindrical
ulna of large birds, were an ideal source for tubes
(Fig. 59). Birds providing these raw materials were
all identified among the food remains.
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Figure 57. Depressions caused
by bone resorption on the
side of this horn core from
a ewe show that the animal
possibly suffered from malnutrition during lactation.

People used the teeth of animals, especially
carnivores, drilled through the root as ornaments.
They served as decoration, markers of social position and reminders of the place held by animals in
prehistoric cosmology. Bear tooth pendants must
have been especially important in the region.

Figure 58. Broken tibia from
the hind leg of a wild boar.
The fracture healed before
the animal was finally hunted.

Figure 59. Fine tubes made
from the wing bones of large
wild birds.

Figure 60. Lower leg bones
(metapodia) of red deer were
carefully carved. The joint
served as a handle, the tip
was scraped and then ground
to a fine point. Series of
awls reflect continuous resharpening.
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An archaeometallurgical review

The earliest metal
artefacts from the
Ljubljanica – an
archaeometallurgical
review
Among all Slovenian waters, the greatest number
of prehistoric metal objects made of copper or
copper-based alloys come from the Ljubljanica.
The most numerous finds are from the late Bronze
Age, while they are scarce from the Copper Age
and the early centuries of the Bronze Age, and
bronze objects from the Iron Age are also relatively rare. The earliest are flat copper axes from
the middle of the 4th millennium BC found in the
vicinity of Hočevarica near Verd (Cat. 9). It has been
proven that the first copper products in Slovenia
appeared relatively early after the beginnings of
the development of copper metallurgy in Anatolia
and in the Balkans, from where the use of copper
penetrated through the Carpathian basin into the
late Neolithic cultures of central Europe from the
5th millennium onwards.1 In approximately the
same period from which the axes come, certain
modest metallurgical remains are also known
from the Ljubljansko barje (Ljubljana Marshes).
Fragments of clay moulds and small melting
pots, which indicate the smelting of metals, come
from the nearby pile-dwelling settlements at
Hočevarica, Maharski prekop, Notranje Gorice,
from the site of Založnica below Krim, and from
not yet published excavations (Stare gmajne near
Verd).2
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More numerous, convincing, and well-preserved
metallurgical implements were left together with
artefacts (Fig. 61) by the later inhabitants of the
Ljubljansko barje from the 3rd millennium BC, once
known to countless members of younger generations thanks to the writer Janez Jalen and his Bobri.
The objects that come from the pile-dwelling settlements discovered by K. Deschmann (Dežman)
definitely prove the newcomers to be skilled smelters and casters (Figs. 62, 63). They came from the
east, from the Pannonian Danube basin, and their
arrival in this territory is explained as a search for
new copper ore deposits. Some artefacts from this
period, which in terms of form are very similar to
objects from the pile-dwelling settlements, are also
known from the Ljubljanica (Cat. 10–12).
The spectrometric analysis of metals reveals
the type of copper that was used for casting. The
concentration ratios of certain elements that are
important for uncovering the ore origin in fact
remain more or less the same despite the process
of smelting the ore into metal. Impurities – low
quantities of the elements arsenic, antimony,
nickel, silver, and cobalt in the composition of the
metal cause differences that make it possible to
trace various types of copper. The important factor
is the impurity whose percentage is the highest in
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Figure 61. Clay nozzles for
blow-pipes (tuyères) used to
introduce air from bellows
into the smelting pit, a crucible, moulds for axes, copper
daggers, awls, and a flat axe
come from the pile-dwelling
settlements at Ig found by K.
Deschmann and dated to the
3rd millennium BC.

the metal composition (the dominant element),
and its relation to the other impurities. Both
change through space and time and indirectly indicate the use of different ore sources.3 In the Copper Age pure, probably oxide, ores were still available in Europe, therefore the percentages of impurities in the earliest analyzed copper products are
very small, at the level of traces (less than a tenth
of a percent). In the Bronze Age, the proportion of
impurities increases, in the late Bronze Age even
to two and more percent, as a sulphide copper ore
of the Fahlore type with a large proportion of antimony and arsenic was in general use.
Both of the earliest axes from the Ljubljanica
are of arsenic copper, which is most common in
artefacts from the Iberian peninsula. Most of the
other products can be classified as an antimony
copper. Such copper is most frequent in the region
between the western edge of the Carpathians and
the eastern Alps, which also encompasses Slov-

enian territory.4 We can only guess about the origin
of the copper, whether it was from a possible local
or more distant source. The existing spectrometric
research alone is not sufficient as a starting point
for one or the other, as analyses of local ores and
comparisons with the ore from foreign deposits
are also required.
Most of the prehistoric metal artefacts from
the Ljubljanica are made of bronze. They were
cast from copper-tin alloy. The discovery of bronze
was attributed to cultures in the region between
the Near East and the eastern Mediterranean in
the period around 3000 BC. Bronze is known in
central Europe in the second half of the 3rd millennium from several early Bronze Age graves of the
Bell Beaker Culture and from the southern German cemetery of Singen.5 The earliest bronze objects from the Ljubljanica are from a period as late
as the first half of the 2nd millennium. The alloys
contained nickel or arsenic as dominant impuri-
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ties, which are also characteristic for bronzes from
other Alpine and pre-Alpine areas (Cat. 7, 13–15).
The most numerous and varied bronze artefacts appeared in the Ljubljanica, just as in the
rest of Slovenia, only in the last third of the 2nd
millennium BC, in the late Bronze Age (Cat. 16–17,
19–22). Significant social, economic, and spiritual
changes occurred then, at first in the 13th and 12th
centuries, under the influence of the PannonianDanubian region.6 The analysis of artefacts from
Slovenia and neighbouring regions has shown a
predominant use of bronze with low impurities
and arsenic as a dominant element, with competent knowledge of the mechanical characteristics
of tin alloys. The metal smiths in fact produced
varied types of alloys with different quantities of
tin, each suitable for the use of certain products
(Fig. 64). The economical use of tin has been discovered so far only in the region of the Carpathian
basin. Hence it seems highly likely that the
workshops in this region must have then played
an important role in the spread of metallurgical
knowledge and products both in the Slovenian
area and also in the broader region between the
Carpathians, the eastern Alps, and the northern
Adriatic.7
At the end of the 11th and in the 10th century BC
increasingly frequent contacts occurred with eastern Mediterranean lands, and particularly with
the Aegean region. Such contacts can be traced
in western Slovenia, in the Karst region and in
the Soča River valley, where the route then led the
Aegean ore prospectors from the northern Adriatic
towards the ore-rich eastern Alps.8 Their objectives
were the Alpine deposits of copper, as well as lead
and iron. Metal analyses have uncovered two new
metallurgical features that can be connected with
the Mediterranean or the Alpine worlds, respectively. The first one is s copper-lead alloys, which
were produced in Mesopotamia as early as the 4th
millennium BC, while they first appeared in Slovenia at the beginning of the 1st millennium BC,
at the same time as in the eastern Mediterranean
and the southern parts of Europe. The second new
feature was the appearance of Fahlore copper,
which is connected to exploitation of new polymetallic ore deposits in the eastern Alps. It was found
not merely in some Slovenian semi-finished prod-
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Figure 62. The smelting of
copper ore. In the 3rd millennium BC, the process
occurred on an open hearth
in the same manner as was
proven for the early Bronze
Age in Switzerland in a
contemporary experimental
smelting of copper.10 A pit
was dug into the earth and
lined with clay, and carbonate
ore mixed with wood (charcoal) was placed in it. With
additional air blown straight
into the mixture of ore and
wood along wooden pipes
from bellows, the combustion temperature on the open
hearth easily reached 1200°
C, the temperature at which
copper melts.11

Figure 63. The casting of
copper axes. The clay crucible with pieces of metallic
copper was buried among
red-hot wood in a pit. Blowpipes were used to introduce
additional air so that the
firing temperature would be
increased until the copper
in the crucible was melted.
It was then raised, and the
remains of wood were extracted from the crucible.
The molten metal was then
poured into the square open
mould for making flat axes.12

The Ljubljanica — a River and its Past

ucts (plano-convex ingots, cast ingots) and objects,
but also throughout the broader region of central
and eastern Europe.9
It seems that less objects were deposited in
the river in the early period of the late Bronze Age
than in the following later period. As on dry land,
weapons in the Ljubljanica also predominate over
tools (Cat. 21–25), metallurgical half-finished objects
are rare, while the numerous clothing pins are
a special feature. Only a small number of available artefacts were analyzed, most of them from
the late period of the late Bronze Age (Cat. 21–23).
Almost all were cast from a bronze with elevated
proportions of antimony and arsenic, which indicates the use of Fahlore copper. A special group
of objects are axes whose forms are characteristic
for the Italian peninsula and Dalmatia, and are
also very frequent in western Slovenia. They were
cast from a copper alloy with more than 40% lead
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(Cat. 23a, d). Their broad distribution and special
copper-lead alloy represent evidence of important
new contacts with Mediterranean cultures – contacts that enabled favourable conditions for the
development of the following Iron Age Hallstatt
Culture in Slovenia.

Figure 64. Graph of the varied proportions of tin (Sn) in weapons and tools from the late Bronze Age in Slovenia. Axes,
spears, and swords required a hard bronze because of frequent
striking and cutting. Such alloys were made with a relatively
large addition of tin (6% and more), which allowed sharpening,
but caused the bronze to be brittle and unsuitable for reforging.
On the contrary, alloys used for sickles contained a sufficiently
small addition of tin (around 4%). As a low tin bronze is more
resilient and ductile it is suitable for sickle blades, which have to
be hammered frequently before sharpening.

Neva Trampuž Orel
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Gifts to the gods and
ancestors

In terms of the geological data and the results of
excavations of the pile-dwelling settlements,1 the
period of the first centuries of the 2nd millennium
BC was decisive for the withdrawal of the lake in
the Ljubljansko barje (Ljubljana Marshes) and the
stabilization of the riverbed of the Ljubljanica.
Only from then on can we speak of the Ljubljanica
as a modern river. How is this major environmental change reflected in the finds of this time from
the Ljubljanica?
Copper and stone axes, daggers, and awls,
and fragments of pottery from the Copper Age
are more frequent in the vicinity of the piledwelling settlements of the time (Cat. 9–12; Fig. 38),
at Hočevarica in the upper course of the river, and
in Ljubljana at Špica. These objects are hence interpreted primarily as settlement finds, as a result
of the settlement layers being washed away from
the pile-dwelling settlements, whose remains even
today are directly adjacent to the river.
The Bronze Age objects from the Ljubljanica are
dated to the middle and late phases of this age, in
the period from the middle of the 2nd millennium BC
onwards (Cat. 13–25).2 Their distribution, with the most
pronounced centres of distribution from Lipavec,
and the influx of the Bistra and Zrnica streams, to Kamin, was in no known connection with the positions
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of the settlements of the time. The settlements in
the middle and late Bronze Age had been transferred
to the rim of the Ljubljansko barje (Fig. 65). How is it
possible to explain the lack of connection between
the Bronze Age finds in the Ljubljanica and the contemporary settlements?
Among the more than 150 metal finds from
this period, in the foreground are objects related
to the male world of warriors. Discoveries included 7 swords and 4 daggers, 28 spearheads, 8
winged and 14 socketed axes (cf. Cat. 13–16, 19–25; Fig.
66).3 Further indicative of the nature of these finds
is that 58 bronze pins come from the Ljubljanica,
most of them from the late Bronze Age (Cat. 17; Fig.
69). In that period pins were male attire used for
attaching clothes. In the late Bronze Age, fibulae
used as clasps are indicators of female attire. It is
significant that only one fibula was found in the
Ljubljanica from that period.4
The Bronze Age types of metal objects discovered thus do not represent all of the objects then
in use, but highly favour male attire and weapons.
It is also indicative that the weapons from the
Ljubljanica appear in an area where contemporary graves are not known (middle Bronze Age) or
where most often they do not contain weapons,
but merely only attire elements (late Bronze Age).5

Peter Turk and Andrej Gaspari
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Figure 65. Large concentrations of Bronze Age ( )
and Iron Age ( ) metal finds in the Ljubljanica and
the locations of important middle and late Bronze Age
( ) and Iron Age ( ) settlements in the Ljubljansko
barje and surroundings.17
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Figure 67b. The distribution of Manaccora type
swords and related types
in southern and southeastern Europe. 19
single, mostly
aquatic finds
hoard finds
grave finds

Figure 67a. A short sword
with symmetrical tanged hilt
plate from the Ljubljanica
near Kamnik pod Krimom
(Cat. 15), and a sword with a
similarly formed hilt from the
Posavje region.

It seems that these aquatic finds represent either
a supplement to grave finds or traces of religious
activities in the broader sense of the words.6 For
the latter, in terms of comparisons with classical
and later customs, it is necessary to consider purifying ceremonies after warfare, as well as intercessional or votive gifts of the most valuable objects
possible to divine forces or heroic ancestors on the
occasion of important events, such as initiation
rituals or significant encounters.7 In this manner,
the Bronze Age weapons and attire elements from
the Ljubljanica can be understood as a component
of the complex relations between those making offerings on the one hand and the numinous forces
of the other world on the other. An important
element of such relations is the expectation that
such gifts would oblige the recipient to ensure an
abundant return.
To understand the reasons for the deposition
of the objects, it is best to map the finds of objects
of the same type in reference to the circumstances
of the find. Hence, it can be established in connection with a short flange-hilted sword from the
Ljubljanica at Kamnik pod Krimom (Cat. 15), that
swords of this type were widespread in central and
southern Europe in the middle Bronze Age (Fig. 67).
It is significant that in the central Danube basin,
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the eastern Alps, and in the northern part of the
Apennine peninsula they are always discovered
in water; in the Tisza valley and the lower Danube
they are part of hoard finds, and in the Balkan
peninsula and the south of the Apennine peninsula, they are always placed in graves. Thus, large
cultural complexes can be delineated within which
these objects were deposited in a similar manner.
In each of these complexes, there were different
attitudes to the other world and to death, and the
religious practices of the people of that time. Slovenia and its broader vicinity was thus in the middle
(and late) Bronze Age a composite part of a cultural
milieu characterized by communication with deities through proffering weapons via water.
The forms that individual parts of the Bronze
Age votive rituals took remain unknown. Almost
the only source for them is, in fact, the finds from
the bed of the Ljubljanica. In the conjectured
reconstruction of the act of offering (Fig. 68), con-

Gifts to the gods and ancestors

Figure 69. Bronze pins with
an amber head, a clubshaped head and ribbed
neck, and a vase-shaped
head from the late Bronze
Age (13th–11th centuries BC).21

Figure 68. Depiction of a late Bronze Age votive ceremony on the northern bank
of the Ljubljanica opposite the influx of the Bistra, based on selected finds of
weapons (Cat. 19, 20, 22 and 24), the reconstruction of other contemporary sets
of arms that do not appear in the Ljubljanica (helmet and armour), along with an
imaginary reconstruction of the ceremony.20
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Figure 70. Ljubljanica, Lipavec. A
pottery vessel and bowl from the late
Bronze Age were found in the immediate vicinity (14th–13th centuries BC).22
Figure 71. A bronze multi-headed pin
and bronze nodular fibula with an iron
core from the early Iron Age (8th–7th
centuries BC).23

sideration was given to the unusual discovery of a
skeleton with a spearhead thrust into the rib cage
(cf. Cat. 19).8
The most frequent attire elements from the
late Bronze Age are bronze pins (Cat. 17). Among the
most numerous local and regional variants, certain exceptional examples should be presented.
A pin with an amber head (Fig. 69 left) is classified
among the oldest amber objects in Slovenia. The
only amber of similar age is known from the hoard
at Debeli vrh above Predgrad near Kočevje.9 The
pin is exceptional because of the amber head,
and it is difficult to date – because of its flattenedglobular form it is possible to assign it only approximately to the earlier part of the late Bronze
Age (13th–11th centuries BC), indicating a date contemporary with the mentioned hoard.10 This pin
is important because it confirms a hypothesised
amber exchange route between the Greek world in
the south and the Baltic, the source of the amber
finds from the period.11 The beginning of the late
Bronze Age (13th century BC) was also the date of
a pin with a club-shaped head and horizontally
ribbed neck (Fig. 69 centre), which has the most frequent analogies far to the west, in northern Italy,
but primarily in southern Germany and eastern
France.12 A pin with a vase-shaped head is also classified to the same period (Fig. 69 right); the type was
distributed primarily in the central and eastern
Alpine areas.13
It can be concluded that in the middle and
late Bronze Age, the existence can be conjectured
of certain cult sites in the upper reaches of the
Ljubljanica, as indicated by the votive activities of
warriors, merchants, and travellers.
Numerous pottery finds are also known from
the Ljubljanica (Cat. 18; Fig. 70), although their clusters do not appear at the same sites as the metal
finds. Sometimes they are documented near finds
of individual pins, which even more clearly show a
connection with a burial cult.14
Weapons also predominate in the early Iron
Age among the deposited material.15 Their appearance is significant at sites where Bronze Age metal
material had already appeared,16 while the total
absence of pottery vessels is surprising. Socketed
axes (Cat. 26) and spearheads predominate among
the weapons. In this period, as well, defensive
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weaponry cannot be noted among the finds from
the Ljubljanica. Attire is characterized by various
types of fibulae and individual examples of circlet
shaped jewellery (Cat. 28). Fibulae used as clasps
from the 7th century BC onwards designate both
female and male attire. In fact fibulae as exact
dating elements are a reliable indicator of the
reduced frequency of the deposition of objects in
the Ljubljanica between the end of the 8th and the
end of the 6th centuries BC. Even then, deposition
continued (Fig. 71). In addition to iron axes and
spearheads, as harbingers of a new age the most
prestigious elements of warrior attire appear in
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Celtic warriors and the
Ljubljanica

In the late Iron Age the strategically important region of the southern part of the Ljubljana basin belonged to the sphere of influence of the tribal association of the Celtic Taurisci (Strabo 7. 5. 2 C 314),
who from the beginning of the 2nd century BC tried
to gain control over the traffic and trade through
the lowest part of the mountainous barrier between
the Adriatic and the Black Sea drainage basins.1
The La Tène period settlement of the area between
Vrhnika and Ljubljana is relatively poorly known. 2
The residential and grave finds from both banks of
the Ljubljanica in the narrows between Rožnik and
Grajski grič can be supplemented by isolated finds
from the southern edge of the Ljubljansko barje
(Ljubljana Marshes) and the grave of a warrior from
Molnik. The scarcity of archaeological finds that
would indicate the position of the predecessor of
Roman Nauportus, today Vrhnika, is surprising,
however. The more than 250 La Tène objects from
the bed and banks of the Ljubljanica must hence
be treated as clear evidence of the main axis of
events in the broader region, both in terms of the
economic exploitation of a navigable river and the
continuation of religious practices from earlier
periods of prehistory.3
The late Iron Age material from the Ljubljanica, was mainly found in the western part of the
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Barje region, in six concentrations at Lipavec, at
the influx of the Bistra, at Kamin, and by Kamnik
pod Krimom, and also as individual finds outside
the main sites of discovery (Fig. 72).4
The weaponry from the late Iron Age includes
21 swords, approximately 55 spearheads and 2
helmets. Most of the two-edged swords belong to
middle and late La Tène types common for the
region of the Mokronog group (Cat. 30–31; Fig. 75),
and parts of belt sets were also found. The presence of warriors from the ranks of western Celtic
tribes could be indicated by the isolated find of
part of a broadsword in a sheath with a ladder
shaped chape, which on the basis of analogies in
France was classified as the weapon of mounted
soldiers from the period of Caesar’s Gallic Wars.5
A sword with a sheath fitting decorated in the perforated technique was somewhat later, as this type
was popular among the Celts and the Germans
towards the end of the La Tène period (Cat. 36).6
Also attributed to the late Iron Age are two single
edged swords (machaira) with thin curved blades,
characteristic for the hinterland of the northern
Adriatic (Cat. 37a). The frequency of curved knives of
Balkan provenience is interesting (Cat. 37b, c), while
knives of the Celtic type were represented by two
late La Tène examples.7
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Figure 72. The greatest concentration of La Tène finds in
Ljubljanica was documented in the area of Bevke and Blatna
Brezovica. The objects mostly appear at places where metal
material from the Bronze and early Iron Ages was also found
(cf. Fig. 65).
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Figure 73. A graph of the
representation of functional
complexes of La Tène material.
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Figure 74. A view of the
Ljubljanica between the
influxes of the Bistra and
Borovniščica.

Most of the Celtic swords were discovered together with the remains of their scabards, indicating that these were not weapons that were lost during battles on or by the river. Damage that would
have occurred in military use or in deliberate destruction was not noted. Without metallographic
analysis it is also difficult to explicate two examples of swords in scabards, which were discovered
in two pieces lying not far apart (Cat. 31).
With the exception of a burnt specimen, most
of the iron spearheads show no traces of deliberate damage (Cat. 33; Fig. 76). Special mention
should be made of spearheads with a symmetrical
flame-shaped blade, and spearheads with etched
geometric decoration, similar to those from the
German area and the margins of the Alps (Cat. 32a,
b). Contacts with the Scordisci controlled area are
indicated by an example with crescent incisions
and over 50cm long spearhead with grooves along
the sides of the blade (Cat. 32c, d). Examples with

facetted sockets are common in the graves of Roman auxiliary soldiers in Dolenjska (Lower Carniola) and at contemporary sites in the western Balkans (Cat. 33a). Special circumstances are indicated
only for a pair of spearheads from the influx of the
Bistra, which evidently arrived on the riverbed tied
together.8
Further military equipment included two
helmets, while the absence of shield bosses and
edging shield mounts is significant, as they are
generally missing in other European watercourses
as well.9 An iron helmet of the eastern Celtic type,
found at the influx of the Ljubija, was a product
of local late La Tène armourers, which through
trade, as the property of mercenary soldiers, or as
loot even reached such distant areas as the hinterland of the Caspian Sea.10 Bronze helmets of the
Etruscan-Italic type (Cat. 35), originally made for the
Roman army, were also popular among the tribes
of the western Balkans.11
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A special place among the highest quality finds
from the Ljubljanica is held by the bronze mount
of a drinking horn (Cat. 40), as a characteristic product of Celtic late La Tène embossed metalworking.
The grave finds of such prestigious mounts in the
Celtic West indicate the high-ranking status of the
owner.12 The luxurious vessel set also included a
ladle and jug of Italic provenience (Cat. 42), which as
a rule only appear in wealthier Celtic graves.13 In any
discussion about a possible background to the appearance of La Tène objects in the river, the almost
total absence of characteristic Celtic vessels of fine
grey ware has a particular significance.
Attire elements are represented by least 20
bronze fibulae from the middle and late La Tène,
mostly by examples characteristic of the Mokronog
group (Cat. 38g, h), while the fibulae of the tribes of
the northern Adriatic hinterland were also frequent
(Cat. 38a, d). A considerable non-Celtic component
is also confirmed by the numerous examples of
the very latest forms of the Certosa fibulae (Cat. 38c),
which as a survival from the late Hallstatt period
continued in use at least to the end of the 2nd century BC. Characteristic female attire elements, such
as glass bracelets and beads, are missing.14
Activities involving a ritual background are
almost indisputable for two bronze statuettes
with stylistic features of the 2nd or 1st centuries BC,
which were found near the influx of the Zrnica,
only some ten meters apart (Cat. 41).15 Both are reminiscent of the classical Etruscan-Italic depictions
of Apollo. From the same part of the riverbed also
originates a large hoard of Roman Republican and
Celtic coins, dated to the period shortly after 147
BC (Cat. 43). Important numismatic finds include,
in addition to the well-known hoard of Norican
silver coins from the left bank at Kamin (Cat. 39),
small collective finds from Vrhnika, Bevke, and
Ljubljana.16 Similar hoards from the channel or
the riverbanks are most often interpreted as the
lost purses of merchants or as deposited military
treasuries, although in the broader perspective of
Celtic society, it is not possible to exclude the possibility that primarily in terms of finds from areas
with known long-term depositions they could have
been votive gifts intended to display the status
and wealth of the elite.17 A different explanation
is, however, likely for the massive axes with single-
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Figure 75. The sword with a
scabbard from the channel at
Kamin (Cat. 30a) is one of the
best preserved late La Tène
examples from the entire
south-eastern Alpine region.
This find can be compared
in Slovenia only to isolated
swords from inhumation
burials in Dolenjska (Lower
Carniola), which in contrast
to the majority of weapons
from the cemeteries of the
Mokronog group were not
ritually deformed.

sided flanges (Cat. 34b) and scythes. Their appearance in the riverbed can be explained to a great
extent by accidental losses during the economic
exploitation of the riverside area.
In terms of the quality and structure of the
finds, it is possible to compare the Ljubljanica
to aquatic sites in western Switzerland, eastern
France, and the lower Rhine valley, all characterized by a massive appearance of swords in their
scabbards and spearheads.18 As can be concluded
from the well preserved weaponry, most of the
finds arrived in the river in an undamaged state,
and hence their discovery in water according to
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Figure 76. The spearheads
from the 2nd and 1st centuries
BC are predominated by
examples with a classically
formed blade with an emphasized central rib of rhomboid
section and a relatively short
socket and spearheads with a
blade of flattened rhomboid
section.

the majority of researchers would most probably
be connected to the ritual practices of the societies
of that time. Support for a hypothesis involving a
deliberate deposition of major parts of the aquatic
finds is offered by the fact that the material from
the Late Iron Age often appears at sites used as
“long duration depositories”, along with examples
from the dry-land cult sites and shrines of the
Celtic world, and for our analysis insights into the
ritual use of weapons in the eastern Alps are particularly interesting.
The main characteristic of cult sites, such as
the cremation offering site at Repelc near Most
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na Soči, the sanctuary at Monte Sorantri near Raveo in Carnia, a temple of the northern Gallic type
at Frauenberg above Leibnitz (Lipnica) in Austrian
Styria, and the hoards from the elevation of Laas
Riegel near Förk (Borče) in the Gail (Zilja) valley in
Carinthia, and Grad above Šmihel near Postojna,19
is a considerable or even predominant presence
of weapons and military equipment, which in several cases are accompanied by traces of cult feasts
in the form of fragmented pottery vessels, metal
ladles, and implements for fire, as well as animal and plant remains. The weapons, including
swords, spearheads, helmets, and shields, were
in all cases ritually disabled by bending, breaking
and/or burning, followed by exposition on a tree or
wooden structure or deposition in a shaft.
The displaying of military trophies during public ceremonies analogous to the Graeco-Roman
tropaion could also be hypothesized in the cases
of remains of causeways and similar wooden
structures, by which were discovered weapons
and other objects in the riverbed of Witham near
Fiskerton in Britain, at the eponymous site of La
Tène at Lake Neuchâtel, and at nearby sites in
the Thiel/Thielle River near Cornaux and Port in
Switzerland.20 Smaller complexes of weapons from
the beds of the Ljubljanica, Saône, Rhine, Danube
and other rivers on the other hand indicate individual acts of offering that took place in distant
areas away from settlements.21 The individually
deposited swords in scabbards and spears could
be seen as traces of votive gifts at turning points in
a warrior’s life, as was noted in the descriptions by
Caesar (Bell. Gall. 6. 18. 3) and Tacitus (Germ. 13)
of Celtic-Germanic society.22
The main horizon of the utilization of cult
sites in the eastern Alpine region covers a period
of more than 100 years between the end of the 2nd
century BC and the Augustan age, and also reflects
the intensive military events occurring on the eastern boundaries of the Roman state. The Roman
military equipment found in the area of prehistoric deposition points in the Ljubljanica might
well indicate that the soldiers recruited from the
Celtic tribes retained their customs, unknown to
the Italic world, for at least one generation after
the Roman conquest.23
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Figure 72. The depiction of
the act of ritual offering is
based on archaeological
finds of military equipment
from the period of intensive
conflicts at deposition points
with continuous use as well
as the importance of weapons in the initiation rituals
of Celtic-Germanic society.
All of the illustrated objects
other than the shield bosses
are depictions or reconstructions of actual finds from the
Ljubljanica.24
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A Roman trade and transport route

The Ljubljanica –
a Roman trade and
transport route

When the Romans arrived, the Ljubljansko barje
(Ljubljana Marshes; further: Barje) was undoubtedly more boggy than at present (Fig. 78). It seems that
the Romans did not carry out extensive drainage
works, and made no major changes to the course
of the Ljubljanica.1
The Ljubljanica, which was navigable from
Nauportus, flowed calmly and slowly, and was thus
highly suitable for navigation, both downstream and
upstream. It was the main route for transport through
the Barje, as the possibilities of travel overland were
limited by the marshy nature of the terrain.2
The Roman finds from the Ljubljanica come
from the silty riverbed through the Barje. No objects are known from the section east of Ljubljana,
where they are probably hidden by riverine gravel
deposits. Most of the artefacts were found in the
western part of the Barje, where the Vrhnika and
Bevke areas are particularly notable for their concentrations of find-spots. The artefacts are most
abundant in the section from the mouth of the
Zrnica stream to the boundary between the territories of the towns of Aquileia and Emona3 (Figs. 79,
82: 6; Cat. 44). In the eastern part of the Barje, most
of the finds come from Ljubljana itself.4
The most numerous Roman objects from the
Ljubljanica are pottery vessels. Cups and beakers,
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most of them Italian products, are particularly
well represented (Cat. 81). Iron tools are frequent
finds, particularly shipping equipment and axes.
Other well-represented items include weapons
(Cat. 60–77),5 metal vessels (Cat. 55, 56), knives,
brooches (Cat. 80), and coins (Cat. 43, 46, 47, 52, 53).6
Early Roman finds predominate, most of them
dating to the end of the 1st century BC and the first
half of the 1st century AD; this was the period of
early Roman activity in this region.7
Roman finds are known from many rivers in
Europe.8 The reasons for this are numerous and
varied, and for individual items or groups of objects, they usually remain unexplained or merely
hypothetical.9
The deliberate placement of objects in a river
may have been connected with religious beliefs,
or be of a completely secular nature, such as the
discarding of unwanted objects in the water. The
first category might have included, for example,
sacrifices on the occasion of the construction of a
ford10 or a bridge, and votive gifts (e.g. after crossing a river), as well as offerings connected with the
worship of springs, of other “holy parts” of a river,11
or of an entire river.12 A significant number of objects probably fell into the water accidentally - for
example, at docks during the handling of cargoes,
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Figure 78. At present, even
after extensive drainage
projects, there are still floods
in the Barje. The central part
of this area is subject to annual flooding, but extensive
flooding (covering most of
the Barje) is rare.

Figure 79. The Ljubljana basin
with areas and sites mentioned in the text.
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or in the course of crossing or navigating a river, or
from shipwrecks.13 Other circumstances of deposition might have included activities on and beside a
river, such as fishing, or cutting back plants on the
banks. Numerous objects also entered the water
because of the undercutting of the riverbanks.
Only on rare occasions is it possible to determine how individual finds came to be in the
Ljubljanica. For example, the statuette of the god
Apollo has a distinctly votive character (Cat. 41). The
boundary stone (Cat. 44) originally stood on a bank
and was washed away by the river, and the tombstone of Titus Caesernius Diphilus from Emona
(Fig. 107) probably fell into the water by accident
during unloading.
In the Barje, the steep banks and soft, deep riverbed of the Ljubljanica made it unsuitable for fording
at times of normal water levels.14 Crossing the river
was thus possible only by ferry or bridge, and the
only indication for the latter comes from Emona.15
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Figure 82. Aerial orthogonal photograph of the Ljubljansko
barje (oriented roughly towards north) with the c. 4km-long
section of the Ljubljanica to the east of the mouth of the Bistra
stream (2). The find-spot of the boundary-stone (6) is situated just before the characteristic bend of the river. Roman
finds are abundant c. from the mouth of the Zrnica stream (3)
to the bend. The course of the Stara (Old) Ljubljanica (7) can
also be seen. In the upper part of the photograph are isolated
elevations near Bevke; the one to the south is Gradišče (8). The
dirt road leads from below Gradišče to the Ljubljanica and the
Kamin farmhouse (4).
1 the Ljubljanica, 2 the Bistra, 3 the Zrnica, 4 Kamin farmhouse,
5 the Borovniščica, 6 find-spot of the boundary stone (Cat. 44),
7 the course of the Stara Ljubljanica, 8 the site of Gradišče near
Bevke, 9 Bevke, 10 Blatna Brezovica.
Image acquired with (aerial) digital mapping camera, Geodetski
zavod Slovenije, March 2008.
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A large portion of the finds from the Ljubljanica probably relates to the exceptionally important role of this river for transport. Prior to the
construction of the road between Nauportus and
Emona, the Ljubljanica was, in fact, the main link
between Italy and the northern Adriatic, the Danube
basin and the Balkans, as it represented the logical
continuation of the route from Aquileia, across the
pass of Ocra (Razdrto) to Postojna and Nauportus
(Fig. 81). In his work Geography (4. 207 and 7. 314),
the Greek writer Strabo described the situation
in the second half of the 2nd and 1st century BC. In
the 4th book, he wrote that the trade caravans from
Aquileia stopped at Nauportus and transferred
their cargoes from wagons to ships, which then
continued along the Ljubljanica and Sava to the
Danube and adjacent regions. The even earlier use
of the route along the Danube, Sava, and Ljubljanica, and further overland to the Adriatic Sea, is
related in the Greek legend of the Argonauts.16
The exploitation of this navigable route along the
Ljubljanica is also evidenced by inscribed stones,17
by the document known as the Tabula Peutingeriana (Fig. 80),18 and also by the discovery of a large
Roman wooden cargo ship (Cat. 78).19 The fact that it
was found some 300 metres from the Ljubljanica
itself, and that it was empty (with no cargo), sug-
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gests that it had been deposited during one of the
many floods on the Barje, probably when it was
no longer fit for cargo-transport. A large ship such
as this, which could have been turned around on
the river only at a tributary,20 would not have been
left to decay on the river. As in previous and subsequent periods, hollowed-out tree-trunks were also
used for shipping in the Roman period.21 Navigation along the river is also reflected in the numerous tools connected with shipping, axes and sickles
used to clear plant growth from its banks.
The decline in the frequency of finds from the
Ljubljanica from after the Augustan period most
probably reflects a reduction in river traffic. Major
military activities connected with the conquest
and pacification of the (later) province of Pannonia were over in the late Augustan period, and
at approximately the same time, a road was built
along the fringe of the Barje between Nauportus and Emona.22 Thus the importance of the
Ljubljanica as a transport route was reduced with
the construction of this road, as it no longer made
sense to load Italian cargoes onto ships destined
for Emona and further overland (i.e. for Celeia,
Poetovio, and beyond). However, for many of the
cargoes destined for the Balkans, the route along
the Ljubljanica and Sava was still the most appro-

Figure 83. The cult of Aecorna, the most important
indigenous local goddess in
the Emona basin, and probably also the patroness of
the marshes (among other
attributes), reflects close connections between the inhabitants of the Barje region,
in both the Roman period
and earlier. Three stones
with votive inscriptions to
Aecorna were found in 1820
at Castle Hill (Ljubljanski
grad) in Ljubljana. Either
they were brought there from
the vicinity of Emona, or a
shrine dedicated to the goddess was located on the hill,
which has a fine view of the
entire Barje region. There was
also a shrine to Aecorna at
Nauportus.
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Figure 84. Aerial orthogonal
photograph of the Ljubljanica
in the area near Zalog,
oriented roughly south. A
Roman fort is situated at
Gradišče (6), on the elevated
area between the Ljubljanica
(2) and the highest terrace
of the River Sava (3). In the
lower left part of the photograph, the rivers Sava (4)
and Kamniška Bistrica (5) as
well as their confluence are
visible.
1 Zalog, 2 Ljubljanica, 3 the
Sava terrace, 4 the Sava,
5 the Kamniška Bistrica, 6
Gradišče.
Image acquired with (aerial)
digital mapping camera,
Geodetski zavod Slovenije,
March 2008.

priate and least expensive. Also, the Ljubljanica
was very suitable for local shipping from the Barje
region to Emona, particularly, for example, for the
transport of limestone from Podpeč, which constituted an important building material for Emona.23
The concentrations of riverine finds in the
vicinity of Vrhnika and Ljubljana are not surprising. The only certain Roman settlements along the
river, Nauportus and Emona, were situated on firm
ground on the margin of the Barje, at the beginning and end of the navigable route through the
marshes. The distinct density of Roman (and earlier) finds in the Bevke section of the river suggests
the existence of an earlier settlement, probably at
Gradišče near Bevke, with a presumed port and
ferry roughly in the area of the present-day Kamin
farm (Fig. 82: 4, 8).24 In the Podpeč area, where firm
ground extends all the way to the Ljubljanica, and
where Roman quarries were located, a small settlement with a wharf may also be expected. On the

plateau at Zalog, situated above the former confluence of the Rivers Ljubljanica and Sava, a Roman
fort controlled this strategically important area
(Fig. 84: 6).25
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The Ljubljanica and
the Roman army

The exceptional quantity of finds from the
Ljubljanica which relate to the Roman army is
particularly notable. Originally this was an army of
conscripts (composed of citizens, mostly peasants,
recruited in times of war), but from the beginning
of the 1st century BC, it was increasingly modified
to become an army of professional soldiers. This
became the norm during the reign of the emperor
Augustus. The nucleus of his army was formed
of legionaries, i.e. men from the ranks of Roman
citizens, who were organized into legions of approx. 5000 to 6000 foot soldiers; in the Augustan
period these were mainly inhabitants of Italy, but
subsequently they were drawn increasingly from
the provinces. In newly conquered regions and in
the provinces, the Romans enlisted men who were
not Roman citizens. These recruits served in what
were known as auxiliary units (infantry, cavalry, and
mixed). All soldiers received regular and relatively
good salaries, and after honorary discharge (usually
after 25–30 years), they received significant benefits;
legionaries were also granted severance pay.1
From the available information, the finds from
the bed of the Ljubljanica between Vrhnika and
Ljubljana include at least twenty-nine swords and/
or scabbards (or fragments), four daggers (three of
which had scabbards), two helmets, a shield boss,
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fifteen javelins (pila), eight pickaxes, five turf-cutters, five tent-pegs, parts of eight military belts, and
two decorations (Cat. 60–72, 74–77; Fig. 85), spear-heads
and spiked obstacles (stimuli), as well as boots
with hob-nail soles.2 Other artefacts found in the
Ljubljanica also constituted the equipment of Roman soldiers, such as brooches for fastening clothing (Cat. 73) and bronze vessels, primarily cookingpans and cauldrons (Cat. 55, 56). The total number of
Roman military objects found is undoubtedly much
larger than is recorded.3
Roman military finds from the Ljubljanica can
be dated only from typological criteria and from parallels elsewhere, as they do not derive from chronologically dated contexts (or these were not documented at the time of discovery). The scarcity of
comparative material makes the dating of the earliest (i.e. pre-Augustan and early Augustan) items particularly difficult, and therefore relatively imprecise.
Such objects include a pre-Augustan helmet (Cat. 35),
two relatively long swords with an oblique shoulder
and a particularly long tip (Fig. 85),4 and a sword in a
sheath with a net-like fitting (Cat. 67). Helmets like
Cat. 35 were worn by Roman soldiers, but were also
popular among upper class Celtic warriors.
The majority of the military finds from the
Ljubljanica can be dated to the relatively long pe-
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riod spanning the reign of Augustus, or to the period from the beginning of his reign to the middle
of the 1st century AD (Cat. 60–66, 68–76; Fig. 86, 88). Rare
later items with reliable dating include a Pompei
type sword from the second half of the 1st century,5
a ring-pommel sword from the second halt of the
2nd to the beginning of the 3rd century,6 a 3rd-century
shield boss that hints, perhaps, at the presence of
military units from the eastern empire (Cat. 77), 3rd
to early 4th-century belt buckles (Cat. 80n, o), as well
as 4th- to 5th-century brooches and belt fittings (Cat.
82, 85).
Roman weapons and military equipment recovered from other European rivers, such as the
Rhine, Saône, Rhône, Kupa, Sava, Danube and
others,7 constitute an important segment of the
known corpus of Roman military finds, and indeed,
constitute a large proportion of the complete and
well-preserved Roman military items from the Augustan period and the 1st century AD.8 They were
often found at or near Roman military sites.9 For
the most thoroughly researched river, the Saône,
Roman military and other objects derive mainly
from the vicinity of fords.10 In all the rivers, military
finds date predominantly to the second half of
the 1st century BC and 1st century AD. Within this
general framework, there are narrow chronological differences in the patterns of artefacts from
individual rivers, or riverine sites. From the Saône,
Roman military equipment of the late Republican
period and the second half of the 1st century AD is
relatively well represented.11 This seems likely to
relate to the intensive Roman military presence in
the Saône valley during Caesar’s Gallic Wars (58–51
BC), and subsequently during the civil war of AD 69,
when rebellious troops based on the Lower Rhine
moved towards Italy.12 In the Augustan period, large
military establishments were built along the Rhine;
they functioned as spring-boards for military expeditions against the Germanic tribes to the east of
the Rhine. At present, publications of Roman military finds from the Rhine show a clear dominance
of items dating to the Augustan period and the 1st
century AD.13
In interpreting military finds from rivers, the
opinions of archaeologists have been divided between those who envisage such objects as accidental
losses (e.g. while crossing a river or during a conflict),
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Figure 85. The swords found
in the Ljubljanica near Bevke
differ from characteristic
Roman short swords of the
Augustan period in their
greater length, as well as in
the form of their shoulders
and tips.30
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Figure 86. Reconstruction of
the probable original appearance of the military belt to
which the belt-fitting belonged (Cat. 60).31

a

d

b

c

Figure 87. The illustration shows how the
button-and-loop fastener (Cat. 74) might have
been attached to a military belt. The double
loop was introduced into the vertical gap on
the belt (a, b) and then turned 90 degrees to
the left (c). The double loop was now oriented
downwards and a dagger (or sword) scabbard
could be attached to it, for example by leather
strips (d). The weight of the scabbard and the
dagger pressed the button-and-loop fastener
into position at the bottom of the vertical gap
of the belt.32

and those who interpret the occurrence of weapons
as the result of deliberate deposition in connection
with cult practices.14 In our opinion, the reasons for
the appearance of Roman military finds in rivers are
probably quite varied and may be similar to those for
riverine finds of other types of objects.15 One frequent
suggestion is that they represent cult-related offerings of weapons – e.g. official sacrifices connected
with military operations or private dedicatory gifts
made by Roman soldiers.16 This may be only one of
the reasons, and need not necessarily apply to the
non-Romanized soldiers in the auxiliary units. In
fact, inscriptions on helmets recovered from rivers
indicate that their owners definitely included legionaries,17 whereas members of auxiliary units are not
explicitly documented. Publius Oppius, the owner of
a helmet found in the Ljubljanica (Cat. 76), was most
probably a legionary. It seems that the practice of
making votive offerings of Roman weapons was not
an unfamiliar concept to Roman legionaries. Among
other evidence, this is indicated by a helmet from
Mušja jama at Škocjan, inscribed with the names of
two owners, both Italian.18
Irrespective of whether Roman military finds
were deliberately deposited or accidentally lost
in the Ljubljanica, they can be seen as the result
of intensive river transport for military purposes
during the period spanning the Roman conquest
and the consolidation of the territory which later
became the province of Pannonia. In the late Republican and Augustan periods (up to the construction of the road between Nauportus and Emona),19
the Ljubljanica was an essential section of the
route connecting Italy and the south-eastern Alps,
the Balkans, and the central Danube basin. It was
therefore important for the Roman army during
the Illyrian Wars of Octavian (35–33 BC), when the
navigable route along the Ljubljanica and the Sava
led to Segesta (Siscia; present-day Sisak, Croatia,
sited at an exceptionally strategic location), which
was one of the centres of resistance against the
Romans, and where a Roman military fortress
was subsequently established.20 The same riverine
route was probably used by the Roman army for
transporting soldiers and their equipment, as well
as military booty during the Pannonian Wars (14–9
BC), and also during the period of the PannonianDelmatean Revolt (AD 6–9), an incident which
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required an exceptionally high concentration of
Roman troops.21 After the Augustan period, the occurrence of chronologically-sensitive objects indicates a drastic decline in Roman military finds from
the Ljubljanica. This was probably related to the
end of the active conquest phase in Pannonia and
to the construction of the Nauportus–Emona road,
when the importance of the river route along the
Ljubljanica was significantly reduced. However, its
role did not totally disappear; at the end of the 2nd
or in the 3rd century, Emona perhaps became a port
of the Pannonian fleet (Fig. 94).22
Roman military finds from the Ljubljanica
occur most frequently in the broad region from
Vrhnika to the bend where the boundary-stone was
found (Cat. 44), the greatest concentration being
(near?) in the Bevke section, particularly in the area
from the mouth of the Zrnica to the find-spot of the
boundary stone (Figs. 79, 82).23 To the east, the objects
are scarcer, with a smaller cluster near Rakova
Jelša.24 Additional concentrations have been noted
at Podpeč25 and Črna vas26.
The large number of Roman military objects
at Vrhnika is not surprising, as an (intermittent)
military presence at such a site is expected, and is
even mentioned by the Roman historian, Tacitus
(Ann. I. 20. 1) in connection with the rebellion of
the Pannonian legions on the death of the emperor
Augustus in AD 14.27 The reasons for concentrations
of Roman military artefacts elsewhere seem less
clear. At Bevke, the finds may relate to a settlement
which perhaps existed there.28 On the other hand,
the cluster in the vicinity of Rakova Jelša, may reflect the possible existence of an Augustan fort on
the naturally well-defended terrain near the former
mouth of the Prošca stream.29 In addition, there was
probably also periodic Roman military supervision
at Podpeč, where the firm ground to the south extended as far as the river.
Most of the Roman military finds from the
Ljubljanica are paralleled by objects from other
sites. However, some are unique. Such items include the medallion depicting the bust of Augustus
(Cat. 63), the torque (Cat. 64), and the late Republican
sword-scabbard (Cat. 67), as well as the sword and
scabbard with extremely high quality decorated
silver fittings and the mount of the corresponding
military belt (Cat. 60–61).
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Figure 88. Reconstruction of
the probable original appearance of the dagger (Cat. 68).33
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The Ljubljanica in
ancient sources

Figure 90. An altar was found
in the Sava near Vernek (in
the Kresnice district near
Ljubljana) that had been
erected to the god Savus
by Publius Rufrius Verus,
probably a merchant, after a
successful journey.9

Rivers have always had great influence on the
lives of people, as river transport in prehistory
and antiquity (and also later, up to the building
of the railroads) was both very brisk and less expensive than transporting freight along roads.1
Cults of rivers and other waters have been well
documented from the Bronze Age onwards, and
flourished far into the period of late Antiquity
when the church was repeatedly forced to persecute pagans who prayed to trees, rivers, and stone
idols. At the Council in Toledo in AD 693, the
church dignitaries in addition to spells and black
magic forbade the worship of stones, trees, and
springs, and the kindling of torches. River cults
are mentioned on inscriptions, and archaeological material can also offer evidence when it is
possible to classify it as votive gifts to a river deity, which is often highly unclear. Undoubtedly
the cult of a river god existed along all important
rivers, and in the northern Adriatic, eastern Alpine, and Pannonian regions in antiquity these
gods were mainly worshipped as a male deity,
such as Pater Padus (the Father of the Po), Timavus (Timava/Timavo), Aesontius (Soča/Isonzo),
Dravus (Drava), Savus (Sava; Fig. 90) and Danubius
(Danube);2 a cult of the Ljubljanica has not yet
been attested on inscriptions.
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The Roman name of the river is known: it
seems that it was called after both important settlements that evolved along it, the Nauportus in
Pliny – after Nauportus (present Vrhnika), a settlement of the Taurisci and later an important fortified Roman trading center – and the Emona after
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Figure 92. The map shows the
Ljubljanica and Krka Rivers,
and the conjectured road that
would have connected them
already in antiquity.
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Figure 91. The lost cenotaph for the ten year old
boy Scemaes (perhaps [S]cenas?), from a prominent family of the Amantini tribe, was found in the
village of Putinci in eastern Syrmia (present-day
Srem in Serbia).10 He drowned in the Ljubljanica as
a hostage in Emona in the period of the conquest
of Illyricum under the emperor Augustus.

the indigenous and Roman Ljubljana. The river
seems to have been mentioned as the Emona on
the tombstone of a boy from the tribe of the Amantini (settled between the rivers Sava and Drava in
present-day Serbia). The unfortunate Scemaes
drowned as a hostage in the Ljubljanica, probably
in the period of the conquest of the Balkans in
the first decades BC under the emperor Augustus,
when a military tactic of the commanders of the
Roman army was to take the children of tribal
leaders and distinguished families as hostages.
The inscription is unfortunately preserved only in
manuscript form3 (Fig. 91), as the stone itself is lost.
Perhaps it was incorrectly copied and the mentioned name of Emona in fact referred to the town
and not the river (in flumen perit Hemona: “he died
in the river Emona”; perhaps more logically “in
the river in Emona”, since the river is known to
have been named Nauportus). The encyclopedist
Pliny the Elder (1st century AD) mentioned the

TARSATICA

Nauportus River in connection with the mythical
return of the Argonauts,4 as the final river between
the Black Sea, from which they returned, and the
Adriatic, where the river route allegedly took them
(N. h. 3. 128). In fact, there is no direct river connection between both seas, although this incorrect opinion was deeply rooted in antiquity; this
is emphasized in particular by Pliny, who was also
well versed in geography.
The Ljubljanica is also mentioned by the Greek
historian and geographer Strabo, although not by
name (4. 6. 10 C 207). He stated that “Ocra is the
lowest part of the Alps in the region where they extend to the Carni. Over Ocra [Razdrto below Nanos]
goods are brought on freight wagons to Nauportus
along a road that is not much longer than 400 stadia [74km]. From there, the goods are transported
by rivers all the way to the Ister [Danube] and the
lands there. By Nauportus runs a navigable river
coming from Illyria that joins the Sava, so that goods
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Figure 93. Iulius Fortunatus was active in the leadership of
the association of boatmen in Emona, which was undoubtedly
among the most important associations in the town; its role
was later taken over by the guild of boatmen of large and small
boats in Ljubljana.11

Figure 94. A fragment of the tombstone of Lucius Aelius Nigrinus, a soldier of the Pannonian navy.12

can easily be sent to Segestica [Sisak] and the lands
of the Pannonians and Taurisci.” Strabo did not
know these lands personally, rather he depended
on sources that he did not always properly understand in full detail and was not able to make them
compatible with data in his other books. This
is visible from the note that the river that flows
by Nauportus “comes from Illyria”, as in fact the
Ljubljanica has its source near Nauportus. This
is further clear from data in book seven of his Geography (7. 5. 2 C 314). There he wrote as follows:
“Similarly [as from Aquileia] runs the road across
Ocra from the Carnian village of Tergeste [Trieste]
into the marsh called Lugeon [perhaps Cerkniško
jezero (Cerknica Lake)]. Near Nauportus flows the
Corcoras River [Krka], which transports goods. It
flows into the Sava, the Sava into the Drava, and
the latter into the Noarus [the lower course of the
Sava] near Segestica.” This does not mean – as
some think5 – that Strabo incorrectly noted the
Ljubljanica was named the Corcoras, rather that
he confused the Ljubljanica with the Krka, probably because road connection existed in prehistory
between these two rivers (Fig. 92), along both of
which boats transported various cargoes.
The Ljubljanica is part of an important karst
river system: connected to the Pivka and Unica

Rivers, it emerges as the Ljubljanica near Vrhnika,
of which the full 44.7km to the confluence with
the Sava at Zalog is navigable. The several meters
difference in the water level at the rapids in Fužine
was probably lower in the Roman period, as the
erosion of the riverbed was not so extensive at that
time; the unsafe section may have been regulated
by the Romans. It is known that in the Roman
period the protector of this dangerous segment
of the river, the god Laburus, was worshipped at
this spot.6 The name Laburus is pre-Roman; the
god undoubtedly protected river travellers on their
route through the rapids long before the Roman
occupation.
An association of boatmen existed at Emona
(Fig. 93),7 which indicates the great importance of
the Ljubljanica as a transportation artery. It was
an important river trade route, as was described as
early as Strabo, and its significance was not reduced at all throughout the entire Roman period.
In times of peace merchants and various artisans
sailed the river, in times of military activity it was
used by the army, as is proven by the tombstone
found in Ljubljana of a soldier of the Pannonian
navy (Fig. 94), which probably had its own military
dock in Emona in the war times.8
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Nauportus – a settlement at the
beginning of the transportation route
along the Ljubljanica Jana Horvat

Figure 95. A map of Roman
sites in the area of Vrhnika,
the Roman Nauportus, from
the 1st century BC to the
4th century AD. The oldest
part of Nauportus, at Dolge
njive, was probably already
abandoned in the 1st century
AD, while the settlement
along the Roman road on the
left bank of the Ljubljanica
survived to the late Roman
period. Individual graves at
Mirke and Verd indicate the
vicinity of small hamlets or
villae rusticae.
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The easiest route leading from the central Danube
basin and the northern Balkans into northern Italy
crosses a relatively low region with passes between
the Alps and the Dinaric Mountains, through the
Ljubljansko barje (Ljubljana Marshes), Vrhnika,
the plateau of Logatec, and the Postojna basin.
At Vrhnika the route to the west ascends from the
plains into a mountainous world. The source of
the Ljubljanica is situated there, which is navigable and enables transport by river far to the east,
along the Sava and Danube.
As transport and trade through the Vrhnika
area had its roots in the distant past of prehistory,1 so too was the settlement of this region very
ancient. After the lake at Ljubljansko barje turned
into marshes in the second millennium BC, the
inhabitants moved their settlements onto firm
land along the edges of the marshy basin.2 Traces
of such settlements from the end of the middle
and the beginning of the late Bronze Age were
discovered in the channel of the Ljubija near Verd
(13th–11th centuries BC),3 and in the riverbed of the
Ljubljanica at Vrhnika.4 A grave (or hoard) with a
sword, axe, pin, and pottery, dated to the middle
Bronze Age (second half of the 16th–14th centuries
BC), was found in the northern area of present day
Vrhnika.5
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The archaeological situation in the early
and late Iron Age is almost completely unclear.
A Celtic settlement was located in the region of
Vrhnika in the late Iron Age, which the Romans
later renamed Nauportus.6 The Greek geographer
Strabo, who probably used 2nd century BC sources,
reported that goods were transported by wagons
from Aquileia to Nauportus, a settlement of the
Taurisci, and from there the goods were transported by boats along rivers to the Danube.7 On the
basis of the name of the settlement and historical
analogies, it can be concluded that a toll station in
the hands of the Celtic tribe of the Taurisci existed
at Nauportus.8
The Romans most probably controlled the
Nauportus region as early as the first half of the 1st
century BC. The settlement was granted the status of a village (vicus) and it was located on the far
north-eastern edge of the territory of the colony of
Aquileia. Two inscribed stones from the middle
of the 1st century BC (the period of Caesar or Octavian) mention officials – two pairs of village heads
(magistri vici; Fig. 96). All of them were freedmen and
members of Aquileian or Italian merchant families.
The inscriptions further mention the construction
of a portico and shrine, which were dedicated to the
local goddess Aecorna. It can be concluded from the
historical and epigraphic data that Nauportus was
an important settlement where merchant families
from Aquileia played a leading role. The proportion
of immigrants from Italy was quite considerable
from the very beginning.9
The earliest known part of Roman Nauportus
was built on the right bank of the Ljubljanica, in
the area called Dolge njive, most probably in the
fourth or third decade BC. The position in the
plain, at the bend of the river, and on the edge
of a marsh was excellent both for river transport
and for defence. For land-based transport, on the
opposite bank, it was less suitable (Figs. 95, 97, 98).
Evidently in the period when the Romans built it,
the concern was for effective defence, as is also
indicated by the wall, towers, and defensive ditch.
An extensive square was located in the centre of
the stronghold, encircled by a colonnade and large
warehouses. The warehouses, used both for storage and trading, were built as a row of long narrow
rooms (length from 20 to 27m, width 6m), which

Nauportus

Figure 96. The inscription stone from Nauportus was carved from limestone that came
from the quarry of Aurisina near Trieste. It was
raised in the middle of the 1st century BC.
Q(uintus) Annaius Q(uinti) l(ibertus)
Torravius
M(arcus) Fulginas M(arci) l(ibertus)
Philogenes / mag(istri) vici de
vic(i) s(ententia) portic(um) f(aciundam)
coir(averunt).

Quintus Annaius Torravius, freedman of Quintus, (and) Marcus Fulginas Philogenes, freedman of Marcus, village heads, by the decree of
the village had the portico erected.

The mentioned village heads were members of
the merchant families of the Annaii and Fulginates. The Annaius family probably had its
center in Aquileia, and also traded along the
eastern Adriatic coast. The Fulginates, otherwise immigrants from central Italy, are known
only from Nauportus.22

could be completely opened towards the square. A
temple with an ambulatory stood in the square, of
a type that was used in the Roman period to worship ancient local deities in the region from Gaul
to the eastern Alps, but outside Italy.10
The river port lay north of the stronghold, consisting of a rectangular wooden quay, while the
bank was paved with stone and reinforced with
individual wooden piles.11
The archaeological material indicates that the
stronghold at Dolge njive was particularly active in
the Augustan period, when the Romans conquered
the Alpine region, the Balkans, and the central
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Figure 97. The fortified stronghold at Dolge njive was probably created according to a unified plan, so that it was surrounded on all sides by water, and
was also protected by a wall and towers. The central section was occupied
by a paved square, enclosed by a colonnade and warehouses, which covered
at least a third of the area, or around 6400m2.
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Danubian basin.12 This was not the usual type of
Roman settlement, but rather a fortified transshipment post handling transit transport and
trade. The size of the settlement and the great size
of the warehouses indicate an exceptional amount
of cargo. The stronghold must have played an important role in supplying the legions in the area
of the central Danube basin and the northern Balkans.13 This supply route was probably also in the
hands of the Aquileian merchants.14
Although transportation along the Ljubljanica
was important throughout the entire Roman period, the role of Nauportus was greatly reduced from

Nauportus

the 1st to the 3rd centuries AD. This change can be
connected to increased travel along the road, which
was probably built during the reign of the emperor
Augustus (27 BC to AD 14),15 to the rise of the colony
of Emona, or even to the military reorganization
in the central Danubian region. The stronghold at
Dolge njive was abandoned in the peaceful period
of the 1st century, and the nucleus of Nauportus was
transferred to the more convenient area now called
Breg, located along the Roman road west of the
Ljubljanica. In the second half of the 1st century and
in the 2nd century, large warehouses were located
there, but with a different shape than the earlier

Figure 98. A view of the
stronghold at Dolge njive
from the north, with the
port area in the foreground.
A paved road led from the
wooden pier through the tower gate to the central square.
The fortifications were walled
in stone, while the buildings
in the interior were made of
plastered wood placed on a
stone foundation. The colonnade gave the stronghold the
appearance of a truly Roman
settlement.23
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Figure 99. Two parallel buildings were constructed in the
middle of the 1st century at
the site of Kočevarjev vrt at
Breg. The large rooms without dividing walls indicate
that they were warehouses.
In the 2nd century, the warehouses were demolished and
a new, even larger warehouse
was built, extending beyond
their foundations, with three
rows of columns bearing
its roof. It was necessary to
stockpile large quantities of
goods at Nauportus, which
awaited the arrival of a boat
or barge for further transport
along the long route to the
Danube.
warehouses, 1st
century AD
warehouse, 2nd
century AD
column foundations,
2nd century AD
building foundations,
3rd–4th centuries AD
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ones at Dolge njive and without traces of defensive architecture (Fig. 99).16 From the 1st century AD
onwards, the area of Gradišče was also inhabited
(Fig. 95), where the remains of craft workshops were
discovered. A stone beam with relief decoration was
also found nearby, which is the only remnant of an
extremely important building.17
The necessity of defending the passes towards
Italy in the late Roman period again increased
the strategic significance of the broader region
of Nauportus. Perhaps as early as the end of the
3rd century AD, a pentagonal fortress was built at
Gradišče, along with a nearby watch tower.18 In the
4th century a 10km long defensive wall with watch
towers was built on the surrounding hills (Ajdovski
zid), which closed off the routes to the west.19 The
settlement section at Breg, in the plain along the
Ljubljanica, still existed in the 4th century.20
The settlement and fortifications in the
Nauportus area were abandoned at the latest in

the first half of the 5th century, like the majority of
low-lying settlements in the south-eastern Alpine
region. Transportation along the former transit
route through Nauportus also died out. In the turbulent period of late Antiquity, inhabitants moved
their settlements into hilly areas and preferred to
use better protected remote routes, such as led, for
example, from the Postojna basin across the plateau of Bloke to the source of the Krka River.21
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Nauportus

Figure 100. In the riverbed of the Ljubljanica by Dolge njive
wooden piles had been densely placed in two broad rows – representing the remains of a rectangular wooden quay. The excavations in 1985, view from the west.

Figure 101. After wooden barrels had served their original
purpose, which was primarily the transport and storage of
wine, they were often used to build well walls. At the site of
Kočevarjev vrt at Breg, a wooden barrel from a well was excellently preserved in the constantly moist loam lacking oxygen. Its
original height was probably around 160cm. It was composed of
rows of broad and narrow staves of fir, connected by four bands
of wicker made from hazel branches.
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Emona – a Roman
trading centre on the
Ljubljanica

The Ljubljanica, which flows through the Ljubljansko barje (Ljubljana Marshes) from Vrhnika to
Ljubljana, meets the alluvial plains of the River Sava
at Ljubljana. Here, it cuts a channel between the
hill of Šišenski hrib (428m asl), which is the southernmost fringe of the Julian Alps, and Ljubljana
Castle (Ljubljanski grad, 366m asl), the northernmost extension of the Lower Carniolan hills,
around which it forms a distinct bend (Fig. 102). A
gap of approximately one kilometre, between Šiška
Hill (Šišenski hrib) and Ljubljana Castle, known as
the Ljubljana Gate, is a very important area, both
strategically and for its traffic. This was the meet-

Figure 102. Ljubljana: the
approximate position of the
pre-Roman and the earliest
Roman settlement below
Ljubljana Castle ( ; the
dots indicate the excavated
areas of the settlement; the
dot indicates the excavations
in 2008 between Karlovška
cesta, Zvonarska ulica and
Tesarska ulica), the position
of the Roman walled town on
the left bank of the Ljubljanica ( ), and the routes of the
roads and the location of the
bridge ( ).
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ing-point of the overland routes from north-eastern
Europe, the Pannonian plain and the Balkans, as
well as from the west (i.e. from Italy).1
Prior to drainage-work, which began in 1825
and largely concluded with Plečnik’s embankment
designs in the 1930s (Fig. 103), the Ljubljanica was
broad and shallow at Ljubljana, where the banks
were easily accessible, so that the river could be
forded without difficulty. In contrast, the river-bed
in the Ljubljansko barje was deep.2
A prehistoric settlement dating to the late
Bronze and early Iron Age was situated on the
site of Ljubljana Castle. In the first half of the
1st century BC (at the latest), a settlement of preRoman inhabitants had been established on the
south-western foot of the hill, near the Ljubljanica
(Fig. 102). Excavations there have uncovered slight
remains dating from first half of the 1st century
BC, and relatively well-preserved later deposits,
layers dating to the last decade BC and the first
three decades AD being particularly evident.
Traces of wooden houses with walls of wattle-anddaub belong to this period. From as early as the
third quarter of the 1st century BC, Italian products are well represented among the finds, and
these strongly predominate from the last decade
BC onwards.3 It seems that soon after the middle
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Emona

Figure 103. A lithograph
from about 1826 showing the
banks of the still unimproved
bed of the Ljubljanica, in the
area between the presentday bridges Čevljarski and
Šentjakobski most. Both
banks were gently sloping.
On the left side of the print
is the customs-house, where
goods were re-loaded.31

of the century, the Romans lived in a settlement
alongside the indigenous inhabitants. Probably,
they were mostly involved in trade, and soldiers
are also likely to have been present.4 It is evident
that in the penultimate or last decade BC, Romans
completely dominated the settlement. A marked
presence of soldiers, suggested by Roman military
finds, including semi-products, indicating a workshop making Roman military equipment,5 was
confirmed by recent excavations of two successive
military forts from the Augustan period in the
area between Karlovška cesta (Karlovška Road),
Zvonarska ulica and Tesarska ulica (Zvonarska
and Tesarska Lanes; Fig. 102).6 The settlement’s port
was probably on the right bank of the Ljubljanica,
but its remains have not yet been discovered. It
was here that river cargo bound for the north-east
along the Amber Route arrived from Nauportus
and was offloaded onto carts; here, boats continuing their journey towards the Sava were offered

supplies. The settlement below Ljubljana Castle
probably already bore the name Emona, which is
of pre-Roman origin.7
On the opposite (left) bank of the Ljubljanica,
the Romans built a new, regularly planned town
with a rectangular street grid, enclosed by stone
walls (Figs. 102, 104).8 The beginnings of this settlement are indicated by a clearly distinguished layer
dating to the late Augustan period (the first decade and a half AD), which was discovered during
excavations within insula 39 and streets K and J.9
Frequent finds in this layer comprise fragments of
Roman military equipment, indicating the major
involvement of the Roman army in the construction
of the town.10 This date of the building of the town
corresponds with the date of a fragmentary imperial inscription (Fig. 105) stating that the emperor
Augustus (already deceased when the inscription
was carved) and his successor Tiberius had donated
something monumental to the town in AD 15, per-
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Figure 104. Section of the southern Roman town wall
at Mirje. The photograph shows the structure after the
1912 and 1913 excavations by the archaeologist, Valter
Šmid (Walter Schmid), and following conservation.
The reconstruction of the wall in the late 1930s, by the
architect Jože Plečnik (still to be seen today), reflects
the architect’s ideas, and therefore does not give an
accurate impression of a Roman town wall.

Figure 105. A stone slab with an inscription
mentioning the emperor Tiberius and the divine (thus already deceased) emperor Augustus. It was found at the end of the 19th century
at Trg francoske revolucije, near the main
eastern gate of the Roman town defences.

Figure 106. The town of Emona was also connected to the
Ljubljanica by its sewage system. Under each of the six eastwest Emonian streets was a vaulted channel (cloaca) which
drained waste water from the town into the river. The illustration shows a portion of the cloaca under Street J, to the east of
Slovenska cesta, which was excavated in 2004–2005.32
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Emona

Figure 107. The tombstone
of Titus Caesernius Diphilus,
found in 1935, buried deep
in the bed of the Ljubljanica
at Breg, is the oldest Roman
inscription from Emona. It is
thought that the tombstone
fell into the river from a ship,
perhaps during unloading.

haps its walls.11 This walled town on the left bank
was the Roman colony of Iulia Emona, as recorded
in ancient sources.12 It is unclear, however, if its
construction was specifically related to the foundation of the colony,13 or if the colonia had been established earlier and should therefore be equated with
the settlement below Ljubljana Castle.14
Emona was settled primarily by civilians from
northern Italy, and also by soldiers who had finished their military service (veterans). These were
mostly involved in trade and crafts.15
The boundary-stone found at Bevke (Cat. 44)
marked the border between the territories of the
towns of Aquileia (N-E Italy) and Emona. This indicates that Emona was not included within a province, but was part of Italy, constituting an important
outpost on its north-eastern fringe.16 This would account for the relatively early date of the Roman conquest of the Emona region (probably as early as the
period of Caesar),17 whereas the areas to the east and
south, which were conquered later, became part of
the province of Illyricum (subsequently divided into
the provinces of Noricum and Pannonia).
Four oak piles discovered in the riverbed at
Breg (roughly the left bank of the Ljubljanica, to
the east of the main eastern gate of Emona, which
was at Trg francoske revolucije/French Revolu-

tion Square), are probably the remains of a Roman bridge across the Ljubljanica.18 They lay in
the direction of the major easterly road running
from the main eastern gate of Emona, and were
discovered on the right bank of the Ljubljanica
at Levstikov trg (Levstik Square) and immediately
to the west of Karlovška cesta between Zvonarska
and Tesarska ulica (Fig. 102).19 The port district was
presumably located at Breg.20
Transport along the Ljubljanica was of great
economic importance for Emona. This is indicated
by the activities of the guild of boatmen (collegium
naviculariorum) mentioned in a funerary inscription (Fig. 93),21 and by three altars dedicated to Neptune.22 The significance of the port of Emona for
the Roman military is illustrated by the tombstone
of a member of the Pannonian navy, probably dating to the end of the 2nd century (Fig. 94).23
At Ljubljana, most of the finds from the
Ljubljanica were collected during improvements
to the course of the river, when the riverbed was
dammed off and almost dried up. The unsystematic recovery of these artefacts is the reason for
the imprecise and often unreliable information
relating to them and only a small percentage of
these can be identified in the National Museum of
Slovenia. Most of these Roman objects came from
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Figure 108. A selection of Roman finds from the Ljubljanica, at Ljubljana: a bronze
lamp (1st century), an iron
sword (Augustan period), an
iron hipposandal (from the
Augustan period to the 2nd
century), a bronze brooch
(Augustan period) and a
poorly preserved bronze
brooch (3rd century).

the area between the confluence of the Gradaščica
stream and the Triple Bridge at Tromostovje. When
compared with the material from Nauportus24 and
numerous other Roman settlements along rivers,25
the items are not numerous, and consist mostly
of coins.26 An exceptional find is the tombstone of
Titus Caesernius Diphilus (Fig. 107), which was probably carved between the late Caesarean and Octavianic periods (between approx. 50 and 30 BC). The
stone came from a quarry at Aurisina near Trieste
(Nabrežina near Trst, Italy). Diphilus, a freedman of
the powerful and influential Aquileian family of the
Caesernii, had had his tombstone made while he
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was still alive and arranged for it to be transported
to Emona, where he probably served in the municipal government,27 and also (in view of the dating
of the tombstone) perhaps resided in the settlement below Ljubljana Castle. Other finds include a
sword,28 a horse sandal, and brooches29 (Fig. 108), as
well as a statuette of the goddess Minerva.30
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Ig – a rural settlement
on the southern edge of
the Ljubljansko barje

Judging by the archaeological finds, the area of
Ig was settled from the late Stone Age onwards;
human presence is attested both in Copper and
Bronze Ages.1 The Iron Age hillfort was probably
on Grajski hrib, at Pungert. 2 A small settlement
from the late Iron Age perhaps developed below
the hill above a marshy area along a local road that
connected the Ljubljana basin across Rakitna and
Bloke with Notranjska (Inner Carniola) and the
Adriatic Sea, and undoubtedly also with Dolenjska
(Lower Carniola; Fig. 109). Its existence is indicated
in addition to the scarce archaeological objects
primarily by the indigenous names of the Roman
period inhabitants. The village at Ig was separated
from the contemporaneous settlement at Emona
(whose hillfort was on Castle Hill, while the settlement from the late Iron Age was closer to the
Ljubljanica) by the Ljubljansko barje (Ljubljana
Marshes) and connected with it by the Iščica
stream. The Barje region was frequently transformed partially into a lake and it gave the area
between Nauportus, Ig, and Emona a special character; the patroness of this area was the goddess
Aecorna. It is not clear whether or not the Romans
began draining the marshes. Perhaps the Barje
was called Lugeon in antiquity, although it is more
likely that the Greek historian and geographer
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Strabo used this name to refer to Cerkniško jezero (Cerknica Lake; 7. 5. 2 C 314). The indigenous
settlement at Ig flourished in the Roman period,
when it was part of the Emona administrative district. It was located in the fertile area at the fringes
of the marshes, which enabled the inhabitants a
self-sufficient existence, regardless of their other
activities.
At Ig, Iška vas, Strahomer, and neighbouring
villages, around 100 Roman tombstones have
been found, which is exceptional for a settlement
of the village type (Fig. 110). The name Ig has not yet
been explicated etymologically, but is probably
pre-Slavic. The discovered archaeological artefacts
and images on the tombstones indicate that the
Roman period Ig inhabitants were primarily involved in stone-cutting, iron- and wood-working.
Most of the Roman period finds were discovered
in the centre of the village of Ig (which was called
Studenec to the end of the second world war),
while Roman monuments were also found in the
neighbouring villages (Figs. 111 and 112).3
The most significant special feature of the Roman period inhabitants of Ig are their names, on
the basis of which they differ – viewed as a whole
– from all others in the Emona region and beyond.
This was an indigenous population who belonged,
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Ig

Figure 109. An aerial photograph of the Ig region, showing its openness towards the
Ljubljana basin.

Figure 110. The Church of St
Michael from the 13th century,
where a temporary lapidarium of the Roman inscribed
stone monuments from the Ig
area has been set up: outside
and inside.
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Figure 113. An altar dedicated
to Jupiter.9

Figure 111. A fragmentary
tombstone of Fronto, discovered in the Church of sv.
Jakob (St James) in Strahomer, with a rustic depiction
of the Gorgon’s head and
downwards flying birds in the
corners where dolphins are
usually depicted.6

Figure 112. A capital with
lions that decorated a Roman
tombstone.7

as indicated by some of their names, to the circle
of northern Adriatic Iron Age groups, while they
were partly mixed with the Celts, who penetrated
into the south-eastern Alpine area primarily in the
3rd century BC. Several villagers had Latin names
derived from numerals, which were perhaps translated from their language, such as first, second,
third: Primus, Secundus, Tertius; some names were
characteristic for the northern Adriatic and Venetic regions, or areas under Venetic influence, such
as Laepius, Plator, Voltupar, Voltaronta, while others were Celtic, e.g. Adnamatus, Amatu, Brocc(i?)
us, Eppo, Buco, Galun(i?)us, Manu, Nammo, Secco.
A few names are not known elsewhere, such as
Aicon(i)us, Bolerianus, Buctor, Buquorsa, Ennina,
Moiota.4 Some of the Celtic names from Ig are rare
in the neighbouring kingdom of Noricum, but
they can be found in other Celtic provinces, such
as Gaul, which indicates that the Celtic inhabitants in the late Iron Age settled the territory of
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Slovenia from various areas. It is not excluded that
the Ig region represented the easternmost point of
settlement by the Carni, who inhabited Friuli and
western Slovenia, and probably also Notranjska
(Inner Carniola).
Some of the Roman period Ig inhabitants lived
long lives, as three who reached a hundred years
are documented (Fig. 114), and several noted ages of
70, 75, and 80. In antiquity, and particularly in the
countryside, ages were rounded up to the nearest
multiple of 5 or even 10, as without a list of the
consuls or the ruling emperors it was very difficult
to establish the passing of years and the exact age
of an individual. Their tombstones sometimes
also list the size of the grave plot in Roman feet,
meaning that the plots at the cemeteries were
officially demarcated. This indirectly proves that
life in the rural hamlets of the Ig region was organized in accordance with Roman legal provisions
through branches of the administrative offices in
Emona. Families also lived here whose members
performed high municipal functions in Emona, as
is shown, for example, by the honorific inscription
for Gaius Bassidius Secundus, who was twice aedilis with the right to dispense justice, treasurer of
the public treasury, joint mayor, patron of the association of foresters, prefect and patron of the association of firefighters, and even mayor in charge
of the census of inhabitants that was conducted
every five years.5 It is not excluded that his family
may have originated from Ig.
It is interesting that despite the large number of
funerary monuments found in the Ig region, there
are very few votive altars, as only two have been
preserved that are dedicated to Jupiter (Fig. 113),
along with the recently discovered lower part of an
altar mentioning an unknown deity Acinor (if this
is not in fact a personal name). There is no doubt
that it was not the custom to erect stone altars to
the gods at Ig; evidently they did not worship them
in the Roman manner, but rather according to the
indigenous rituals of their ancestors.

Ig

Figure 114. The tombstone
of the centenarians Fronto
and Secunda, immured in the
cathedral of Ljubljana, originates from Ig.8
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The Roman regulation
of the Ljubljanica and
the draining of the
Ljubljansko barje

The discussion about the hypothesized improvement to the course of the Ljubljanica in the Roman period was begun by the hydro-technical engineer and well-known investigator of karst caves
Wilhelm (Viljem) Putick in 1888, while the most
detailed analysis was present in the text Ljubljansko mostiščarsko jezero in dediščina po njem [The
Ljubljana Pile-Dwelling Lake and Its Heritage]
(1946) by the geographer, and local resident from
Črna vas, Anton Melik.
On the basis of the meanders that can be noted
today at streams Ljubija and Bistra, which were
mostly removed from other tributaries in the engineering works carried out in the 19th century, Melik considered that the Ljubljanica in the Ljubljansko barje (Ljubljana Marshes) “was undoubtedly
a completely regulated and straightened river, so
that no traces can be seen of where it ran in its
original natural state”.1
Today we know that straight to relatively meandering channels with deep box-shaped profiles
and levees can also appear in entirely natural
water courses.2 In long straight sections and at
sharp changes in the direction of the Ljubljanica,
such as at the ninety degree bends at Jurje and
below Podpeč, it is not possible to exclude the
role of tectonic movements, such as the unequal
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sinking of individual segments of the marshland
foundations and the settlement of quaternary
sediments.3
The hypothesis about the relative stability of
the channel in the western half of the Barje region
is confirmed by the distribution of Bronze and
Iron Age finds, which appear in the entire section
between the confluence of the Mala and Velika
Ljubljanica and Podpeč, as well as data about
sites in the area of the riverbanks. On the basis of
the stratigraphic situation at the Copper Age piledwelling settlement of Hočevarica along the right
bank of the Ljubljanica near Verd,4 it is possible
to date its origins to the period after the middle of
the 4th millennium BC, while the stabilization of
the main channel network approximately in the
present course presumably occurred during the
first half of the 2nd millennium BC. Another proof
for a straight course of the channel even before
the Roman occupation is the find of Norican silver
coins at the highest lying part of the left bank in
Kamin,5 while it is possible to make conclusions
about the original sections of the archaeologically less known course of the river in the eastern
part of the Ljubljansko barje only on the basis of
small groups of pre-Roman artefacts found at the
influx of the streams Drobentinka and Radna, in
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the area of Črna vas, below the confluence of the
Ljubljanica with the Iščica, and above the area
called Livada.
In the discussion about possible extensive interventions into the natural hydrographic network
in the Ljubljansko barje, a central role was played
by what is known as the Stara (or Old) Ljubljanica,
a 6km long and 15–30m wide, occasionally active
water channel with distinctive levees between
Podpeč and Notranje Gorice (Figs. 115 and 116). In the
text Ljubljansko močvirje [The Ljubljana Marshes],
published in 1858 by Peter Hitzinger, he hypothesized that the Stara Ljubljanica represented a
remnant of a former water channel that had left
its original bed because of flooding and cut a
new channel elsewhere. According to Melik, the
Romans would first have straightened the course
of the Stara Ljubljanica, and later because of the
quarry at Podpeč would have excavated a new
channel, or would have partly adapted the former
channels of smaller streams.6 As a decisive chronological indicator for the digging of the channel,
the fact is most often cited that limestone from
the quarries to the west of Ljubljana, including the
quarry at Podpeč, was utilized more intensively
in Emona from the middle of the 2nd century onwards.7
On the basis of the presented characteristics
of the course of the Ljubljanica we consider that
large scale improvements were not necessary
and that in the past only bends were repaired and
various obstacles were removed.8 Possible indicators of engineering projects in the channel of the
Ljubljanica were primarily finds of characteristic
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military axes (ascia) and pickaxes (dolabra), as
well as blades for cutting turf or peat (rutrum). As
almost exclusively early Roman forms are present
(Cat. 71, 72), perhaps the hypothesized corrections
could be placed in the framework of improving
water routes in the period of military operations in
the western Balkans. In reference to the possible
participation of the army, it is sufficient to note
the ditches (fossa) that were dug accompanying
the conquering expeditions of the legions in Germania in the early Imperial period (fossae Drusinae, fossa Corbulonis), and the hydro-technical
capabilities of the Romans are further shown by

Figure 115. The fact that today
there are no meanders in the
Ljubljanica was one of the
main arguments for doubt
in its natural channel, as the
conviction predominated
that meanders are formed
by every river whose current
slows in a plain. The area between Podpeč and Notranje
Gorice after the withdrawal of
flood waters.

Figure 116. The channel of the
“Old Ljubljanica”. Perhaps it
was an unfinished discharge
canal made from the channel
of one of the former tributaries of the Ljubljanica.
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Figure 117. In the area of
Šivčev grič, east of the
Borovniščica, the mud-filled
channel of a former water
course can be seen, which the
Ljubljanica, as the dominant
river, pushed aside for some
time, after which it flowed
outwards in a wedge.
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Roman regulation of the Ljubljanica

the numerous parallel courses of river channels,
ditches and canals in the Po delta-Venetian plain
between Ravenna and Aquileia (e.g. fossa Augusta,
fossa Flavia).9
At the same time, evidence is also lacking for
extensive draining projects or cultivation in the
Ljubljansko barje.10 The more or less uninterrupted
creation of peat in the Roman period is confirmed
by individual and hoard finds of coins, attire elements, and jewellery (1st century BC–4th century AD)
from the Barje region at Rudnik, Lavrica, Babna
Gorica, Ig and Medvejca,11 which can include both
accidentally lost items or their deliberate deposition near settlements and along routes through the
marshes. The existence of the marshes in the early
Imperial period is also proven by the causeways of
the main route (via publica) between Nauportus
and Emona,12 and the road between Lavrica and
Studenec,13 which was built directly on layers of
peat and clay respectively. The difficulty of cross-
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ing this terrain, distant from firm land, with all its
water courses and at least periodic flooding of the
central section, as is perhaps corroborated by the
discovery of a Roman ship and logboats at Lipe and
Črna vas, has thus remained one of the main characteristics of this region (Fig. 118).
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A cargo ship of
Mediterranean sewn
construction from
Lipe

In October 1890, at Brezov log in Lipe in the
eastern part of the Ljubljansko barje (Ljubljana
Marshes), a 30m long cargo ship from the Roman
period was discovered, which represents the best
confirmation of the statements made by ancient
geographers about the importance of the navigable route along the Ljubljanica.1
The barge was discovered by chance by workers digging a drainage ditch on the property of
Dr. Josip Kosler between the Ljubljanica and the
Črna vas–Podpeč road (Fig. 119). The owner of the
land informed the curator of the Landesmuseum at
Ljubljana (present-day National Museum of SlovFigure 119. The barge during
excavations in October 1890.
The construction and the
shallow draft indicate that the
boat was created for navigation through shallow waters.
No cargo was found in the
relatively well-preserved vessel, and hence it is concluded
that the boat had been abandoned due to wear-and-tear
or some other reason.
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enia), Alfons Müllner, and permitted him to excavate. Müllner published an exhaustive description
and a drawing in the very next year in the museum
journal Argo.2 The National Museum of Slovenia
keeps 100 wooden parts of the boat and 20 iron
nails,3 and to aid in determining the ship construction the original field sketches are still available,
along with two photographs, and an exact 3m long
model at a scale of 1:10, two examples of which
were made (Fig. 120).
The great age of the vessel, which was doubted
by some at the time of discovery because of its similarities to modern period ships, is proven both
by the Greco-Roman manner of construction as
well as the results of radiocarbon analyses. On the
basis of the analyses undertaken in 2002, it can be
concluded that the ship was built in the 1st century
BC,4 while the three earlier dates most probably
refer to the use of some older wood.5
The barge was symmetrical, with an elongated
oval form and truncated ends. It was 30m long,
4.8m wide, and 0.6m high. It had a flat bottom
without a keel and outwards-sloping sides (Figs.
120, 121). The self-supporting hull, which represents the main characteristic of Mediterranean
ships in antiquity, was composed of a carvel base
and lateral planking from symmetrically ar-
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A cargo ship

Figure 120. One of two models of the boat at a scale of
1:10, which were made in July
1891 on the basis of the field
measurements by the museum carpenter Karol Binder.

side plank
knee-shaped rib

wooden dowel

seal

chine-girder

transverse
timber

floor plank
sewing cord

Figure 122. The boat was
moved by poling or punting, and for this purpose a
walkway was placed along
the right (starboard) side,
while there are no traces that
would indicate the presence
of a mast for towing from the
bank. The boat was pushed
along with long wooden
poles with hooks, such as
were in use in almost unchanged form until the recent
past.14

Figure 121. Isometric projection of details of
the construction. The compositional sequence
of the individual construction elements indicates that first, probably with the aid of a temporary frame, the entire hull was constructed,
and then the permanent framework of ribs and
transverse timbers was built, hence in the opposite order to present-day boats.
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ranged spruce planks in lengthwise strakes. The
flowing transition between base and sides was
achieved with planks of rounded section. The elements of the planking were joined together with
ropes of lime bast, which were pulled through
densely set oblique holes drilled into the side
edges of the planks. The cords held in place bundles of the same material, which were placed on
the straight lateral and oblique transverse junctures of the planks in individual strakes, in order
to make them watertight. After the sewing was
finished, the holes were closed with pegs of black
alder wood.
A Mediterranean technological origin is further
indicated by the joining of the lateral planking
with wooden dowels of circular section, which had
been inserted into mortices in two neighbouring
planks before sewing. The skeleton was formed
by transverse floor timbers of oak wood and the
pairs of knee-shaped ribs, which extended from
the next-to-last bottom plank to the top of the lateral planking. The floor-timbers and ribs, built in
at uniform intervals of 60cm, were attached to the
hull with wooden dowels and a few iron nails. The
uniform intervals between the floor-timbers and
ribs, which correspond to two Capitoline feet a (1
pes monetalis = 29.7cm), indicate that the Roman
measuring system was probably used.
The bow and stern both ended in a simply
sloping wall, therefore they could be distinguished merely from the position of the standing
place for the helmsman, which might indicate
the use of a rudder. Two bands of lengthwise
planks along the middle of the ship served as an
additional reinforcement of the hull, as well as for
placement of cargo.
The construction features included the technique of sewing, which has been documented in
the Mediterranean from the Bronze Age onwards,
and was very probably known in even earlier periods.6 The sunken remains of vessels and iconographic as well as epigraphic sources tell us that
sewing was in use primarily between the Archaic
period and the 4th century BC. In the Mediterranean the sewing technique remained in use
particularly in the Adriatic Sea and in its northern
hinterland, as in the late Republican and early
Imperial period it was used both for building sea-
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going ships as well as river and lagoon vessels.
Dating to approximately the same period are the
remains of three ships recovered from the sediments of the harbour of Roman Aenona at Zaton
near Nin,7 and the recently discovered boat from
Caska Bay on the island of Pag,8 which confirm
historical citations of the use of this technique
among the Histrians and Liburnians. The finds of
sewn ships from the rivers, lagoons, canals, and
swamps of the western coastline of the northern
Adriatic9 include the well preserved remains of
a boat in the Po delta near Comacchio,10 and the
shipwreck from the river Stella near Precenicco
(Prečenik) in Italy.11
The geographical and technological origin
of the type of barge from Lipe was probably the
continental waters of Cisalpine Gaul, where the
shallow waters and periodic flooding predicated
the development of a vessel with a shallow draft
and a flat hull, as mentioned by the historian Titus Livius (Livy, Ab urbe condita, X. 2). The form
of the boat corresponds best to the Roman term
pontonium (Isidorus, Etymologiae, 19. 1. 24), used
in the early medieval period to denote large and
slow river vessels intended for the transportation
of goods.
The increased transportation requirements
after the Roman conquest meant that efficient
vessels of similar form and dimensions to those of
the barge from Lipe began to be used on the rivers
and lakes of continental Europe.12 Cargo vessels
of the Celtic-Roman type indicate technological
solutions that some authors tie to pre-Roman
traditions, as well as series of details that definitely indicate a Mediterranean origin. The latter
can also be recognized in the construction of the
planking and frame of a cargo boat from the Kupa
River in Sisak (Siscia), dated to the middle of the
3rd century AD.13
The majority of such efficient transportation
vessels from the Germanic and Gallic provinces
were discovered in the vicinity of military strongholds, and hence it appears that for the most
part these were strategic means that satisfied the
logistic needs of the Roman army. The remains
of cargoes indicate that they mostly transported
construction material (stone, brick, and tile),
breakable goods (pottery, glass), and preserved
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A cargo ship

foodstuffs in sacks and barrels. On the basis of the
general dating, it can be concluded that the barge
from Lipe was used for the transportation of military goods between the supply base at Nauportus
and Emona.
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The Ljubljanica
and the myth of the
Argonauts

The Argonauts would belong to the generation
before the Trojan War, which the Chronicle of St
Jerome placed in 1270 BC. They were called after
the miraculous boat the Argo (Fig. 123), which was
built by Argos, one of the participants in the expedition, with the help of the goddess Athena. A
bough of oak was built into it from the holy grove
of Zeus’s oracle in Dodona, and hence the boat
could speak and prophetically warned the heroes
of danger. This mythic tale was most exhaustively recorded by the learned poet Apollonius of
Rhodes (3rd century BC); however it had already
been mentioned by Greek writers from Homer
onwards.1 Poetic freedom and imagination as
well as the gradual broadening of geographical
horizons, caused it to be known in numerous
versions, as poets and mythographers constantly
changed and supplemented it in reference to new
geographical knowledge and cultural or political
conditions; hence it is impossible to seek actual
historical events and genuine itineraries in it.
As early as Aristotle a clear distinction was made
between historiography and poetry: the historian
describes the acts of real people in real places
and times, while the poet tells what could have
happened (Poetics, 9), describes “eternal” figures,
great loves, and tragic and cruel murders. In
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the narrated events, which were otherwise often
placed in actual places, we find the interference
of higher powers, deities, and monsters, fabulous
elements, and numerous inconsistencies and
inventions. Myths are not history, but they were
not created entirely without inspiration from real
life, and because of this, commentators from ancient times to the present day have attempted to
explain them rationally.
The story of the Argonauts was created among
the Minyans in Boeotia around Orchomenus and
in Thessaly around Iolcus. King Pelias of Iolcus
(today Volos) wished to get rid of the legitimate
heir to the throne, his nephew Jason, and sent
him to search for the fleece of the golden ram, on
which the royal children from Orchomenus, Phrixus and Helle, had fled from their step-mother Ino
to Aea (Colchis on the Black Sea), the kingdom
of the sun, ruled by Aeëtes. Jason was joined by
around 50 of the greatest heroes of the age (the
lists differ), including Hercules, Orpheus, Zeus’s
sons the Dioscuri, Achilles’ father Peleus, and
Theseus. After various adventures they reached
their destination, where Aeëtes set Jason difficult
tasks to accomplish before he would hand over the
Golden Fleece. Jason successfully carried them
all out with the help of the king’s daughter, the
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The myth of the Argonauts

Figure 123. The mythic ship
Argo, as it was drawn by
the painter Ivan Vavpotič
(Ekonomska šola Ljubljana).

demonstrate all of his geographical knowledge;
and since their route was subsequently illogical, he
thought up various divine interventions to connect
the tale into a poorly constructed whole. The point
of interest for us is that the Argonauts would have
sailed from the Black Sea along the Danube and
reached the Adriatic Sea along its second branch.
He included in his poem the Adriatic legends
connected with the murder of Medea’s brother
Apsyrtus by Cres and Lošinj (the Apsyrtian islands),
which reflect the early contacts of the Greeks with
the Liburnians who lived there, and also with
places along the tip of the northern Adriatic and its

Figure 124. A schematic depiction of the routes along
which the Argonauts would
have returned.7
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sorceress Medea, killed the dragon and seized
the fleece, after which the heroes together with
Medea fled from Aeëtes’ revenge. The tale reflects
poor knowledge of the coast and hinterland of the
Black Sea in the Mycenaean period (the end of the
2nd millennium BC); however, this changed completely after the period of the major colonization
of this area in the 7th century BC, when it became
familiar to the Greeks.
Advanced geographic knowledge is also well
reflected in the varying descriptions of the return
of the Argonauts.2 If all the variants of their route
back were collected and analyzed, it would result
that their travels had carried them almost everywhere in the then known world. According to the
earliest writers (Hesiod, Pindar, and Hecataeus),
they would have returned along the Phasis River
(Rioni in the south-west Caucasus), the Ocean or
Red Sea, Libya, and the Aegean Sea. According to
Sophocles, Euripides, and Herodotus, the route of
their return would more or less correspond to the
route taken to Colchis. Apollonius took as his starting point the description of the return of the Argonauts according to the Sicilian historian Timaeus
(4th–3rd centuries BC and the geographer Timagetus (4th century BC), the author of “On Harbours”.
According to their variant, the Argonauts would
have returned along a large river that empties into
the Black Sea (the Tanais = Don or the Hister = Danube) and arrived at the Pillars of Hercules (Gibraltar), whence they continued their route through
the western Mediterranean, the Tyrrhenian Sea,
Corcyra, and Libya (Fig. 124). Apollonius united various versions in his own manner, as he wished to
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Figure 125. The Argonauts Building the Walls
of Emona (copper engraving by A. Trost from
the painting of J. Koch).9

Figure 126. A Greek cup with
a depiction of an owl between olive branches, found
in a grave at one of the Iron
Age cemeteries at Most na
Soči, shows the contacts
between the Greek world and
the hinterland of the northern
Adriatic in the 5th century
BC.8

immediate hinterland.3 It is clear from Apollonius’
descriptions that his data concerning this area
must also be taken with all due caution.
Pliny the Elder, the author of the most important encyclopaedia from antiquity, critically commented on the incorrect introduction of a second
branch of the Danube (which does not exist!): “No
river flows from the Danube into the Adriatic Sea.
I think that the writers were deceived by the report
that the boat Argo descended by river into the Adriatic Sea not far from Tergeste, although they did
not know by what river. More reliable writers state
that they carried it on their shoulders through the
Alps; it arrived there from the Danube, then along
the Savus and along the Nauportus, which has its
source between Emona and the Alps and received
its name for this reason.” (N. h. 3. 128). Pliny
namely erroneously deduced the name Nauportus from navis, ‘ship’ and porto, ‘to carry’, i.e. a
river that carries a ship. This part of the sentence
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should have referred to the name of the settlement, which was perhaps unintentionally left
out from the sentence by Pliny (...“the Navportus,
which has its source at Navportus ...”), as it seems
more logical to relate the name of the settlement
than the name of the river with the ‘Argonauts’
etymology. The second part of the name, portus,
has the meaning of ‘port, storehouse’, which
might indicate a Celtic (Tauriscan) toll station
at Nauportus.4 Pliny’s criticism of Apollonius is
justified; however, three hundred years before
his time, in the period of Apollonius, the courses
of these rivers were still not exactly known; the
sources of the Danube were discovered only as
late as the Augustan period. Pliny did not attempt
to identify the river flowing into the Adriatic Sea,
along which the Argonauts would have travelled:
the river could have been the Arsia (Raša), Ningus
(Mirna), or Timavus (Timava), each possibility being merely hypothetical. Before him, the historian
Diodorus (1st century BC; 4. 56. 7–8) and the historian and geographer from the period of the emperor Augustus, Strabo (7. 5. 9 C 317) also rejected
opinions about uninterrupted river connection
between the Danube and the Adriatic.5
In the period when the myth of the Argonauts
originated (certainly before the 8th century BC),
the Pannonian and south-eastern Alpine regions
were still very poorly known to the Greeks. This
is also confirmed by archaeology, as throughout
all the prehistoric periods imported objects from
the Greek world are rarities (Fig. 126) and do not
indicate that more intensive contacts would have
existed between this area and the Greek regions,
to say nothing of the Greek cities along the Black
Sea coast. The Danube variant of the return of the
Argonauts originated as late as the end of the classical period, perhaps somewhat before Alexander
the Great. It is interesting how it changed throughout time. When the Greeks became conscious
of the existence of Nauportus (perhaps in the 2nd
century BC), they included it in the mythological
story about the Argonauts; at that time they also
found out that the river route from the Black Sea
ended here. Nauportus was an old settlement, perhaps older than Emona, and up to the Augustan
period it was more important, although later (after
the 1st century AD), when Nauportus gradually lost
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Figure 127. Wolfgang Lazius (1514–
1565, physician and antiquarian in
Vienna) published a map in 1545,
with a note by Oberlaibach (Vrhnika)
that the Argonauts from that point
onwards sailed along underground
rivers.10

its significance because of the increasing prosperity of Emona, the founding of Emona was linked
to the Argonauts (this was first mentioned by
the Greek poet Pisander of Laranda, from the 3rd
century AD). Who included Emona in this Greek
myth? Each age has amateur historians who falsify
historical facts to make the past of their country
more prestigious. Zosimus (5th–6th centuries AD)
stated that the king of the Visigoths, Alaric, placed
his camp in Emona, which had been founded by
the Argonauts to mark the place from which they
had to transport the ship Argo to the sea on special
contraptions (5. 29. 1–3; Fig. 125).
The tendency to explain rationally the tale of
the return of the Argonauts evidently continued up
to the modern period, as on maps of Carniola by
Wolfgang Lazius (Lazius was a well-known Viennese physician and antiquarian of the 16th century)
a brief explanation is added near the place-name
Oberlaibach (Vrhnika) that from there onwards
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the Argonauts sailed along an underground river
(Fig. 127). The idea was probably given to him by his
friend, the cartographer Augustin Hirschvogel,
who between 1536 and 1543, just before the first
version of Lazius’ map was printed in 1545, lived
in Ljubljana, which was traditionally connected
with the Argonauts. It is also interesting that the
map of Sebastian Münster from 1550 shows an
underground connection between the Ljubljanica
and the Mirna River in Istria; the Mirna is (incorrectly) drawn so that after a brief ‘underground interval’ it would be a continuation of the Ljubljanica.6 At that point several karst phenomena and the
existence of large caves from which rivers emerged
were already known, while at the same time, with
the advancement of cartography, it became clear
that mountains hinder any river connection between the Ljubljanica and the Adriatic on the surface. Even as early as Pliny something was known
about karst phenomena; Aristotle (Hist. anim.
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598b. 11–19) and he (N. h. 9. 52–53) mention that
a certain type of sardine was the only fish noted in
the Black Sea that travels up the Danube, but not
also down the Danube; it was therefore assumed
that sardines travelled along the Danube to the
Adriatic. Aristotle explains this by the division of
the Danube into two branches, while Pliny specifically states that the fish travel along underground
channels. Regardless of the travelling of sardines,
it is certain that the Argonauts could not have journeyed along an underground karst river.
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Dräger 2001.
Delage 1930.
Vian 1974, 1980, 1981.
Šašel 1966; Šašel Kos 1990.
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After Vian 1981.
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9 From Valvasor 1689, IV/XIII,
9, fig. 87.
10 From Shaw, Macqueen
1998, 377, fig. 3.
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The long Middle Ages

The Ljubljanica and
its long Middle Ages

The period of the European Middle Ages, which in
general historical classifications is placed between
ancient times and the Modern Era or between
the Antiquity and the Renaissance, framed with
the years 500 and 1500, can be, based on written
records, precisely delimited and divided with the
dates of political events and dynastic eras, the victories and deaths of rulers. The milestone years of
476 (when the West Roman Empire ceased to exist) and 1492 (when Christopher Columbus sailed
to America) may be convenient, but we should
note that they stem from a political or event-based
understanding of the national histories of individual European countries.1
This is contrasted by a different view of the
Middle Ages; an age of structures, processes and
depths, unaware of great divisions and breaks in
the development of societies, firmly anchored
in the continuity of historical developments. According to the French historian Le Goff, this “long
Middle Ages” lasted from the 2nd or 3rd century
AD, or the late Roman Empire and slowly expired
under the hammering of the Industrial Revolution
(or rather revolutions) between the 19th century to
the present day.2 In the Austrian provinces for instance, feudal serfdom was not formally abolished
by law until the land release in 1848, the Spring
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of Nations. This “deep Middle Ages”, which saw
the Renaissance, humanism, Enlightenment, the
birth of nations and revolutions, exists in everyday customs, modes of life and husbandry, in the
rituals and beliefs of people, in their behaviour,
imagery and mentality. It is outlined in the fundamental concepts of the human condition such as
space, work and time, in the structures and conflicts of social categories and in contrasts, such as
between chapel religion and meadow religion or
between educated and folk culture.3
Nevertheless, these concepts are complementary, the structures are intertwined and the contrasts complete each other, rather than exclude.
This great dialogue is actually a trialogue between
written, spoken and material sources. When studying the specific we should not forget the whole.
This also applies to objects from the Ljubljanica,
which were dated, on the basis of identifiable
functional and typological features and established chronological classification systems, to the
medieval period (Fig. 128). Due to the continuity and
blending between periods our scope also includes
late Antiquity and the early Modern Era.
Finds from late Antiquity and its transition
to the early Middle Ages (4th–6th centuries), are
specific in terms of gender, being predominantly
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Figure 128. A map of the
Ljubljanica with the locations
of sites of medieval and early
modern objects.
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masculine: mostly weapons and dress accessories
(e.g. crossbow brooch, Cat. 82c). There are no examples of (women’s) jewellery and totally absent
are for example, farming and craft tools, house
furnishings, kitchenware and tableware. This absence apparently confirms the image of dangerous

Figure 129. A map of the
spread of axe-like semiproducts from the 9th century
in central Europe.11

5km

times during the decline of the Roman state and
barbarian invasions, poor conditions for a settled
life in the once flourishing Emona and interrupted
regular commercial and other connections. The
military element is predominant and is even ethnically identifiable, i.e. in the Germanic spatha and
the Frankish throwing axe (Cat. 86a, b, and 83d). Finds
from this era are generally quite rare and there are
no finds that can be dated to the 7th and 8th centuries with certainty.
In addition to spearheads, characteristic arms
of the Carolingian period (Cat. 91), the objects from
the end of the 8th to the 10th century included
several clay pots, attributed to the Slavs (Cat. 88).
Some of the jewellery, knives and spurs can even
be dated to the 11th century (Cat. 92, 93). The era was
a Slavic one; the new populace supplanted the old
Romanized inhabitants, created new settlements,
sometimes right next to the old deserted ones
such as Emona, and took to husbandry, as evidenced by a hoard find of tools and axe-like semiproduct, perhaps from the distant Moravia (Cat.
90e; Fig. 129). Finds from the end of the early Middle
Ages are scarce, which indicates great instability
in the times of Hungarian incursions and the fall
of the Frankish state in the first half of the 10th
century; it was only after conquering the Hungar-
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The proportional rate of high and late medieval
and early modern objects in various locations
on the Ljubljanica
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ians in 955 that German rulers started introducing
new structures of power, organisation and society,
enabling the feudalisation of the (also presentday) Slovenian territory and simultaneously the
organisation of an ecclesiastic network. The finds
nevertheless do attest to traffic on the Ljubljanica
and most probably also trade.
The technical and economic development,
which started in high medieval Europe around the
year 1000, strengthened in terms of quantity and
quality in the 12th century. The revival of long-distance commerce and flourishing towns, facilitated
by agricultural progress and later the specialisation of work in crafts and trades, improved social
mobility as reflected in the mental and spiritual
transformation of society.4 In this period, medieval towns emerged in Slovenian territory too, as
is attested both by written records and finds from
the 12th and 13th centuries (e.g. Cat. 97 and 100) – taking full advantage of its central location along the
communication lines Ljubljana became, under
the leadership of the Spanheims, the centre of
Carniola.
In terms of class and type, the range of objects
greatly expanded in the late Middle Ages. Predominant finds are weapons, tools and accessories,
pottery, cutlery, and locks and keys. It is of special
significance that the finds include artefacts which
are not to be found or are rare in other Slovenian
museum collections from dry-land sites, e.g. two
metal flasks and musical instruments. Most of
all, these finds speak of the lives of the common
townspeople and the activity on the river which
was linked to the town in one way or another. They
greatly add to our knowledge of the urban material culture of the Middle Ages and early Modern
Era in Ljubljana and Carniola, which is otherwise
fairly unfamiliar due to modest archaeological
research of medieval and modern locations in the
city (Fig. 130).5
The finds point at important and far-reaching
changes in technology and economy, considering
just the introduction of the potter’s kick wheel,
ceramics glazing, minting of local money and
the rise of coin-based economy. There were also
changes in eating habits as indicated by the greater
frequency of new forms and types of kitchenware,
e.g. glassware or cutlery, especially knives.
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Navigability was an essential feature of the
Ljubljanica in the Middle Ages as well. This
enabled the transport of all kinds of goods and
consequently commerce, both short- and longdistance; its hub in Ljubljana was the port at Breg
(Fig. 147) where fishermen and boatmen worked,
merchants came and where there was a toll house.
The origin of items from the river bottom – local
or foreign – is not easy to determine, be it trade
goods or items for everyday use, in spite of often
being engraved or imprinted with craftsmen’s
marks. Unlike them, unmarked products of poorer
quality, could also point at competition from rural
craftsmen, against which the townspeople tried to
protect themselves – just like against countryside
tradesmen, peddlers and carriers – by enforcing
privileges to maintain their position of monopoly;
they banned certain crafts and trade activities
in the countryside.6 Strong competition came,
particularly from the middle of the 15th century
onwards, with craft articles from Nuremberg and
other south German towns which were cheaper
and better quality due to the higher scale of production; for this reason the tradesmen and craftsmen brought a complaint to Emperor Maximilian
in 1513 against importing merchants.7
On the one hand, the objects bear witness to
historical events (e.g. military campaigns or the
presence of armed forces), commercial relations
and communication at large, for instance weapons of the Carolingian type, Italian ceramics,
knives of foreign origin. On the other hand, they
portray everyday life. But how did they end up in
the river? At a first glance the answer is simple:

Figure 130. The proportional
rate of high and late medieval
and early modern objects
in various locations on the
Ljubljanica.
The table takes into account
240 exhibited objects from a
period spanning roughly from
the 11th to the 16th century, in
20% of which the location is
unknown and in others often
only roughly determined.
Most of the objects, 25%,
were found at Podpeč and
quite many at Bevke (approx.
13%), Rakova jelša (approx.
12%) and in the area of the
city of Ljubljana (approx.
14%) – thus at important urban river crossings (Podpeč)
or confluences (the Ižica
near Rakova jelša, the Iška
near Lipe, the Bistra and the
Borovniščica opposite Blatna
Brezovica and Bevke) and of
course in the city itself.
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Figure 131. Marks on high and
late medieval swords from
the Ljubljanica.12
Some of the elements on the
items, e.g. decorations, signs
or even religious inscriptions
and acronyms, in particular
on swords, indicate the likelihood of these objects having
a protective or apotropaic
significance for their wearers or users. They reveal the
complex attitude of man to
objects and material culture
in general. Also, in relation to
the location of the find, his
attitude to rivers and water
bodies.13 Research on finds
from various European rivers
has not yielded any conclusive, much less unambiguous
explanations of this.14
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Figure 132. The river bottom
with finds.

The long Middle Ages

they were lost, discarded, sunk by accident. Is then
the Ljubljanica, given the nature of the finds, really just a “rubbish heap of history” or, as deemed
by the contrary general opinion, “the sanctuary
of history”? Whereas the opinion about the votive
or sacral nature of the finds may hold true for certain groups of items and for certain periods, it is
incomparably harder to defend this hypothesis for
both the Middle Ages and the Modern Era, being
upheld neither by contexts nor by contemporary
written sources. The profane nature of the finds
is evidenced by swords with marks and inscriptions as exclusive objects of symbolic value (Fig.

131). It is even more difficult to attribute a sacral

nature to functional items such as tools and accessories, though it is reasonable to assume that not
all items fell into the river or other water bodies
merely by accident or as waste, but at least some
of them on purpose for various reasons: commemorative, votive, apotropaic.8 This stems from
the nature of human behaviour, from the persistence of traditions and customs which endure notwithstanding political and social, even religious
changes. Proof of this is also to be found in the
continuity of folk tales and customs into the 19th
and 20th centuries, from customs which are inher-
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ently pagan to unwritten rules and taboos, superstition and magic rites.9
Despite the appeal of the symbolic our key
focus should be on primary issues of the use and
perception of space in past times.10 It is, foremostly, geographically definable and associated
with settlement, husbandry, communication and
strategic aspects. At the same time, space is a cultural category – a space inhabited by a community
with its own unique culture of living, tradition,
customs, ideas and beliefs; in short, identity. It is
the same with the Ljubljanica. These relationships
should always be studied in context, or rather,

within the system they generally belong to. In
this sense it is well-justified to also consider the
differences and similarities in the treatment of
finds and individual sites from different and particularly widely distant periods and cultures; their
phenomena, from the most profane to the most
sacred, may seem closely related or even identical
in relation to the river. Yet they can also be completely different or even alien. We are still far from
getting to the bottom of the Ljubljanica (Fig. 132).
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Barbarian soldiers on
the Ljubljanica

In the late Roman Period, the Ljubljanica was no
longer as lively as during the previous few centuries, although sailing along it was still pertinent
to soldiery. This has been testified by several finds
from the riverbed that can be ascribed to the military equipment. Such are the crossbow brooches,
and especially the metal belt parts, made in the
characteristic “military style” (Cat. 82).
According to the archaeological data, this kind
of objects were widespread in the 4th and early 5th
centuries in the entire Roman empire, most commonly along the Rhine-Danubian frontier. This is
the reason why they are predominantly associated
with army units, although opinions have also been
expressed that the fibulae and rich belt-fittings
were signs of military as well as public servant
assigned duties, and even more, that they were
gradually transformed into personal ornaments of
the civil population.1
Numerous belt fittings and buckles have
been found in Slovenia as well, with their density
comparable even to the frontier regions along
the Rhine and Danube. In those times, the Alpine defensive system known as claustra Alpium
Iuliarum spread in the form of barrier walls across
the present-day Slovenian territory. It was part of
the new military organisation, and owing to the

Polona Bitenc
Timotej Knific

garrisons controlling various traffic links between
Italy and Illyricum from their hinterland fortifications, the territory between the Julian Alps and the
Kvarner Gulf acquired the character of a ‘military
frontier zone’. The militarization of this territory
is demonstrated by the numerous weapon finds.
Together with them, however, metal belt parts,
some of them with chip-carved decorations (Fig.
133), occur at certain sites, indicating their military
utilisation.2
Fairly common amongst the late Roman
weapons from Slovenian sites are spearheads
with added lead weight known as plumbatae and
spearheads with barbs (Fig. 133),3 while battle axes
are few. In the Ljubljanica, two narrow axes with
slightly curved front side and the head pushed
backwards were found (Cat. 83d, e). Axes of this kind
were excavated primarily in the graves found in
the area between the Rhine and Loire. They have
been identified as graves of Teutonic soldiers that
served in the Roman army; apart from Teutonic
weapons, some foreign objects made in workshops of the Roman Empire were also added,
often as parts of the military equipment.4 Axes,
however, were not the usual weapons of the Roman army, but in view of their distribution they
can be linked to the allied Teutonic units. The
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Figure 133. Late Roman
military objects from the
sites located in the region of
barrier wall defensive system
in the Julian Alps and in the
Ljubljanica catchment: belt
buckle from the Ljubljanica,
belt fitting from Hrušica with
the characteristic chip-carved
decoration, spearhead with
added lead weight (plumbata) from Vrhnika, spearhead with barbs from Martinj
hrib, axe and fibula from
Hrušica, and short sword
from Limberk above Velika
Račna.17
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Figure 134. Silver belt ends
with incised inscription Antiohou (a) and embossed celestial bodies (b).18

a

b

narrow battle axes with everted front side presumably originate from the area between the Northern
Gallic provinces and north-western Germany. They
are dated to the second part of the 4th and early
5th centuries; from them, the true francisca battle
metal axe was developed, a characteristic weapon
of the Frankish warriors in the Merovingian period
(end of the 5th–7th centuries).5
From Slovenian territory, two additional axes
of this type are known. They were found at Hrušica
(Fig. 133), in the broader area of Ad Pirum, the fortress guarding the strategically highly important
pass across the barrier walls of the Julian Alps.
The axes, however, are not the only objects from
Hrušica, to whom the Teutonic origin has been
ascribed. Such is, apart from the spearheads with
barbs, also the iron armbrust brooch (Fig. 133).6
With the early Teutons yet another object from
the Ljubljanica can be associated. The bronze belt
buckle (Cat. 84) originates from the eastern barbarian areas somewhere between the northern coasts
of the Black Sea and the central Danube basin.
While buckles made of bronze are few, the ones
made of silver and gold – found in the graves of
Teutonic men of rank, mostly from the first half of
the 5th century – are very common indeed.7
Special features amongst the objects from the
Ljubljanica belonging to military belt-fittings are
the silver pieces imitating ordinary bronze products.
They were made in a hurry, their edges are rough,
with well visible traces of being cut from sheet
metal (Cat. 85). Amongst them is a spear-shaped
strap terminal with inscription in Greek writing,
Antiohou, which probably denotes the name of

its owner, an Easterner (Fig. 134a; Cat. 85). On the
other strap terminal, the signs of constellations
are embossed, turning the silver strap end into a
simple astrolabe (Fig. 134b; Cat. 85). This object, too,
indicates a certain link with the Greek spoken East
of the Roman Empire. The occurrence of silver
artefacts at that time is generally rare, although it
can be presumed that they were worn by officers,
often of Teutonic origin.8
The varied composition of military units in
that particular period is also indicated by the
treasure trove of iron objects from Limberk above
Velika Račna. The trove consists of mainly tools
used by smiths, carpenters and barrel makers
in the late Roman Period, including the characteristic axes with extended shield-shaped heads,
such as found in the Ljubljanica as well (Cat. 83a).
In favour of the Limberk military hoard speak
the place of their burial, i.e. inside the walls of a
hilltop stronghold, and the spear and short sword
found among the hidden ironware (Fig. 133). This
type of swords with characteristic notches at the
handle are most often associated with the Alans,
who around 400 settled, split in several groups,
some of the regions from the Caucasus to the
Iberian Peninsula.9
In spite of their modest numbers, the late Roman military finds from the Ljubljanica serve,
together with objects of barbarian origin among
them, as vital information on the changes that
took place in the Roman army. After Diocletian’s
and Constantine’s reforms the army included,
together with frontier garrisons (limitanei), mobile
units (comitatenses), which were intended for rap-
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Figure 135. In 388, Emona,
the city along the Ljubljanica,
found itself in the midst of
a civil war. Initially, the city
was occupied by the Roman
usurper Magnus Maximus
(picture on the left), while after the decisive battle at Poetovio (Ptuj) it was entered,
during ceremonial greetings
by the city’s distinguished
personages, by the victorious
emperor Theodosius I (right).
The gold coins, on which the
two adversaries are depicted,
were found at Panorama near
Ptuj and in the Ljubljanica.19

id interventions against outside enemies and in
support of the ruler against subversive forces within the empire (Fig. 135). The army was increasingly
barbarized, the numbers of foreign mercenaries
were on a constant increase. Among the most efficient within the army were the allied troops (foederati), and the reputable barbarians soon affirmed
themselves as officers of the highest ranks. They
are also referred to in connection with war events
in the broader area of the defensive barrier wall
system in the Julian Alps.10
The Ljubljanica remained an important navigation route in the later “classical” Migration Period,
marked in Slovenian territory in particular by the
Ostrogoths’ and Lombards’ migrations from their
Pannonian homeland to Italy.11 In comparison with
other Slovenian sites, only few objects dated to
the expiring 5th and 6th centuries have been found
on the river floor. Among the usable objects let us
mention the iron strike-a-light and pincers (Cat. 84),
as well as two hewing axes (Cat. 83f, g).12
Weapons are much more plentiful. The series of
axes with characteristic symmetric socket-like eye
and hammer-like raised head can be considered
battle axes, although they were most probably used
as tools, too (Cat. 83b).13 Most of the axes of this type,
found at early medieval sites in France, Belgium,
Germany, Switzerland and Italy, have a wide and
often unsymmetrical cutting edge. The axe from
the Ljubljanica can be well compared with the two
narrow edged specimens from Switzerland and
Bavaria; the axes were found in 6th century warrior
graves.14 As a weapon one can reliably classify the
axe with symmetrically extended head and short
cheek that divides the eye from the wide symmetrical cutting edge (Cat. 83h). This type of axes, all dated
to the second half of the 6th and early 7th centuries,
have been found in France, Switzerland, Belgium
and western Germany.15
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Parts of the characteristic armament of the
Teutonic warriors, who left certain traces in the
Ljubljanica, too, are several arrowheads and spearheads (Cat. 86c–k), the combat knife (Cat. 86l) and the
two iron swords (Cat. 86a, b).16 The long iron swords,
spathae, were the victorious weapons in this turbulent period, considering that numerous barbarian
kingdoms sprang up with their aid on Roman soil.
Into the kingdom of the Ostrogoths and Lombards
in Italy, the places located in the region between
the Eastern Alps and Northern Adriatic were
incorporated, and in view of the finds from the
Ljubljanica riverbed we may assert that the inhabitants of these places were linked with the Italic
population through the navigable Ljubljanica
route as well.
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The Ljubljanica and
the early Slavs

Much water had to flow by before the Nauportus
River turned into the Ljubljanica. Its name from
the early Middle Ages remains unknown, although
numerous artefacts from this particular period
have been found in its bed. After some comparisons were made with the finds from other sites,
they were roughly dated to the period between
the 8th and the early 11th centuries.1 The finds are
Figure 136. Impression of the
axis of the pottery plate (a)
and potter’s marks on the
bottom of clay pots (b–h).

Timotej Knific

very diverse indeed: pottery, iron weapons, tools,
equestrian equipment, bronze jewellery.
As far as the pottery is concerned, the oldest artefact seems, in view of its shape and the manner
of production, the slender pot made manually and
decorated, while being spun, with incised sheaves
of undulated lines on the wall, and the impression
of the axis of the pottery plate on the bottom (Fig.
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f
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h
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136a; Cat. 87). Similar pots, dated to the second half
of the 7th century, are known from the territory of
Slovakia,2 as well as from settlement layers of the
8th century sites in the eastern part of Slovenia.3 In
Slovenia, separate pots occur in skeleton graves
as well. They were put there at the end of the 8th
and in the first half of the 9th centuries; in view of
their characteristics, they belong to the geographically widely spread and typologically recognisable
complex of “Danubian” pottery, which is closely
associated with Slavic population.4
Most of the early medieval pots from the
Ljubljanica are belly-shaped, with everted rim, and
made on slowly spinning potter’s wheel. They are
embellished with incised horizontal grooves and
undulated lines, often carrying the potter’s mark
on the bottom (Fig. 136b–h; Cat. 88). Some of the pots
display more recent technological characteristics;
as a whole, however, this pottery is dated to the
9th and 10th centuries. Similar pots were found
at some other Slovene sites as well as in Croatia,
Hungary and Austria. Particularly common are in
Slovakia and the Czech Republic, i.e. in the central
territory of the former Slavic state of Great Moravia.5 From the Roman world, possibly Friuli, several
pots (with unknown contents) were brought to the
Ljubljanica in the second half of the 11th century
or perhaps slightly later; they have seemingly disorderly but in fact deliberately wrinkled surfaces
with comb-patterns (Cat. 89).6
A special feature among the iron artefacts from
the Ljubljanica is the axe-shaped semi-product
(Cat. 90), an isolated find far from the territory
where such axe-like semi-products were very common in the 9th century (Fig. 129).7 In the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Poland, they were excavated
at more than fifty sites, here and there only some
individual pieces, while elsewhere several tens of
them were found in buried hoards. The biggest
treasure of this kind was found in Krakow, where
no less than 4,212 (jointly weighing 3,630kg) were
piled up in a stack. It is generally believed that in
the Slavic world the axe-like semi-products had
also been used as means of payment prior to the
introduction of money.8
Along this semi-product, several more iron
parts of different tools (scythe, pickaxe, narrow
axe, broad axe and awl) were found laying on the
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Figure 137. Winged pattern-welded
spearhead (Cat. 91). This excellent
forging technique gave the weapon
more flexibility and firmness.
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Figure 138. Air shot of the
area between the outfalls of
the Ižica River and Prošca
stream at Rakova jelša, from
where numerous early medieval finds are known to
originate.18

Figure 139. A fictitious image
of trading between a Slavic
merchant and a Frankish warrior in front of the fortification at the confluence of the
Ljubljanica and Ižica.19
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river floor no more than two metres apart (Cat. 90).
The similarity of the traces left on the surface of
these objects by the rigours of time, the structure
of the find with prevalent tools for logging and
grass-cutting, as well as the similar manner of
their manufacture allow us to believe that the artefacts belong, in a way, to each other. Perhaps they
fell into the water as part of ferry cargo or, most
probably, the bank, in which the objects were
buried as a hoard, was eroded by the river. Similar
as the axe-like semi-product, these objects can be
compared with the finds from the territory of the
former Great Moravia, particularly with those from
hoards buried in the 9th and 10th centuries.9
In the Ljubljanica, weapons have often been
found as well, especially winged spearheads, most
often with pattern-welded blades (Fig. 137) and
strong, as a rule hexagonally or octagonally shaped
grooved sockets (Cat. 91). Owing to these characteristics, they are considered “perfectly shaped”
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Figure 140. Iron spurs and clip
from the Ljubljanica. Scale
1:2.20

c

a

spearheads. Presumably, they originally appeared
in the second half of the 8th century in Frankish
territory, from where they eventually spread north
to Scandinavia, east to the Carpathian basin, and
south-east to the northern part of the Balkan Peninsula.10 The Ljubljanica spearheads are mostly
dated to the end of the 8th and the first half of the
9th centuries. Most of them were found at Rakova
jelša, at the outfall of the Ižica River (Fig. 138). Air
shots made of the area disclosed certain structures at the confluence, from which we could infer
that a large facility, possibly a military stronghold
(Fig. 139), used to stand there. The spears with this
type of heads were part of the select armament of
the Frankish army in the period of their expeditions against the Avars (791–796) and the Slavs in
the Sava basin (818–822).
Part of the armament from the Carolingian period are also iron spurs and a clip from strap used
for fastening the spur (Fig. 140; Cat. 92).11 Objects that
speak of horsemen on the Ljubljanica have also
been found at Rakova jelša, which additionally
indicates a military role of the place in this transitional and into all directions open territory in central Slovenia. The nearest to the Ljubljanica is, in
terms of the number of found military objects, the
Gradišče site above Bašelj north of Kranj; the mili-
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tary post there must have been very important in
the 9th century, when it most probably controlled
the routes leading from Carniola and across the
mountain passes to Carinthia.12 The Ljubljanica is
associated with Gradišče also through the original,
very coarsely forged axes (Cat. 92).
Some water finds demonstrate that the
Ljubljanica did not live a solitary life after
the Carolingian period. Two iron knives with
“humped” blades (Cat. 92) and bronze jewellery –
circlet, brooch, rings (Cat. 93) – are artefacts that
have a series of comparisons amongst the finds
excavated at graveyards dated to the 10th and early
11th centuries. One of such graveyards, which often
originated along pre-Romanesque churches, is situated at the Church of St. Peter in Ljubljana.13 The
church stands in the place, from which an easy
natural passage over the Ljubljanica was possible
(during the Middle Ages, it could still be crossed
over the so-called goose islets during dry spells).
The finds from Šempeter graveyard (Fig. 141) have all
the characteristics of archaeological culture that
was fairly dense in western and central Slovenia
as well as in Carinthia and Styria in Austria.14 On
the other hand, some similar decorative objects,
found in the region from the Adriatic to the North
Seas, indicate certain political and cultural affili-
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ation of Slovene territory of that time to the Ottonian German state (Holy Roman Empire).15
In the Middle Ages, the country through which
flows the Ljubljanica was called Kranjska or Carniola. At the end of the 8th century it was described,
in Historia Langobardorum (History of the Lombards), as homeland of the Slavs.16 In Byzantine
written sources, the Slavs who settled all parts of
the world are referred to as people with dugouts;
the use of this type of boats is further confirmed by
several archaeological finds.17 As rivers were considered very important routes by them, it is quite
possible that those who inhabited the Ljubljana

Figure 141. Bronze jewellery
found at the Church of St. Peter in Ljubljana (second half
of the 10th and first half of the
11th centuries).21
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basin had led their dugouts along the deep and
slowly flowing Ljubljanica already during their
arrival into the country. This was certainly done
by younger generations, called the Carniolans,
who were as early as in 820 mentioned in Frankish
annals as the inhabitants of the region along the
Sava, which is joined by the Ljubljanica as well.
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Ljubljana in the
Middle Ages

The story of Ljubljana as a medieval urban settlement did not commence with its first mention as a town in the document of the Carinthian
Duke Bernhard of Spanheim, dating from 1243.1
The town, which played a strategically and economically vital role with its central position in
the Ljubljana basin, on the crossroads of communication routes and at the river that had been
navigable since ages past, undoubtedly had a very
long history prior to this mention (Fig. 142). As far as
written sources are concerned, this history is still
shrouded in darkness. However, new discoveries
of written sources are not to be excluded, as was
shown a few years ago by the find of a previously
unknown mention of Ljubljana Castle, which
shifted the first attested name of Ljubljana dating
from the year 1144 two or three decades further
back, towards the beginning of the 12th century
(1112–1125).2
Much can be inferred also indirectly. Recent
findings have shown that two Bavarian high noble
families already owned land in the territory of the
later feudal estate of Ljubljana in the middle of the
11th or in the beginning of the 12th century – the
lords of Machland from Upper Austria and, even
more important, the Counts of Cham-Vohburg
(Diepoldinger), mentioned in the area of Ljubljana
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in the original document of King Henry IV dating
from 1062.3 The Carinthian Dukes of Spanheim
inherited wealth from both families in the first
half of the 12th century; they may be considered as
the founders of the extensive and unified feudal
estate of Ljubljana.
It is very probable that several smaller agrarian
settlements and possibly a fishing settlement were
situated in the vicinity of the later town from the
early Middle Ages onwards, while a feudal manor
with the accompanying settlement (on the later
Novi trg / New Square) is presumed to have existed
as well. These settlements, however, did not directly influence the urban development.4 The old
settlement nuclei of the town are indicated by the
very old church patrons in or near the later town
area (Fig. 143; Sts. Peter, Martin, James, Nicholas,
and John the Baptist).5
With such eminent landowners of the Ljubljana
estate as mentioned above – Ulrich of Spanheim,
brother of the Duke of Carinthia, was named after
Ljubljana in 11446 – we can reasonably presume,
also on the basis of numerous analogies from the
Bavarian and Austrian areas, an early appearance
of the accompanying non-agrarian (pre-urban)
settlement beneath Ljubljana castle as a core of
the future medieval town. The logic of the natural
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Figure 142. An aerial
view of Ljubljana’s old
city core.
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Figure 143. The ground plan
of Ljubljana in the 15th century.19

development dictates an early concentration of
non-agrarian activities in such a central settlement
along a navigable river, both to serve the needs of
the feudal seat as well as the entire estate: blacksmiths, tanners, saddlers, cartwrights, carpenters,
potters, boatmen, freighters and carriers, fishermen, and gradually also more “urban” artisans
and traders such as butchers, bakers, shoemakers,
weavers, tailors, masons and others. Early forms
of exchange of goods were undoubtedly present as
well. Taking into consideration similar examples,
the non-agrarian nucleus with the original marketplace may be assumed in the area of the naturally

well protected Old Square (present day Stari trg),
which must have enjoyed a non-agrarian character
probably long before the year 1200, but undoubtedly during the 12th century.7
The revival of long-distance trade from the
Adriatic towards the eastern Alpine and Pannonian areas, in direct connection with the river
transport on the Ljubljanica, brought about by the
Spanheims the foundation of a new, planned and
walled urban settlement in Ljubljana – The Town
(present day Mestni trg / Town Square) – which is
alluded to in the first written mention of Ljubljana
as a town (civitas) from 1243.8 This document of
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Main elements of the urban development of medieval Ljubljana
Castle
castrum Leibach
Ulrich Spanheim, named after Ljubljana
Odalricus de Laibach, frater ducis
Ministerial of the Spanheims in Ljubljana
Wodolricus de Luwigana
Parish priest of Ljubljana (at St. Peter)
plebanus de Leibach
Inscriptions on the coins of the Ljubljana mint
CIVITAS LEIBACVN
Residence of Duke Bernard of Spanheim
in palacio nostro Leibach
Commandery of the Teutonic Order
domus Theutonicorum in Laybaco
		
Guardian of the Minorite monastery
Vincentius chordianus Leibacensis
Walled town (present day Mestni trg / Town Square)
in Laibaco intra murum civitatis
Collection of tolls
per Leibacum forum nostrum ...
teloneo neque mutae ...
Provincial officials of the Spanheims
nostri ofitiarii in Leibaco
One of the six main castles of the Spanheims
castrum capitale ... Laybach
Urban church of St. Nicholas (later cathedral)
in ecclesia sancti Nicolai apud
Laybacum
Citizens
nostri cives de Laibaco
New Square (present day Novi trg)
in Laibaco in nouo foro
Town judge
judex Laybacensis
Minorite monastery
Laibaci in domo fratrum minorum
Old bridge (modern Tromostovje / Triple Bridge)
ante pontem ueterem
First mention of the town seal
sigillo civitatis Laybacensis
Water right (river toll)
wasserrecht
Walls of the New Square
purger des Newen marchtes ... die
mavwer
First mention of the commune of citizens
dev gemain der purgaer
Monastery of the Augustinian Hermits
claustrum heremitarum
Town hospital (in Town Square)
phleger des spytales ze Laybach
Old Square (present day Stari trg)
in den alten marcht
Old Square as part of the town within
Laybach in der vordern stat in dem
the town walls
alten marcht
Brotherhood of boatmen
confraternitas sancte Marie in domo
Theothonicorum
(vnser liebn frawen bruederschafft der
schefflewt im thewtschen hauss zu
Laibach)
First mention of the town hall (Pod Trančo)
in der stat ze Laybach gegen dem
kamawn vber
First mention of the town council
der richter der rat vnd di purger ...
ze Laybache
Mention of Ljubljana as the capital of the province
Laybach ... hauptstat daselbst in Krain
Confirmation of the old privileges
Scheflewt zu Laybach
of Ljubljana boatmen

1112–1125
1144
1146
1163
ok. 1220
1220
(before 1228),
1267
1242
1243
1243
1254
1256
1262
1265
1267
1269
1269
1280
1280
1292
1307
1307
1314
1326
1327
1344
1351

(1513)
1360
1364
1442
1489

Figure 144. A silver coin
produced in Ljubljana’s mint
under Bernard II Spanheim
(1202–1256); it bears the inscription “CIVITAS LAIBAC”.20
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Figure 145. Ljubljana’s 13th
century seal on a document
issued on 27 August 1338.21

the Carinthian Duke Bernhard of Spanheim mentions that he conferred a lot “in Ljubljana within
the town walls” to the Carthusian monastery in
Jurklošter (Gairach), where the monks could build
a house for themselves. The document proves
that Ljubljana of the time was already formed as a
civil settlement, which presumes also some legal
attributes (own judicature, citizen commune).
Bearing considerable weight in that respect is the
fact that the title of CIVITAS can already be found
on the coins of the Ljubljana mint dating from
around 1220 (Fig. 144), which moves the planned
founding of the town towards the beginning of the
13th century, possibly even into the 12th century.9
The prosperity, rapid urban development and with
it indirectly also its supposed early beginning are
confirmed by the fact that we justifiably assume
three developed town districts (as yet not built up
in the entire extent of later times) already before
the end of the 13th century.
The role of Ljubljana in the 13th century is unavoidably connected with the rise in power of the
Spanheims as the lords of Carniola, particularly
with the last member of the family, Duke Ulrich III
of Carinthia (1256–1269), who can be considered
the founder of the medieval province of Carniola.
Of all the locations in Carniola, Ulrich most often
stayed in Ljubljana, which was apparently his provincial residence.10 The central role of Ljubljana
– both economic and administrative – increased
in the time of the dukes from the dynasty of GörzTirol as pawn-lords of Carniola (1279–1335). Their
officials held their seat in the town and conducted
financial, administrative and legal affairs for the
whole princely domain in Carniola.11
This period saw a strengthening of the western
influences that included immigration of wealthy
citizens from Italy (Florentine bankers in 1299)
and the appearance of a Jewish community (arriving from Cividale and Gorizia in 1327).12 In the first
half of the 14th century, the town consisted of three
districts, probably all of them already surrounded
by a defence wall. The estimated number of inhabitants at the time is around 4,000.13 The professions of the citizens of Ljubljana, known from
the sources – particularly butchers, shoemakers,
blacksmiths, bakers, masons – reveal primarily
the activities intended for the town or the local
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market, not for export.14 Having said that, the prosperity of Ljubljana was undoubtedly importantly
conditioned by the transit trade between northern
Italy (Venice) and Hungary, into which the river
traffic on the Ljubljanica was integrated.
The town’s central role in the province became
even more apparent when the Habsburgs took
Carniola and with it Ljubljana under direct administration in 1335. The town was now the seat
of the main provincial administrative bodies – of
the provincial “governor” and court of provincial
nobility. The Habsburgs as territorial princes are
documented to have visited Ljubljana during the
14th and 15th century at least 34 times15 and King
Frederick III explicitly names the town in 1442
as the capital of Carniola – hauptstat daselbst in
Krain.16 In Church terms, this significance of the
town was supplemented by the founding of the
bishopric of Ljubljana in 1461.
Ljubljana, with its central position on the
“Karst” or “Ljubljana road”,17 gained primacy within Carniola in the 14th and 15th centuries also from
the economic aspect. Alongside Ptuj, it became
the most important commercial centre of the
larger part of the Slovene territory and a communication intersection of long-distance trade towards
Italy, the towns of the Littoral, Croatia, Hungary
and the provinces of southern Germany. The radius of activity conducted by the citizens of Ljubljana increased ever more – the privilege of Duke
Leopold III from 1376 already allowed them to
trade with any type of goods in Carinthia and Styria. With the permission of Albrecht III from 1389
they could trade with various Venetian goods in all
towns and boroughs of the Habsburg provinces all
the way to Vienna, while the privilege of the Venetian Doge himself enabled them to use, from 1418
onwards, the German warehouse (Fondaco dei
Tedeschi) in Venice. With the privilege by Emperor
Maximilian I on the right of staple in the beginning of the 16th century, Ljubljana gained the legal
monopoly over the mediatory trade with Hungarian or Italian goods as well as an important role
in the transit trade with Hungarian and Croatian
hides and furs and iron from Upper Carniola and
Carinthia. Ljubljana’s significance was undoubtedly aided also by its position at the starting point
of the water route on the Ljubljanica and further
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on the Sava. In economic strength – as evident in
the amount of tax, paid to territorial princes – in
the middle of the 15th century it surpassed all the
towns of Carniola as well as the capital of Styria,
Graz, and Wiener Neustadt.18
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Navigation on the
Ljubljanica in the
Middle Ages

Ljubljana and its river are closely interconnected, supposedly from the earliest times. One of
these connections concerns the name itself. The
first attested name of the settlement of Leibach
(1112–1125) is taken from the German name for
the Ljubljanica and (besides other etymological
possibilities) may also be connected to the Old
Bavarian word Labach denoting marshy country. The Slovene form – Luwigana in the earliest
record dating from 1146 – came from the original
name of the Ljubljanica: Ljubija (Fig. 146).1 There
can be no doubt as to the important role that traffic on the river played, from very early on, in the
development of the new urban settlement, since
navigation on the Ljubljanica has been commonly
known from antiquity onwards. The manorial
buildings of the domain, which supposedly stood
at the location of the later Novi trg (New Square),
was undoubtedly tied to the most advantageous
spot for the river port at Breg, which later became
the location of the town’s main port (Figs. 147, 149).2
In spite of that, there are absolutely no written
records of the water transport on the Ljubljanica
until the end of the 13th century, but this is certainly just a coincidence brought about by a poor preservation of earlier sources. This means that the
early traffic can only be inferred indirectly, on the
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basis of archaeological finds from the river dating
from the Slavic period, some of which appear in
unusual concentrations, such as the Carolingian
spear heads near Rakova Jelša.
The first mention of the water right (Wasserrecht) in Ljubljana dates to 1293 and 1294. It was
leased out by Meinhard of Görz-Tyrol, the territorial prince, together with tolls and jurisdiction.3
The income thus generated was undoubtedly
tied to the transport of goods along the river, as is
clearly shown by a document on the settlement of
matters in a dispute between the town of Ljubljana and the ducal official (Vizedom), dating from
1383.4 The document states that the craftsmen
from Ljubljana, when coming up the Ljubljanica
on business as was their old custom (nach irr alten gewonhait), paid two schillings on account of
the water right (cze wazzer recht), while they paid
no toll for the delivered goods on their way back
if the goods were less than a full load, otherwise
they paid the normal rate. The tradesmen who
resided in the town and were familiar with the
boatmen could deliver the goods into town with
boats (scheff) at any time and unloaded them, paying the toll subsequently. The water right was thus
actually a water toll (wassermaut), as is known
from other sources. The accounting books of the
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Figure 146. Documents on the
establishment of the Bistra
Carthusian Monastery issued
on 1 November 1260 mention
the limits of the immunity
land.13 These ran from Kamnik pod Krimom and along
both sides of the Ljubljanica
toward its source. All the
pastures, forests and swamps
within this area belonged to
the monastery. Fishing rights
were also determined.14

territorial prince show that the water toll at Breg
in Ljubljana (mautt am Rayn) brought the prince
almost 340 marks of income in 1391–1392, which
was three and a half times the contemporary yield
of the land toll in Ljubljana. Three decades later,
the relation between the water and land toll was
4:1. On this basis, it may be inferred that the water
traffic was quite intensive and that most goods
between Ljubljana and Vrhnika were transported
by water. The water toll office was on lease by the
town of Ljubljana from the provincial prince for
800 pounds pfennigs in 1452, while the annual
sum of lease, disbursed by Nicholas Rauber, rose

to 1000 florins in 1475, which indicates exceptionally lively traffic.5 The river was navigable from its
springs to the outflow into the Sava but, in the late
Middle Ages, loads had to be transported by land
between Ljubljana and Zalog due to numerous
dams and mills.
The boatmen of Ljubljana were one of the oldest known professionally organised groups in the
town and had their own fraternity as early as 1351
(attested as bruederschaft der schefflewt in 1513).6
They had their old and usual (guild) privileges
confirmed by the Emperor Frederick III. The confirmation stated that they were under the exclusive
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Figure 148. The Bistra monastery was built “next to the
fresh, clear, fish-rich Bistra,
which discharges into the
Ljubljanica after only a short
distance”.16

jurisdiction of his water toll official of Ljubljana
and no other official for all matters save for penal
ones. The document mentions a community of
boatmen (Scheflewt gemainklich zu Laybach),
servants (Scheffknecht) and ships or boats (Scheff).
In the document, the boatmen also bound them-
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selves to make contributions to the eternal light
and mass from each loaded boat and from trading
goods (Scheff vnt Kaufmanschaft).7
Large cargo vessels navigated between Vrhnika and Ljubljana in the 16th century. These were
owned by the provincial prince, who leased them
out to the town of Ljubljana or to its boatmen.
There were ten such vessels in the middle of the
century and each had a capacity of 32 loads (just
over 5 tons). They had to wait in readiness at the
port of Vrhnika for the arrival of goods and then
transported them to Ljubljana as soon the loading
was complete.8
The liveliness of the traffic on the Ljubljanica
as far back as the late Middle Ages may be imagined on the basis of a later mention by Valvasor,
who wrote that “the waters are always full of boats”
and that “they transport goods coming from or going
to Italy, with boats big and small, day and night”.9
Considering the size of the boats, the boatmen of
Valvasor’s time (17th century) were divided into two
guilds – the large boatmen managed boats for the
transport of trading goods, while the small boatmen primarily transported passengers and small
goods. The cargo boats were under the high imperial tax and water office in Ljubljana and their load
capacity was (according to Valvasor) 90 loads or
300cwt (approx. 16 tons). Each was managed by
a master with five servants. The small, log-hewn
boats, on the other hand, were guided by boatmen
from various settlements along the Ljubljanica.
There were supposedly 30 such boats at Ljubljana,
Ig, Loka and Podpeč, respectively, while there were
as many as 60 at Vrhnika.10
Besides the goods that provided for Ljubljana,
transport on the river also included most goods in
the transit trade coming from the Littoral region
or Italy and continuing to Croatia or Hungary, and
also in the opposite direction. This may be inferred
from the events in the second half of the 14th century when, in 1366–1368, Duke Albrecht III with
several decrees attempted to prevent direct trading
between Venice and Hungary via Ljubljana and
Ptuj and to redirect the trading through Vienna.
For that purpose, he issued a provision in 1368
stating that all goods of value (Italian cloth; Venetian goods – herbs, spices, silk and other goods;
Hungarian metals – copper, silver, zinc; hides and
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wax) must be transported via the Semmering Pass
to Vienna, while only trade with cattle, wine and
grains was allowed to pass by Ljubljana and Ptuj.
At the same time, trading from Poland and Bohemia via Ptuj to Italy was prohibited, since it avoided
Vienna. Apart from the townsmen of Ptuj, this transit trade also intensely involved the tradesmen of
the Carniolan towns (primarily Ljubljana), which
were specifically permitted to trade in the direction of Venice with cattle, but not with the more
costly Hungarian goods (copper, wax and others).
The Venetian merchandise was only allowed to be
imported for private needs but not transported

Navigation on the Ljubljanica

further to Hungary. The citizens of Vienna were
given permission to supervise transport along the
Ljubljana road and to confiscate prohibited goods,
including at Vrhnika or Ljubljana.11
The mention of Vrhnika and Ljubljana – the
starting and the terminal point of navigation on
the Ljubljanica – together with the known information on the significantly larger yield of the
Ljubljana water toll in comparison to the land
toll, is clear evidence of the transport of transit
trade goods along the river. At the end of the Middle Ages, transport on the river from Ljubljana
towards Vrhnika also included grain for the Idrija

Figure 149. A view of today’s Breg embankment in
Ljubljana.
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mercury mine and iron from Carinthia, which was
transported by land to Ljubljana and destined for
Italy. Part of the goods continued their route, probably as early as in the late Middle Ages, towards
the south-east along the Sava, even though the
information on the subject only dates from the
16th century. The sources from Zagreb show that,
at that time, navigation from Ljubljana to Zagreb
predominantly used rafts, which transported various trading goods of the Ljubljana and Zagreb
merchants other than wood (iron and iron products, oil, cloth, salt, wine, cheap small goods, lead,
glass and other things). There are also a number

of raftsmen from Ljubljana from this period who
are known by name, such as Sebastjan Plevniker,
Mihael Vušak, Andrej Babnik, Blaž Krošl, Tomaž
Snoj.12
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Arms and armour

Arms and armour
from the era of knights
and mercenaries

“Let steel, iron, spear, knife or sword in my foe’s hand
avoid me today. Render me unable to be cut or stabbed!
Today, these shall be able to harm me as much as they
can harm the tender virginity of the Virgin Mary.”
This is a passage from the advocacy of weapons in a
personal prayer book originating from the 15th century, held by the National and University Library in
Ljubljana.1 The manuscript is interesting because it
mentions the various types of arms of the late Middle
Ages, while expressing the attitude towards weapons
and the personal piety of the people of that era; notably, people outside liturgical circles.
Of much interest are also the arms and armour
found at the bottom of the Ljubljanica originating
from the high and late Middle Ages and from the
onset of the Modern Era. This period of the feudal
society, from around the 11th to the end of the 16th
century, is characterised by chivalry in terms of
warfare and military, with mercenaries being the
predominant feature of the late Middle Ages and
the early Modern Era (Fig. 150). Based on written
records, arms were carried not only by knights and
noblemen who were armed due to their familial
and social status, but also by ministeriales and
regular lower-class soldiers, e.g. those stationed in
castles and professional mercenaries fighting for
money at home and abroad. Occasionally, arms
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were also borne by townsmen and peasants, not to
mention brigands, smugglers and executioners.
Citizens armed themselves to form town watches or
to defend town walls, while peasants either joined
the “Black Army” in the fight against the Turks or
became rebels participating in peasants’ revolts.
Besides fighting in battles and tournaments or for
training, weapons were used for personal safety,
hunting, parades, etc.; a weapon could also serve as
a status symbol, e.g. a judge’s sword, or was part of
attire. Individual social strata and periods dictated
relatively strict social norms and customs.
Weapons differed both in material and shape.
They were designed either for melée or for ranged
combat; for foot soldiers or for cavalry (which also
required horse and rider equipment). Weapons
development ran alongside the development of protective military equipment. Both cold and ranged
weapons were used – the gradual introduction of
gunpowder and firearms in the 14th and increasingly, in the 15th century, along with the new military
order, caused several vital changes: the old, heavily
armoured feudal cavalry knights finally had to make
way for mercenary armies that included infantry,
transformed cavalry and most importantly, artillery (Fig. 151). This prompted the development of new
warfare tactics, techniques and strategies. As a re-
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Figure 150. A group of soldiers in the 15th century.6

sult, several new types of weapons appeared, which
were also found in the Ljubljanica, particularly, pole
arms (Cat. 95, 106), Messer (Cat. 102, 103), and, of course,
firearms; mostly winders (Cat. 128). A majority of
weapons have been dated widely, within a century
or half-century, with only individual weapon types
being dated more accurately.
It is important to know where individual items
were made, who had the ability to use them, who
was allowed to use them, and what their attitude
toward them was. Certain weapons carry signs and
inscriptions that denote by whom or where they
were crafted (e.g. a workshop in Passau, Germany,
is signified by a wolf; Fig. 131g).2 This is particularly
true of swords, the use of which was usually not
limited to just one region. Other symbols or acronyms with hidden meanings, however, reveal the
mentality of the individual and the community
based on Christianity as well as on the general
medieval society and culture. A particular example
is the AGLA notarikon (cabalistic acronym) meaning “You are forever mighty, Lord” (Fig. 131f; Cat. 107
left).3 Among the easy-to-interpret signs is the cross
(Fig. 131h; Cat. 94), while a blade with a fish on one
side and its skeleton on the other (Fig. 131p; Cat. 107
right) is more difficult: possibly a symbol for duality
as expressed by its two sharp edges. It could also
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represent good and evil; God’s righteousness and
punishment; life and death.
Ultimately, the type, quantity and spread of
weapons, as well as military, rider and horse
equipment, have to be judged within the historic
timeframe of activity in the south-eastern part of
the German state of the time. In addition, this applies to the area of the Ljubljanica and its tributaries from Vrhnika to Ljubljana and to the surrounding area. Considering the strategic significance of
Ljubljana and the Ljubljanica, this also applies to
Carniola from a supra-regional point of view. Eberhart Windecke’s chronicle from the early 15th century mentions King Sigismund of Luxembourg’s
army marching through Slovenian lands from
Hungary, through Ljubljana to Friuli in 1412. According to Windecke, the king’s army was denied
entry into Ljubljana as it was in the enemy’s hands
at the time (the Habsburgs’), but Sigismund’s
some 40,000 men succeeded in entering the city’s
outskirts by force and marched on toward Friuli
through the Karst along the Ljubljanica.4 There is
no concrete, historically-backed evidence to make
a solid link between this march and a sword or two
from that time found in the Ljubljanica.
Swords are the most important group of weapons found in the Ljubljanica (Fig. 152; Cat. 94, 97, 98,
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Figure 151. A soldier in the 15th
century – a reconstruction.7
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Figure 152. A sword with a
Sempach pommel (Fig. 131m,
Cat. 98), the last third of the
14th century or the early 15th
century. These swords are
characteristic of the 1386 battle in Sempach, Switzerland,
where the Swiss infantry army
defeated Austrian knights.
According to Oakeshott, this
type of sword dates back to
the period between c. 1360
and 1420.8

107, 108). According to our data, of the 32 swords
from the 12th to the 15th centuries held by Slovenian public museum collections, 22 of them come
from the Ljubljanica, while the place of discovery
of the remaining weapons is known only for three
out of the ten. Its excellent combat capabilities
– useful both in attack and defence – made the
sword one of the principal symbols of power and
authority in the Middle Ages. Swords were used as
regalia, as symbols of judicial power and in knighting ceremonies. Along with spurs, they were the
most typical feature of knights. On the other hand,
the shapes and characteristics of the components
(the blade and parts of the hilt: the cross-guard,
the grip, and the pommel) of the swords in the collection of swords from the Ljubljanica document
the development of this weapon as well as that of
military equipment, armours in particular.
A sword was the weapon of choice of knights
and noblemen, but it was not their only weapon.
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They also carried a dagger (Cat. 98) for close combat.
According to the chivalric code, the third weapon
of a knight was a lance for horseback charges. Additionally, in the late Middle Ages and later, many
other types of weapons were used – blunt weapons
and those used for chopping, stabbing, etc., e.g.
battle axes, clubs and hammers (Cat. 94, 104). At the
end of the Middle Ages, these were even used occasionally by knights. The bow and crossbow were
effective projectile weapons capable of penetrating
armour. They are documented by arrowheads (Cat.
96, 101) some of which were used for hunting. There
are several variants of crossbows separated by their
winding method. Two crossbow pieces were preserved, the trigger (Cat. 96) and the stirrup (Cat. 101).
For a good ride and for good balance and support when rising in the saddle (e.g. to swing at an
enemy), horsemen used stirrups (Cat. 105). Besides
bridles and bits, horses were also controlled and
urged using spurs (Fig. 153; Cat. 94, 100, 105, 150). Horse
equipment found in the Ljubljanica mainly consisted of horseshoes dated to the high Middle Ages
(Cat. 100) and onward. They were found separately or
combined with nails in a small cargo load that had
fallen into the river (Cat. 105). Cleaning a horse’s skin
and fur was done using a curry-comb (Cat. 105).
At the end of the Middle Ages and at the onset
of modern times, mercenaries, town watchmen,
defence crews and armed peasants carried other
weapons as well. Regarding cold weapons, we
should mention battle axes, which were quite
similar to regular axes (Cat. 139), Messer (Cat. 95, 102,
103, 127), and pole weapons, mainly awl pikes (Cat.
95) and the “Friulian spear” (spetum, Cat. 106). Also
noted are the two spearheads with tiny gaps in
the bottom sides of the blades (Cat. 106). Projectile
weapons – the presence of crossbows is again
confirmed by arrowheads (Cat. 101) – were complemented by firearms as proven by a preserved pistol
mechanism with flint and winder for such a wheellock mechanism (Cat. 128). An exceptional example
of protective gear has also been preserved – the
typical mercenaries’ helmet, the kettle hat (Cat. 95).5
This description of arms and armour from
the era of knights and mercenaries would not be
complete if we failed to mention peasants. In depictions from the second half of the 15th century
and from the 16th century, peasants carried Messer
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Figure 153. A collection of
medieval and early modern
spurs. Spurs found in the
Ljubljanica are characteristic of the high Middle Ages
(prick spurs a, b, Cat. 100),
the late Middle Ages (spurs
with rowels c, f–i, Cat. 94,
100), and later periods
(d–e, Cat. 105). They are often
decorated.9
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and Bauernwehr (Cat. 119, 127) in addition to various
weapons they made themselves or adapted from
farming tools. Times were harsh; the “hereditary
enemy”, the Turks, constantly raided and pillaged,
the noblemen incessantly increased pressure,
and the fight for the peasants’ ancient rights (the
“Stara pravda”) continued. At the end of the Middle Ages and in early Modern Era, depictions of
the three strata of medieval society (one stratum
praying, the second waging war and the third
working) were only an idealised image of a former
European society.
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A time of citizens,
a time of merchants

Ljubljana, from its first mention in the early 12th
century as a non-agrarian settlement, in the following decades became an important medieval
city in the framework of the entire region: by
the remains of the Roman settlement and in the
shelter of the castle and its lords, craftsmen and
merchants from near and far settled in it as the
bearers of production and exchange, and hence
both technical and economic development (Fig.
154). They were also joined by people of various
origin and position, who sought here their home,
shelter, vocation, employment, earnings, and
opportunity: from aristocrats, officials, bankers,
soldiers, and clerics to farmhands, serfs, fugitives
from the countryside, vagabonds, and beggars.
As under the Carinthian Dukes of Spanheim, the
Counts of Görz-Tyrol, and subsequently under the
Habsburgs, Ljubljana was the centre of Carniola,
the seat of the provincial prince or his vicedominus – from the 13th century onwards it had both
city rights and city walls, a coat-of-arms and seal, it
received various privileges from the ruler, the city
lords minted coinage and drew up documents and
deeds, regulating the life and work of the citizens
as well as visitors.
The objects found in the Ljubljanica are tied to
the city – and not to any actual individual that can be
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traced in the written sources, rather to the community of city inhabitants, their activities and callings,
their business on the river and by it, the conditions
and events in the city and vicinity, and the contacts
the inhabitants had with people from other countries. They show the culture of everyday life and the
mentality of the people. Three main groups of objects in addition to weapons and military equipment
and horse gear were the most represented among
the finds from the Ljubljanica. These are first of all
objects that document crafts and trade, primarily
tools and accessories and various crafted products.
The next group consists of finds that prove the existence of commerce and other contacts with the world
– these are imported items. In addition to these, the
river also preserved types of objects that illuminate
the everyday life of the inhabitants of Ljubljana,
specifically people connected to the river, such as
fishermen or boatmen.
Crafts are documented by a selection of tools,
whether ordinary or special: pliers, hammers, borers, cleavers or chisels, which like awls, are difficult to distinguish from Roman period specimens.
These objects can be only generally related to
citations of craftsmen and artisans in preserved
written sources about craft production in Ljubljana from the late medieval period to the 18th centu-
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ry (Fig. 155).1 The numbers, like the city population
as a whole, gradually increased, and new types of
crafts appeared. In the late Middle Ages, for instance, smiths performed all tasks in connection
with the working of iron, while at the end of the
15th century nail makers, tinsmiths, locksmiths,
armourers and others appeared in the sources.
The Turkish raids and supplying the Military frontier zone caused the development of various weapon-making crafts – the majority of weapons and
military equipment for the army (and gunpowder)
were also made in Ljubljana, which in the 16th
century received its imperial (state) armoury.2 At
the end of the Middle Ages and at the beginning of
the 16th century the food, garment, leather, metal,
building and other crafts were present in Ljubljana.3 They were organized with the rights and privileges of ranking guilds and religious fraternities
and with provisions for weekly and yearly fairs.
The products of several city craftsmen and ar-

tisans certainly also found their way to the bottom
of the Ljubljanica: kitchen pottery and table ware
(Cat. 130, 131) and glass items,4 keys and locks (Cat. 132,
133), and numerous eating knives (Cat. 134) and axes
(Cat. 139). At least some of them, if not the majority,
were homemade. As craft production was primarily intended for local trade, only the furriers as the
most powerful craft were connected to the trade in
animal skins across large distances.5
Nicely decorated eating knives were imported
or perhaps were merely brought back by their owners: comparisons have been found in Germany,
the Netherlands, and England (Cat. 118). Trade and
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other contacts with the rest of the world are also
shown by pottery, such as ordinary pots containing merchandise (Cat. 116), perhaps even brought
from Friuli. Other items from northern Italy
include a painted wine jug and three decorated
dishes (Cat. 116).6 A stove tile with the figure of a lady
comes from Austria or Hungary (Fig. 156; Cat. 115),
intended for an aristocratic heating stove. Another
item from the aristocratic milieu was probably
imported from Germany: a metal flask, decorated
with a coat-of-arms (Cat. 117).
For many objects it often cannot be established
without further research whether they had been
produced in local or foreign workshops. Other
than typological comparisons, this is primarily
indicated by the marks of the master craftsmen
or their workshops. The kaleidoscope of life in
Ljubljana and on the Ljubljanica was certainly
full of simple, functional objects for everyday use,
some of them decorated, and as such more spe-

cial, valuable, and rare. These objects include agricultural and other tools for clearing riverbanks,
mooring points, river accesses and paths – or for
working fields and meadows: throughout the centuries the citizens were involved in agriculture and
stock-breeding in addition to manufacturing and
trade, and were owners of so-called false fiefs or
leased fields and tithes in the city and its vicinity
or in the countryside.7 Examples have been preserved of sickles, hoes, and mattocks (Cat. 138), considerable numbers of billhooks (Cat. 120), and even
a coulter for a plough (Cat. 138), the dating of which
is mostly only approximate.

Figure 154. Medieval earthenware from granaries,
excavated in the yard of the
Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts (SAZU) in
Ljubljana in 1948 and 1949.8
Pots and earthenware fragments were dated to the 11th
century but, judging from
their shape and the way they
were made, some of them
are at least a century or two
younger. The granaries could
be related to transportation
or the loading/unloading of
goods at the nearby bank
of the Ljubljanica. They are
apparently the remains of a
large feudal manor – one of
the first settlement centres of
Ljubljana, which had to have
been created before the mid
12th century.
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Figure 155. Stari trg (Old
Square) in Ljubljana.

Other than hooks for hanging, holding, or
carrying (Cat. 120), boat or barge hooks for steering vessels or floating logs can also be recognized
(Cat. 120, 142). And again we are back by the river:
although simple angler’s fishhooks whose shape
remained unchanged for millennia are difficult to
date, certain harpoons can probably be assigned
to the medieval period (Cat. 141) and possibly also
lead weights for fishing nets (Cat. 140).
Less common indicators of the living standards
are tiles for stoves (Cat. 126), pottery candlestick and
lamps for oil or tallow (Cat. 125), and iron firesteels
(Cat. 122, 124), indispensable for lighting a fire.
Attire and jewellery includes two fairly bizarre
items: iron jail chains, one with a lock (Cat. 129).
Other examples are more normal: belt buckles,
mounts, brooches (Cat. 123). This is followed by
valuables that would be placed in a casket (Cat.
109): silver and gilded rings, one an engagement
or marriage ring, decorated with clasped hands
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as an ancient symbol of fidelity and love (Cat. 109).
And money, to be sure – somebody must have
dropped a whole pouch of silver coins into the
river, along with the key to their estate (Cat. 112).
And finally, a pilgrimage badge with an image of
St. Wolfgang (Cat. 110) – a treasure that the heart
measures in hope.
And so it continued, with incessant changes to
the constants of life, just like a river, through the
centuries of the new age into the modern period.
In the waves of the Ljubljanica, in all the sunken,
lost, rejected, hidden, sacrificed, forgotten, and
again discovered things, are reflected the creativity
of the human spirit and the extensiveness of human culture. Time flows with them and through
them. When the first train arrived in Ljubljana
in the year 1849 and shortly afterwards the railroad went on to Trieste, the pre-industrial period
of Ljubljana, its long Middle Ages, irrevocably
elapsed. The former role and importance of the
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Figure 156. A nicely-dressed
upper-class woman (detail
from a stove tile with the
image of a lady, c. 1500; Cat.
115).

river for the city finally declined: this was to be the
time of the railroad, the industrial boom-time of
the city, the national awakening of the Slovenes –
and the time of museums.
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The Ljubljanica from
the Modern Era to
date: the nature and
culture of the river

A renowned and prominent Carniolan figure was
Johann Weichard Valvasor (1641–1693), who in
his voluminous work Die Ehre dess Hertzogthums
Crain (The Glory of the Duchy of Carniola), 1689,
dedicated no less than two lengthy chapters to the
Ljubljanica. He wrote, among other things, that
the Ljubljanica is inhabited by “a terror called the
River Man who is often seen to appear at night. He is
so widely known that every boatman and fisherman
on the Ljubljanica has a tale to tell about him. It is
generally said he used to rise from the water in broad
daylight as well, appearing in human form. On the
first Sunday in July in 1547 he thus appeared as a
well dressed, comely and strapping young man at the
fountain in the Old Square where the whole neighbourhood had gathered to dance and make merry in
a seemly fashion. He led the maiden Ursula Schäffer
to dance and after getting fairly acquainted he eventually twirled her past the Manor of the Stična monastery to the river and leapt into the waves with her.”
And finally, “Since the river has been repeatedly
blessed, the spectre has been more at peace.”1
The learned man from the castle of Bogenšperk
– who measured, described and drew the length
and breadth of Carniola; presented the customs
and character of Carniolans; and was made a member of London’s Royal Society of scientists on the
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strength of his study on the workings of the lake
of Cerkniško jezero – was nevertheless, a man of
the old Europe. He was acquainted with witchcraft
and occultism, and his story of the River Man confirmed the lore, or perhaps mere superstition, that
was widespread in Carniola at the time – about
mysterious water creatures of old. River men, the
kindred ‘gestrini’ (partly men, partly fish), and water fairies have been kept alive through Slovenian
folk literature and tales of healing springs and
holy wells have been preserved in folk tradition. In
1830, the poet France Prešeren once again roused
the River Man from the Ljubljanica in a ballad. He
also knew of another, much larger spectre which
inhabited the Ljubljansko barje (Barje; Ljubljana
Marshes); the fog. As he wrote in his ceremonial
poem Janezu N. Hradeckitu, the “loathsome monster” did injustice to the townspeople and the
beauty of their town, “wrapping us into the gloom
of its grey cloak”. Mayor Hradecky had, however,
managed to “drive out the damp” with the Emperor’s support, paraphrased, “banishing the ancient
marsh, the hundred-handed Briareus you tamed,
true to your vow to expel the fog”.2
The River Man and Briareus reveal an ancient,
primal view of the river and the marshes as ever
present, but in its depths an alien, unknown, mys-
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terious and hostile environment. The man of the
Modern Era, by that time quite rational and technically skilled, tries to battle and conquer the river
by way of regulating the riverbed, cleaning the
bottom of tributaries, building canals and draining the marshes (‘barje’). For defence purposes,
there had already been plans to make Ljubljana
safe with a canal in the 16th century, when the
first early capitalist plants stood along the river
at Fužine. In the 18th century, canals and sluices
were used to regulate river navigation and to try
to prevent flooding; the most important one was
the Gruberjev kanal (Gruber Canal). In the spirit of

The nature and culture of the river

the mercantilist politics of the age, the authorities
wanted to exploit the waterways for transport and
trading, and harness the river power for mills and
industrial plants.
The next tasks, drainage and colonisation of
the marshes, recovered impetus in the 1820s under Mayor Hradecky with the support of Emperor
Franz I. They cleared the old drains from the
marshes, dug out new channels and deepened the
Ljubljanica’s riverbed. A great amount of swamp
was transformed into fields and grassland, also
owing to the example of the Carniolan Agricultural
Society; the former ‘morass’ (‘marost’ in Slovene)

Figure 157. Flood on the
Ljubljansko barje.
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Figure 158. Local costumes of people from Trnovo (left) and Krakovo
(right), 1844, coloured etching.11

Figure 159. Augustinian monastery
on the Ljubljanica, episcopal records of the Ljubljana bishop Hren,
1628–1629.12

was to become the granary of the Habsburg monarchy. The marshes were gradually criss-crossed
by cart tracks and raised economic routes, called
‘štradon’. When Emperor Franz visited Ljubljana
in the summer of 1830, he inspected the new
road leading across the former swamp, and the
progress in draining the marshes. Accordingly, the
citizens of Ljubljana dedicated a memorial of the
drainage to the Emperor and named part of Barje
“Karolinska zemlja” after his wife, Empress Karoline (cf. Cat. 170). Miha Kastelic and Jakob Zupan
also published some poetry on the drainage of the
marshes in the Illyrisches Blatt newspaper and in
the Krajnska čbelica magazine in 1832, celebrating
the Emperor as the proponent of this activity.3 During regulation works in that period the first underwater finds were salvaged from the Ljubljanica. In
1831, some of them enhanced the first collections
of the Carniolan Provincial Museum (Kranjski
deželni muzej), established 10 years before. Ac-
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cording to the reports of its first manager Hohenwart, as many as 324 antiques were donated to the
new museum by Hradecky.4 This record, although
printed, does not amount to direct proof. It also
raises the question of whether the collection of all
these antiques was directed by the mayor’s office.
In any event, the inventory books of the Department of History and Applied Arts of the National
Museum of Slovenia indicate the source of individual items only with the words “Laibach – Fluß”
(The Ljubljanica). In very few cases does it give
the name of the finder (merchant Bernbacher,
bell-ringer Samassa …) and among them the name
Hradecky can be found just once.
Still, for many decades, many a piece of Barje
land remained completely unproductive, desolate
and useless, and was designated on maps and tax
administration surveys as a “wet pasture” or “wet
meadow,” and by the people as “moss”.5 Moreover,
peat digging as a profitable source of income for

5km

the farmers who colonized Barje, as well as land
draining by burning, caused the marshes to subside. This in turn, resulted in frequent and long
spells of flooding (Fig. 157) which chiefly affected
the settlements on the town outskirts, especially
Trnovo and Krakovo.6 Though large floods in Barje
were still experienced into the first third of the
20th century, and in 1960 (on a smaller scale, but
even later at regular intervals), the town kept pushing back the marshes and expanding the roads
and settlements. Having said that, the river’s
navigability, or its communication role previously
described by Vrhovec as the “prime waterway in
Carniola”, had already become of marginal significance when the Vienna-Trieste road was built
and ultimately, when the south railway connecting
Vienna and Trieste, traversed Ljubljana in 1857.
As early as the 18th, and particularly in the first
half of the 19th century, the Ljubljanica became
a site of entertainment for the citizens (Fig. 158). It
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Figure 161. Motor boat on the
Ljubljanica, made in 1906
by Anton III, Baron Codelli.13
Codelli was a former officer of the Austro-Hungarian
Navy. The naval ensign is
fluttering on the stern of the
boat.

was a river which, like a green ribbon in a Biedermeier bouquet, threaded though the old town
core of Ljubljana, laced by the suburbs. Painters
depicted it in characteristic topographical views
(first as sketches in the 17th century; Fig. 159): the
town, buildings and bridges; boatmen, fisherFigure 162. The landing of
Trnovski pristan before1910
at the confluence of the
Gradaščica stream and the
Ljubljanica. Two boats called
‘škatla’ (‘box’), typical of the
marshes, are tied to the bank,
one of them bearing the
inscription ‘Cesarevič’.14
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men, carriers and laundresses; pleasantly calm
or rushing with wild waves; as the motive force of
industrial plants; or the site of celebrations and
festivities (Fig. 160). It was referred to and written
about in records from various travellers and researchers, found a place in Slovenian literary art,
and in the 20th century in all types of media, including popular songs – “Ljubljanica, Ljubljanica,
where all can find what they seek…” Indeed, many
objects found on the riverbed are from the time
of the Modern Age such as ceramic pots, jars and
bowls, wine bottles and medicine bottles, pistols,
swords and bayonets, keys and padlocks, spoons,
knives and forks, scissors, miscellaneous iron
tools, clay pipes, coins, religious medals and a
variety of other things – some complete and well
preserved, others damaged, twisted, or broken.
Mementos of everyday life, much like the items
displayed on the stalls of the flea market along
the Ljubljanica.
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Figure 163. Rowing on the
Ljubljanica in a dugout made
in 2007. It is a reconstruction
of a 17th century boat, found
on the river bottom near
Podpeč.

In the 20th century (at least in its first half), as
well as during most of the 19th century, the role of
the river narrowed down to leisure, entertainment,
recreation and sports. The first to take out a motor
boat on the river was who else but Anton III, Baron
Codelli (Fig. 161). In 1906 the first sports club in
Ljubljana was formed, which organized rowing races. In the ‘30s the town deepened the riverbed and
built concrete embankments. The river was thus
completely tamed. Jože Plečnik gave it an indelible stamp with new architecture extending from
Čevljarski most (Cobbler’s Bridge) to the Tromostovje (Triple Bridge) and adjoining marketplace.
He also designed the avenues of trees and greenery
embellishing the stretch of riverbank from the
boat landing at Trnovski pristan (Fig. 162) and Špica,
to as far as the new sluice gate at the Cukrarna
building. Still, there were no grand plans for the
river, before or after World War II. Until 1947, Maks
Fabiani alone strove to spread his long-cherished
idea of a navigable route from the Adriatic Sea to
the Danube; his proposal to construct a canal with
“extensive machinery in Italy, Yugoslavia, Austria,
Hungary and Czechoslovakia” was included in the
economic part of the Treaty of Osimo between Italy
and Yugoslavia in 1975. His plan included making
Ljubljana “one of the most important ports on the
canal” with the Ljubljana basin having ideal conditions for a river port.7
A route from the Danube to the Adriatic: even
the mythical Argonauts had already navigated it
all the way to Nauportus or present-day Vrhnika
and then proceeded on dry land to the sea.8 Some
people now wish to find links between myth and

history, if in no other way, through the dragon in
Ljubljana’s coat of arms. Valvasor himself believed
it represented the dragon that was, as the legend
goes, to have been slain by Jason, the founder of
the city of Ljubljana. We may not take the scholar
from Bogenšperk at his word, but the Ljubljana
dragon could be connected with the Ljubljansko barje and the dedication of the chapel at the
Ljubljana Castle to St George where he is depicted
as victor over the dragon, a symbol of evil.9
People’s minds are no longer filled with fear
of the Ljubljanica and we are trying to save, not
banish the marshes. It is endangered by urbanisation, on the one hand by buildings and roads,
and on the other by sewage and tips. Together
with intensive farming, it poses a threat to the
fragile ecosystem and the flora and fauna that
have made it their home or sanctuary in the
marshes and river. This reflects the still predominant culture of modern man who is increasingly
alienated from nature. At the same time he keeps
resorting back to it, adopting legal acts and ordinances to set up at least one reserve or park, such
as Mali plac (‘a small place’; Fig. 13), as the only
living remnant of the once extensive peat bogs.
Since 2003, the river bottom of the Ljubljanica
has also been protected as a cultural monument
of national importance – especially against sport
divers and antique hunters in order to prevent
illegal appropriation or even lucrative selling of
finds. Protection and exploration of the river’s
bed, banks and tributaries, as well as the surrounding marshes, is the task of heritage protection offices or archaeologists from museums and
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research institutions. The objects which once
sank into oblivion are, after all, our common
heritage; we recover and preserve them to help us
conceive time gone by, to know and understand
how people lived along, and with, the Ljubljanica
over the millennia (Fig. 163).
In this quest of mankind, living in a modern,
globalized world, in conflict between nature and
culture and yet in their harmony, the Ljubljanica,
like all rivers, has a symbolic significance. Not
until we lean over its waters, to glimpse a reflection of ourselves and our moment in time, can
we appreciate that this great small river amounts

to more than just a “natural and cultural monument” and more than “liquid history.” Rather, that
from its source to mouth and since times ancient,
it has been a source and allegory of lives past,
present and future.10
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Archival sources

Archival sources of the
Ljubljanica from the
16th to 18th centuries

The Ljubljanica was not only a navigable route
along which cargo and people were transported
between Ljubljana and Vrhnika, but also the
source of power needed by the people who lived
along it to drive their mills and sawmills. Further,
the river was an inexhaustible source for fishermen and hunters.
The various documents concerning the boating
order, navigation and other events on the Ljubljanica can be found in the records of the Vicedom’s
Office (Vizedomamt) for Carniola and in the records
of the Carniolan Provincial Estates.1 Gathered here
is the material of two different authorities that had
been formed in the provinces throughout the centuries, touched in different ways and overlapping in
certain places: the authority of the territorial duke
and the authority of the provincial estates.
The provincial Vicedom managed the estates
of the territorial duke, gathering the appurtenant
incomes and collecting tax arrears. Under his
control (implemented directly by him or with help
from toll, customs, forest and mining offices; Fig.
164) was the administration of customs dues, road,
bridge and water tolls, salt dues and general taxes
on drinks and consumption.
The Carniolan provincial estates were a form
of provincial autonomy against the territorial
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duke and were, in different periods, of varying
size. In the early 16th century, four higher classes
were formed in the inner Austrian territories:
prelates, lords, knights and inhabitants of towns
and squares of territorial duke, who had the right
to take part in the provincial diet (meeting of estates). Their competence was mainly tax and military administration. They took care of public order
and supply, and controlled health services, trade,
commerce, transport, roads and forests.
In 1747, the Vicedom’s Office was abolished
with the Theresian reforms; it was replaced by the
Representative body and chamber (Repräsentation
und Cammer für Krain), which assumed the competences of the abolished Vicedom as well as those of
the provincial Governor and Estates.
These offices directed the still lively events on
the Ljubljanica by granting certain rights, stipulating tolls and tariffs for boatmen and stevedores in
ports, prescribing the rules of conduct and passing
verdicts in various disputes (Figs. 165 and 167).
On the river, goods were transported by both
small and large boatmen. In the 15th century, Emperor Frederick III granted them basic freedoms,
which were later confirmed by other emperors; with
them they were subjected to a special imperial officer – the water tollman.2 In the early 18th century,
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Figure 164. Toll order, January 1561. Toll was collected
by the City of Ljubljana. It comprises the list of goods,
on which tolls were paid, and stipulates how much,
when and who was liable to pay it. Along very different
routes, Ljubljana was reached by most diverse goods,
e.g. saffron, pepper, ambergris, nutmeg, cloves, cinnamon, velvet, crimson, silk, wool, paper, vitriol, oranges,
lemons, saltpetre, laurel, tartar, honey, wax, animal
hides, cereals, etc.12
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Figure 165. Boat order on the Ljubljanica, 5 November 1823. The order permitted free navigation and
ferrying for all who had suitable boats and were
capable of safe boating.13

small boatmen separated from the large ones, thus
gaining a right to found their own guild and getting
certain basic freedoms (Fig. 166). This caused much
disgust, particularly amongst the owners of property along the river who were transporting their goods
with their own boats and serfs.3
The cargo transported on the river included
cereals for the Idrija mercury mine, which had its
own warehouse at Vrhnika.4
For the needs of the city, mills and dams were
built on the Ljubljanica.5 These however, caused
floods as well as disputes over fishing and bird
hunting.6
As the Vicedom had the right of fishing in
the Ljubljanica, Iščica and Mali graben, he had
two regular fishermen on the Ljubljanica, who
were liable to give him up to 110 fish per year.
The Carniolan Governor was allowed to fish in
the Ljubljanica at Vrhnika, in the stretch from
the outfall of the Gradaščica to Fužine, and in

Figure 166. Patent on privileges granted to small
boatmen. Transcript of the patent with which
Charles VI granted, on 11 August 1725, a right to
the small boatmen to separate from large boatmen, to acquire their own guild, treasurer, banner
and master. The ten articles precisely stipulate the
number of small boatmen, right of ferrying people
and cargo, including merchant and imperial goods,
the boatmen’s conduct, penalties for their inferior
work, etc.14

the Gradaščica, Mali graben and Sava. One part
of the Ljubljanica to Fužine was managed by the
fish master of the territorial duke, while the other
part was let out on a lease. Outside these areas,
the right of fishing was in the hands of nobility,
as the owners or leaseholders of the land. The
citizens of Ljubljana were allowed to catch fish
with hooks or bow-nets in the section from the
little stream at Žabjak to the bank at St. Peter's
church (Fig. 168).7
Boatmen unloaded their cargo at Breg in
Ljubljana, where water tollmen and weighers also
carried out their duties in accordance with the prescribed instructions. When goods were brought to
the city, a toll had to be paid at the city gate. 8
Although there were no problems with the
Ljubljanica in terms of navigability, the riverbanks
had to be regularly maintained and the plantations along the river where oaks had been cut
down reforested; during floods, the trees guided
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Figure 167. Order for stevedores in the ports, 5 November 1823.
The order stipulated the tariff that had to be respected by stevedores when charging their services. Apart from this, the order attempted to encourage them to live honourable and sober lives,
as well as to behave decently towards their customers. They were also liable, however, to carry
out certain unpaid jobs, e.g. night watch, assistance during fires, weekly cleaning of offices and
warehouses.15

the boatmen on their way, and on windy days provided them with shelter from gusts of wind.9
As the river was the source of frequent floods,
the city authorities often talked about the possibility of building a canal that would lead the waters of
the Ljubljanica and Ljubljansko barje (Ljubljana
Marshes) past the city. The issue became even
more pressing when ideas about a direct navigable
Sava–Ljubljanica route began to be expressed. The
Ljubljanica was indeed navigable from Vrhnika to
Breg in Ljubljana, but was then impeded, down to
Kašelj, by dams built for the needs of mills. It took
almost the entire 18th century to solve these problems, but it was successful, at least as far as the
floods were concerned.10
For the possibility of regulating the Sava for
commercial purposes, transportation of military
units along it, and linking it with the Ljubljanica,
a special Court Navigation Committee for the Sava
and Ljubljanica was founded in 1732. It managed

Figure 168. Abstract about fishing from the land
register in 1735.
Part of the abstract from the land register about
the Provincial Governor’s property, serfs, their duties and responsibilities concerning the duties of
fishermen on the Ljubljanica and Sava. It originated
after the sale of property as well as of hunting and
fishing rights to the Commandery of the German
Order of Knights in Ljubljana in 1735.16

the navigation stock, stipulated water tolls and
took care of everything regarding boating. It depended on the provincial estates, which approved
financial means for its functioning. The Committee worked until 1781, when care of maintenance
of the rivers’ navigation was taken over by provincial offices and landowners.11
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Valvasor’s Ljubljanica

The Ljubljanica between Ljubljana and Vrhnika
once represented an important transport and
trading route of Carniola. Navigation on this river
served as subject to many, and also to Baron Johann Weichard Valvasor (1641–1693), Carniolan
historian, geographer, ethnographer, topographer, natural historian, technician, collector,
draughtsman and publisher, as well as soldier and
commander in the army. The extraordinary works
he created granted him pride of place not only in
Slovene, but also in European culture. His treatise
on the lake Cerkniško jezero even earned him a
membership in the Royal Society of London in
1687. His most important work, however, is undoubtedly Die Ehre dess Hertzogthums Crain (The
Glory of the Duchy of Carniola), a book that proves
indispensable to any researcher of the period. Valvasor, European in spirit and education, Carniolan
in homeland, ranks among the most notable men
that lived on Slovene territory.1
Valvasor writes in his Die Ehre dess Hertzogthums Crain that trading goods were being transported along the river, both those “coming from
Italy as well as those that were destined for Italy.
They navigate day and night not only with small,
but also with larger vessels”. Valvasor described
these vessels in detail. Small boats were hewn
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out of a single log and fitted with wooden roofs,
under which boatmen could sleep, keep dry in
rainy weather and also be relatively warm in winter
conditions (Fig. 169).2 Large boats were composed
of several hewn trees and could carry over 300cwt
(hundredweight) of cargo, mostly large iron objects.3 These boats had shallow bottoms and measured from 18–20m in length and 2.5m in width.
When conveying a large cargo, two boats were tied
together to enable transport.
Large boatmen were in the civil service. The
first to grant their rights was Emperor Frederick
III in 1489. He ordered them to transport primarily
Figure 169. Sailing down the
Ljubljanica in the 17th century.13
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Figure 170. Vrhnika and its
port.14

imperial goods and, in the absence of those, they
were allowed to navigate privately. In case of irregularities, they were tried by the state toll-clerk,
who kept a special boating register that listed
all boatmen. Frederick’s rights were later reconfirmed by Emperors Maximilian (1506), Ferdinand
I (1535) and Empress Maria Theresa (1756).4
The imperial treasury provided for each boat to
be manned by a boating master and five servants.
The master received a regular salary, while the servants earned one florin and forty-eight kreutzers on
each boat’s route from Vrhnika and back. The emperor ordered a sufficient number of large boats to
be ready at Vrhnika at all times, so as to be able to
receive trading goods arriving from the south. The
Magistrate ensured that one or two boats were waiting there to provide transport to Ljubljana. In the
beginning, there were nine boats of this type navigating the Ljubljanica. Valvasor mentions seven,
and in the mid-18th century there were only four.
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Smaller boats, called ‘strehar’ or ‘oblak’, were
much more numerous. These were 6–7m in length
and could carry 40cwt of cargo. There were thirty
in Ljubljana, sixty at Vrhnika, while Ig, Loka and
Podpeč each held thirty. The boatmen had the
right to pick acorns of the oaks growing on both
banks of the river. These oaks proved particularly
useful to the boatmen during the summer, since
their shade made rowing easier.5
The importance of cargo transport along the
river, as seen by Valvasor, can clearly be discerned
from a picture in which Andreas Trost, copperplate engraver, depicted the navigation of two
small boats and the unloading of two other boats
on the bank. The picture shows rows of oaks on
the banks (Fig. 169). Very revealing is also Valvasor’s
drawing of Vrhnika with its cargo port (Fig. 170). It is
after this drawing that Trost made a copperplate
engraving published in Die Ehre dess Hertzogthums
Crain.6
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The earliest known depictions of small boats
on the Ljubljanica and the Bistra have been preserved in the drawings in the episcopal records of
the Ljubljana bishop Hren, more precisely in the
drawings depicting the Franciscan Church (1628;
Fig. 159), the Capuchin Monastery (1628–1629; Fig.
186) and the Bistra Carthusian Monastery (1628).
They show boats without wooden roofs or cargo
and on them a pair of boatmen with broadbrimmed hats kneeling (at the rear) or standing (at
the front) and looking rather like gondoliers. Valvasor’s descriptions and depictions of small boats,
a number of years later, reveal a completely different, more “modern” image that remained more or
less unaltered even in later times. In connection
with that, we may rightfully presume that the boatmen in the time of Hren were, in fact, fishermen
from Krakovo, since it is known that ecclesiastical
institutions were entitled to two or three fishermen.7 Alongside the two above-mentioned boat
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types were two other types; sand was transported
in a ‘peskar’, which was slightly larger than a ‘strehar’, while a ‘škatla’, a 4–5m long boat, was used
for fishing.
A smaller port operated at Vrhnika, while the
main port was situated, from the medieval period onwards, at Breg in Ljubljana. The extensive
cargo transport ensured quite a good profit to
the so-called ‘fakini’,8 mostly landowners from
the suburbs of Trnovo and Krakovo. They used to
come to Breg every morning, where they waited
for the boats to arrive. They usually did so at the
Pri Šifbirtu Inn (also called Zum Goldenen Schiff;
‘Golden ship’), where their favourite breakfast was
‘leteči žganci’("flying corn mush"), i.e. fried chicken and crayfish accompanied by wine. The boats
moored between seven and seven thirty in the
morning. The fakini unloaded the cargo and either
loaded it on carts that drove to Kašelj or stored it
in warehouses. By four in the afternoon, their work

Figure 171. A detail on the
banner of the fraternity of
the large boatmen from 1771
(Cat. 152).15
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Figure 172. A detail on the
banner of the fraternity of
the small boatmen from 1771
(Cat. 151).16

was done. The days with most traffic were usually
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Breg was also
the location of the main toll-office.9
Large and small boatmen each had their guilds
as well as their own banners (Figs. 171, 172; Cat. 152,
151) and guild chests. The banners were taken to
the procession into the cathedral on the feast of
Corpus Christi and also to the service on the day
of their patron St. Nicholas. The boatmen from
Trnovo and the fishermen from Krakovo attended
the processions of Trnovo Church from 1795 onwards. The boatmen arrived there with lit candles,
some also wearing violet-blue coloured socks and
shoes.
The Ljubljanica remained, even after Valvasor’s time, a river of some importance.10 The first
larger blow to boating on the Ljubljanica was delivered by the construction of the commercial road
from Vienna to Trieste in 1720. Most cargo was
transferred to road transport, though river traffic
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did not die away completely. The latter was rather
brought about by the increase of trade of the Austrian countries with the regions of Banat, Lesser
Wallachia and Serbia to the Timok River, which
came under Austrian rule after the Treaty of Passarowitz/Požarevac in 1718, on the one hand, and by
the need for transporting troops to the battlefield
with the Turks, on the other. These occurrences
gave rise to the idea of connecting the Ljubljanica
to the Sava, which also began to be regulated. Decisions were made to build a system of connecting
channels. The construction of the channels began
in 1738 by the court commission entrusted with
the navigability of the Sava and the Ljubljanica.
Following the plans by engineer Ernst Wenzl
Durchlasser, channels were constructed at the
Forstlechner’s mill, at Štepanja vas, Fužine Castle (Fig. 173) and Vevče between the years 1737 and
1739. The longest channel was that at Fužine,
which was built in 1738 and 1739. It measured
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Figure 173. The canal at
Fužine, a design by the
engineer E. W. Durchlasser
(1738).17

912m in length, was equipped with nine sluice
gates and had a drop of 8.85m along its course.
The sluice gates functioned so that first the flaps
were lifted to let the water from the first into the
second channel, after which the entire gate was
raised to let the boat through. Special supervisors
were stationed at the gates to oversee this process.
With the construction of the Fužine channel, the
connection between the Ljubljanica and the Sava
was completed.
However, traffic along the channels did not
pick up, since the boatmen were not inclined to
take that route due to the complicated system of
navigation. Moreover, transport took longer by
navigating the channels than by cart along the
road. It took one day to pass the channels, while
the cart took two hours to come from Ljubljana to
Kašelj. This led to a gradual abandonment of the
channels; they were filled up by streams and overgrown by bushes that ceased to be rooted out.11

Boating had experienced extensive recession
by the second half of the 18th century, but even
more so in the 19th century. During the reign of
Empress Maria Theresa (1740–1780), the number
of large boatmen decreased to only four. Her son
and successor, Joseph II, finally dissolved the
boating guild along with all other guilds in 1797.
With the arrival of the first train to Trieste in 1857
and with the customs office transferred from Breg
to Ljubljana’s railway station, the city’s port lost
its former importance. It moved to Trnovo, but the
boatmen there could no longer earn a living.12
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Fužine Castle and the onset of industry

Fužine Castle and the
onset of industry along
the Ljubljanica

Mills on the Ljubljanica
Water wheels, the mechanical devices that make
use of the power of water, have been known since
ancient times in the entire cultural world. Initially,
they were used only to drive cereal mills, while
much later they were adapted for other appliance
as well, such as various stamp mills, presses, rolling mills, looms, pan grinding mills, smelters,
sawmills, spinning mills and grinderies. The general term for this universally useful device in very
different industrial and trade plants was the mill,
while in mining and ironworks it was known as
the hammer.1
In the territory of Slovenia, mills have been
referred to by written sources since the 13th century. The great majority of them functioned in
specially constructed buildings on the banks of
rivers and streams (Fig. 174). Since the 14th century,
floating mills have also been known, whereas two
centuries later windmills began to be used in the
environments with no suitable watercourses.2
Mill owners were mostly towns, lords, monasteries, individual farmers and citizens, as well as
the territorial prince, of course, who was the owner
of all waters by law and let out the right to their use
to lease or feud, or sold it. Since the Middle Ages,

Maja Žvanut
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the construction and functioning of the mills was
regulated by mill orders, which during the later periods further regulated various sanitary measures
(e.g. cleanliness in mills, rodent fighting), amount
of payment to the miller, care for millstones. The
making of millstones used to be, and in places still
is, an important accompanying trade, mentioned
by the written sources as early as in the 13th century for the Littoral region. The most prominent
millstone quarry in the Ljubljanica catchment is
the quarry just under Osterberg Castle (Stari grad
near Zalog), for the first time mentioned in a deed
from 1611, when millstones were ordered for the
Ljubljana City mill.3
At the end of the 19th century, some 1,700 rural
mills were operational in Carniola. Owing to the
changed economic and technological conditions,
however, the majority of them were abandoned by
the beginning of World War II, while in 1952 the
authorities even prohibited any grinding to be carried out in them. From numerous mills, industrial
plants have been developed all over Slovenia since
the 18th century onwards.4
The constant and abundant sources of the
Ljubljanica at Vrhnika, its numerous tributaries,
and the river itself from Ljubljana downstream
due to its slightly greater drop, created excellent
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Figure 174. A mill, a fisherman with a net and a carrier,
about to enter the mill. The
Sv. Nedelja (Holy Sunday)
fresco in the church of Annuncuation in Crngrob, from
1455–1460.

possibilities for the milling trade, so very important in the lives of our forefathers. In Ljubljana,
the written sources refer to a mill for the first time
in 1335. It stood at the Church of St. Nicholas and
was owned by the territorial prince. Above the
mill, a dam was built across the Ljubljanica, which
caused much damage during heavy downpours
to numerous farmers, supposedly even down to
Cerknica and Polhov Gradec. This is the reason
why during the peasant rising in 1515, the rebels
wreaked their fury on it as well. Later on, a boat
mill was built in its place. In general, data on mills
upstream and downstream the city were quite
common in the sources from the 14th century onwards. The historical memory of the mill along
the Gradaščica, which functioned here as early as
from 1330 onwards and was later owned by certain
Kolesa, is still living denomination Kolezija for
this part of Ljubljana.5
Along the Ljubljanica, too, several industrial
plants, ironworks, cloth mill, paper mills, sugar
factory, tannery and sawmills developed from
some mills. In the first decades of the 16th century,
on the other hand, an entrepreneurial centre was
developed along the river at Slape, along the newly
built Fužine Castle. mž

Early capitalist entrepreneurial centre at
Fužine along the Ljubljanica
In 1528, Veit Khisl and Hans Weilhamer, the merchants and citizens of Ljubljana, began to build a
castle (which was fully completed in 1557 and given
the name ‘Fužine’ (‘foundry’) owing to the economic activities carried out in the area) along the
Ljubljanica waterfalls in the natural environment
that was still highly picturesque at that time. The
two men were then already an integral part of a public merchant company, which to a great extent and
highly successfully traded in various raw materials
and products within the territory stretching from
south Germany to south Italy. As they soon became
very rich, they began to invest the capital in their
own production plants as well. Initially, Khisl had
a series of mills on the Gradaščica and Ljubljanica,
while in 1529–1530 he built, together with Weilhamer, a foundry for the processing of copper and
iron at Fužine, where the Ljubljanica provided them
with much propelling power. In the foundry, various arms and cannonballs were also manufactured.
The two men still further extended their business
by producing brass and setting up a smithy, stamps
for gunpowder and a rolling mill for white leather.
In 1541, the company bought a glass factory at auc-
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tion and joint privileges at Novi trg (New Square)
in Ljubljana together with it. Eventually, it built
another glass factory at Fužine. The functioning of
the Khisl-Weilhamer company can be followed for
about two decades, at the end of which the two partners achieved the successful people’s ultimate ideal
of that time – ennoblement.
After the death of Veit Khisl, who was also
known as a great supporter and admirer of science
and art, in 1547 (Weilhamer died two years earlier
without male issue), the deceased’s business affairs were successfully continued by his son Hans,
who opted for well considered purchases and
exchanges of land, and received the title of baron
towards the end of his life (Fig. 176). With his family
he settled in Fužine Castle, which he turned, as
a very cultivated man with a great feeling for fine
arts, into a true home of muses. Very successful
there was particularly the glass factory, for which
he received, in 1572, a privilege from the ruler – an
exclusive right of producing glass in Carniola. As
a great supporter of the Slovene protestant literature, he transformed his mill, which he bought in
1577 at Studenec near Fužine, into a paper mill in
order to make printing of books in the Ljubljana
printing office easier. In 1583, however, he let out
on lease the Fužine estate and retired, after the
death of his second wife, to Graz where he died in
1593, soon after Fužine have acquired a new owner
(Fig. 175).6
mž
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Ljubljana glass factories
In the 16th century, the most significant glassmaking centre in Europe was no doubt Venice. The
glassworks on the island of Murano dominated
with (at that time) modern and with buyers therefore very popular products made in very demanding techniques of blowing into the moulds with
optical adornment, paintings with enamel colours, gilding, mesh and filigree glass, and with
the so-called crystal glass. The copies of Venetian
glass of various Renaissance forms and with the
mentioned adornment were called a façon de
venise (in the Venetian manner). Owing to their
perfection, these products prevailed on the market, with the Venetians having a monopoly on the
import of raw materials and glass production. As
the latter was highly profitable, the entrepreneurs
elsewhere in Europe did their best to be able to
share this rich cake with them. As early as in 1486,
Niclas Walch founded a glass factory in Vienna,
which was in 1534 followed by Wolfgang Vitl’s
glass factory in Hall. For the time being, however,
there is no evidence in professional circles that
glass there was made in the Venetian manner.
In 1534, the already mentioned Ljubljana
wholesaler and entrepreneur Veit Khisl built, to-

Figure 175. J. Wagner, Fužine,
mid-19th century, lithography.12

Figure 176. Baron Khisl’s
coat of arms from Valvasor’s
Opus insignium armorumque
1687–1688.13
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Figure 177. Selection of glass
vessels from Ljubljana glassworks.

gether with his partner Hans Weilhamer, a glass
factory within his business complex.7 For it they
imported, in spite of the Venetian monopoly, soda
from Alicante in Spain, from where the Murano
glassmakers used to obtain it as well. The use of
the same raw materials – the ones from Alicante
were considered the best amongst glaziers – indicates the highest quality of Fužine glass and no
doubt also means that the two owners produced
glass in the Venetian manner. In 1541, Khisl and
Weilhamer bought the first Ljubljana glassworks
from Andrej Dolenik and Zoano Francesco Catanio. The factory was built in the early 1520s at
Novi trg in Ljubljana and it supposedly employed
14 glassworkers from Murano.8 After Weilhamer’s
death in 1545 and Khisl’s two years later, both
glassworks were taken over by Khisl’s son Hans.
The Fužine glassworks stopped functioning long
before 1589,9 while the Ljubljana glassworks can
be followed even into the 17th century. In view of
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their ownership it can be assumed that they both
worked in accordance with the same production
programme.
From the inventory of glass stock in the glassworks at Novi trg and glass shop from 156410 it is
clear that almost 100,000 glass vessels were in
stock, which demonstrates that the production
was manufactural. We may assume that at least
most basic division of labour was in force, which
means that labour was divided among workers
preparing glass mass, glass blowers, and workers who in ‘at the lamp’ technique melted glass
beads on to semi products or embellished the
vessels in some other way. In the inventory, one
can find separate types of vessels and manners of
adornment (painting with enamel colours, gilding, filigree glass, applied decoration melted on
them, etc.). Apart from several types of beakers
and cups, glass bottles, angsters,11 dishes, illuminants and other products were also made. They
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were clearly modelled upon contemporary Renaissance forms in colourless transparent glass as well
as upon Gothic types of vessels coloured in glass
mass, which were in those times very popular with
middle-class citizens. The National Museum of
Slovenia collection comprises approximately 600
fragments and whole vessels, which correspond to
the descriptions in the inventory and come from
different sites in the centre of Ljubljana as well as
from the Ljubljanica (Fig. 177). X-ray analyses have
shown that the glass made in both Ljubljana glassworks is of high quality and that the glassworkers
principally used the same raw materials as were
used in Murano factories. The Ljubljana glassworks might have been even the first in Europe
(or at least amongst the first ones) that produced
glass in the Venetian manner. mk
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Regulation of the
Ljubljanica

In the past, frequent flooding affected the houses
of Ljubljana, particularly those that stood on the
banks of the Ljubljanica. This brought about, in
modern times, several varied plans and attempts at
taming the river and drying out the ‘big lake’.1 “The
town’s marshes can never be traversed by horse or by
foot. Its outskirts are accessible to a certain distance
during high summer as well as in drought and are
being used as meadows. During the floods, the entire
area is under water and the people are forced to rescue themselves and abandon their houses. The floods
last to mid-May in spring, sometimes even longer,
while they are less severe in autumn, but do depend
on the rainy weather.”2
This problem could not be avoided, even by
Johann Weichard Valvasor in his Die Ehre dess
Hertzogthums Crain (The Glory of the Duchy of
Carniola; 1689).3 His first writing on the subject
notes that, due to a three-week long rainfall in
1190, the Ljubljanica rose to the point where it
reached the upper-storey windows of the houses
of many settlements. Valvasor further writes that
Italian builders, Stephan de Grandi from Bologna
and Niclas Vendaholo from Mantova came to
Ljubljana in 1544 with incentive from Ferdinand I.
They envisaged, as Gabriel Gruber some two centuries later, the construction of a canal between
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the Castle Hill and Golovec, though the reasons
behind this endeavour were more defence-based
in nature.4 This was the time of Turkish raids on
the Slovene lands and Ljubljana was protected
only by the meandering course of the river, while
the southern part of the town was left unprotected.
This was to be changed by the canal. The builders
made a model of their proposition and presented
it to a special commission. The canal would have
been 1216m long and 6.75m wide. However, the
plan was never executed due to its high costs,
which could not be met by the province.5
Almost concurrently, two or three Dutch masters stayed in Ljubljana, the origin of whom was
supposed to ensure considerable experience in
drainage work.6 Some people were of the opinion
that the street, Salendrova ulica (Seeländergasse),
where they were supposedly lodged, was named
after these Dutchmen from the Zeeland region.7
The canal behind the castle was planned in 1667
by Wolfgang Markovčič, provincial scribe. Valvasor
gave a detailed presentation of the plans in fifteen
points.8 However, more serious attempts at draining the Ljubljansko barje (Barje; Ljubljana Marshes) and regulating the Ljubljanica, which was tied
to it, only occurred in the 18th, 19th and first half of
the 20th centuries.
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Figure 178. Karlovški most
bridge by Gabriel Gruber
(1781).22

The first, more extensive and fairly successful drainage was conducted by Franc Andrej Zorn
(Corn) Mildenheim, director of the tobacco administration. Zorn asked the Court, in early 1762,
to assign him a stretch of the marshes between
Vič and Brezovica measuring 215 acres, which he
intended to drain on his own expenses. At first,
the local people mocked and admonished Zorn’s
proposition. His subsequent success, however,
generated such enthusiasm that the farmers
started digging ditches on their own discretion,
while the Bistra Abbey also undertook extensive
drainage works on its land. The work, for which
Zorn employed one hundred and eighty workers,
was conducted from late spring 1762 to 1769.
This was the first large drainage and cultivation
intervention for the Ljubljansko barje, which Zorn
subsequently used to rear cattle and grow cultural
plants. Empress Maria Teresa awarded Zorn a
gold medal for his work in 1782. After his death (in
1790), the Cornovše region was sold and parcelled
out and its canal named Cornovec or sometimes
Curnovec after him.9
After numerous consultations, Maria Theresa
ordered preparations for draining of the marshes
to commence. The authorities entrusted the levelling of the Ljubljanica and development of the

drainage plan to Father Gabriel Gruber in 1771.
This Jesuit and professor of mathematics at the
Jesuit college in Ljubljana arrived in Ljubljana in
the middle of 1768, during the time when Zorn
was busy draining the marshes. Besides the canal, Gruber is also known for a palace he built in
Ljubljana; both carry his name. In 1769, he prepared a plan for the construction of a canal behind
the Castle Hill that would drain water from the
marshes.10 “The canal is a structure with which they
sought to drain the nearby marshes so as to prevent
flooding.”11
The work began in 1771. However, it did not
proceed as smoothly as expected. Besides other
problems, Gruber suffered financial difficulties
that affected the construction process. The estimated amount of funds to be used for work on
the entire canal was spent on the Karlovški most
bridge alone (Fig. 178). He had originally intended to
build a bridge with three arches for 11,000 florins,
but later decided to construct a bridge with eleven
arches that needed lower sluice gates for 50,000
florins. “The bridge across this canal is 100 feet long
and 10 feet wide at Karlovška cesta, it is solid and
stone built. Underneath it is a sluice gate that holds
back water so as not to cause damage to the other
side of the Ljubljanica in heavy floods”.12 Construc-
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Figure 179. Gruber Canal
(1781).23

tion of the canal was also hindered by the marshy
terrain. Moreover, the effect of the canal was not
as expected, because it was too narrow and too
shallow.13 “The usefulness and usability is not as
expected considering the funds spent.”14 All this,
along with the construction of the palace and the
purchase of the Podrožnik estate, led to him being
reproached for spending the funds intended for
the canal on the former two. Due to the irregularities that were established, Gruber was released of
his duties on 10 December 1777.15 Management
of the work on the canal was then turned over
to engineer Vincenc Struppi. It is worth noting,
however, that Gruber had carried out the most
demanding part of the work on the canal between
the Castle Hill and Golovec. The remaining work
was much easier and finished towards the end of
1780 (Fig. 179).16
Drainage and colonisation of the marshes had
been entrusted to the Kranjska kmetijska družba
(Carniolan Agricultural Society) until 1826, when
the governorate appointed a special drainage commission. The main task of the drainage work was
to widen and deepen the bed of the Ljubljanica,17
though cleaning of the bed and the canal had already been undertaken a year before. At that time,
forty-eight various old metal objects had been
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found and their site of discovery marked. These
objects were found between the Kloštrska vrata
gates and opposite the Špitalska vrata gates, near
the Mesarski most bridge, before the Čevljarski
most bridge, between the Špitalski most and
Čevljarski most bridges and in the vicinity of Krakovo. Objects from these sites are only summarily
enumerated and can therefore neither be identified nor dated. Swords and daggers, a helmet of
a particular type (Sturmhaube in German), spurs,
horse bridles and other objects are mentioned,
although it should be added that the National Museum of Slovenia keeps a number of objects that
may have been found at that particular time. Fortyone coins have also been inventoried without stating the sites of discovery.18
Cleaning and deepening the bed of the
Ljubljanica and Gruber Canal was undertaken
from 1825 to 1829, whereby all the dams on the
mills were removed and the canals on the marshes, deepened. Of the engineers involved, we will
mention only Simon Foyker, who was the leading
engineer of the provincial building directorate. By
that time, the marshes had become dry enough
to allow a road to Ig (Ižanska cesta), to be built
there between 1825 and 1827. A memorial of the
drainage works and to the work of Gabriel Gruber
was erected in Prule, near Karlovški most bridge,
on 17 August 1829 (cf. Cat. 170). It was unveiled on
the same day by Emperor Franz I, to whom Miha
Kastelic wrote a hymn in both German and Slovene. Kastelic published this bilingual hymn in
Illyrisches Blatt, but it also came out in a special
printed form.19 The Emperor, along with his wife
Karoline, unveiled a monument dedicated to the
memory of the completed construction of Ižanska
cesta on 16 May 1833. This part of land was named
Karolinska zemlja / Karolinenhhof (‘Karoline’s
yard’), after his wife.
The shortcomings of the drainage works and
insufficient concerns for permanent maintenance
of the existing canals were exposed in the following
years. The bed of the Ljubljanica was incessantly
filled up with mud and sand, particularly at the outflows of the Gradaščica and Mali graben streams.
Gruber Canal showed no better picture. Heavy floods
occurred once again. New drainage works, based on
a new plan by Anton Beyer, ministerial counsellor,
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Figure 180. Arranging the
Ljubljanica’s Banks in 1913.24

began after 1857. The beds of the Ljubljanica and
Gruber Canal, as well as the canals on the marshes,
were deepened anew. The work was finished in 1867.
In 1862, Gruber’s old Karlovški most bridge was torn
down and a new one, which today still remains, was
built in its place.20
In spite of all this, flooding caused by the
marshes still could not be avoided. This brought
about the most serious attempt at regulating the
Ljubljanica to be undertaken until that time, by
Ivan Podhagsky, a Czech engineer and expert in
hydrotechnics. According to his plans (1888), the
river and the canal were rearranged and the banks
strengthened (Fig. 180); the further away from the
houses and the deeper the river was, the higher
the bridges were. Just before the First World War,
there was an attempt at rendering the barren
banks of the river more attractive. The attempt
was made by Alfred Keller, an architect from Graz
who previously landscaped the banks of the Wien
River near Naschmarkt and Karlsplatz in Vienna,
with much success. However, the war caused the

work, first, to slow down and then, in 1915, to halt
completely. The riverbed was left empty due to the
deepening of the Gruber Canal, which endangered
the foundations of its bridges (Fig. 181).
The last person to leave an indelible mark on
the Ljubljanica was architect, Jože Plečnik. His
work was concentrated on the upper reaches of
the river from the Gruber Canal to the Gradaščica
stream (Špica, promenade at Trnovski pristan
landing, the section in the town centre (Čevljarski
most bridge, Gledališka stolba alley, Tromostovje
bridge and Market place), as well as the sluice gates
near Ambrožev trg square (Fig. 197). Upon Plečnik’s
return from Prague, the riverbed was trapped
between the Keller’s concrete walls from the
Frančiškanski most bridge to the Novi trg square.
He succeeded in breaking the monotony of the
green banks with a carefully thought out selection
of trees and shrubs and transformed the banks
into a lovely city park. After a long period, the regulation of the Ljubljanica was finally in the hands of
an architect rather than an engineer.21
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Figure 181. Ivan Vavpotič,
Regulacija Ljubljanice (Regulation of the Ljubljanica),
1914, oil on canvas.25
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old books

The Ljubljanica, the mysterious river that rushes
to the surface not far from Vrhnika, caught the
interest of many researchers of Slovenia in modern times. Of their work, the presentation below
will be limited to the information from certain
topographies, which cite all the findings of earlier authors from Antiquity onwards. It will also
present the notes of travellers that visited the area
of present day Slovenia through the centuries. In
relation to that, Pliny’s adage Tales sunt aquae,
quales sunt terrae per quas fluunt1 is most certainly
pertinently placed.
The first to be cited is Joannes Ludwig Schönleben. He mentions Fluvius Labacus, which flows
past the Roman town of Emona into the Sava
and finally the Danube.2 More was written on
the subject by Valvasor, which will be treated in
a special chapter. Balthasar Hacquet published
Oryctographia Carniolica in the 18th century. This
is an extensive work in four volumes (1778–1789),
which reveals the author’s particular interest, as
with many of his contemporaries, for the karst
world and its features. Concerning the Ljubljanica, he observed that it formed part of a system of
karst disappearing streams and that its waters run
to the Black Sea. He noted that Lublanza was the
name of the river, and the town that it traversed
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Laubach and not Laybach, which was the German
version. The same name of the river that flew
through ‘Luba Lublana’ (‘beloved Ljubljana’) is
marked on the map in Versuch einer Geschichte von
Krain und den übrigen Ländern der südlichen Slaven
Oesterreiches (1788–1791; Fig. 182), a book written
in German by Anton Tomaž Linhart.
The Ljubljanica was subject to plans as well as
actual regulation works during the 19th century.
Heinrich Georg Hoff wrote primarily about these
in his historical and geographic description of
Carniola.3 Fr. Wilhelm Lippich, a doctor, published
an extensive work on Ljubljana, the capital of the
province, entitled Topographie der k.k. Provinzialhauptstadt Laibach in 1834 (Fig. 183). The book is
based on the work of previous researchers from the
17th and 18th centuries as well as on archival documents. He gives much information on the river
that divided the city, though his primary interest
was in the chemical composition of the river, average temperatures, plans for draining the Ljubljansko barje (Ljubljana Marshes) and the regulation
of the banks. He wrote down the years when the
largest floods occurred – 1190 and 1537 – as well as
the years when the Ljubljanica was trapped under
an icy crust – 1653, 1687 and 1709 – the latter being a rare occurrence. As a doctor he observed that
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Figure 182. Section from
Linhart’s map bearing the
inscription Luba Lublana and
Lublanza.11

Figure 183. Title page of
Topographie der k.k. Provinzialhauptstadt Laibach by Fr.
Wilhelm Lippich (1834).12
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the city’s sewer system was well arranged, since it
properly ran from all houses into the Ljubljanica.
Nevertheless, in his time some still considered
the river as drinkable, though he himself was not
convinced of its therapeutic powers. Whatever
the quality of the water, the river’s surface was
adorned by various plants, also beautiful water
lilies. The Ljubljanica was crossed by five wooden
bridges, several footbridges and smaller bridges.
The construction of bridges ranks among the
most demanding of construction works. On that
subject, the Zapiski starega Ljubljančana (Notes of
an Old Inhabitant of Ljubljana), which were being
published in the journal Slovenski list throughout
1898, give us a detailed description of the construction of a new bridge at Kurja vas in 1862 and
mention piles being driven into the ground and a
temporary wooden bridge. The construction and
opening of the new Čevljarski most bridge five
years later attracted even more attention. This was
supposedly the first iron bridge in Austria, with a
load capacity of as much as 1,500cwt, which is over
80 tons in today’s unit of measurement. Besides
Čevljarski most, the banks of the river at that time
were also connected by the stone Špitalski or Francov most bridge, which was built in 1841, as well as
by the bridge across the Gruber Canal.
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Ljubljanica also attracted the attention of numerous distinguished men that travelled across
Europe. Many of these sought to reach their destinations as soon as possible, but there were also
some that travelled slower, made stops on their
way, visited places of interest and wrote about
them. The journals of the travellers that crossed
the Slovene lands from the 16th to the 19th century mention three sites in particular – the Idrija
mercury mine, the Kras (Karst) with its caves and
the intermittent Cerkniško jezero lake. Several of
them, however, also wrote about the Ljubljanica
and its basin. Edward Brown, an English doctor,
for example, noted in his travels across Europe in
1669 that this river, which sprang near Nauportus, did not flow into the Adriatic, but directed its
waters towards Greece instead.4 Some decades
later, in 1715, a merchant by the name of Simon
Clement mentioned two wooden bridges on the
Ljubljanica that bore charming small shops.5
The town, divided in two by the slow flowing river
Ljubljanica, was also written about by John Swinton, one of the three English gentlemen that set
off on a voyage from Venice to Hamburg in 1734.
Arriving from the south, they reached the river
at Vrhnika, not far from its springs, and it seems
that they regretted not to have taken the river on
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their way northwards, since the road was in a very
poor state. Three years later, Richard Pococke
and his cousin Jeremiah Milles did take the river
route. This manuscript, held at the British Library,
reveals two very interesting descriptions of the
springs of the Ljubljanica, while the text is accompanied by a drawing of the boats that were
used on the river in the 18th century: “From ober
Laubach we went six leagues by boat to Laubach,
the river was so overflowed that the country looked
like a sea. Their boats here are made of three pieces
of wood cut out of a tree two of them in the shape
that make the sides, the third in this shape which
makes the bottom. The whole boat is covered with a
semicircular top made of hoops so there is but about
four feet from the bottom; when the men go in to the
boat they push this back at each end to make room
for the working of the boat, this covering being in
three pieces be in this shape, & when they repose in
their boats they can be cover’d all over.”6 We may
perhaps presume that boats such as these were
used also by noblemen and wealthy townsmen to
navigate the Ljubljanica in summer evenings, enjoying themselves in the company of friends, with
music and food, as described by Marko Gerbec,
the city doctor, in the beginning of the 18th century
(Fig. 184).7 Two other English travellers should be

Figure 184. Excerpt from
the text by Marko Gerbec
with the description of the
summer evenings on the
Ljubljanica (1710).13
... “On summer evenings,
noblemen and citizens alike
enjoyed themselves aboard
ships sailing down the tranquil Ljubljanica and upward,
through the town centre. The
pleasant parties were accompanied by music, which was
particularly enjoyable when
performed by philharmonic
musicians. Guests were also
never left hungry – in line
with the idea that a pleasant
atmosphere whets a person’s
appetite. Firemen used fireworks to light up the parties.
On the riverbanks, craftsmen
danced with their beautiful
wives and daughters under
the shadowy trees.”...
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Figure 185. Panoramic picture
of Ljubljana – from the work
by Gustav Dzimski (1860).14

mentioned here, Sir Humphry Davy and John Russell, who dedicated a few words to the Ljubljanica
in the beginning of the 19th century, though their
primary interest in the river lay in the fact that it
was a disappearing one.8
There is yet a third type of publication that
provides information on the Ljubljanica – tourist
guides. The longest tradition among these was
enjoyed by the Baedeker guides, which began to
be published in the middle of the 19th century.
The guide of Germany and Austria, alas, mentions
Ljubljana and the river that runs through it only
briefly. The descriptions in the guides of Ljubljana

and its surroundings, which were published in
Carniola in the second half of the 19th century, are
more detailed. They were intended for the local
population as well as foreigners visiting the city.
Besides a detailed description of the capital of Carniola, they propose also shorter and longer excursions. These included walks along the Ljubljanica
towards Kodeljevo, Bizovik and Fužine Castle (Fig.
185).9 A similar selection along the romantic banks
of the river is recommended by Heinrich Costa
in Reiseerinnerungen aus Krain10 – an afternoon
stroll towards Prule or a longer walk to Bizovik and
Fužine Castle, which housed an actual zoo.
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The Ljubljanica often served also as a motif in
Slovene fiction. Urška, Prešeren’s heroine, is lost
in its waves; it was the scene of Enajsta šola (Eleventh School) by Cankar. Jakob Alešovec preferred
its banks to school benches; a humorous song –
adapted from a folk song, includes a refrain about
the river that needs no regulation. The bustle on
its banks is captured in Srednjeveške balade (Medieval Ballads) by Janez Menart – in fact, there is
practically no Slovene poet or writer that did not
mention the Ljubljanica.
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The portrait of a river:
views of a town on the
Ljubljanica

Figure 186. Tomaž Hren,
Capuchin monastery in
Ljubljana, sheet from the
bishop’s episcopal records,
1628, pen and ink, grey
wash.21
The east wall of the former
Capuchin monastery in the
Vicedom garden next to the
same-named town gates
stretched along the Ljubljanica. The proximity of the river
(besides its practical aspects)
also afforded picturesque
scenes with conventional activities on the river: the bishop enhanced the architectural
drawing with the motif of
boatmen rowing downstream
in pairs, in distinctive boats
named ‘škatla’ (‘box’) along
the water current.

How was the visual image of Ljubljana along with
its central waterway seen through the eyes and
experienced in the soul of an artist? In contrast,
what were the perspectives and themes of graphic
chroniclers, technicians and military engineers?
The duality of content and form in the topographic portrayal of towns is illustrated by the distinction between an artistic depiction and (mostly
graphic) view or cartographic sketch. The specific
interests and creative impulses in giving factual
accounts of the capital of Carniola are rooted in
the broader interests of the age, which throughout
Europe (on Slovenian land within the former Austrian state), in the 17th century and notably in the
next two centuries, represented its territory not
only with maps and similar spatial projections but
also with realistic view renderings.1
Although valued equally to other genres of
painting, the scenes of towns, architectural ensembles and solo staging of individual subjects
reflect different, non-artistic impulses, aimed at
documentary testimony, promotional publicity
and strategic defence. Created for practical reasons, they embody the spirit of the age, record the
historical development of the town and its activities, town planning, economy, traffic, etc. Graphic
views could be reproduced, they were published
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independently or in sheaves and volumes, as supplements to book editions, or as series, etc. In this
way they were widely distributed and popular at
the time of the publication itself; while today they
are priceless as exclusive and collectible items of
documentary and study interest.
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In these graphic projections, the Ljubljanica is
an important aesthetic, geographic and strategic
piece of information. Its water surface reflects
the frontages of buildings with bridges mounted
above it and everyday life flowing by – this was of
particular appeal to vedutista. River motifs were
drawn, painted, engraved and published on various initiatives and occasions; while the date of
origin defines them stylistically, their typology can
be derived from their purpose. Iconographic classification rests on basic types that are determined
by the creator’s aim or client’s intention. These
gave rise to topographic and cartographical charts,
scenes of a military, defensive, or engineering
character, sketches from travels, view illustrations
as supplements to book editions and as topographic indicators in holy pictures and saints’ and
votive images, panoramas, series of views, albums
and independent factual representations of the
town and its events, tourist depictions, prelimi-

Portrait of a river

nary drawings and sketches for private purposes,
views as decoration of documents and objects of
everyday use, etc. In each of the groups we come
across depictions where the Ljubljanica features
as the main element.
The riverbed was first outlined in the early 17th
century on a rough sketch by an Augustinian friar
Johannes Clobucciarich (Klobučarič), Prior of the
Upper Styrian monastery of Fürstenfeld, when
he was preparing materials for the map of Inner
Austria.2 The episcopal records (1612–1629) of the
Ljubljana bishop Tomaž Hren, a kind of private
“handwritten and illustrated chronicle” include
drawings of three sacral buildings (Capuchin
church and Augustinian complex in Ljubljana and
the Carthusian monastery of Bistra on the headwaters of the Ljubljanica) in which the Ljubljanica
is brought to life with stock motifs of boats and
boatmen (Fig. 186).3 The motif of the boatmen, conveying people and cargo on the Ljubljanica, was

Figure 187. Attributed to Folpert van Ouden Allen, View of
Ljubljana, around 1660, detail,
sheet from an unfinished
perspective sketch, pen and
ink, grey wash.22
A set of five sketches of
Ljubljana which, viewed
together, take in the entire
town area. It was most likely
drawn by the Dutch landscape and cityscape artist
Folpert van Ouden Allen. The
town is depicted from a cavalier perspective – the chosen
frame affords a view of the
squares of Stari and Mestni
trg with house rooftops of
“Nurembergian picturesqueness” (Stele), and of the
Ljubljanica and Čevljarski
most bridge.
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Figure 188. Unknown
draughtsman, View of Ljubljana, the title page of a book of
benefactors who made donations towards the building
of the Church of St. Florian,
Liber benefactorum, 1671, pen
and ink, gouache.23
The dense urban fabric with
medieval features and walls,
reaching right down to the
waves of the Ljubljanica, is divided by the riverbed into the
right and left banks; they are
linked by the Špitalski most
bridge with pedlars’ wooden
stalls. Stalls of the same type
also stand in the water left
of the Špital town gates. The
dominant building in the centre of the view is the cathedral and to its left the former
Franciscan monastery.
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further developed by later masters. Apart from
Valvasor’s depiction of rowing in a dugout (Fig.
169),4 some other examples include the details on
views by Wiser, Runk and Goldenstein, on the banners of the big and small boatmen’s fraternities of
Trnovo, etc. (Cat. 151, 152; Figs. 171, 172).5
Another example of the earliest topographical
impressions are the plans for the fortification of
Inner Austrian settlements and castles on border
territories, particularly in the south, against the
Turks (the military frontier zone ‘Vojna krajina’
and its hinterland) and in the west against the
Venetiants; they were made by the Viennese court
architects and military engineers. Beside Nicolo
Angielini (Nicolaus Angielus) and Martin Stier,
such commissions in the first half of the 17th
century were also undertaken by the Florentine
Giovanni Pieroni, astronomer, architect and court
scenographer and the emperor’s military engineer.6 As a member of the Viennese court commission, he produced, in addition to field fortification
plans, a pictorial portrait of Ljubljana (Cat. 173); his

Figure 189. Attributed to Folpert van Ouden
Allen, View of Ljubljana, around 1660, detail,
sheet from an unfinished perspective sketch,
pen and ink, grey wash.24
This field sketch represents the curve of the
Ljubljanica at the outfall of the Gradaščica.
Within the walls next to the river, a semi-circular defence bastion stands on the “headland”;
close by stands a small house on posts linked
to the fortress by a fence. A similar fence, or
type of water gate (‘grablje’ or ‘rake’) that
regulated traffic on the river and intercepted
floating wood, also stands in the water, reaching the corner of the house of Baron Žiga Zois.
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Portrait of a river

Figure 190. Unknown master,
View of Ljubljana from the
standing sundial, late 17th /
early 18th century, limestone
plate in wooden frame, partly
chiselled, partly engraved.25
The image of Ljubljana on the
stone plate is similar to the
framed detail from Valvasor’s
copperplate prospect for
Die Ehre dess Hertzogthums
Crain (Cat. 175); it is designed
in the same perspective but
with a slightly higher vanishing point. The eye is drawn
by the river current into the
background which is counterbalanced by the width of the
river, presented in an astonishing spatial contraction.

singular sketch dates back to 1639.7 The Ljubljanica seems to flow into the “town” from the west as a
lively torrent (although the direction of its current
is actually the reverse) and disappears into the
close-knit fabric of buildings.
The course of the river through the stretchedout settlement can be followed almost without
interruption on Valvasor’s “prospect” of Ljubljana.
The polymath Johann Weichard Valvasor commissioned the copperplate engraver Andreas Trost to
engrave the prospect according to his preliminary
drawings for the 11th volume of Die Ehre dess Hertzogthums Crain (The Glory of the Duchy of Carniola; engraved 1681, published 1689; Cat. 175). In a
two years older engraving, with a slightly narrower
view – prepared by the same two creators for the
album Topographia Ducatus Carnioliae modernae8
– the river is even more prominent with no architectural breaks which might otherwise visually
obscure its course. While the first half of the 17th
century still preferred to give a somewhat fairytalelike quality to view depictions, Valvasor’s Ljubljana is much more realistic and true to life. Moreover, it represents a turning point in showing the
medieval town just before the dawn of baroque.
For a time this image set the tone of later creations

Figure 191. Friedrich Bernhard Werner, Ljubljana, the capital of Carniola, detail
(church of Discalced Augustinians and the Ljubljanica), 1732, pen and ink, grey
wash, watercolour.26
Baroque steeples are soaring up from the former Augustinian complex with St.
Mary’s pillar in front of the church facade (discalced or barefoot Augustinians
replaced the old church with a new, baroque one in 1700) and the former convent of Poor Clares on the left bank of the Ljubljanica – in the Ajdovščina town
quarter. Gleaming behind the buildings, both of them demolished later on, is the
blue river surface.
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Figure 192. Ferdinand Runk, Ljubljana,
end of the 18th century, pen and ink,
grey wash.27
The splendid German and Viennese
landscape and view painter rendered
a view of Ljubljana from the east. The
scene is given rich dimensions as we
follow the flow of the Ljubljanica towards the Špitalski most bridge in the
background and the town architecture
along the riverbanks rising towards
the baroque steeples of the cathedral
and the Ursuline nad Augustinian
churches. River traffic is suggested by
the boats on the water.
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Figure 193. Ferdinand Runk, Rapids
on the Ljubljanica at Fužine (Kaltenbrunn) , end of the 18th century, graphite pencil, watercolour.28
A picturesque scene of rapids (cascades) on the Ljubljanica was captured by Runk from the Fužine Castle
(Kaltenbrunn). The rural architecture
of a solitary hamlet is placed right
next to the rough waters, crossed by
several footbridges. The animated
river surface lends tone to the factual topographic scene, giving it the
characteristics of an atmospheric
landscape.

and it was used as a model for many imitators who
echoed the theme with more or less skill in various
techniques and for various purposes. One of the
more bizarre instances is an oil from the late 18th
or early 19th century (with the misleading inscription of 1416), whose creator made a singular interpretation of the course of the Ljubljanica on the
right edge of the Valvasor’s model, reworking the
river motif in a way quite out of line with reality.9
A more felicitous understanding of the graphic
source (or was the work even created independently of it?) was shown by an unknown creator, who
depicted the view of Ljubljana with the river in the

foreground on the dial of a standing sundial (at
the turn of the 17th century; Fig. 190).10 The image, an
instance of the view genre used in objects of everyday use, is related to the framed detail from Valvasor’s “prospect” and with its perspective presents
an even bolder derivation of his unconventional
view of the town and river. In the middle of the 19th
century, a similar, though lower vanishing point,
was used by Franz Seraph von Kurz zum Thurn und
Goldenstein in his nocturnal scene of the Cukrarna
building (sugar factory) in flames (Cat. 187).
The baroque period was modest in views
which means that in the 18th century scenes of the
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Portrait of a river

Figure 194. Attributed to Ferdinand
Runk, Ljubljana, end of the 18th century, pen and ink, grey wash, graphite
pencil.29
The painter, who was particularly
drawn to the Ljubljanica in rendering
the Carniolan capital, presented a
view which follows the river upstream
up to a bend. Here we can recognize
the flank of the Franciscan (Augustinian until 1785) church and, on the right
bank of the river, the baroque steeples
of the cathedral.

Ljubljanica were rare as well. At the time, more
than views there were religious paintings, complemented with staffage and urban motifs including river themes (St. Florian painting from the
Church of St. Peter, 1738, by Valentin Metzinger
who included in it the Šempeter suburbs with the
Špitalski most bridge across the Ljubljanica, or
the Trnovo banner of the fraternity of the large
boatmen with the Mother of God and image of
Breg (‘riverbank’) along the Ljubljanica, 1771; Fig.
171). Apart from the sketch views of Friedrich Bernhard Werner11 and Joseph Leopold Wiser12 from
the thirties and the sixties, Ljubljanica was, in this

Figure 195. Ferdinand Runk, Ljubljana,
the landing at Breg, end of the 18th
century, pen and ink, grey wash.30
As the creator’s inscription on the
painting tells us, the scene is taken
from the square in front of the house
of Baron Žiga Zois at Breg. The
view of the Ljubljanica is closed off
by the Špitalski most bridge with
wooden pedlars’ stalls, and on the
right side there is not yet sight of the
Šentjakobski most bridge – to be built
in 1824. The foregrounded harbour is
depicted surprisingly without the toll
house, but rich in stock details.

period, also depicted in detail on two cartographic
corpuses. These are the coloured charts of the
riverbed by Lieutenant Engineer Abraham Kaltschmidt, engraved after the preliminary drawings
by First Lieutenant Engineer Ernst Venceslav Durchlasser (1739; Cat. 173),13 and the great Florjančič’s
map of the Duchy of Carniola (Ducatus Carnioliae
Tabula Chorographica…), work of the same engraver (1744).14
After the modest output of the 18th century
however, the turn of the century, which introduced
the golden age of this genre, saw the rise of the
bright star of the Viennese vedutista Ferdinand
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Figure 196. Ferdinand Runk,
Ljubljana, end of the 18th
century, graphite pencil,
watercolour.31
Runk’s charming view picture
foregrounds the wide, tranquil waters of Ljubljanica. It is
spanned by two bridges: the
Špitalski most bridge (also
Spodnji, ‘Lower’ bridge) in
front of the Franciscan, until
1785 Augustinian church, and
the Čevljarski most bridge
(also Gornji, ‘Upper’ bridge)
bridge in the background to
the right. Both are girdled
by huddled-up pedlars’
stalls. The riverbanks up to
the landing at Breg, hidden
behind the inn of Pri Šifbirtu
(also called Zum Goldenen
Schiff, ‘Golden Ship’) on the
right edge of the scene, are
skirted by urban architecture.

Runk and “his” engravers Carl Postl and Johann
Ziegler.15 Their oeuvre of preliminary drawings
and coloured etchings rank among the peaks of
view painting in the Austrian territory that at the
time included Carniola; their legacy comprise
some splendid motifs of the Ljubljanica and its
riversides (Figs. 192–196). At the same time, this is the
age of great view series, so-called suites, which –
named after publishers – were printed throughout
the century and represented among others the
Carniolan “capital” with its water thoroughfare.
In a number of romantic, Biedermeier-style and
classical images, the Ljubljanica shimmers (or
rolls in a torrent) in scenes from Kunike’s, Pajk’s
and Wagner’s suite, in Goldenstein’s, Jurmann’s
and Benesch’s series of drawings, as well as loose
sheets (Jakob Hyrtl, Heinrich Ferstler, Pavel Künl
and others). Underlying the contemporary artistic
styles, and tinted with suitable aesthetics, is their
fundamental intonation that is, more often than
not, documentary in their realism.
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Over the centuries, some of the motifs of the
Ljubljanica gained a prominent place in its iconography. Certain town parts offered richer material
to the masters of the brush, pen or burin with their
evocativeness and special appeal. For example, the
Breg town quarter with its lively harbour bustle.16
Another object of artistic interest was the Fužine
Castle (Kaltenbrunn) next to the Ljubljanica,17 and
in no smaller degree the bridges (initially made of
wood: Špitalski, Čevljarski, Šempeterski and Mesarski; and later stone: Šentjakobski, “nadvojvode
Franca” (Archduke Franz) and Jubilejni most); the
structure of the bridge named after the Mayor Hradecky, was cast iron18. The artists’ interest was also
caught by festive events on the river, for example
the festivity at the visit of Crown Prince Ferdinand
(Cat. 178), celebration on the victory of the Holy Alliance over Napoleon (Cat. 177), the ceremoniously
illuminated Francov most bridge on the arrival of
Emperor Franz Joseph and Empress Elizabeth);19
another popular object of depiction was regula-
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Portrait of a river

Figure 197. Leopold Wiser,
Cloth mill at Selo upon the
Ljubljanica, 1762, pen and ink,
grey wash, watercolour.32
Wiser depicted the imperialroyal privileged cloth mill of
the province of Carniola, as it
is designated by the writing
on the drawing, from its rear
side next to the Ljubljanica
and placed the river in the
positional plan again at the
front right. Two watermills
stand in front of a line of
manufactory buildings, the
dammed water turns the mill
wheels, creating energy to
power the working equipment.

tion of the river, etc. A special theme, from the
second half of the 18th century onwards, linked to
the development of manufacture and industry, is
the Ljubljanica as the force powering the industrial plants (J. L. Wiser, Cloth mill at Selo, 1762, Fig.
197; Th. Busch after Goldenstein, Vevče paper mill,
1857, Stopar 1996, 156–157; the paper mill in Vevče
was also painted in oil by M. Pernhart).
In the 20th century, view painting gradually
died away and was replaced by related topographic genres. The last view representations of
the Ljubljanica include the artistic impressions
of Srečko Magolič, Beno Puteani, Ivan Vavpotič
or Božidar Jakac. Refined, artistically expressive
and rendered with masterful strokes, the sketches
of Ljubljana and other Slovenian towns were
prepared after 1934 for publication within the
folder Jugoslavija v sliki (Images of Yugoslavia) by
Croatian painter and graphic artist Tomislav Krizman. Two drawings with a low vanishing point

close to the water surface depict the Ljubljanica
and its waterfront (Cat. 198). An intimate approach
to the Ljubljanica and its banks also characterises
the artistic designs of architect Jože Plečnik. His
watercolour plans (sluice gate on the Ljubljanica
(Cat. 197), the landing of Trnovski pristan etc.) were
made in the thirties,20 but being produced for quite
different reasons, this is a digression from the
subject treated. Furthermore, a time had dawned
when the factual aspect was outweighed by the
artistic, as the accuracy and realism of the view
depiction gave way to the primacy of the artist’s
fancy.
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Stopar 1990.
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1991.
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Florijančič (Joannes Disma
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anonymous painter of the
banner of the fraternity of
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(Fig. 171), Ferdinand Runk
(Fig. 195), Franz Wolf and
Hubert Maurer (Cat. 179) and
some anonymous creators
(Cat. 180).
17 Fužine Castle next to a lively
Ljubljanica was depicted by
Johann Weichard Valvasor
(the plate no. 103, engraved
by Andreas Trost according
to Valvasor’s preliminary
drawing, was published
in the album Topographia
Ducatus Carnioliae Modernae in 1679), in the early
18th century by Ferdinand
Runk (Vienna, Akademie
der bildenden Künste), in
the 1920s by Matevž Langus
(drawing from a sketchbook, National Gallery of
Slovenia), the middle of the
19th century saw the creation
of Goldenstein’s gouache
(National Museum of Slovenia; Cat. 185), between the
years 1842 and 1848 also a
lithograph by Joseph Wagner (Fig. 176).
18 The Špitalski most and
Čevljarski most bridges
can be seen on Valvasor’s
and Trost’s prospect of
Ljubljana from 1679; both
bridges were also depicted
at the end of the 18th century
in watercolour by Ferdinand
Runk (Fig. 196). In 1738 Valentin Metzinger depicted
the Marijin trg square and
the wooden Špitalski most
bridge on the picture St.
Florian. An unknown drawer
in 1830 rendered Breg along

with the Šentjakobski most
bridge, built in 1824 (Cat.
180); the same bridge was depicted by Heinrich Ferstler
in 1836 (Cat. 183). Around the
same time Georg Pajk made
a lithograph, based on Goldenstein’s picture of the barracks and Cukrarna building (sugar factory) along
with the wooden Šempetrski
most bridge (Cat. 182). In
1849, the Mesarski most
bridge was depicted by Pavel
Künl and around 1850, the
bridge of Archduke Franz
(Francov most bridge) by
Anton Jurmann (Cat. 184).
The year 1853 saw the depiction of Goldenstein’s
suburbs of Poljane with the
wooden Šempeterski most
bridge (Cat. 186), and 1856,
by the same artist, of the
ceremoniously decorated
Francov most bridge on the
archduke’s visit to Ljubljana. The stone Francov most
bridge was in the same
year engraved by NicolasMarie-Joseph Chapuy (steel
engraving), and rendered
in watercolour in 1895 by J.
Heinisch.
19 Some depictions of such
festivities are Mirov god
(Peace Celebration) by V. R.
Grüner (Cat. 177), Festivity
on the Ljubljanica by Jean
Scherer (Cat. 178) or Goldenstein’s scene of the Marijin
trg square at the arrival of
the imperial couple (Stopar
1996, 153).
20 Two plans (1933 and 1936)
are kept in the Architecture
Museum of Ljubljana, and
the third, a wash and water-
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They were meeting
along the Ljubljanica …

The Ljubljanica has left a significant mark on the
town veduta and its time. From ancient times,
it has been the venue of most diverse events, reflecting the life unfolding on its banks. Along it,
dwelling-places have been built, shops, public
offices and trade shops neatly arranged. Along the
Ljubljanica as well as on it, people used to meet,
promenade, chat with each other, strive for political, aesthetic and other ideals, form our cultural
and national image … It was already Valvasor who
established that the river was offering the Ljubljana citizens much entertainment, considering that
“in summer evenings, after dinner, they row along it
here and there, accompanied by all kinds of music;
the river crawls softly and silently and does not disturb the sounds intoned with murmur.” 1 Similarly,
the river was experienced by doctor Marko Gerbec,
who in 1710 related how people “have their supper
in boats or on the banks under the spreading oaks
and poplars, with tradesmen having their traditional dances, hunters shooting water birds on the
river, often even swans and cranes, or amusing themselves with angling”.2 And it was Ivan Vrhovnik who
claimed, in 1933, that in the previous centuries
most parties had taken place on this very river: “In
those times there were no promenades Pod Turnom,
Šmarna gora hill accepted only pilgrims, St. Cather-

ine hill lived a solitary life, but the Ljubljanica was
teeming with people. The quietly and almost invisibly running river stood high, affording a good view;
along it spread extensive Barje meadows, inviting
people to a picnic.”3
The simplest forms of socialising were visits
at home.4 The citizens were meeting for meals,
tea, music and balls or for conversation. One of
the very popular meeting places at the end of the
18th and in the early 19th centuries was the home
of Žiga Zois at Breg (Fig. 198), where many famous
Slovenes and true patriots could be seen, such
as Valentin Vodnik, Karel Zois, Franc Hladnik,
Matevž Ravnikar, Jurij Japelj, Blaž Kumerdej, Anton Tomaž Linhart and others.
Žiga Zois contributed much to the origin of
the Ljubljana Promenade, considering that the
very first promenade became his very gardens, set
up by him and his brother Karl and opened to the
public in 1789. Later on, during the French occupation, when initially nut trees and eventually
lime trees were planted along the Ljubljanica, in
the area of the former (and present) market, the
Ljubljana citizens began to frequent this place as
well. The alley was soon given few names: “The
Place of Sighs” owing to the fact that people in
love often met there, “The Cathedral Promenade”
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due to the nearness of the city Cathedral, and
“School Promenade” as it stretched along the city
Lyceum (Fig. 199). The time of French occupation
brought certain plans for the arrangement of
Tivoli Park, which later on became increasingly
popular meeting place. But by the beginning of
the 20th century, the Promenade had not been
significantly pushed away from the river as yet:
it began at Stari trg square, continued to the City
Hall, along Špitalska ulica Street (today’s Stritarjeva ulica) and across Francov most bridge (today’s
Tromostovje / Triple Bridge), along Prešernova
ulica Street (today’s Čopova ulica) to the Post
Office, then to Kazina, across Zvezda Park and
Čevljarski most bridge to Tranča.5
The townspeople were attracted to the
Ljubljanica also by various public manifestations:
processions (Fig. 200), meetings, public gatherings
… It may indeed be blasphemous to consider procession a social event, but the fact is that processions used to be a true feast for the eye. In 1797,
Lublanske novice reported on the procession in the
honour of the feast of Corpus Christi. It was led by
Bishop Raigersfeld and covered the path from the
Church of Virgin Mary to Gradišče and back. In the
procession, eighty soldiers from the Wartenslebenregiment also took part.6
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People were also meeting in various inns (Fig.
201): in Kolovrat and Sokol next to the Cathedral,

in Pekel in Congress Square… Here they were offered not only food and drinks, but often a cultural
programme as well (music, singing, literary evenings, lectures, dancing…) or social games (the
most popular among them being bowling and
billiards).7
The popular balls were being organised in
Ljubljana at least from the Middle Ages onwards.8
Valvasor reports on a dancing session under the
linden tree at Stari trg, which was in 1547 joined
by a River Man (Fig. 203), who in the likeness of an
attractive young man danced with Ursula Schäffer
past the Manor of the Stična monastery and
straight into the Ljubljanica.9 In 1826, the motif
was adopted by France Prešeren (Fig. 202), except
that he assigned the role of conceited Ursula
(Urška) to the beautiful Zalika Dolenc, daughter of
the innkeeper in Karlovška cesta Street. Prešeren
fostered deep feelings towards her, but she did not
respond with equal zeal. This is the reason why
he “wreaked vengeance upon her” in the poem, in
which the leading female protagonist initially bore
her name. In 1638, Ludvik Schönleben ordered
the old linden tree, which was “owing to its old age
rotten and full of vermin”, to be pulled down.10 This

Figure 198. Joseph Leopold
Wiser, View of Breg (detail),
between 1760 and 1765, wash
pen-and-ink drawing.24
The image depicts Zois’s
palace, as it was at the time
when Slovene intellectuals
and national inspirers gathered in it: Kopitar, Linhart,
Japelj, Vodnik, and others.
The meetings resulted in
poems and texts in Slovene
language, including Linhart’s
Versuch einer Geschichte
von Krain und den übrigen
Ländern der südlichen Slaven
Oesterreiches, Vodnik’s Geschichte des Herzogthums
Krain des Gebiethes von
Triest und der Graffschaft
Görz, Vodnik’s Velika Pratika
ali Kalender, and Lublanske
novice, which began to be
published in those particular
years ...25 At the time when
the drawing was made, the
famous inn Zum Goldenen
Schiff still existed (first building from the left). In 1770,
it was bought by Žiga Zois.
Later on it accommodated
his library and mineral collection, as well as his secretary
linguist Jernej Kopitar.26
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actually meant the end of balls at Stari trg. The
dancers, however, found new “dancing floors” at
Špica, in Zvezda Park, on Castle Hill and in some
public houses’ gardens, where they were able to
dance, to the sounds of orchestra or even military
band, late into the night.
In the 19th century, the most popular balls
were those held at Kazina, Narodni dom, Reduta, Strelišče and ‘Tonhalle’ – the building of
Stanovsko gledališče (Estate Theater), where they
were able to dance every single night.
People danced on the Ljubljanica as well.
Across three or four ships, fenced-in wooden
flooring was laid, and the dance-floor was ready
to be used.11 An orchestra was hired, comprising
members of the military band, the Philharmonic
Society or city musicians, who in the morning
hours were on duty in the city tower.12 Even more
often, only tables for guests and musicians were
to be seen on the ships. They sailed from the city
Figure 199. Unknown author, School
Promenade, 1840s, watercolour.27
At this alley, the people of Ljubljana
used to meet from the beginning of
French occupation and perhaps until
the 1930s, when the architect Jože
Plečnik designed the city market. Part
of the alley, where Plečnik’s Arcades
are now situated, was used for trading
purposes as early as at the end of the
19th century.28

Figure 200. Unknown photographer,29
Procession of wagons from the surroundings of Ljubljana, from the series
of photographs entitled SloveneCroatian Catholic Gathering in Ljubljana, 1913, photograph.30
The 4th Catholic Gathering was organised in Ljubljana at the same time as
the 1st Eagle Assembly, organised in
the honour of the 1600th anniversary
of the affirmation of Christianity (signing of the Edict of Milan). The participant assembled at the Catholic Printing House, from where they proceeded over the Jubilejni most bridge and
along Resljeva cesta Street, past the
Southern Railway Station, and along
Dunajska cesta and Šelenburgova
ulica Streets to the Kongresni trg
square, where the central manifestation took place.
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Figure 201. National Coffeehouse in
Ljubljana, postcard sent in 1899, photolithography.31
The National Coffeehouse was the
first Slovene coffeehouse in Ljubljana.
Its owner Fran Krapež opened it in
Fischer House in Kongresni trg square
but moved it, after the earthquake in
1895, to Pongratz House. Although the
owner of the building was German,
he yielded to the leaseholder for the
building to carry Slovene inscription
only. The Coffeehouse was painted by
the painter Ivan Jager with Slovene
folk motifs. In the pre-war period, it
was the centre of national life.32

Figure 202. Unknown photographer,
Unveilling the monument to Prešeren
in Ljubljana, postcard, photolithography, 1905.33
The Ljubljanica marked even the life
of France Prešeren, the greatest Slovene poet. Along the river, his muse,
Julija Primic lived, for a while in the
same house as Ana Jelovšek, mother
of his children. In the Lyceum Library,
he was visiting Matija Čop, he strolled
along the school promenade, visited
various public houses, including the
Zur Schweiz Coffeehouse,34 renamed
in 1876 Valvasorjeva kavarna (‘Valvasor Coffeehouse’), which after the
earthquake in 1895 acquired his name
(Prešernova kavarna).35 In 1905, a
monument to his honour was raised in
front of the coffeehouse. The statue,
however, disturbed the people of
Ljubljana, one of the main reasons
being the bold depiction of the muse
above the poet’s head.

towards Špica, where the guests were given a treat,
were amused by dancing, music and different performances, and returned to the city in the evening.
Ships and boats were at that time illuminated with
torches, and from some of the vessels even rockets
were fired.13 This was especially popular during big

festivities, such as particularly important visits,
rulers’ birthdays, and great celebrations (Cat. 178).
For celebrating, every opportunity was used. On
1 July 1810, Napoleon’s wedding was celebrated,
while four years later, on 11 July 1814, the victory
of the Austrian army over Napoleon’s was cel-
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Figure 203. Ivan Franke, Urška in Povodni mož (Ursula and the River Man), sepia
and graphite pencil.36
According to some statements, the River
Man, also known as Trdoglav (Thickhead), was supposed to look like a hairy
giant overgrown with moss, residing in
a little glass house in the middle of the
Ljubljanica near Manor of the Stična
monastery. When the riverbed was
emptied in 1826 for regulation purposes,
crowds of people gathered around the
mentioned place in order to see this
little glass home, but were terribly disappointed for not catching sight of it.37

Figure 205. Unknown photographer,
Traditional procession of boats, called
“Iron-shod Carp”, 1961.40
The name derives from a tale about an
iron-shod carp caught by a fisherman
at the Barje.

Figure 204. “Archduke Johann”
steamer, 1840, lithography.38
It is William Moline and Ignacij Škarja
whom we are to thank for the “Erzherzog Johann” steamer sailing along
the Ljubljanica as early as in 1840. It
was 80 feet (ca. 25m) long and 13 feet
(4m) wide, with 14 HP engine. The
ride from Ljubljana to Vrhnika took 2
hours and 35 minutes, while the return
journey took 15 minutes less.39
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ebrated for three days (Cat. 177). Rides and celebrations on the Ljubljanica, so popular during the
French occupation, were in 1828 banned owing to
numerous accidents.14 In 1840, however, a steamer
appeared, named after Archduke Johann (Fig. 204).
As the steamer’s owners found no profit in it, they
sold it to the carpenter Pajk just three years later.
He cut it up, partially used it for baths and bathroom, placed the Archduke’s bust on the top of
the fountain at home, built the cabin’s windows
into the attic of his home, and sold the steam engine to a buyer at Wörther-See.15 The nearest to the
steamer “Archduke Johann” amongst the modern
vessels sailing along the Ljubljanica is the manually made raft on barrels called Julija.
Much fun for the competitors as well as spectators was provided by boating competitions. Valvasor writes how the Ljubljana City Council publicly
invited as early as in May 1092,16 boatmen to take
part in a competition, for which three prizes were
stipulated, the first one being a cargo of wine. It
was to be won by the boater who by standing in the
front part of the boat, driven by two others, defeated all his opponents by pushing them into the
water, one after the other, with his long pole. The
second (three ells of cloth) and the third prizes
(a pair of socks) were to be awarded to those who
were the first to arrive to the bridge from which
the prizes were hanging. In spite of the modest
data, we can assume that similar competitions
took place until the 18th century, when the boatmen’s power diminished considerably owing to
the building of roads (after 1717). Competitions
were revived in the 20th century, thanks particularly to the Ljubljana Sports Club (established in
1906), which took care of the baths, club premises
and appliances necessary for the rowing competitions.17 On the Ljubljanica, races for canoes, sailing boats and other vessels were organised. After
World War II, however, the competitions were
suspended and have not been revived till recently
(Fig. 205).
The people of Ljubljana were fond of swimming, too. Around 1700, the first baths were
opened along the river, most probably at the confluence of the Ljubljanica and Gradaščica.18 In the
18th century, reports on mainly accidents occurring during swimming could be read. In the 19th
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Figure 206. Carl Roschi, Plan
for the first baths and swimming school on the Ljubljanica, 9 August 1833, pen-andink drawing and aquarell.41
The baths were bipartite: the
left, deeper pool was intended for adults, the right pool
for children. There were steps
leading down to the water.
Along the longer side, there
were cabins and two toilets.

Figure 207. Swimming regulations, issued on 5 June 1853.42
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Figure 208. Viktor Novak (?),
Plan for the baths along the
Ljubljanica, 9 May 1923.43
The plan was made for the
construction firm of Ivan
Ogrin who suggested that
the baths should be built on
his property. The basic idea
was to make floating baths
on the Ljubljanica for nonswimmers, the banks would
be intended for sunbathing,
while swimmers would swim
freely in the river. The baths
were ceremonially opened on
5 August 1923,44 but as early
as on 20 October of the same
year it was established by a
special commission that the
baths should be extended.45

century, military and civil baths were functional
below the Šempeter barracks. Due to various dangers, however, the city administration decided in
1828 to open new baths and a school of swimming
along the Gradaščica at Špica.19 In 1834, the plans
for the pool and cabins20 were accepted (Fig. 206), in
the same year the baths at Prule were drawn into
the plan of Ljubljana,21 whereas the baths along
the Gradaščica was made functional only as late as
in 1853.22 Along the Ljubljanica, on the other hand,
the baths were opened in 1923 (Fig. 208; Cat. 201d).
They consisted of two pools, while swimming in
the river was allowed at people’s own risk. Swimming regulations were issued as well (Fig. 207).23
These baths along the Ljubljanica do not exist
anymore; the memory of them has been preserved
in the film Vesna by František Čap. There are,
however, some plans for a new arrangement of the
river that include new baths, too, which should
be implemented by 2012. We can expect other

novelties such as arrangement of piers, navigable
routes, promenades, children’s playgrounds, information centre, adrenalin park … But we already
like to gather along the Ljubljanica, sit in front
of the little pubs, amuse ourselves at the sight of
street theatre actors and buskers, we enjoy ourselves while staring at the river and the weeping
willows along it … The Ljubljanica remains the
social heart of the city …
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Introduction
Milić, Lemajič, Perovšek, Istenič

Konserviranje in restavriranje najdb iz Ljubljanice

Each catalogue entry begins with brief information about the object, comprising
basic identification, the materials from which the object was made, one/two
measurements, find-spot, where the object is kept, and an inventory number. If
the object has already been published, the most important previous publications
are quoted. The description ends with an interpretation of the object, including its
dating, which is sometimes listed after the basic information.
If a catalogue unit comprises several objects, the sequence of basic data (of
materials, measurements and find-spots) and inventory numbers usually follow in
the same order. The sequence is defined by the position of individual objects in the
photographs – from left to right and top to bottom. For clarity, we added sketches
to some photographs, where individual objects are marked with letters, so that
their position in the photographs is clear.
In cases when material was defined by chemical or physical analyses, this is
noted in brackets. X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (EDS XRF) was carried out
by Zoran Milić from the National Museum of Slovenia. Analyser details and the
method of analysis were described in Istenič 2003b (290–293). Proton induced
x-ray emission (PIXE) was done by Žiga Šmit with the tandetron accelerator at
the J. Stefan Institute. Analyses of inductively coupled plasma atomic emission
spectroscopy (ICP-AES) were made at the Laboratory for analytical chemistry at the
Chemical Institute of Ljubljana (David J. Heath, Rafko Urankar) and the Institute
for Metals and Technology in Ljubljana (Tatjana Drglin, Aleksandra Kocijan). The
measurement procedures and the method itself are described elsewhere (Trampuž
Orel et al. 1996, 168–172; Trampuž Orel et al. 2004, 205–206).
In the description of the find-spot, the section of the river is noted first, except
when the information available does not allow this. These sections are named
after places along the Ljubljanica, with the boundaries between them being the
same as the boundaries of individual settlements marked on the web pages of The
Environmental Agency of the Republic of Slovenia. This is followed by the name
of the terrain, next to which the object was found. In some cases, the name of a
tributary of the Ljubljanica, instead of a terrain, is noted. Terrains are noted as
on the basic topographic plan 1:5000 (maps Vrhnika 27–30, Ljubljana J-4, J-11 to
J-14 and J-21; published by The Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic
of Slovenia in 1987). We added two: Dolge njive at Vrhnika, which is an important
archaeological site, and Kamin, which is already established in publications
regarding the Ljubljanica. It was named after a farm located in the area of Bevke
and corresponds approximately with the Krajna and Na zrnici. Naming the
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Figure 209. The Ljubljanica
in Ljubljana.
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locations of the find-spots, as described above, was not followed in the case of sites
within the city of Ljubljana, where the city quarter where the objects were found
is noted. The sections of the Ljubljanica and terrains mentioned in the catalogue
follow from the spring to the outflow in the following order: Vrhnika (terrain
Dolge njive), Verd (terrains Zaloke, Japljeve ujske, Nove gmajne), Blatna Brezovica
(terrains Dolnji breg, Lipavec, Bistra, Bržič, Tri lesnice), Bevke (terrains Krajna,
Na zrnici/Kamin, Podpeški mah and Trebež), Kamnik pod Krimom (the Zornica
terrain), Podpeč (terrains Dolenje senožeti, Velike senožeti, Deli, Široka), Lipe
(terrains Bistra loka, Škofljica, Križenca), Črna vas (terrains Ljubljanske senožeti,
Za Ljubljanico, Tarene), Rakova Jelša (terrains Rakova jelša, Volar, Za terenom,
Teren, Dolgi breg) and Ljubljana (terrains/town quarters Livada, Špica, Breg).
ji

Abbreviations
Diam.

=

diameter,

Dim.

=

dimensions,

H.

=

height,

L.

=

length,

Th.

=

thickness,

W.

=

width.

FM, ZN =

artefacts in the keeping of the Mück family, that are catalogued

		

in the NMS,

FP, ZN

artefacts in the keeping of the Potočnik family, that are catalogued

=

		

in the NMS,

MM

Muzej in galerije mesta Ljubljane / Museum and Galleries

=

		

of Ljubljana (previously Mestni muzej Ljubljana / City Museum

		

of Ljubljana),

NMS

=

National Museum of Slovenia,

NŠAL

=

Nadškofijski Arhiv Ljubljana / Archdiocesan Archives of Ljubljana,

VM

=

Vojni muzej Logatec / War Museum, Logatec (Janez J. Švajncer).
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1
Cranium of a younger female. L. 18.2cm. Ljubija stream, Zalog near Verd. NMS, Inv. No. V 3228.
Hincak, Štefančič 2006.
Date: 8,000–7,500 cal. BC (middle Stone Age).

The cranium has a well-preserved neurocranium with heavily damaged basal
part. Characteristic gender marks identify it as female. The cranial sutures
indicate that the person was between 20 and 34 years old. There are no traces
of pre- or unusual post-mortem damage to the skull surface. Other parts of
the skeleton were not recovered. Radiocarbon analysis of the collagen has
dated the skull to the first half of the 8th millennium BC, which defines it as
the earliest reliably dated human bone found in Slovenia.
Since primary contextual information is lacking, the presence of a skull
among the residue of a hunting camp is hard to explain. However, comparisons with the other Stone Age sites place it among human bones where the
pattern of distribution is the same as those of fauna, or where the contexts
indicate that special care was taken during their deposition. The relatively
good preservation of the skull perhaps indicates a selective burial of a particular part of the body.
ag

2
Points, smoother and awl; bone. L. 9.9–13.5cm. Ljubija stream, Zalog near Verd. NMS, Inv.
Nos. V 2907, V 2909, V 2913, V 2912, V 2911 (top to bottom).

Gaspari 2006a, 140–143, pl. 30: 15, 17, 31: 19–21.
Date: 8,000–7,500 cal. BC (middle Stone Age).

Slender points with a smoothed surface are usually treated as projectile
heads, as indicated by finds of points with the remains of shafts from northern Europe, as well as examples found in skeletons of caught animals and of
humans. The carinated breaks on the damaged points of two examples indicate a heavy blow, probably the result of use.
The Zalog points with their symmetry surpass most of the examples of
similar sizes from the roughly contemporary Slovene sites; most of the points
were found at Breg near Škofljica. There are good analogies to these points
from Mesolithic sites in northern Germany, particularly from early Holocene
layers, where most 10 to 20cm long points have been found. Finds from the
site at Friesack 4 (Gramsch 1987, 85s, fig. 13, pl. 24: 1) indicate that points
of this shape were attached so that one third extended from the head of the
wooden shaft and attached with a wrapping of bast and birch resin. Similar
double points sometimes occur among numerous bone projectiles from sites
located on the right bank of the Danube at the Iron Gates (Srejović, Letica
1978, pl. 102: 1–3; Bačkalov 1979, pl. 8: 5, 9: 3–5). Assemblages from Mesolithic sites frequently include large tools made of metacarpal and metatarsal
bones – with the head of the joint functioning as a handle – and bone awls
made of epiphyses.
ag
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Perforated tools with working edge; antler. L. 23–32.6cm. Ljubija stream, Zalog near Verd.
NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2893, V 2895, V 2897, V 2899, V 2898.

Gaspari 2006a, 126–139, pls. 25: 1–2, 27: 6, 28: 7–8.
Date: 8,000–7,500 cal. BC (middle Stone Age).

Large tools made from the central beam section of red deer (Cervus elaphus)
antlers are common at the Zalog hunting camp; these have a perforation by
means of which they were fastened to the helve, and a working edge shaped
into a chisel. The perforation on all these tools runs slightly off the beam axis
and towards the remains of the trez tine. Various interpretations of the range
of uses of these tools have been suggested, from tools for cutting meat, digging
and woodworking to ice picks for making holes in frozen lakes and rivers.
The best analogies can be found at sites on both banks of the Danube at
the Iron Gates (e.g. Schela Cladovei) and the area at the Lower Bug and Dniester (Boroneant‚ 1999). The Zalog-type tools, due to the eccentricity of the
perforation and poor contact between the helve and the tools, were more
prone to damage, and were eventually abandoned, which is suggested by their
highly limited appearance and their near absence in later periods of prehistory. The numerous axes/mattocks from the late Neolithic and Copper Age piledwellings at the Ljubljansko barje were made almost exclusively from basal
antler parts. Tools with a perforation in the central beam were used again in
Europe within Neolithic contexts, with so-called T-shaped axes made on the
beam with a perforation that follows the tine axis.
ag

4
Cores, blades, endscrapers and scraper; stone. L.
1.7–5.7cm. Ljubija stream, Zalog near Verd. NMS, Inv. Nos. V
2977–2980, V 2987, V 2992, V 3004, V 3008–3009, V 3011, V
3013, V 3028–3029, V 3042.

Kavur 2006, pls. 5: 83, 6: 86, 88, 7: 98, 11: 162, 14: 218, 16: 240,
241, 251, 19: 284, 23: 391, 395, 24: 397, 403.
Date: 8,000–7,500 cal. BC (middle Stone Age).

The lithic assemblage at Zalog is characterised by
many cores; Mesolithic knappers were adjusting
their knapping technique according to the form
and characteristics of the pebbles. Despite a great
number of retouched flakes, only a few tool types
are present. Culturally diagnostic pieces – projectile points – are only present with two atypical
triangles, two blades with transverse truncation
and eight fragments of backed bladelets. Included
in this material were endscrapers, a burin and
two borers. The lithic assemblage shows that only
broken parts of tools are present at the site, while
damaged tools were repaired elsewhere.
The typological and technological characteristics of the stone tools attribute the Zalog near
Verd site to the early Holocene, with a distinct EpiPalaeolithic tradition. Disc-shaped cores, backed

bladelets, endscrapers and other artefacts are the
main dating indicators. These correlate the site
with artefacts dating to the late Palaeolithic (epigravettien); there is a lack of geometrically shaped
tools characteristic of the sauvetterien tradition,
which dates to the early Mesolithic (8,000–6,200
calibrated BC) in the area from the southern Alps
to central Slovenia. The characteristics mentioned
above show the close similarity of the Zalog stone
industry and the Iron Gates (Kozłowski, Kozłowski
1984, 263–267; Boroneant‚ 1970, 2–25).
ag
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Three single- and one double-sided barbed harpoon points; bone. L. 8.2cm, 18.6cm, 23.2cm and 9.1cm.
Ljubljanica and Ljubljanica, near the outfall of the River Ižica
(third from left). NMS, Inv. No. V 548, FM, ZN 256/5, NMS, Inv.
No. P 18405 and FM, ZN 256/6.

Potočnik 1989, 391, pl. 3: 22 (third from left).
Date: 10,000–6,000 BC.

Corresponding contexts of the oldest bone harpoons in central Europe indicate that these artefacts were used as early as the late Palaeolithic
(20,000 years ago), but for hunting large mammals, mainly deer. They were used for fishing as
late as the post-glacial period during the Mesolithic and Neolithic (between 10th and 6th millennium
BC); at that time, fishing became an important
source of food also for the settlers of the Ljubljansko barje.
nto

6
Three pierced socketed harpoon points; antler (top two), tin bronze
(ICP-AES). L. 7.8cm, 6.7cm and 7.8cm. Ljubljanica. FM, ZN 256/1, 2, NMS, Inv. No.
V 1769.

Date: 3rd millennium BC (upper two); 2nd millennium BC (bottom).

Small socketed harpoon points were made of deer antler with
a pierced hole for tying with a cord that attached the harpoon
point to a wooden haft. A later metal specimen from the
Ljubljanica is of the same shape. It indicates that this type of
harpoon point retained the same shape also in the Bronze Age,
when they were cast from a new metal – tin bronze. Remarkably,
the Inuits used almost identical antler-made harpoon points as
late as the 20th century.
nto
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Fishing hooks; bronze. L. 4–6cm. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. Nos.
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V 2393–2414. Large fishing hook (middle); tin bronze (ICP-AES).
L. 14.5cm. Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, Špica. NMS, Inv. No. B 5938.

Date: 2nd millennium BC and later.

nto

8
Net weights; stone. L. 6–11cm. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 234, V 235, V 237, V 759–763.
Date: 3rd millennium BC.

The known fishing techniques include harpooning, angling (Cat. 7) and netting – of the latter, only net weights have been found in Slovenia (Cat. 8). Flat
cobbles, grooved on both sides for tying with cords, were attached to the fishing net. Fishhooks and net weights are frequently found in the Ljubljanica
and the Ljubljansko barje. The oldest fishing artefacts date to the 3rd millennium BC (the Copper Age); these are so-called transverse hooks made of bone
(Korošec, Korošec 1969, pl. 85: 14). A double-pointed bone stick has a groove
in the middle for attaching fishing line. When a fish swallowed the bait and
the fishing line was pulled, the hook turned transversally to the stretched line
and stuck inside the fish’s body. Metal fishhooks, as we still use them today,
were already used in the 2nd millennium BC (the Bronze Age) or even earlier.
nto

9
Small trapezoidal flat axes; copper (ICP-AES). L. 7.2cm and 8.6cm.
Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, close to the Hočevarica pile-dwelling. FM, ZN
140/1 and 141/1.

Velušček 2004d, 54, 55, fig. 3.1.35–36, nos. 129, 130; Trampuž Orel, Heath 2008,
19, table 1, analyses 1, 2.
Date: 4th millennium BC.

The two earliest small metal axes from the Ljubljanica were cast
in copper (Cu 95% and 100%) with a relatively low level of impurities, mainly arsenic (2.39% and 0.44%). These are the only analysed Copper Age metal artefacts in Slovenia cast from arsenical
copper (Trampuž Orel, Heath 2008). Researchers now doubt that
arsenical copper was used deliberately in manufacturing tools in
the Copper Age. Archaeometalurgical investigations show that
such a low level of arsenic does not alter the mechanical properties or the colour of copper (Northover 1989; Rovira 2006). Rare
metallographic analyses of copper axes indicate that ancient
smiths were more concerned about the mechanical processing of
objects, such as hammering, and less about the selection of copper type; it appears they did not recognise the impact of arsenic
on the hardness of copper (Kienlin et al. 2006).
nto
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Two daggers with wide hilt tangs; copper (OES), flint
(right). L. 16.1cm and 13.9cm. Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, Špica and
Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. No. B 7099 and FM, ZN 252/13.

Šinkovec 1995, 93, no. 178; Velušček 1999, 66.
Date: 3rd millennium BC.

The shapes of the two daggers show that copper
weapons were first cast and then hammered to
make forms identical to those made of stone.
Copper daggers were prestige objects, as the
knowledge of processing metal and the possession of metal objects were limited to high status
individuals. Meanwhile, stone daggers were much
more useful in everyday life. Flint, especially chert,
is harder in comparison to fairly soft copper or
copper alloys, which were used in later periods.
Wrought iron, the earliest discovered alloy harder
than flint, was not to be produced for several millennia.
nto

12
Four daggers, trapezoidal flat axe and five awls; copper (ICP-AES). L.
9.7cm, 12.9cm, 13.5cm, 13.4cm (daggers), 9.4 cm (axe) and 7.4–12.4cm (awls). Ig,
the Dežman pile-dwellings. NMS, Inv. Nos. B 4779, B 4780, B 4777, B 4778 (daggers), B 4776 (axe), B 4784–4788 (awls).

Korošec, Korošec 1969, 138, 139, pl. 105: 1–5, 7–9, 11, 13; Trampuž Orel, Heath
2008, 19, table 1, analyses 6, 8–13.
Date: 3rd millennium BC.

The copper objects from one of the Dežman pile-dwellings,
and particularly the clay implements used in the production of
metal (Fig. 61) that are preserved remarkably well and were found
in large numbers, indicate the flowering of metallurgy on the
Ljubljansko barje in the late Copper Age. Numerous crucibles,
mainly fragmented, cylindrical and conical nozzles for blowing-pipes, and bellows for creating additional draught during
smelting, two-part moulds and open moulds used to produce
two different types of axes, indicate the melting and casting of
objects. We can only guess about the smelting of local ore until
smelting residues (copper slag, smelting pits) are found on the
Ljubljansko barje or in the vicinity. One of the aims of Slovene
researchers is to confirm this possibility (Velušček 2004c).
nto

11
Trapezoidal shaped flat axes and awls; copper (ICP-AES). L. 11.8cm,
9.4cm, 9.6cm and 10.7cm (axes), L. 3–17.3cm (awls). Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana,
Špica. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 195, P 6390, B 5948, B 5947 (axes), NMS, Inv. Nos. B
5921–5925, B 5928–5929, B 5931–5937 (awls).

Šinkovec 1995, 33–36, nos. 6–9 (axes), 118, 119, nos. 237–252 (awls); Trampuž Orel,
Heath 2008, 19, table 1, analyses 3–5, 7.
Date: 3rd millennium BC.

The forms of the copper axes from the Ljubljanica dating to the
late Copper Age resemble Neolithic stone axes. Two (second and
third top to bottom) are identical to an axe from the Dežman piledwelling at Ig (Cat. 12), where clay moulds for their production
were also found. This form of axe is common in central Europe;
most have been found at lakeside settlements in Austria. Copper awls and daggers were also found in the Ljubljanica and
at Ig. Antimony copper predominates in these objects, which
is, according to recent analyses, common in artefacts found
between the western edge of the Carpathians and the eastern
Alps. This accords with archaeological links within both areas,
as finds from settlements on the Ljubljansko barje resemble
finds from settlements in the Pannonian-Danubian region,
particularly as to pottery types, but also regarding other objects
(Trampuž Orel, Heath 2008).
nto
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Dagger with a hilt plate (a) and sword with a hilt
plate (b); bronze. L. 26.4cm and 53.7cm. Ljubljanica, near
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Blatna Brezovica, outfall of the Bistra stream. FM, ZN 276 (a).
Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, outfall of the Zrnica stream.
NMS, Inv. No. P 18384 (b).

Pavlin 2006, 75–79, fig. 6 (a); Potočnik 1989, 390, pl. 5: 30;
Šinkovec 1995, 101–102, pl. 29: 200; Harding 1995, 23–24, pl. 5:
28 (b).
Date: 16th–15th centuries BC (beginning of the middle Bronze
Age).

The two swords with hilt plates are among the
earliest European swords dating to the beginning
of the middle Bronze Age. The hilt plate and the
upper part of the blade are decorated with a complicated incised geometrical pattern, which relates
them to contemporary and earlier daggers. This is
confirmed also regarding the trapezoidal form of
the hilt plates, which show the remains of six rivet
holes on the upper edge: here, a (probably wooden) handle was originally riveted. The two swords
were not used in the same way. The first one (a) is
short and was used as a dagger, while the other (b)
was used as a rapier.
The shapes of the swords classify them as
Sauerbrunn types with a hilt plate (Schauer 1971,
20–22), which are typical of the area of the western
margins of the Pannonian Plain, through central
Slovenia to north-eastern Italy (cf. also De Marinis,
Salzani 2005, 393–395, fig. 3; Pavlin 2006). This
type of sword, with some of the examples found
in the Ljubljanica, and a similarly ornamented
dagger discovered at Ig (Šinkovec 1995, 99, pl. 28:
193), were probably made locally. It is noteworthy
that the swords and daggers dating to the end of
the early and to the middle Bronze Age found in
central Slovenia are always discovered deposited
in water or moors (cf. Turk 2007), whereas swords
of this type from the Danube basin and northern
Italy are rarely aquatic finds and also appear in
wealthy male graves. There are no graves from this
period in Slovenia and the votive deposition of
swords shows a specific expression of the prestige
of the local warrior elite.
pt

14
Dagger with a hilt plate; bronze. L. 10.1cm. Ljubljanica,
near Blatna Brezovica. FM, ZN 141/4.

Date: 16th–15th centuries BC (beginning of the middle Bronze
Age).

The dagger has a trapezoid hilt plate with four
preserved rivets. The transition to the blade is narrowed, and the blade is of a spearhead-like shape.
The midrib runs the entire length of both sides of
the blade.
The dagger, together with stabbing swords (Cat.
13) and finds such as a bronze flanged axe and the
earliest sickles (cf. Cat. 21a–b and Gaspari 2004b, 41,
fig. 6: 2) are among the earliest Bronze Age finds
discovered to date in the Ljubljanica. We assume
that earlier, Copper Age objects (cf. Cat. 9–11), came
to the Ljubljanica as eroded settlement/pile-dwelling finds, which indicate that the objects dating to
the early and middle Bronze Age are actually the
earliest examples deposited in the river, and not in
the former lake.
The dagger, with its characteristically trapezoid
hilt plate and narrowed upper blade, has good
comparisons in daggers dating to the beginning of
the middle Bronze Age characteristic of the early
Tumulus Culture in central Europe between south
Germany in the west and the Slovak Republic and
Hungary in the east (Vladár 1974, 44–45, pl. 5:
112–115; Müller-Karpe 1980, 809–811, pls. 318: B1,
320: A8, 329: D33, 334: D1, 347: A8, 354: A1). Such
daggers are frequent finds in rich male graves and
also occur in contemporary hoards.
pt
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Short flange-hilted sword; bronze. L. 29cm. Ljubljani-
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Bowl with strap handle; bronze. Rim Diam. 14.5cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke,

ca, near Kamnik pod Krimom, Zornica. NMS, Inv. No. V 320.

Na zrnici. NMS, Inv. No. P 18400.

Šinkovec 1995, 104, pl. 29: 204.

Potočnik 1989, 391, pl. 7: 36; Šinkovec 1995, 122–123, pl. 36: 263.

Date: 15th–14th centuries BC (the developed middle Bronze

Date: 12th–11th centuries BC (early Urnfield Culture).

Age).

The sword is an early flange-hilted type. On the
flange, which served as an extension of the hilt
plate, presumably a wooden hilt was riveted.
Such a hilt offered much firmer support when
handling the sword than earlier swords and
daggers without flanged extension.
The form of the hilt plate is important for
comparisons with analogous examples; its
straight shoulders, and symmetrical, tanged
form have a single analogy in Slovenia, from
the Posavje region (Fig. 67a). This form is typical of Manaccora type swords in Italy, and of
some types of central European swords, and
is also similar to contemporary Mycenaeanlike rapiers from the western Balkans (Bianco
Peroni 1970, pl. 15: 104–107; Kemenczei 1988,
51–52, pl. 25: 241, 241B, 244, 245; Bader 1991,
82–83, pl. 16: 133, 135; Müller-Karpe 1980, 153,
pl. 259: D2; Bodinaku 1995, 263, Figs. 2: 6, 7).
Flange-hilted swords with such hilt plates were
used across a wider area of central and southern Europe during the middle Bronze Age. To
understand their role, it is important to know
that they were deposited differently in different
regions: either as grave-goods, as individual
finds, or as components of hoard finds (Turk
2000; also see Turk, Gaspari in this volume, pp.
66–71; Fig. 67b).
pt

The bowl has an everted rim and a funnel-shaped neck. The
neck was cracked and repaired in the Bronze Age with a riveted
bronze sheet metal. The strap handle, which protrude slightly,
is riveted to the bowl with four rivets.
The bowl is exceptional in Slovenia, with the most frequent
parallels, i.e. bronze bowls of the Fuchsstadt type, originating
mainly from burials and a few hoard finds from Austria and
southern Germany (Müller-Karpe 1959, 158–159, 313–314, pl.
128: A1, 207; Šinkovec 1996, 148). The bowl from the Ljubljanica
is therefore the southernmost specimen of this type of bowl. It
is also exceptional in Slovenia because of its excellent preservation. In fact, metal ware from the earlier Urnfield Culture in this
area is represented only by small fragments from hoard finds.
pt

17
Twenty-nine fastening and decorative pins; bronze. L. 10.8–27.7cm. Ljubljanica, near
Blatna Brezovica, Dolnji breg, Lipavec, Bistra, Bržič and Tri lesnice and the Ljubljanica, near Bevke,
Krajna and Kamin. FM, ZN 188/1–2, 4–5, ZN 189/1–2, 4–13, 15–23, ZN 253/1, 5–6, 12.

In a short section of the Ljubljanica, between the Dolnji breg at Blatna Brezovica and the Kamin at Bevke terrains, a concentration of over 60 Bronze
Age pins was found. This roughly correlates with the concentration of other
Bronze Age bronzes and ceramic objects from the Ljubljanica.
Some of the pins were deposited as early as the middle Bronze Age, as can
be seen in a pin with a club-shaped head, perforated neck and undulating
shank. The latter two features of the pin have strong analogies in pins from
the beginning of the middle Bronze Age, while the club-shaped head is chronologically less sensitive (cf. Říhovský 1979, 30–33, pl. 5).
The vast majority of the fastening pins date to the late Bronze Age, to the
early Urnfield Culture to be precise, such as nail-headed, big vase-headed,
and club-shaped-headed pins, and also exceptional specimens, such as the
pin with an amber head and the pin with club-shaped head and a ribbed neck
(cf. Turk, Gaspari in this volume, pp. 66–71; Fig. 69). Pins are also numerous
during the late Urnfield Culture. These have wound heads, or a tiny vasehead, tiny globular or biconical heads and a variety of pins with thickened or
twisted necks. Some pins from the Ljubljanica indicate that their deposition
during the transition to the Iron Age and its earlier horizons continued. Conical-headed and especially nodular pins with conical terminal originate from
this period (cf. Turk, Gaspari in this volume, pp. 66–71; Fig. 71).
The extraordinarily number of pins from the late Bronze Age from the
Ljubljanica has to be considered in relation to the remaining contemporary
finds of pins. While they are extremely rare in larger hoards during the earlier
Urnfield Culture (Čerče, Turk 1996, 18–22, fig. 5), we often find them as grave
goods in cemeteries of the later Urnfield culture, such as the one from nearby
Ljubljana (Puš 1971, 91–92).
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Cup, dish and three spindle-whorls; pottery. H. 10.5cm
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and 8cm (pots), Diam. 3.6cm, 4.5cm and 3.7cm (spindle-whorls).
Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Bistra. NMS, Inv. No. V 607
(a). Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 673 (b), V
1295 (c) and V 2576 (e). Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Krajna. NMS,
Inv. No. V 1192 (d).

Date: 14th–12th centuries BC (the middle to late Bronze Age
transition).

The small cup with a strap handle (a), and the dish
with a lug handle and widely everted rim (b) are
hand-made of clay with gritty additions, and are
unevenly fired. As such, they are typical representatives of over three hundred fragments of Bronze
Age ware discovered in the Ljubljanica. Vessels
similar to these have been found in graves and
settlements dating to the end of the middle and
the beginning of the late Bronze Age in eastern
Slovenia and at sites on the Pannonian Plain (Vinski-Gasparini 1973, pls. 7: 8, 8: 3, 10: 3; Dular et al.
2002, pls. 23: 3, 42: 1, 184–196, figs. 25: 3, 28: 15).
The Bronze Age sherds were not discovered
along the entire course of the Ljubljanica, but
tended to be concentrated in the area between
Lipavec at Blatna Brezovica in the west and Kamin
at Bevke in the east. This concentration basically
correlates with the concentration of contemporary
bronzes. There have been several hypotheses connecting the Bronze Age ware with funerary rites
(Potočnik 1989, 390; Gaspari 2004b, 44; cf. Turk,
Gaspari in this volume, pp. 66–71; Fig.70). Unlike
contemporary ware found in settlements, where
most of it is heavily fragmented, the majority of
ceramic ware from this part of the Ljubljanica
is comparatively well preserved and usually only
broken into larger sherds. This indicates that the
sherds do not derive from fretted settlement finds.
The ceramic spindle-whorls (c–e) are the remains of weights of the wooden spindles used for
winding thread, and frequently found in prehistoric settlements and burials. Spindle-whorls, added
as grave goods, symbolically signify female graves
(e.g. in the nearby Ljubljana Urnfield necropolis;
Puš 1971, pls. 7: 4–6, 21: 10, 38: 2, 39: 6–7, 40: 4, 41:
3, 6). However, they rarely appear as individual or
aquatic finds.
pt
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Four spearheads; bronze. L. 31cm, 20.2cm, 12cm and 36cm. Ljubljanica, near
Blatna Brezovica, Lipavec. NMS, Inv. No. P 18393 (a). Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, Špica.
NMS, Inv. No. P 3344 (b). Ljubljanica, near Bevke, the Bistra outflow. NMS, Inv. No. P
10928 (c). Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Podpeški mah. NMS, Inv. No. P 18399 (d).

Potočnik 1989, 390, 391, pls. 5: 31, 7: 41 (a, d); Šinkovec 1995, 79, 85, 90, pls. 22:
136, 137, 24: 155, 26: 169 (a–d); Gaspari 2002b (c).
Date: 12th–10th centuries BC (early and beginning of the late Urnfield Culture).

The best comparisons for large flame-shaped spearheads (Cat
19a, d) can be found in several Pannonian hoards and in the

hoard from the Mušja jama cave in the Slovene Karst, as well
as in northern Italy (Vinski-Gasparini 1973, pls. 94: 1, 112: 3, 4;
Szombathy 1912, figs. 15–18; for analogies see Turk 1994, 108–
110). This specific spearhead shape dates to the 11th and 10th
centuries BC, i.e. to the beginning of the late Urnfield Culture.
The willow-leaf spearhead (Cat 19b) has numerous analogies
in the early Urnfield Culture (12th–11th centuries BC) in Pannonia and northern Italy (Turk 1996). Flame-shaped and willowleaf shaped spearheads most frequently occur as components of
hoards and rarely as individual finds.
The rhombic spearhead (Cat 19c) cannot be dated easily, as
parallels occur in hoards from the beginning of the late Bronze
Age as well as, for example, in graves dating to the beginning of
the Iron Age (cf. Gaspari 2002b, 35–36, fig. 1). Peculiar circumstances are attested to the find of this spear. It was discovered
thrust into the chest of a skeleton uncovered in 1938 by a landslide of the riverbank of the Ljubljanica, opposite the Bistra
outflow (see Turk, Gaspari in this volume, pp. 66–71; Fig. 68).
Similarly to the other late Bronze Age weapons from the
Ljubljanica (Cat. 20, 22–25), the spearheads are very well preserved.
However, spearheads are usually broken in contemporary
hoards. The long-lived votive sanctuary at Mušja jama abyss
near Škocjan is an important exception, as spears prevail among
the selection of weapons, and many of them are excellently
preserved (Gabrovec 1983, 80–87; Turk 1994). However, an important difference is that most of the spearheads bear traces of
burning or are even partly melted. They were obviously ritually
exposed to fire before being deposited in the deep karst abyss.
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20
Two solid-hilt swords; bronze. L. 55.5cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Tri lesnice. FM,
ZN 258/1 (a). L. 54cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, opposite riverbank of the outfall of
Bistra stream. NMS, Inv. No. V 655 (b).

Trampuž Orel 2006, 140, fig. 92 (b).
Date: 14th–12th centuries BC (early Urnfield Culture).

Two excellently preserved swords made of separately cast blades and solid
hilts, produced of bronze alloy, comprising approx. 90% copper and 8–9% tin.
The sword blade found at the Bistra outflow is in the shape of a willow leaf
and has a low, rounded midrib and thinned cutting edges. The one-piece hilt
that is solidly fitted to the tang has a guard with a notch shaped as three quarters of a circle, with a hilt, oval in cross-section, with slightly convex sides, and
an oval disc-shaped pommel, with a small conical knob on top. Two larger
and two smaller bulges, i.e. false rivets, can be seen on the guard. The sword
from Tri lesnice has a joint between the blade with a rhombic cross-section,
and the hilt is strengthened by two rivets. The convex grip has three diagonally notched transverse ribs, with ornamentation of single spirals between
them. On both swords, the top of the pommel is decorated with eight and ten
radial concentric semi-circles. The blades have been repeatedly sharpened.
The south-eastern Alpine area is the southern edge of the occurrence of
solid-hilted swords, which were particularly frequent in southern Bavaria
and Upper Austria (Harding 1995, 67). In the south-eastern Alpine area they
are contemporary with flange-hilted swords, occurring at a ratio of 1 to 3.
The sword found at the Bistra outflow, together with the swords from Mlino
at Lake Bled (Gaspari 2007) and the Soča at Villesse in north-east Italy (Vitri
2004, 574, 575, fig. 4.2.d), represents one of the local variants of solid-hilt
swords dating to the beginning of Urnfield Culture, to the 14th or 13th century
BC. Somewhat later is the Erding (Erlach) type sword found at Tri lesnice,
which is one of the typical forms of early Urnfield Culture or the 12th century
BC (Quillfeldt 1995, 135, 142–148, pl. 122).
ag
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21
Left-handed tanged sickle (a); bronze (ICP-AES). L. 15.8cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, above
Bistra outfall. NMS, Inv. No. V 1972.

Pavlin 2006, 71, 72, fig. 2: 1a–1b.
Date: 15th century BC (middle Bronze Age).

Left-handed tanged sickle (b); bronze (ICP-AES). L. 15cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, above
Bistra outfall. FM, ZN 291.

Pavlin 2006, 71, 72, fig. 2: 2a–2b.
Date: 15th century BC (middle Bronze Age).

Right-handed tanged sickle with saddle-shaped blade-handle interface (c);
bronze. L. 19cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Blato. FM, ZN 275/2.

Date: 12th century BC (early Urnfield Culture).

Right-handed tanged sickle (d); bronze (ICP-AES). L. 18.2cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke,
Kamin. NMS, Inv. No. P 18403.

Potočnik 1989, pl. 7: 37.
Date: 11th–10th centuries BC (late Urnfield Culture).

The sickle is a tool mostly used for harvesting, but under certain circumstances, it also could have other meanings connected to a votive or pre-monetary
role. Among the oldest sickles found in the vicinity of Slovenia are examples
from the early Bronze Age settlements at lakes Garda and Ledro. They have
curved wooden handles, with flat flint blades fitted into them (Perini 1988,
85ss). However, the earliest sickles from the Ljubljanica are metal and designed to be used with the left hand (Cat. 21a, b). This type of sickle is rare and
– according to archaeological studies – a characteristic of the middle Bronze
Age (Pavlin 2006, 71). The same holds for the use of copper with nickel as a
dominant impurity, which was most frequently used for objects dating to
the middle Bronze Age in Switzerland (Rychner, Kläntschi 1995, II 1345, fig.
14). The same kind of copper was used also for one of the two middle Bronze
Age swords of the Sauerbrunn type (Cat. 13b). The other two sickles (Cat. 21c, d)
are right-handed, and date to a later period. Their shape is typical of the late
Bronze Age; moreover, copper with antimony and arsenic as dominant impurities (fahlore) was the most frequently used for objects dating to the transitional period between the late Bronze Age and the early Iron Age (Trampuž
Orel et al. 1996, 203, 206, fig. 12).
nto
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Socketed axe with ‘V’ ornament (a); bronze. L. 14.7cm.
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Ljubljanica. FM, ZN 141/3.

Date: 12th century BC (early Urnfield Culture).

Socketed axe with a loop, horizontal ribs, ‘V’ ornament and stepped socket–wide blade interface (b);
bronze. L. 11.5cm. Ljubljanica. FM, ZN 137/1.

23
Winged axe with high standing wings, shouldered at wings–blade interface
and blunt edge (a); copper-lead alloy (ICP-AES). L. 15.5cm. Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana. NMS, Inv.

Date: 11th–10th centuries BC (late Urnfield Culture).

No. V 1967.

Socketed axe with a loop, horizontal ribs, ‘V’ and
circular ornaments, and knee-form socket–wide
blade interface (c); bronze. L. 11.8cm. Ljubljanica. FM, ZN

Šinkovec 1995, 58, pl. 13: 77.

137/2.

Winged axe with high standing wings and a loop (b); bronze (ICP-AES). L. 20.2cm.

Date: 9th–8th centuries BC (Bronze Age–Iron Age transition).

Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana. NMS, Inv. No. P 3352, Hradecky collection.
Date: 11th–10th centuries BC (late Urnfield Culture).

nto

Šinkovec 1995, 57, pl. 13: 73.
Date: 8th–7th centuries BC (early Iron Age).

Winged axe with median wings and broad shallow notch on the butt (c); bronze.
L. 13.5cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Tri lesnice. FM, ZN 141/9.

Date: 13th–12th centuries BC (early Urnfield Culture).

Shaft-hole axe with oval shaft, fragmented (d); copper-lead alloy (ICP-AES). L. 9cm.
Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša. NMS, Inv. No. V 2740.

Date: 9th–8th centuries BC (Bronze Age–Iron Age transition).

Socketed (Cat. 22) and winged axes (Cat. 23a–c) – typically used as tools – together
with swords and spearheads (Cat. 19, 20) also figured as late Bronze Age weapons. Earlier examples of socketed axes are large and solid, with simple ribbed
V-shaped decoration (Cat. 22a), while later examples have a shoulder at the
transitions of the sockets to the blades (Cat. 22b–c). Their rich ornamentation
makes the two examples from the Ljubljanica unique specimens.
While the winged axe with a loop (Cat. 23b) has a rather high tin content (c.
9%), the sickles (Cat. 21b, d) contain much less (approx. 5% and 6.5%). Smiths
from the eastern parts of Europe were, unlike their western counterparts,
most probably obliged to use the precious metal sparingly due to the lack of
cassiterite. Therefore they were selective in adding it, with the selection based
on the need for either hard or malleable bronze (Fig. 64).
Meanwhile, the winged axe with a blunt blade (Cat. 23a) contains no tin,
but contains as much as 46% lead. A similar copper-lead alloy is also present
in shaft-hole axes, one example being found in the Ljubljanica (Cat. 23d). The
shapes of both axes are typical of the Italic peninsula. So far, they have mainly
been found in western Slovenia and are frequently fragmented. Given their
high lead content, the axes were too soft to be used as tools. However, lead
was an important addition to bronze alloy, as it made the alloy run better,
which made casting much easier. This procedure spread as a technological
innovation from the eastern Mediterranean to the southern parts of Europe
at the beginning of the 1st millennium BC, whereupon it spread through the
Italic peninsula and into present-day Slovenia (Trampuž Orel 1999, 428).
nto
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Three knives; bronze. L. 26.1cm, 22cm and 19.9cm. Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, Špica. NMS, Inv. No.
P 3353 (a). Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, Breg (Zoisov jarek). NMS, Inv. No. P 4333 (b). Ljubljanica, near
Blatna Brezovica, Bistra. FM, ZN 157/1 (c).

Šinkovec 1995, 115, 116, pls. 35: 231, 232 (a, b).
Date: 12th–9th centuries BC (Urnfield Culture).

The first knife (a) is flange-hilted, with an evenly curved spine, which dates
it to the early part of late Bronze Age. The unusual T-shaped pommel hardly
ever appears, and has only one parallel, in the individual find of a knife in
Kirchberg in Lower Austria (Říhovský 1972, 33, pl. 9: 106).
The knife with a tanged hilt and unevenly curved spine (b) is later, as
analogies can be found in numerous graves dating to the later Urnfield Culture and Iron Age transition, e.g. in Ljubljana, Novo mesto, Mokronog and
Maribor (Stare 1954, pls. 7: 2–3, 83: 1; Križ 1995, 48, cat. 78; Gabrovec 1973,
342–343, pl. 6: 3; Müller-Karpe 1959, 126, pl. 118: 26).
The third knife is of a solid handle type, with a ring-terminal (c). Similar
knives from the eastern Alps and northern Pannonia date to the earlier Urnfield Culture (Říhovský 1972, 43–44, pl. 13: 141–143). Characteristic of this
type of knife is the bilaterally sharpened tip, which means the spine was also
sharpened. This unusual functional characteristic is comparable to some
types of knife from several areas of central and southern Europe (MüllerKarpe 1959, pl. 105: 3–4, 8–11; Říhovský 1972, 27–29).
pt
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Two flange-hilted daggers; bronze. L. 21.9cm and
20.7cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Lipavec; FM, ZN
158/1. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Bistra; FM, ZN 157/2.

Date: 14th–12th centuries BC (early Urnfield Culture).

The daggers have a long flanged hilt, with cloven
terminal and high edges, in one case decorated
with tiny incisions (second dagger). The flanged hilts
widen to form a hilt plate on both daggers, and the
blades are of rhombic cross-section.
Bronze daggers dating to the late Bronze Age
are rarely found in Slovenia. Similarly, they are
only sporadically present in large hoards of mixed
composition, such as the hoard from Debeli vrh
in Kočevje region and from Jurka vas in Dolenjska
region (Čerče, Šinkovec 1995, pls. 62: 19, 20, 89: 7).
Like the majority of other finds of weapons in these
hoards, daggers are fragmented and badly damaged. A similar dagger was found at Magdalenska
gora (Šinkovec 1995, 97–98, pl. 27: 190).
Much more frequent, and largely due to excellent preservation, better analogies to the daggers
from the Ljubljanica are found in northern Italy,
from Peschiera next to Lake Garda, which are also
water finds; an extraordinary number of bronzes

at the outflow of the Mincio River from the lake
was found at the end of the 19th and the beginning
of the 20th century (Müller-Karpe 1959, 91–92, 268,
pls. 103–107). Bronze pins and daggers dated to
the middle to late Bronze Age transition were most
frequent. Present among the numerous types of
daggers from Peschiera were flange-handled types
with split pommels, very similar to the daggers
from the Ljubljanica (Müller-Karpe 1959, pl. 107:
1–9). Water finds prevail among the north Italian
parallels to the daggers; however, analogous examples from central Europe appear as hoard-finds
and, even more often, as grave-goods (Vladár 1974,
50–51, pl. 7: 143–147).
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Cross-shaped (a) and three socketed axes (b–d); iron. L. 16cm, 17.1cm, 17cm and 18.6cm.
Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika, Japljeve ujske. NMS, Inv. No. V 1712 (a). Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Na zrnici.
NMS, Inv. No. V 213 (b). Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. No. V 243 (c). Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Krajna. NMS,
Inv. No. V 1795 (d).

Date: 7th–4th centuries BC (early Iron Age).

The iron axes from the Hallstatt period found in the Ljubljanica have a number
of comparisons in the nearby Dolenjska cultural group. Socketed axes (b–d),
together with iron spears, are the most frequent offensive weapons present in
the early Iron Age warrior graves of Dolenjska (Teržan 1985). Earlier, stumpier
examples (b, c), are common during the 7th and 6th centuries BC, while slimmer axes with tapered step-like transition from a socket to a blade and with a
suspension loop (d) more frequently appear later, mostly during the 5th and 4th
centuries BC (Dular 2003, figs. 67: A8, 76: A1, 81: 3, 86: 20, 89: A10).
Cross-shaped axes, only one of which occurs in the Ljubljanica (a), are
rarely present in contemporary graves. They have been found in rich graves of
the early horizons of the Dolenjska Hallstatt Group, in the 7th and 6th centuries BC (Knez 1993, 42, pl. 18: 5; Gabrovec 1987a, 46, fig. 2: 4).
pt
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Belt-hook; bronze. L. 22.2cm. Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika, Zaloke. NMS, Inv. No. V 1774.
Date: 5th–4th centuries BC (late Halstatt period).

The buckle’s reinforcing rib is elongated to form a hook on one side, and perforated on the other. The central rectangular part contains partly preserved
suspension hooks. The buckle is decorated with two incised wavy lines, bordered by straight spotted lines.
The belt-hook is an exceptional find among the Iron Age objects from the
Ljubljanica. The most common form of belt buckle from the Hallstatt period,
i.e. rectangular buckles made of sheet metal, have not been discovered here.
Belt buckles with a bronze hook are the latest variants of rectangular belthooks, where the hooks have usually not survived, which is why it is assumed
that they were made of unpreserved organic material. Similar belt-hooks are a
component of warrior attire found in the richest graves of the latest Hallstatt
horizon in the Dolenjska group, such as grave 3 from barrow IV at Kandija in
Novo mesto (Knez 1986, 89, pl. 35: 1). More similar examples are known from
Magdalenska gora (Tecco Hvala et al. 2004, 93, pl. 158: 2), and from rich warrior graves of Posočje region, such as graves 1309 and 1656 from the latest Sveta
Lucija horizon in the large cemetery at Most na Soči (Teržan et al. 1984–1985,
225, 271, pls. 124: 6, 156: 6; for dating see Teržan, Trampuž 1973, 434). These
comparisons are rather approximate. The belt-hook from the Ljubljanica is
exceptional because of its shape, as well as the fact that the hook was cast
together with the central section in one piece.
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28
Four Certosa type fibulae (a, b, f, h); bronze. L. 13.6cm, 13.7cm, 10.3cm and 7.3cm. Ljubljani-

a
b

ca. FM, ZN 259/2, ZN 263/1, 2, 9.

c
d

f

e

Blatna Brezovica, Bistra. FM, ZN 263/5 and NMS, Inv. No. V 2143.

g
h
i

Two strap bow fibulae (c, d); bronze. L. 9.1cm and 9.7cm. Ljubljanica and Ljubljanica, near

Three serpentine fibulae (g, i, j); bronze. L. 9.2cm, 8.8cm and 7.8cm. Ljubljanica. FM, ZN
263/4, ZN 259/5, ZN 263/3.

j

Ribbed bracelet with overlapping ends (e); bronze. Diam. 7.5cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna
Brezovica, Bržič. NMS, Inv. No. V 1365.

Date: 6th–4th centuries BC (late Hallstatt period).

During the early Hallstatt period, fibulae are a feature of female attire, as men
still used pins to fasten their clothes, a continuation from the Bronze Age
(cf. Cat. 17). In the 8th and 7th centuries BC only rare finds of fibulae are known
from the Ljubljanica (Fig. 71), whereas 6th, 5th, and 4th centuries examples are
frequently found. In this period they form part of female as well as male attire and, due to the general dominance of male attire and weapons in the
Ljubljanica over the entire Bronze and Iron Ages, it is tempting to see a reflection of the male sphere also in these specimens. For serpentine fibulae (Cat.
28g, i, j), which date mostly to the end of the 7th and to the 6th centuries BC, we
can presume a connection with male attire based on comparisons with the
western Slovenian Sveta Lucija group (Teržan, Trampuž 1973, 424–430; Gabrovec 1987b, 148). However, this cannot be said for the strap bow (Cat. 28c, d)
and Certosa (Cat. 28a, b, f, h) type fibulae, which were very popular between the
6th and 4th centuries BC. At this time, fibulae no longer defined gender differentiation in attire. At the same time, some elements of prestigious female
attire, such as the ribbed bracelet (Cat. 28e), clearly demonstrate the deposition
of these objects in the Ljubljanica. Certosa type fibulae from the 5th and 4th
centuries BC, from the lapse of the Hallstatt period in Slovenia (cf. also Cat. 38c;
Teržan 1976), already indicate a new era, which signifies an intensification
of deposition of the most prestigious elements of attire and weapons in the
Ljubljanica (Cat. 29–33).
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Sword with scabbard; iron, wood. L. 52.8cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Br-
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ezovica, Dolnji breg. FP, ZN 249/1.

Date: 4th–beginning of the 3rd century BC (transition from early to late Iron Age).

With its shortness and distinctively tapered blade, the sword is a
typical example of the early La Tène period. Two iron tin sheets
with wooden lining and damaged chape are preserved, while the
suspension loop is missing. On the front sheet, under the campanulate-shaped mouth, there is a scarcely visible ornament,
probably an image of a zoomorphic lira or a dragon pair. Based
on the shortness of the chape, we can assume that the scabbard
had a perforated circular fitting (Charpy 1987).
Short swords with associated scabbards of the Hatvan-Boldog/Müsingen type and so-called dragon-pair II type decoration
appear during the 4th century BC, and were used until the end of
the early La Tène period (approx. 300 BC). The largest concentration of this style of weapon decoration is in the area bordered
by the River Marne, southern Germany, Switzerland and Austria,
from where it spread with the movement of the Celts, to Upper Italy and the northern part of the Carpathian basin (Szabó,
Petres 1992, 29–36; Stöllner 1998, lists 2, 4, appendices 2, 3).
The example from the Ljubljanica is additional proof of connections between the south-eastern Alpine area with the early Celtic
world; connections are also evident from finds such as perforated triangular buckles, belt set rings and fibulae of the early
La Tène period, found in the late Hallstatt graves of the Negova
horizon.
ag
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Swords with scabbards; iron. L. 104.5cm. Ljubljanica,
near Blatna Brezovica, Tri lesnice. NMS, Inv. No. V 1452 (a). L.
95.2cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Lipavec. FP, ZN
249/2 (b). L. 45.3cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin. FP, ZN
249/4 (c). L. 86cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Lipavec.
FP, ZN 249/3 (d).

Gaspari 2007, fig. 2: 1 (d).
Date: 2nd–1st centuries BC (end of middle and late La Tène period).

Swords dating to the 3rd and 2nd centuries BC have
shorter and less tapered points than those from
the early La Tène period. The sword from the riverbed near Lipavec (b) was found with fragments
of associated scabbard with a high campanulateshaped guard and a suspension loop with hemispherical plates, a horizontal cross-reinforcement
and a ring, that are typical of the late stage of the
middle La Tène period. The scabbard of an unusually long and wide sword with a three-rhombic
cross-section of blade (d) has asymmetric plates of
suspension loop, with a horizontal reinforcement.
Embossed decoration (i.e. chagrinage) in the form
of a pattern composed of small squares can be
seen on the front panel. Only part of the chape,
with a tiny channelled horizontally placed bar, is
preserved. Considering the length and the combination of reinforcement and suspension loop, this
scabbard can be dated to the early phase of late La
Tène, to the late 2nd century and the beginning of
the 1st century BC (Lejars 1994, 28). An analogous,
116cm-long sword with its scabbard was found
in the grave of a Germanic warrior in Netzeband
in the Mecklenburg-Vorpommern region (Mangelsdorf, Schönfelder 2001). The swords from the
riverbed at the Tri lesnice and Kamin (a and c) are
typical examples of weapons present in the area of
the Mokronog group during the lapse of the middle La Tène period (Guštin 1977, 79, 80, pl. 9: 2)
and were a leading form in the early phase of late
La Tène (Božič 1999, 198).
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Two swords with scabbards; iron. L. 71.4cm + 32.5cm.
Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Tri lesnice. NMS, Inv. Nos. V
585, V 586 (a). L. 45.5cm + 47cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin. NMS, Inv. No. P 16778 (b).

Podvodna arheologija v Sloveniji I, 29, pl. 3: 303 (b).
Date: end of the 2nd–1st centuries BC (late La Tène period).

Swords over a metre long from the late La Tène period recovered from the Ljubljanica all have short
and tapered points, high campanulate-shaped
guards and tangs with rhombic cross-section with
a small circular knob on the top. Their blades,
usually three-rhombic in cross-section, have a
central rib with a wide and shallow groove on each
side. Greater blade flexibility was created with this
kind of profilation, and it probably also served
to adjust the centre of gravity. Some swords have
grooves decorated with many embossed dimples
(Wyss 1968). The scabbards associated with these
swords have 25–30cm long chapes, with ends
shaped in a broad V and short protrusions, simple
double-S shaped reinforcement and suspension
loops with oval plates (Zachar 1974).

01 / Prazgodovina

This is a weapon typically used by the Celtic
tribes between the south-eastern Alps, northern
parts of central Europe and the Serbian Danube
basin (Božič 1981, 319, pl. 3: 30). An almost identical shape emerges also among the Celts in the west
(Lejars 1994, 38, 161, 226, 228; Lejars 1996, 89–93),
in northern Italy (Pernet 2005, 40, fig. 2.8: 2b), in
the eastern Germanic area in Schleswig region and
in Poland (Łuczkiewicz 2002, 362–366, fig. 7: II),
and in the Geto-Dacian inventories, with accentuated horse-gear elements in the area between Oltenia, Moldova and northern Bulgaria (Sîrbu, Rustoiu
1999, 80, fig. 2).
The lack of finds with associated contexts does
not allow an assessment of how frequently these
swords were used in the late phase of the late La
Tène period (after 80/60 BC) when, under the influence of the Roman gladii, swords with tapered
blades with a lenticular cross-section and their
associated scabbards with ladder-shaped chapes
(e.g. Breščak 1989) came into use.
ag
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Decorated spearheads; iron. L. 42.5cm. Ljubljanica, near
Bevke, pri Jurju. FP, ZN 249/5 (a). L. 44.5cm. Ljubljanica, near
Bevke, Kamin. NMS, Inv. No. P 11366 (b). L. 53.7cm. Ljubljanica,
near Podpeč, Dolenje senožeti. NMS, Inv. No. V 639 (c). L.
37.8cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Tri lesnice. NMS, Inv.
No. P 17620 (d).

Gaspari 2007, fig. 2: 4 (a); Vuga 1980, 202, pl. 3: 1 (b).
Date: end of the 2nd–1st centuries BC (late La Tène period).

Unlike the early phase of the middle La Tène period, when geometric and plant motifs are present
mostly on spearhead sockets, those dating to the
late La Tène have decorated blades. Spearheads
with etched geometric decoration are frequently
found in the eastern Germanic area (Łuczkiewicz
2003, 390–393, fig. 31). Apart from the area mentioned, this type of spearhead is also present in
the south-eastern and northern margins of the
Alpine area, and several examples are also known
from Alésia. The spearhead with a typical narrow
blade (b) has an etched decoration in the form of a
honeycomb. The example with a bayonet-shaped
blade (a) has etched irregular polygons. The decoration on the spearheads from the River Zihl/
Thiell at Cornaux in Switzerland (Schwab 1989,

120, figs. 117: 6, 118) and from Gracarca in Carinthia (Gleischer 1993, 83, fig. 34: 1–3), made with
originally Celtic etching technique, is similar to
the decoration of our examples.
The decoration of two series of embossed semicircles/crescents along a slight ridge on the spearhead (d) indicates connections to the area settled
by the Scordisci. Simple ornamentation made with
punching technique is common on spearheads
from the Croatian and Serbian Danube basin,
but the use of etching has not been proved yet
(Gaspari, Krempuš, Brišnik 2004, 274, map 2).
An identical decoration of incised semicircles is
present, for example, on long spearheads from
the rich grave at the Mala Vrbica near the Ajmana
necropolis (Stalio 1986, 33, figs. 43, 44) and on the
spearhead from grave 3 at Zmajevac in Sotin (Božič
1981, pl. 9: 8). The long spearhead (c) with narrow
blade with a rhombic cross-section and narrow
grooves at the edges also has the best correlations
with the late La Tène finds from the graves at Karaburma and Rospi Ćuprija in Belgrade (Todorović
1972, pls. 3: 3, 11: 3, 4, 30: 4, 36: 8, 9).
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Spearheads; iron. L. 52.8cm. Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika, Dolge
njive. NMS, Inv. No. R 1844 (a). L. 31.2cm. Ljubljanica, near Kamnik pod Krimom, Zornica. NMS, Inv. No. V 649 (b). L. 33.6cm.
Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Lipavec. NMS, Inv. No. V 631
(c). L. 32.6cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin. NMS, Inv. No. R
8124 (d).

Horvat 1990, 289, pl. 23: 6 (a).
Date: 3rd–1st centuries BC (late Iron Age).

Spearheads with classically shaped blades, with a
flattened rhombic cross-section, slight rib and a
short socket (c) are frequent in the late La Tène period. These shapes are among the most common
in the late La Tène in the Croatian and Serbian
Danube basin and northern Gaul (Božič 1981, 312,
pl. 3: 32), but they are rarer in the south-eastern
Alpine area.
Spearheads with narrow blades and facetted sockets (a) are among the typical shapes of
weapons in the south-eastern Alpine area and
the Balkans at the end of the La Tène period, and
also during the Roman era. A shorter version of a
spearhead, with long and wide socket, is among
the most frequent examples of the Mokronog IIIb

01 / Prazgodovina

horizon (Breščak 1989), and was used at least until
the end of the Verdun phase (Božič 1999, 199).
The Greek historian Diodorus describes spearheads with undulating or flame-shaped edges (d)
as a Celtic weapon; he explicitly mentions that
the notches on them were meant to cause serious
injury (Diod. Sic., V, 30). Classically shaped spearheads with semicircular notches, or with undulating edges, are typical of the middle La Tène period
(Brunaux, Rapin 1988, 122, fig. 60), but comparisons for the spearhead from the Ljubljanica mostly originate from late La Tène contexts. Besides the
specimen from the grave from the Aka cemetery
in Hungary (Hunyady 1942, pl. 15: 2), which is
dated to the early phase of the middle La Tène,
symmetrical notches occur on several spearheads
from Saône (Guillaumet 2000, 168, fig. 3: 2) and
from Gracarca in Carinthia (Gleirscher 1996, 234,
fig. 5: 3).
ag
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Two axes; iron. L. 14.9cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica,
Tri lesnice. NMS, Inv. No. V 1416 (a). L. 13cm. Ljubljanica, near
Verd, Japljeve ujske. NMS, Inv. No. V 650 (b).

Date: 3rd–1st centuries BC (late Iron Age).

Solid axes with a trapezoidal blade, with wedgeshaped cross-section, and more or less joined
wings that create an oval or almost rectangular
socket (b), are typical settlement finds, and frequently among tool hoards from the Celtic world
and its marginal areas (Jacobi 1974, 67–69; Rybová, Motyková 1983, 102). Axes are the most frequent type of tool among finds from watery contexts (Kurz 1995, 26, 239, list 5). Besides at least 8
examples from the Ljubljanica, these specimens
are also known from the late La Tène graves at
Magdalenska gora and Strmec above Bela Cerkev
in Dolenjska (e.g. Tecco Hvala et al. 2005, pls. 38:
3, 165: 2; Dular 1991, 91, pl. 56: 1), and are even
more common in the Serbian Danube basin (e.g.
Scordisci 1992, 126, pl. 33: 104, 106).
Axes with a slender blade, a beam with a polygonal cross-section, semicircular edge and an oval
opening for the haft (a) are typical of the southeastern Alpine Hallstatt Culture during the Negova

horizon (Teržan 1977, 14, fig. 3: 4), but they still
occur individually in the middle La Tène (e.g. Križ
2005, pl. 77: 3). Considering certain resemblances
to halberd axes from the central Alpine area, it is
possible to assume that they were used in the 2nd
and 1st centuries BC.
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35
Helmet; bronze (XRF, PIXE). H. 22.3cm, weight 1182g. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Tri
lesnice. NMS, Inv. No. R 18915.

Istenič 2006b, 128–129, fig. 93: 2.

The helmet was made by raising the bronze, which was then polished on its
outer surface. The hollow crest knob, which was cast as a single piece with the
bowl, is decorated with two lines of chased high semi-circles, while the edge
of the helmet has an ornament of oblique chased lines. Two bronze sheet
metals were rolled over to form a tube; these were attached by two copper
rivets on each side of the helmet. An iron spindle survives in one of the tubes.
Tubes with iron spindles formed a hinge that was used to attach cheek-pieces
(not preserved) to the helmet. An engraved letter A is visible on the underside
of the neck-guard, and XI on the internal surface of the helmet’s bowl. This
indicates that the internal lining was not permanently attached to the helmet
(cf. James 2004, 101, 109, no. 378). The helmet’s yellow metal sheen, which is
almost identical to the helmet’s original appearance, was obtained by polishing its surface during the final stage of the conservation procedure in 1985.
The helmet is of Etruscan-Italic type, mostly worn by Roman soldiers of
the Republican period to around the first third of the 1st century BC. It was
also popular with contemporaries, especially the Celts, for whom such
helmets were indicators of the owner’s elevated social status (Feugère 1994,
37–41, 43, 45).
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Sword in a scabbard; iron and copper alloy. L. 75.2cm.
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Machaira (a); iron, bronze. L. 76cm. Swamp Prošca, near Volar, v Blekah. NMS, Inv. No. B 5051.

Ljubljanica, probably near Bevke. MM, Inv. No. 510:LJU;32582.

Long curved knife (b); iron. L. 36.5cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, pri Jurju. FP, ZN 260/3.
Stare 1953, 96–97, pl. 3: 1; Horvat 1990, 293, pl. 27: 1; Istenič
2003b, 289–290; Bras Kernel 2006.

Long curved knife (c); iron, bronze. L. 41.4cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin. NMS,
Inv. No. V 445.

Of the sword, part of the blade can be seen under
the rear side of the scabbard, as well as the tang
with a round ending. Metal parts of the scabbard
survive. Its front is covered with a metal sheet with
a golden shine, and the back with an iron sheet.
The top quarter of the front of the sheath bears a
mount with a high quality decoration. Iron guttering with crossbars can be seen on the lower three
quarters of the scabbard. On the back of the scabbard is a long fitting with a loop for fastening to
a military belt. Comparison with similar swords
shows that the missing part of the scabbard was
approx. 10–15cm long.
The sword and scabbard are excellently preserved examples of a group of swords and associated sheaths characterised by the decoration of the
mounts, which were made by removing material
(with chisels, drills and files) and featured stylized
arcades, ovals, combinations of semi-circles and
the like. Such scabbards were used by the eastern
Celtic and Germanic military and political elite,
at least some of them horsemen, in the early Augustan period and perhaps also a decade or two
earlier. The largest concentrations of graves with
such swords are in areas settled by the Treveri –
in the middle Rhineland and an area next to the
River Mosel, and by the Taurisci – in Dolenjska in
present-day Slovenia (Böhme-Schönberger 1998;
Haffner 1995; Božič 1999, 199–200; Breščak 1989,
12; Stare 1973, 66, pl. 7: 3; an unpublished example from Mihovo).
It has been assumed that swords and scabbards of this group were produced in the Norican
Kingdom, which was known for good quality iron
products, or in other areas, e.g. in the area settled
by the Treveri (Böhme-Schönberger 1998 with the
cited bibliography). However, our current research
indicates that the production of such swords and
their associated scabbards was closely linked with
the Romans (Istenič 2010). We presume that the
swords came to the eastern Celts and Germans
mainly as gifts to members of the elite, some of
whom probably collaborated with the Romans in
wars, and also with trade. The sword and its associated scabbard from the Ljubljanica were therefore probably part of the equipment of a Tauriscan
in a high (political and military) position.
ji

Stare 1952–1953, 72, fig. 1; Gabrovec 1966a, 251, pl. 8: 1; Gaspari, Mlinar 2005, fig. 6: 4 (a); Gaspari
2007, fig. 2: 2 (b).
Date: 3rd–1st centuries BC (late Iron Age).

Single-edged swords with a bent hilt and long curved knives are typical weapons used in close combat by the tribes settling the northern coasts of the
Mediterranean throughout the Iron Age (Guštin 1974; Guštin 1984, 346, fig.
29). The sword from Volar (a) has a slightly bent blade and hilt, with a narrow
tanged guard and an oblong bronze pommel. A similar sword with a relatively
complex hilt was found in a riverbed above the Zrnica outflow in 1992. Both
swords from the Ljubljansko barje typologically fit the final stages of the
development of swords with a bent hilt, for which the standardized Ancient
Greek term mahaira is used. Specimens known only from western and central
Slovenia that, due to lack of reliable corresponding contexts, can be only provisionally dated to the late Iron Age, differ from the Hallstatt examples with
significantly longer and narrower blades (Gaspari, Mlinar 2005).
Long bent knives would be used under the name sicae in the Balkans,
mainly by the Illyrian, Geto-Dacian and Thracian tribes, and they only became
popular among the Celts in the late La Tène. The knife with a triangularshaped blade with two shallow grooves and a flat hilt plate (b) has especially
good parallels in two knives from graves at Sotin-Zmajevac and Paka in Slavonia (Božič 1981, pl. 9: 8; Dizdar, Potrebica 2005, 60, fig. 2). Four long curved
knives are known from the Ljubljanica, and are of a so-called Iapodic type
(Božič 1999, 199); they typically have evenly curved spines with two shallow
grooves, and a wide hilt plate with the forged oval plate terminal. The side of
the bronze guard that is directed towards the blade of this knife (c) is saddleshaped, and terminates with a horse head on the underside. Specimens from
the Ljubljanica and the necropolis at Vinji Vrh above Bela Cerkev are among
the leading forms dating to the second half of the 1st century BC, and they
have direct analogies in specimens from the area bordered by River Sava, the
region of Lika, and west Bosnia.
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Fibula of a middle La Tène scheme (a); bronze. L. 5.9cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin.
FM, ZN 263/13.

a

Palmette type fibula (b); bronze. L. 5.6cm. Ljubljanica, in Podpeč. NMS, Inv. No. V 2552.
Certosa type fibula (c); bronze. L. 9.0cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Lipavec. FM, ZN

f
e

d

259/1.
i

g

h

Fibula of a middle La Tène scheme (d); bronze. L. 8.9cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin.
FM, ZN 263/12.

Fibula of a late La Tène scheme with rhomboid bow (e); bronze. L. 7.1cm. Ljubljanica,
near Blatna Brezovica, outfall of the Bistra stream. NMS, Inv. No. V 2352.

Cenisola type fibula (f); bronze. L. 6.9cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke (?). FM, ZN 259/9.
Fibula of a middle La Tène scheme (g); bronze. L. 8.3cm. Ljubljanica, near Kamnik pod
Krimom, Zornica. FP, ZN 260/8.

Beletov vrt type fibula (h); bronze. L. 10.3cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke (?). FM, ZN 259/7.
Jezerine type fibula (i); bronze. L. 7.9cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin. FM, ZN 259/11.
Gaspari 2007, fig. 3: 1 (g), fig. 3: 2 (e).
2nd–1st centuries BC (middle and late La Tène).

The chronological span and distribution of some twenty-five fibulae dating to
the 2nd/1st centuries BC correlates with the rest of the La Tène material; however, we can only guess at the reason for their presence in the river. It is not
usually possible to ascribe individual types of fibulae to only female or male
attire, which could indicate the gender of an eventual donor.
The Mötschwill, Gemeinlebarn version fibula (g), dated to the Mokronog
IIb horizon, to the 2nd century BC, on the basis of a find from female grave
26 at Dobova (Božič 1993, 196, 197), is the oldest specimen of the middle La
Tène scheme. The fibula with a long bow and a spring with four coils (h) is one
of three bronze specimens of the late La Tène Beletov vrt type (Guštin 1984,
333, 341); iron examples are also known from the riverbed. One of the leading
forms of the Mokronog group remained in use including to the first half of
the 1st century AD (Božič 1998, 149, list 6, fig. 20).
Bronze fibulae of the middle La Tène scheme having the spring wrapped
around the foot are typical of the area between the Friuli-Venezia Giulia and
Dalmatia (Guštin 1991, 38, 39). Two fibulae are of the Picugi (a) and one of
the Kastav type (d). The late La Tène scheme examples with a frame-shaped
foot are similar, one of them being a variation of the Kastav type, and the
second has a rhomboid bow and a spring with twelve coils (e). A version of the
Certosa type VIIf fibulae after Teržan (c), which are only known from the sites
in Notranjska (Bavdek 1996, 299, fig. 5), is represented by three specimens
from the Ljubljanica. The specimen with a widened head on the bow (b) is a
local version of the palmette type, dating to the period between Caesar and
the early Augustan era, and was used mainly to fasten women’s clothes; it was
found frequently in the area between Retia and the eastern part of the Po lowlands (Demetz 1999, 76, 77).
Classical versions of the Cenisola type fibulae with decorated flat bow,
frame-shaped foot and a spring with four coils (f), which are rare in Slovenia,
are characteristic of Celtic male graves dating to the developed late La Tène
horizon of Lombardy (Demetz 1999, 59–64). Jezerine type fibulae (i), with a
flat, longitudinally ribbed bow and a small perforated foot, were especially
popular during the second half of the 1st century BC in the hinterland of the
eastern part of Caput Adriae, in Dalmatia and the western Balkans (Guštin
1991, 41, 42); elsewhere, they appear over a wide area from Portugal to
Ukraine and Gotland.
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Hoard of large Celtic coins; silver. Average weight 9.67g, average Diam. 21.39mm. Bevke.
NMS, Inv. Nos. LJ 3482, 6668, 7125–7127, 14062, 14063, 15251–15255, 16840, 16841, 23988, 24197–
24220, 26719, 39992–39996, 41102, 43565, 51833, 51834.

Kos 1983.
Date: end of the 1st century BC.

In the autumn of 1981 an eight-year-old playing near the riverbank of the
Ljubljanica at Bevke found a pile of large Celtic silver coins which he thought
were pebbles, due to their poor preservation and his unfamiliarity with the
objects. He and his friends threw some of them into the river and carried the
others around the village, but collectors and antique dealers also learned of
the find. The Coin Cabinet of the National Museum of Slovenia managed to
acquire forty-nine coins for its collections, which is more than half of the find.
The preserved coins are all of a so-called ‘East Celtic minting’ group that
roughly comprises the money of Celtic tribes living in the wider area of the
Balkans (Kos, Wigg 2002, 365–368). Two silver coins belong to the COPPO
group, as they bear an inscription on the reverse, next to a rider. The Celtic
Norici, settling the territory of present-day Austria and north-western Slovenia from the 3rd to the 1st centuries BC, minted these kinds of coins. The other
objects in the find are silver coins of four types struck in central Slovenia,
which was settled by the Taurisci. Unlike the Norican coins, these depict a
horse on the reverse.
It is not possible to determine the exact date of the burial of this find, as
the Norici and the Taurisci minted their own silver coins until the Roman
annexation of the Norican Kingdom in 15 BC; moreover, as the hoard was not
preserved in its entirety, it is not possible to determine the latest coin. It is assumed that the hoard was buried at the end of the 1st century BC.
am

40
Drinking horn mount; bronze. H. 9.75cm. Ljubljanica, near Kamnik pod
Krimom, Zornica. NMS, Inv. No. V 479.

Date: end of 2nd–1st centuries BC (late La Tène period).

This intricately made object is assembled from a slightly conical
cylinder of wide sheet metal, with a semi-circular mount around
the rim (Diam. 12.1cm), a narrower internal mount, and ornamented sheet metal on the lower part of the cylinder. The parts
are held together with ten rivets, and the mount has a suspension
ring. The ornamental sheet metal did not surround the entire
rim, but only alternating segments between two rivets. An individual segment had a circular opening in the middle, with narrow protrusions with semi-circular terminals deriving from the
lower edge of the circle. The round heads of the rivets are decorated with an incised motif of a square-shaped net on top.
The majority of comparable drinking horn mounts derive
from Germanic burial grounds of the pre-Roman Iron Age (Andrzejowski 1991), while finds from areas populated by Celts are
rare (Schönfelder 2002, 82–87). Due to clusters in distribution
in north-eastern parts of central Europe, and notes made by

Caesar, who mentions auroch horns mounted with silver in the
ethnography of the Germans (Bell. Gall. VI 26), we relate horns to
Germanic drinking ware.
The dating of the mount to between the last third of the 2nd
century and end of the 1st century BC is supported by the rivets
with net-like decoration, which occur on various objects from
the central European Oppida Culture. Such decoration is also
frequent on objects from sites of the Mokronog group (Božič
1993, 147), e.g. on the lower part of the drinking horn terminal
from Vinji Vrh above Bela Cerkev, and on rivets of the Novo
mesto type helmets. The perforated decoration of the sheet
metal on the lower part of the mount can also be compared
with an ‘international’ pan-Celtic style that occurs in analogous
form on late La Tène pendants and mounts of horse-gear and
chariots (Schönfelder 2002, 210–225, 261–266). We can assume
that the mount from the Ljubljanica derives from the (late)
Celtic environment – perhaps it was made in one of the local
toreutics workshops. The owner of this prestigious object was
almost certainly a member of the military aristocracy.
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Statutette; leaded bronze (XRF, ICP) and lead (XRF). H.
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11.5cm, with the base 12.8cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica,
Bržič. NMS, Inv. No. R 18044.

Istenič 2001; Istenič 2002.

The statuette of a naked man has a hairstyle
characteristic of images of the Greco-Roman god
Apollo. Particularly interesting is the torc, which is
a distinctly Celtic object. The posture of the body
and the arms relate to Etruscan-Italic statues that
represent ‘donors’ – people offering to a god. It
appears that the statuette is a product from northeastern Italy or its eastern hinterland, including
the wider surroundings of the find-spot. It was
probably made in the period of Romanisation of
the area around Vrhnika and Ljubljana, i.e. in the
middle or the second half of the 1st century BC.
It probably depicts a non-Roman deity identified
with Apollo. This could well be Belenus, known
from inscriptions from the Roman period. He was
a deity of pre-Roman origin and was identified
with Apollo. The veneration of Belenus was widespread in north-eastern Italy (in the areas of Aquileia and Iulium Carnicum) and in areas settled by
the Norici (particularly at Magdalensberg in Carinthia, Austria). Images of Belenus are not known
(Istenič 2001; Istenič 2002).
Another statuette of Apollo was discovered in
the Ljubljanica nearby Cat. 41, with an identical arm
posture, indicating an offering to a deity (Gaspari,
Krempuž 2002). It is assumed that the statuettes
were ritually deposited in the water.
ji

42
Jug; bronze (XRF). H. 13.1cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Bistra, between the Bistra and
Zrnica tributaries. FP, ZN 249/7.

Potočnik 1987, fig. 4; Gaspari 2002a, 158 (information regarding the find-spot).

Ladle; bronze (XRF). H. 19.8cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Tri lesnice. NMS, Inv. No. R 17111.
Svoljšak et al. 1997, 260–261, pl. 17: 2.

Well-preserved jug; one of the three feet is missing. It was beaten into shape;
the outer surface was smoothed and polished during spinning (cf. BraunFeldweg 1988, 143, 146–149, 171, figs. 217, 219–221). The handle was cast and
riveted onto the jug. Such jugs were produced in central Italy (Etruria) during
the 2nd century and first half of the 1st century BC, from where they spread to
southern and northern Italy, and also to more distant areas, from Morocco in
the west, to the Caucasus in the east. Many examples have been found in the
Danube basin (Boube 1991, 25–32).
The ladle has a vertical handle that is everted and slanted downwards
at the top, with a terminal in the form a dog’s head. Both sides of the hemispherical bowl have a protrusion in the form of a stylized bird’s head. This
type of ladle is closely related to Etruscan examples, which is why it can be
assumed that they were produced in Italy, where many have been discovered.
But most have been found in southern France, where they were imported
from the end of the 2nd century BC onwards, when this part of Gaul was already annexed to the Roman Empire. Such ladles were probably still made
during the second third of the 1st century BC. Sporadic examples originate
from a vast area between Morocco and Turkey in the south and the Czech
Republic in the north (Castoldi, Feugere 1991, 72–81).
Ladles and jugs were most probably related to the Roman tradition of
serving and drinking wine (Castoldi, Feugère 1991, 61–62).
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Find of Celtic and Roman coins; silver, bronze. Weight of small Celtic silver coins
0.37–0.8g, average weight of large Celtic silver coins 10.77g, average weight of bronze Roman
Republican coins 25.48g, weight of Roman Republican silver coins 3.22g. Ljubljanica, near Blatna
Brezovica, outfall of the Zrnica stream. NMS, Inv. Nos. LJ 14522–14545, 14557–14606, 14634–14637,
14854–14856, 25288.

Kos, Šemrov 2003.
Date: middle of the 2nd century BC.

In the spring of 1995, an amateur diver exploring the area at the outfall of
the Zrnica stream into the Ljubljanica found 82 silver and bronze coins over
an area of one square metre. The find consisted of 59 large and small Celtic
coins, and 23 Roman Republican coins which, despite their disparity, were
obviously deposited together at the same time.
The find is important, especially in defining the time when the Taurisci
and Norici began minting, as it consists of poorly dated Celtic coins and well
dated Roman Republican examples. Before this hoard was discovered, scholars had dated the beginnings of minting in the eastern Alpine region to the
period between 100 and 60 BC. Based on the dating of the Roman Republican
coins, with the latest being minted in 147 BC, we have essential proof for dating the Celtic coins to the mid-2nd century BC. The loss of the coins cannot be
dated to a later period, due to the lack of later Roman specimens.
The composition of the find from the Ljubljanica offers an excellent example of the variety of coinage used in everyday trade. Moreover, the three small
Celtic silver coins that originate from present-day southern Germany indicate
trading among distant Celtic tribes.
am
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44
Boundary stone; limestone from Nabrežina (Aurisina, Italy). Dim. 130 × 50 × 16cm. Ljubljanica,
near Bevke, Podpeški mah. NMS, Inv. No. L 204.

Šašel Kos 2002.

The upper, approx. 30cm-high part of the boundary stone is a square, with
elegantly shaped sides: the inscription FINIS can be read on the horizontal
panel, and AQUILEIEN/SIVM and EMONEN/SIVM on the larger side panels.
The upper part of the stone widens into a 1m-high lower part, the sides of
which are only roughly worked, as it is the section that was fixed in the earth.
Given the boundary stone’s purpose, its strong base is understandable.
It is clear from the inscriptions that the boundary stone delimited the
territories of two towns, Aquileia and Emona. Important for its dating are the
lettering and the use of limestone from Nabrežina (Aurisina, near Trieste),
suggesting that it was made in the last three decades BC, or perhaps in the
first decades AD. Comparison with other Roman boundary stones suggests
that neither of the two cities involved was subordinate to the other, and that
they both belonged to the same administrative unit, i.e. Italy. This is important
as, before the discovery of this stone, it was widely accepted that Emona and
its territory were part of the province of Pannonia.
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Four inscribed plates; lead. Vrhnika, Kočevarjev vrt. MM, Acc. Nos. PN 798
(a), PN 1204 (b), PN 1006 (c), PN 1128 (d).

Excavations at Vrhnika in 2005 revealed four rectangular plates
of thin lead sheet. Roman cursive writing (i.e. capitalis cursiva)
incised by a sharp object can be seen on both sides of the plates.
This script was in use between the 1st and the 3rd century for writing on various materials such as pottery, tile and brick, mortar
and metal. A small hole in each plate indicates that they were attached to a product or its packaging and were used as a label. According to the inscriptions, at least two of the plates come from a
smithy and one, perhaps, from a textile workshop. The characteristics of the lettering suggest that both sides of each of the plates
were inscribed by the same person, and that the inscriptions on
the four plates were made by four different scribes.
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and Noricum (more than 70 names are known), and are of Celtic
origin. It is possible, but not likely, that the final letter –S would
not have been written, and the name would therefore read Urcius or perhaps Murcius. The latter is known from Roman inscriptions and also occurs in the neighbouring province of Noricum, but the name Urcius has not been found in inscriptions.
According to the inscription, Urciu made nails that weighed
one and a half pounds and four ounces (600g), and Arius from
Nauportus was expected to pay three denarios for them.
The plate was fastened to, perhaps, a leather sack or wooden
box containing nails, by means of wire or string. Such plates
served as labels, and were often reworked and used repeatedly;
however, this particular plate was used only once, as there are
no visible marks of previous inscriptions on the surface.
b

a

Plate (L. 3.9cm, W. 1.4cm, Th. 0.1cm). The bottom left corner is
missing; the bottom right corner is slightly bent. Part of the left
diagonal line of the first letter (A) of the third line is missing on
the first side of the plate. There is a symbol for a Roman silver
coin (denarius) at the end of the third line, incised as an X with
a horizontal above it. On the other side of the plate, perhaps
only one letter of the whole inscription is missing; the first letter of the first line on the left side. The symbol for extra weight,
four ounces, is inscribed as four horizontal lines, one above the
other.
Inscription on one side:

ARIVS
NAVPORT
ANVS -X- III

Arius / Nauport / anus - X- (= denarios) III.
‘Arius from Nauportus (has to pay) three denarios’
Inscription on the other side:

VRCIV
CLAVLAS
NIGROS P.S.IIII

Urciu / cla(v)ulos / nigros (libra) p(ondo et) selibra (et) IIII (sc. uncias)
‘Urciu made iron nails that weigh one pound and a half and four
ounces (= 600g).’
The first inscription gives the name of the person who ordered
the products and their price. The name Arius occurs very rarely
on Roman inscriptions. The addition of Nauportanus to his
name (‘from Nauportus’) indicates that he was a local. This is
the earliest written document which indirectly mentions the
name of the Roman settlement at Vrhnika.
The inscription on the other side of the plate reveals the
name of a blacksmith, type of product and the full weight of
nails, based on which the price was set. The blacksmith’s name
was Urciu or Murciu, if the initial letter is missing. Names ending with –u are common on Roman inscriptions from Pannonia

The entirely preserved plate (the L. of the unbent plate is approx. 3.5cm, W. 1.3cm, Th. 0.1cm) is bent, making part of the
inscription impossible to read. The lettering is sharply and
equally incised, although some letters are in poor condition.
The symbol for ounces, as on the first plate, is inscribed by horizontal lines, incised one above the other.
Inscription on the first side:

VARRIVS
---ARVS

Varrius / [---]arus.
Inscription on the other side:

A(?) II A(?) P.IIISIII
T(?)ANN(?)

A(?) E(?) A(?) p(ondo libras) III (et) selibra (et) III (sc. uncias) / T(?)
ANN(?).
‘…three and a half pounds and three ounces in weight (=
1226g).’
The first inscription suggests the name of the person who ordered products. His nomen gentile (second name) was Varius (the
double R is probably due to pronunciation). The first letters of his
cognomen (third name) are not visible because the plate is bent,
so several options for the latter exist, such as Clarus, or Marus.
The fact that the person’s second name is given indicates that
he was a Roman citizen (cives Romanus). In fact, the full Roman
three-name formula (e.g. Gaius Iulius Caesar) of Roman citizens
included a praenomen (first name), usually abbreviated to one letter (e.g. C for Gaius or L for Lucius), which was sometimes omitted
from inscriptions (as in the case of this plate).
The inscription on the other side of the plate, like the one
on the first plate, includes the weight of the (blacksmith’s?)
product, which is perhaps named at the beginning of the first
line, but it cannot be read due to poor preservation. The weight
mentioned is slightly more than the double weight mentioned
on the first plate. Perhaps the name of the maker was recorded
in the second line.
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The rectangular plate with slightly rounded edges is entirely
preserved (L. 4.4cm, W. 1.2cm, Th. 0.1cm). It is bent, so part
of the inscription is not visible. The letters are incised with a
slightly wider tip than that used on plates a, b and d. The letter E,
occurring twice, has the form of two vertical lines.
Inscription on the first side:

C CAELIVS
STATIVS

C(aius) Caelius / Statius.
‘Gaius Caelius Statius.’
Inscription on the other side:

M---ER
P---

M(?)(?)er / p(ondo ?) ---.
The name on the first side probably refers to the person who
ordered the product. The triple name (Gauis Caelius Statius)
indicates that this person was a Roman citizen. The nomen gentile Caelius and the cognomen Statius are typical Italic names.
The inscription on the other side of the plate cannot be reconstructed with certainty. In the first line, one would expect the
name of the maker or type of product. The letter P in the second
line could be part of the indication of the weight.

d

The rectangular plate is entirely preserved (L. 3.1cm, W. 1.0cm,
Th. 0.1cm). The letters, especially in the second lines on both
sides, are hard to read due to the damaged surface. It seems that
the remains of earlier inscriptions are slightly visible, which
makes the legibility even poorer.
Inscription on the first side:

VINICIVS
SO---

Vinicius / So(---).
Inscription on the other side:

TVNI
CVLAS

Tuni- / culas.
The inscription on the first side comprises the nomen gentile
Vinicius and, probably, the first letters of the third name (cognomen) of the same person who presumably ordered a product.
Vinicius was a name used in Italy and the provinces of Dalmatia
and Pannonia.
The type of product can be assumed from the inscription on
the other side, where part of the word is written on the top line,
and the other part below it, although there is enough space for
the whole word in one line. It is not possible to read the word
with certainty; some of the letters can be interpreted differently (the ‘N’ appearing in the top line could be read as R, V or
A); however, the above interpretation is the most probable. The
word tunicula, (on the inscription, given in the fourth case, plural) is a diminutive of tunica (tunic). The origin of this plate is
therefore perhaps a clothing workshop.
ml
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Roman Republican and Imperial coins; silver, bronze, brass. Weight 1.2g–9.12g. Vrhnika,
b

a

Dolge njive. NMS, Inv. Nos. LJ 4406–4409, 4411, 4419, 4726, 7875, 7880, 9388, 9390, 9395.
d
f

c

e

g

h
i
j

l
k

At Dolge njive, on terrain on the right bank of the Ljubljanica, more than a
hundred Roman coins have been found by chance, or during archaeological
research. More than half were made during the Roman Republican and Augustan periods. A selection of these coins is presented in Cat. 46.
Whilst the coins are poorly preserved, they are still important for understanding monetary circulation. The earliest are Roman Republican bronze
coins called asses (k, l), which were cast and used until the Augustan period. In
211 BC, the mint in Rome started to mint silver coins, with denarii being the
most frequent. Denarii g and h date to the end of the 2nd century BC. On them,
we see a depiction of a chariot pulled by two horses, driven by the goddess
Rome. The latest denarius (i) was minted in the name of Mark Antony, in 32 or
31 BC; it comes from a very large coin series. Such denarii are the most frequently found coins of the late Republican period in western and central Slovenia, and are associated with Roman military conquest. Coin j is not made of
solid silver, but silvered bronze, and was struck to save on silver.
At the beginning of his reign, the Emperor Augustus reformed the monetary system, creating a system which remained in use until the beginning
of the 3rd century. He initiated sestertii (the value of four asses) and dupondii
(the value of two asses) made of brass, and asses, semisses and quadrantes (the
value of half or a quarter of an as) made of bronze. Cat. 46 presents Augustan
asses (b, d, e), dupondius (c) and quadrans (f), as well as a Tiberian as (a). In general, asses and quadrantes were the most frequently used, and are the most
numerous coin denomination found at Dolge Njive. When low on change,
low-value coins, mostly asses and dupondii, were cut in half (d, e). The use of
so-called halved coins is characteristic mainly of the Augustan period.
am
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Three coins; leaded bronze (XRF, on the surface). Diam.
2.6cm, 2.6cm and 2.5–2.65cm, weight 12.78g, 13.63g and 10.18g.
Vrhnika, Kočevarjev vrt. MM, Acc. Nos. PN 372, PN 385 and PN
715.

The coins are all of the same type (RPC 523), but in
varying states of preservation. On the front, they
show busts of two men in profile, back to back.
IMP is inscribed above them and DIVI F(ilius) below. The left portrait, with laurel wreath, depicts
the general Agrippa, Augustus’ right-hand man
and son-in-law. The portrait on the right is of Augustus himself. The inscription ‘divi filius’ (son of
a god) is a reference to the relationship between
Caesar and Augustus, which was often emphasized by the latter. Augustus was Caesar’s adopted
son and political heir.
On their reverse, the coins show a crocodile,
with a mouth wide open, chained to a palm tree,
with the inscription COL NEM above. The depiction is an allusion to Augustus’ (Octavian’s at the
time) subjugation of Egypt and its annexation to
the Roman Empire in 30 BC, after Octavian had
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defeated Mark Antony and Cleopatra. The intention of this representation was perhaps to commemorate the settlement of veterans discharged,
after the victory in 30 BC, in the Roman colony of
Nemausus (modern Nîmes in southern France).
Coins with an image of a chained crocodile on
the reverse were minted in the city of Nemausus in
the Augustan period, perhaps from its beginning.
The production of these coins was immense; they
were also widely distributed. Coins such as the ones
from Vrhnika were probably minted between 16/15
and 10/8 BC (Berger 1996, 33, 41–44; RPC 152–154).
One of the coins bears a circular stamp on the
front, depicting DD with a palm tree between,
which was struck after the coin was minted (a socalled countermark: Kos 1997, 178–182). The DD
countermarks (i.e. decreto decurionum) are common on coins of this type. Most have been found
in Gaul and date to the late Augustan period. The
coins were probably countermarked with this
stamp by order of Nemausus city council (Chantraine 1982, 36; Majurel 1965, 245–277).
ji

48
Ten small Celtic coins; silver. Average weight 0.57g, average Diam. 0.8cm. Vrhnika, Dolge
njive. NMS, Inv. Nos. LJ 51460–51469.

Horvat 1990, 197–198.

A hoard of 24 Celtic coins was discovered during archaeological excavations
at Dolge njive at Vrhnika in 1885; the hoard consisted of one large and 23
small silver coins. The National Museum of Slovenia keeps only 10 small
coins, which represent all the types present in the hoard, while the remaining
coins were dispersed among unknown collections.
With the help of descriptions from previous publications, we can place the
large silver coin (tetradrachm) in a group having the characteristic inscription
NEMET next to the horseman on the reverse. Such coins were minted by the
Norici, a Celtic tribe inhabiting the territory of present-day Austria and northwestern Slovenia in the last three centuries BC.
The small Celtic silver coins from the hoard are of different types. In the
everyday life of the local population, they constituted change worth one sixteenth of a large silver coin.
Large silver coins were used mostly by tribal aristocracy and merchants
for substantial trading deals. Coin hoards indicate that the Norici traded
with both the neighbouring tribes as well as the Romans. Analyses of written
sources allow us to assume that the ratio of value between the Roman silver
coin (denarius) and contemporary small Celtic silver coins was 6:1 (Graßl
1988, 11–14).
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Ink-well; bronze (XRF). H. 6.7cm, Diam. 5.3cm. Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika. NMS,
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Inv. No. V 2110.

Small cylindrical vessel, decorated with ribs and grooves. The
lid is 3.2cm in diameter and attached to the rim by a hinge. On
the opposite side of the hinge is a small handle which enabled
the movement of a small bolt on the underside of the lid into
two positions: one that secured the lid, and another that allowed it to be opened.
The lid with closing/opening mechanism indicates that this
is an ink-well (Latin: atramentarium). The small plate with a ring
attached to the side of the cylindrical vessel suggests that there
were originally two vessels, one on each side of the plate, filled
with black (atramentum) and red ink, respectively. The ring attached to the binding plate was probably to secure the ink-well
to the writer’s hand. The shape of the ink-well suggests a date in
the 1st century.
Black and red ink were used for writing on papyrus, parchment or wood with a pen, usually reed or metal (Božič, Feugère
2004, 33–37).
ji

50
Proportional divider; bronze (XRF). L. 28.9cm. Ljubljanica,
near Vrhnika. FP, ZN 260/7.

Gaspari 2002a, 224, 286, fig. 81.

The proportional divider has two arms with pointed tips. Where the arms widen circularly, they are
fixed together by an axle with a flat head at the rear
and a 2.3cm long tip, with relief decoration on the
front. There is a narrow gap in the latter, slightly
trapezoidal in form. A bolt fitted into the gap tightens the washer and arms against the flat head at
the back of the hinge, fixing the arms in the required position. The ratio between the shorter and
longer sections of the arms is 1:2.
Roman proportional dividers are rare. Items
from an unknown site in southern France (Boucher,
Perdu, Feugère 1980, 83, no. 339), from the fortress at Novaesium (Neuss) on the Rhine (Simpson
2000, 65, pl. 21: 19) and from the military fort of
Saalburg in Germany (Jacobi 1897, 210, 212, fig.
29: 20), are in the ratio of 2:1, whereas the proportional divider found at Pompei is in the ratio of
1:1.5 (Overbeck, Mau 1968, 461, fig. 257). The ends
of both arms of the proportional dividers from the
fortress at Haltern on the River Lippe (Germany;
Müller 2002, 213, pl. 83: 901) have not survived.
All the proportional dividers mentioned above are
made of a copper alloy. The Ljubljanica example,
also of a copper alloy, seems to be the best preserved, the biggest and most accurately made.
It is very interesting that the length of the arms
of the proportional dividers from the Ljubljanica
does not fit the multiple of the Roman digitus
of 18.5mm, but instead, fits very well the Greek
daktylos of 19.3mm (Hultsch 1971, tab. II, VI)
multiplied by 15. It seems that the Greek metric
system was used in making this object, which suggests it originated in a Greek environment, perhaps in the Greek part of the Roman Empire.
ji
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Slingshots; lead. The biggest item: L. 4.96cm, weight 78g. Vrhnika, Dolge njive. NMS, Inv. Nos. R
1854/1–72, R 1888, R 3930, R 14012a, b.

Horvat 1990, 209, 217, 268, 269, cat. 158, pl. 9: 5–7.

A group of people from Vrhnika discovered more than 600 lead slingshots at
Dolge njive, to the south of the pier on the northern side of the settlement.
Most of the slingshots were in a heap, while some were scattered around
nearby (Horvat 1990, 209). The great majority, 433, weighing slightly more
than 29kg, are stored in the National Museum of Slovenia.
In the Roman period only the army used lead slingshots. They were usually
called glans (glandes in pl.) and were effective long-range weapons in open-field
battles as well as in sieges, used by both attackers and defenders. Slingshots
were cast in two-part moulds. Sometimes they bear Roman inscriptions, including slogans, insults aimed at the enemy, or the symbols of military units
or their leaders. The type of slingshot from Vrhnika was used mainly in the late
Republican and Augustan periods (Horvat 1993; Völling 1990).
The slingshots from Vrhnika do not have inscriptions. They can be interpreted as ammunition stored in the settlement for defence, or as cargo waiting for transportation on the Ljubljanica.
ji
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Roman Republican coins, collective find; silver. Aver-
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age weight 3.55g, average Diam. 1.6cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke,
Kamin. NMS, Inv. Nos. LJ 7601–7605, 18324, 18356, 20168.

FMRSl IV, 238–239; Rant 1995.

Divers exploring the Ljubljanica at Bevke in 1992
came across nineteen Roman Republican coins;
the National Museum of Slovenia succeeded in
acquiring only eight of them.
All the coins found are denarii, i.e. silver coins
that had a central role in the Roman Republican
monetary system; the Roman mint started producing them in 211 BC, and they were in use until the
end of the 3rd century. The time span of the denarii
in the hoard is almost two centuries, as the earliest coin was minted in 206 BC, and the latest one
in 42 BC. Two are particularly interesting, as they
are forgeries of ones minted in Rome. Forgeries
were usually made for economic reasons. They are
mainly recognisable from the poorer quality of
metal and workmanship, and they usually weigh
less than the originals.
Given the date of the latest coin, the find was
lost or thrown away in c. 42 BC. At that time, in
western Slovenia, which was part of Cisalpine Gaul
(roughly, the northern part of present-day Italy),
many Roman soldiers were present, protecting
the frontier of the Empire from the incursions of
tribes from the Balkans, and also preparing themselves for campaigns of conquest in the east. The
collection of denarii from the Ljubljanica probably
belonged to a Roman soldier, but it might also
have belonged to a merchant or craftsman.
am
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Hundred coins, collective find; bronze. Average weight 4.2g, average
Diam. 2.34cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin. NMS, Inv. Nos. LJ 7612–7711.

FMRSl IV, 239–246.

In 1992, a diver exploring the Ljubljanica at Bevke found 100
late Roman bronze coins over an area of one square metre. A
late Roman iron axe was found next to them.
The earliest coins date to the beginning of the 4th century;
these are bronze coins of the emperors Maxentius (306–312)
and Constantine I. (306–337). The remainder form a homogenous group, as they were minted from AD 348 to 352. These
are coins of the emperors Constans, Constantius II., Constantinus Galus and the self-proclaimed emperor, Magnentius.
The coins are most probably what remained of a purse (folis)
that was lost or thrown away around AD 352, considering the latest coin. This was a period when Roman Ljubljana (Emona) was
conquered again during a civil war by the legitimate emperor,
Constantinus II, son of Constantine the Great. The army in
Gaul was dissatisfied with the reign of Constans and therefore
proclaimed the military commander Magnentius emperor at
the beginning of AD 350; he quickly attracted the loyalty of the
western provinces (Britannia, Gaul and Hispania) and occupied
Emona in the same year, during his march east. We cannot know
which side the owner of the purse took.
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Small axe with seal; iron and wood. L. 13cm, H. 5.4cm.
Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, Livada. NMS, Inv. No. V 1020.

Bitenc 1997, 10, no. 25; Istenič 2006b, 129, fig. 93: 7.

The object has two work surfaces: the blade, 5.4cm
in length on one side, and relief letters and dots
between them, in a mirror image, on the other
side. The letters are raised up to 0.5cm above the
background and grow thinner with the growing
distance from the background (at their very top,
they are thinner than 0.1cm). This, together with
the mirror image of letters, suggests that they were
used as a stamp to mark wood or wood products.
The blade was perhaps used to smooth the surface
before the stamp was struck. Axes with seals from
the Roman period are rare (cf. Gaitzsch 1980, 268–
269; Gagneux-Granade 2006, 21, fig. 2).
The stamp, up to 1.6cm high, reads L.F.G. It
represents the initials of three names, indicating
that the person to whom it referred was a Roman
citizen. L is an abbreviation of the praenomen
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(first name) Lucius, F of the nomen (second name;
Fabius, Flavius, Fulvius?) and G is an abbreviation
of the cognomen (third name). He was probably
the owner of the wood, e.g. the owner of the forest
or a wood merchant. The wood might have been
marked with this seal before being transported on
the river (cf. Bauer 2001).
There are different opinions regarding the dating of axes of similar shape, ranging from the 1st to
the 3rd century (cf. Gaitzsch 1993, 83, fig. 68, pl. 63:
Ger. 3; Pohanka 1986, 243, 249–252, fig. 16, pl. 46:
201–204).
ji

55
Cooking pan (a); tinned bronze with copper inlay (PIXE).
Diam. 17.6cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke. NMS, Inv. No. R 12628.

Breščak 1982, 12, 40, cat. 3, pls. 1: 3, 17: 3; Bras Kernel 2006, 18,
cat. 8, fig. 4.

Cooking pan (b); tinned bronze (XRF, PIXE). Diam. 13.2cm.
Ljubljanica, near Bevke. NMS, Inv. No. R 12627.

Breščak 1982, 40, pl. 1: 2, pl. 17: 2; 33, fn. 42; Horvat 1990, 294,
cat. 576, pl. 30: 2; Petrovszky 1993, 35, 281, N.15.01, pl. 22 and 41
(In these publications, the Inv. Nos. and find-spots are incorrect;
cf. Bras Kernel 2006, 18, cat. 7).

More than thirty bronze cooking pans were found
in the Ljubljanica, almost half belonging to a
group with a decoration of swan-like heads at the
end of the handle. They originate from Campania
(southern Italy), and were made from about the
last two decades BC to the first two or three decades AD (Petrovszky 1993, 30–35, 160, 281, 282).
The basic form of the cooking pan a was most
probably cast, while its surface was finished on a
spinning wheel. According to Petrovszky (1993,
30), this is typical of cooking pans with swan-like
heads. However, cooking pan b was made dif-

ferently; it was spun (cf. Braun-Feldweg 1988,
165–169). The stamp NORBA (on the handle)
indicates that it was manufactured by Norbanus,
who is the only known north Italic maker of this
kind of cooking pan. His products are dated to the
last decade BC and the first decade AD (Petrovszky
1993, 160, 281–282).
The distribution of cooking pans with swanlike decoration at the end of the handle shows two
major concentrations: one in the Ljubljanica, and
the other in the Czech Republic, where the Marcomannic Kingdom flourished in the last decade BC
and in the first two decades AD, and where Italian
products were very popular among the upper class
(Petrovszky 1993, 22). Some of the cooking pans
from the Ljubljanica are perhaps from a cargo
destined for the Marcomans. Cooking pans were
also part of a Roman soldier’s equipment.
Cooking pans were typically tinned. Tinning
prevents the food in the pan from coming into
contact with the poisonous copper compounds.
Moreover, the tinned and polished surface looked
like silver (Šmit, Istenič, Knific 2008, 2330–2331).
ji
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56
Cooking pan (a); bronze (XRF). Diam. 12.7cm. Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika, Dolge njive. NMS, Inv.
No. R 1878.

Breščak 1982, 41, pl. 2: 10; Horvat 1990, 295, cat. 580, pl. 31: 2; Petrovszky 1993, 39, 289, P.09.04,
d

a

pls. 24 and 41.

Cooking pan (b); bronze (XRF). Diam. 11.6cm. Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika, Dolge njive. NMS, Inv.
No. R 1877.

c
b

Breščak 1982, 41, pls. 1: 7, 18: 7; Horvat 1990, 294, cat. 579, pl. 31: 1; Petrovszky 1993, 39, 337, X 46,
pl. 36 (the find-spot quoted is incorrect).

Cooking pan (c); bronze, probable remains of tinning (XRF). Diam. 9.5cm. Ljubljanica, near
Blatna Brezovica, Dolnji breg. NMS, Inv. No. V 1882.

Cooking pan (d); leaded bronze, remains of tinning on the surface (XRF). Diam. 15.7cm.
Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika, Dolge njive. NMS, Inv. No. R 1882.

Breščak 1982, 42, pls. 2: 16, 18: 16; Horvat 1990, 295, cat. 583, pl. 31: 5 (with wrong Inv. No.); Šmit,
Istenič, Knific 2008, 2330–2331, fig. 2.
Cat. 56a, b and c are so-called thin-cast cooking pans. They were made in northeastern Italy, probably in Aquileia or its surroundings, whence they were
exported mainly to the east; most can be found in the area of the present-day
Czech Republic (cf. Cat. 55). They were probably made from the second decade
BC to the third decade AD (Petrovszky 1993, 36–39). Cooking pan Cat. 56a was
most likely cast and then finished by spinning (which, according to Petrovszky, is typical of cooking pans of this type). Cooking pans Cat. 56b and c were
most probably only spun (cf. Braun-Feldweg 1988, 165–169). Cooking pan
Cat. 56c has a chased decoration on the horizontal rim and the handle, where,
among other ornaments, there is a charming depiction of a water bird.
The handle of cooking pan Cat. 56a bears the name-stamp POMPE(I) N(I)GER
(only the top left corner of the letter N remains; this letter probably had a surmounted right vertical line and represented the letters N and I in ligature).
The first name of the maker (Pompeius) is known from the name-stamps of
three other cooking pans of this category. He was probably working in or near
Aquileia in the first three decades AD (Petrovszky 1993, 163, 289). The stamp
on cooking pan Cat. 56b is hardly visible and is illegible.
Cooking pan Cat. 56d, which was first cast and then finished by spinning,
is of leaded bronze. This was very suitable material for casting, as the added
lead improved the casting properties of the alloy. It is one of the very few cooking pans dating to the second half of the 1st century AD from the Ljubljanica,
which is interesting because the production of cooking pans was still flourishing in the period (cf. Petrovszky 1993, 64–91, 123).
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57
Fragments of five amphorae; pottery. H. 27.2cm, 25.3cm, 29cm, 9cm and 17cm. Ljubljanica,
near Vrhnika. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 1675, V 2518 (b, e). Ljubljanica, near Bevke. NMS, Inv. No. R 17334
(a). Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša. FM ZN 261/1 (c). Ljubljanica, near Sinja Gorica. NMS, Inv. No. V
c

a

2466 (d).

d
b

e

Amphorae were used to transport goods, most commonly olive oil and wine,
which were the two basic elements of Mediterranean and Roman cooking.
Amphorae were also often used for transporting garum, the Roman fish
sauce, and relatively rarely for other foodstuffs. They were heavy and therefore
suitable mainly for ship transport. The stamps on amphorae often name the
owners of large estates where the foodstuffs and amphorae were produced.
About 30 Roman amphorae (or pieces) have been found in the Ljubljanica,
about half in the area of the Roman settlement at Vrhnika.
The oldest amphora type from the Ljubljanica is the Lamboglia 2 type
used for storing wine, and made in the Adriatic region from the end of the 2nd
century to the end of the 1st century BC. Only two fragments (Cat. 57 c, d) can
reliably be classified as being of this type. Fragments of the later, Dressel 6A
amphorae (Cat. 57b), also used for wine, are more common. They were produced in the central and northern area of the Adriatic and in northern Italy
from the second half of the 1st century BC to the first half of the 1st century AD
(cf. Horvat 1997, 58; Pesavento Mattioli 2000, 108–109). However, fragments
of the Dressel 6B form, which was used for storing olive oil from Istria and
northern Italy, are the most common. Forms such as Cat. 57a and Cat. 58 are
characteristic of the first two thirds of the 1st century AD (see Cat. 58).
A fragment of an amphora with distinctive pointed handles was also
found in the Ljubljanica (Cat. 57e). Amphorae of this form were made in the
eastern Mediterranean, mostly in the Aegean region, with the centre on
Rhodes. They were used to store a very popular wine, and were exported to the
whole of the Mediterranean and many other parts of the Roman Empire in
the 1st century (cf. Bezeczky 1994, 109–110).
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58
Amphora; pottery. H. 84.2cm. Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika. NMS, Inv. No. R 1885.
Horvat 1990, 298–299, cat. 609, pl. 34: 5.

The amphora was found in 1884, during a systematic examination of the
Ljubljanica in the area of Vrhnika. It belongs to a large group of Dressel 6B
amphorae. They were used to transport olive oil, and mostly manufactured
on large estates in Istria, and also in northern Italy, from the end of the late
Republican period to the beginning of the 3rd century AD (Carre, Pesavento
Mattioli 2003).
Istrian oil was the most commonly used oil over a wide area from northeastern Italy, across present-day Austria, Slovenia and Croatia to the central
Danube region. Amphorae of this group are the most common type from
the early Empire in Slovenia (Vidrih-Perko 2000, 427–428) and also from the
Ljubljanica. The only two complete amphorae from the Ljubljanica are also
from this group (Cat. 58 and one from a private collection).
Amphora Cat. 58 probably originates from Istria and dates to the first two
thirds of the 1st century (cf. Carre, Pesavento Mattioli 2003, 462, 467, 468, pl. 2,
fig. 3).
ji

59
Mortars; pottery. Diam. 32cm, 36cm and 42.5cm. Ljubljanica,
near Bevke. NMS, Inv. Nos. R 16895, R 16875, R 16876.

Bras Kernel 2006 (information on the find-spot).

The characteristic shape and gritted inner surface
indicate that these vessels were mortars (Lat. mortarium). Mortars were closely related to Roman
cooking and were often used in kitchen. With a
pestle, probably of wood when in a set with pottery
mortars, and hard grit on the inner surface, it was
possible to crush, grate and crumble various ingredients, e.g. popular spices of Roman cuisine.
The mortars from the Ljubljanica (Cat. 59;
Istenič 2006b, 129, fig. 93: 1) can be compared
with one of the two mortar forms found in the
cargo of a shipwreck off Cap Dramont (southern
France) which dates from c. AD 40 to 50. A wide
horizontal rim, thickened at the edge, with two

small holes (made prior to firing and used for
hanging the vessels) opposite a pouring spout with
parallel sides, are characteristic of this form of
mortar. They were used mostly from the Augustan
period to the middle of the 1st century AD. Inclusions of volcanic rock in the pottery indicate that
they were made in central Italy (Pallecchi 2002,
42–45). The mortars from the Ljubljanica have no
visible inclusions of volcanic rock, which suggests
that they originate from a different area, perhaps
from northern Italy.
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Military belt fitting; silver, partially gilded (XRF, PIXE).
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Dim. 5.1 x 5.3cm, weight 34.2g.
Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Tri lesnice. NMS, Inv. No. V 2019.

Istenič 2003b, 286–289, figs. 4–5, 7: 2, 9, 11.

The belt fitting is made of high-quality silver and
very well preserved. The hinges on the sides are
purely decorative. The central part of the belt-plate
is circular. It has a relief-decoration, embossed
from the back and chased on the front, with symmetrically placed plant motifs (two wide acanthus
leaves, two narrower leaves and six buds). The
background is chased with tiny circles. In the middle of this decoration, there is a separately made
rosette fastened to the fitting by a rivet with a
round decorative terminal. The front is partly gilded (Fig. 86) with fire-gilding technique, a process by
which a liquid mixture of gold and mercury is applied to the surface. The object is then heated until most of the mercury evaporates (Šmit, Istenič,
Knific 2008).
The fitting was part of a military belt (see the
centurion on Fig. 89), fastened to the belt-leather, c.
4mm thick, with four symmetrically-placed silver
rivets, two of which are preserved.
Clear similarities between the belt and scabbard
fittings Cat. 61, together with their unique character,
would suggest that they were made in the same
workshop, and were made and used as a set. Sets
of military belts and swords with associated scabbards were quite usual in the early Roman period.
For the dating and origin of this object see Cat. 61.
ji

61
Sword with the remains of an associated scabbard; iron and silver with remains
of gilding (XRF, PIXE). L. 41.6cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Tri lesnice. MM, Inv. No.
510:LJU;32617 and FM, ZN 137/7.

Stare 1953, 94–95, figs. 1–2, pls. 1–2; Horvat 1990, 238–239, 293–294, pl. 28); Istenič 2003b, 282–
286, figs. 1–3, 8, 10.

Two thirds of an early Roman short sword (gladius) and several fittings of the
associated scabbard have survived. The scabbard was probably made of leathercovered wood, perhaps with the additional layer of a thin metal (silver?) sheet.
The scabbard mouth fitting and both transverse fittings (the lower one found
in 1998), with suspension rings used to attach the scabbard to the military
belt, are preserved. The fittings were of high-quality silver (c. 95% silver) and
were (partially) gilded (see the centurion shown on Fig. 89). It is clear from the
original publication of the sword (Stare 1953), that the upper and lower handle terminals were covered with a silver sheet. The central part of the handle
may also have been covered by a silver sheet, as in the case of the sword from
Rheingönheim on the Rhine (cf. Ulbert 1969, 44, pls. 32: 1, 4, 56: 1). It might
also have been made of ivory.
The stylistic features, the motifs and the workmanship of the decoration
on the scabbard fittings, as well as on the belt fitting Cat. 60 suggest that they
are products of the Augustan period and originate in Italian territory. The vine
and the exuberant natural foliage were favourite motifs of the Augustan Age.
They endorsed the fertility, prosperity and abundance of the new, Golden Age,
which was deemed paradise on Earth, its beginning having been proclaimed
in the spring of 17 BC. The sword and scabbard are exceptional and prestigious products. It is presumed that only a few soldiers, probably of high rank,
could afford such exceptional swords (Istenič 2003b, 282–286).
The sword is not part of the ‘Hoard of Vrhnika’, as mentioned in the original publication (Stare 1953) and quoted several times (Horvat 1990, with cited
bibliography; Künzl 1996, 421–423, 458: M 36, pl. 57: 3–4), but was found in
the Ljubljanica (Istenič 2003b; Bras Kernel 2006).
The presumed original appearance of the sword in the scabbard is shown
in Fig. 89 (centurion).
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62
Sword in a scabbard; iron, brass, tinned copper, tinned brass (PIXE) and wood. L. of sword
72.3cm, L. of scabbard 58.6cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Krajna or Na zrnici. NMS, Inv. No. R 17110.

Istenič 2006a, 101, fig. 79: 4.

A thin brass sheet is tinned on the outer surface and covers the entire front of
the scabbard. The wood from which the scabbard’s body was made has not
survived. The transverse fittings and the chape fitting with openwork decoration are all made of brass. The scabbard was fastened to a military belt by
suspension rings on each side of the upper two transverse fittings (cf. Fig. 89).
Only fragments of the iron binding that was placed over the whole length of
the scabbard and joined its upper and lower plate are preserved. Of the sword
hilt, only the iron tang and tinned copper oval that covered the underside of
the hand-guard survive.
The sword and its scabbard are excellently preserved examples of an early
Roman type of short sword and associated scabbard (type Mainz). It was a
typical offensive weapon of the Roman infantry (legionaries and auxiliary
units) from the Augustan period to the middle of the 1st century (Deschler-Erb
1999, 23; Bishop, Coulston 2006, 78–83). Most of these swords or their scabbards, some of them outstandingly well preserved, have been found in the
Rhine at Mainz (11 examples); most fragments have been discovered in a rubbish deposit at the legionary fortress at Vindonissa (i.e. Brugg/Windisch), in
Switzerland (31 examples; cf. Künzl 1996, 449–460). The Roman swords and
scabbards from the Ljubljanica are mainly of this type.
Sword scabbards with fittings with openwork decoration date to the Augustan period (Istenič 2003c, 274–275). The sword and its associated scabbard Cat. 62, besides the examples from the Rhine at Mainz (Künzl 1996, 451,
OI 11-16, fig. 7: 2.3, pl. 39: 1–5) and the example from the Sava at Dubravica
(Vujović 2001, 119–121, pls. 2–5), are among best preserved swords and scabbards of the Mainz Type.
For a reconstruction of the sword in its scabbard see Fig. 89 (the saluting
soldier).
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Medallion, probably from a military award; pewter,
silvered at the front (XRF, PIXE). Diam. 4.8cm. Ljubljanica, near
Bevke, Krajna. NMS, Inv. No. V 1881.

Istenič 2003a.

The very well preserved medallion, with a full-face
bust of a middle-aged man en face, in relief, was
cast in pewter and silvered on the front. The man
is dressed in a tunic and toga and is wearing a
laurel wreath. A sceptre surmounted by an eagle is
depicted to the right of his face, and to the left is a
branch with leaves growing on a branch in pairs,
with fruit on long stalks.
The characteristics of the face, neck and hairstyle indicate that this is the emperor Augustus.
To be precise, the image corresponds to the Prima
Porta type, which was used from 27 BC onwards.
The laurel wreath, sceptre, tunic and toga are
symbols of a triumph, i.e. a celebration in Rome
in honour of a victorious army commander. The
myrtle branch shown on the right symbolises a triumph in a bloodless victory. It alludes to Augustus’
victory over the Parthians in 20 BC, which was not
achieved by war, but by diplomatic means. This
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was represented as a highly significant achievement in Roman propaganda (Istenič 2003a).
The appearance and composition of the back
of the medallion indicate that it was fixed to a
metal backing. It was probably part of a military
award (Istenič 2003a; cf. saluting soldier on Fig.
89) called phalerae. From the era of Augustus onwards, soldiers up to the rank of centurion were
awarded phalerae. Depictions on gravestones
show that sets of usually nine phalerae were attached to leather straps and worn on the chest and
stomach area. Most of the soldiers who received
them were also given torcs and bracelets (Maxfield
1981, 91–95; Steiner 1906, 14–22; cf. Cat. 64).
ji

64
Military award; tin (XRF, PIXE). L. 12.4cm, W. 9.2cm.

from the Augustan and early Tiberian period (cf.

Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Bržič. FM, ZN 137/8.

Cat. 55), providing a hint to the dating. This corre-

The object is probably a Roman military award
called a torques. Initially, the Romans used this
word (also torquis, from: torqueo = to twist) for
necklets made of spirally twisted wire with expanded terminals, characteristic of the Celts and
numerous other barbarian groups. Celtic warriors
and nobles wore torcs around their necks as a
symbol of power (Beck, Chew 1991, 69).
On the model of torcs seized in battles from
the Celts, the Romans named and designed one
of their military awards. Images on Roman gravestones show that torcs were of several forms. They
were granted, usually as a pair, to legionaries up
to, and including, the rank of centurion, and worn
over the cuirass, just below the collar bones (Maxfield 1981, 89–91, pls. 6b, 14b; cf. Fig. 89: the saluting soldier).
Torcs similar to the one from the Ljubljanica
are shown on Roman gravestones (e.g. Maxfield
1981, pls. 6b, 7b, 11b), but there is no similar item
among the extremely rare finds of Roman torcs.
The ornament of birds with their heads turned
back resembles the decoration on cooking pans

sponds well with the fact that most of the Roman
military finds from the Ljubljanica stem from
the Augustan period (cf. Istenič in this volume,
p. 86–87; Istenič 2009). The torc was made of tin,
which probably resembled more prestigious and
expensive silver.
Roman military awards in the form of bracelets
(armillae) were the same or similar in shape to
torcs, yet smaller; they were worn on both wrists
(Maxfield 1981, 89–91, fig. 9; cf. Fig. 89). Indeed,
as to the form, Cat. 64 could be an armilla, but it
seems to be too big for this.
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Sword; iron, tinned copper (PIXE) and bone. L. 60cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna
Brezovica, Lipavec. NMS, Inv. No. V 444.

Istenič 2006a, 101, fig. 79: 5.

65
Button-and-loop fasteners; pewter (XRF). Diam. 2.7cm.
Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Tri lesnice and Ljubljanica, in
Ljubljana, Livada. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 1453 and V 2111.

The relief decoration on the two button-and-loop
fasteners show a man in profile. From a comparison with depictions on Roman coins, he can be
recognised as Octavian or Emperor Augustus, as he
was known after 27 BC. The curved wand (lituus)
and single-handled jug next to him are priestly
symbols. Augurs (priests) observed the signs of
gods (e.g. by observing birds) and interpreted them
as favourable or unfavourable. Augurs had many
privileges (e.g. they were elected for life) and an
important political position – any significant act of
the Roman state could be undertaken only after an
augur had recognised a propitious sign from a god
(Stevenson 1982, 95–96). It seems that the depiction
on the button-and-loop fasteners was intended as a
reminder that Augustus was not only a secular, but
also a religious leader of the Roman state. Indeed,
he became an augur in the middle of the 30-ies BC
at the latest (cf. Trillmich 1988, cat. 309).
Both button-and-loop fasteners probably had a
loop fixed at the back (still partly preserved on Inv.
No. V 1453), which can also be seen on an almost
identical item from an unknown location (Künzl
1996, 433, pl. 50: 7; Künzl 1988, 560–561, cat. 387).
The images on these button-and-loop fasteners
indicate that they were used in a military milieu,
where they could have been used for various purposes, such as on military belts (cf. Deschler-Erb
1999, 68; Künzl 1996, l. c.; Fig. 89: the saluting soldier). They were probably used much as buttons
are used today (cf. Fig. 87).
ji

The shape of the sword blade indicates that it is an early (i.e. Augustan) example of a short sword with waisted blade and relatively long tapering point (Mainz type; cf. Cat. 62); nearly all early Roman swords from the Ljubljanica are of this type (cf. Istenič 2009).
The handgrip, of bone, survives, with the exception of the
fourth segment, where the little finger fitted. It appears that
this sword is the only early Roman short sword with a surviving
bone handgrip. Many bone handgrips, no longer attached to
the swords, were discovered in a rubbish deposit of the fortress
at Vindonissa in present-day Switzerland (cf. Unz, Deschler-Erb
1997, 15, pl. 3: 25–43).
The handgrips of early Roman short swords were made of
bone or wood, and rarely, probably in the case of prestigious
swords, of ivory (cf. Unz, Deschler-Erb 1997, 14–15, pls. 2, 3).
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67
Sword in a scabbard; brass (PIXE), iron and wood. L. of sword 69cm, L. of scabbard 65cm.
Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Dolnji breg. NMS, Inv. No. V 1366.

Istenič 2000a; Šmit, Pelicon 2000.

The blade of the sword and the associated scabbard survive, but the handle
is missing. The scabbard seems to have been made of two wooden halves,
the front and back, which were probably covered with leather. They were
fixed together with a U-shaped brass guttering. On the front of the scabbard
is a net-like brass fitting, and on the back are two transverse fittings and an
unusual mount terminating in four animal-head terminals on the front of the
scabbard (only two survive). A substantial rectangular mount with two holes
is transversally fitted through the mid-point of this mount and into the wood
beneath. The iron sword blade can be seen in several places where the scabbard is damaged: the blade’s width is estimated at 4.5cm at most.
The scabbard is unique among Roman weapons; comparing it with
slightly similar scabbards, a date between c. 60/50 and 30 BC seems probable
(Istenič 2000a). The scabbard is the oldest example of a Roman weapon with
brass decoration (Istenič 2000a; Šmit, Pelicon 2000). Brass, an alloy of copper
and zinc, was not known in western and central Europe prior to the Roman
period. The Romans, who presumably encountered brass in Asia Minor, started to use and produce it about 60 BC (Istenič 2005; Istenič, Šmit 2007).
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68
Dagger and its scabbard; wood and iron, decorated by brass, enamel and
pewter (PIXE, NR). L. of the dagger 34.1cm, L. of the scabbard 26.4cm. Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Rakova jelša. NMS, Inv. No. V 417.

Rant et al. 1994; Svoljšak et al. 1997, 259–260, figs. 32, 33.

The dagger and the scabbard are among the best-preserved Roman daggers and their scabbards (cf. Fig. 29).
The handle is of sandwich-like construction, in that the
exterior is formed of two iron plates, whereas the interior comprises a flat tang. The two iron plates encased the upper end
of the blade and the tang, as well as the wooden parts on both
sides. The wood is partly preserved only in the upper disc of
the handle, as neutron radiography (Fig. 30) clearly reveals. The
front of the iron handle was decorated with red enamel. The gap
between the two iron plates of the handle was closed from the
side by a strip of brass sheet, surviving only as a small fragment
on the upper disc. The front of the iron scabbard was decorated
with red enamel and brass inlays, which delimited circular,
rectangular and triangular ornamental areas, as well as with red
enamel encircled by a shiny silver-like layer of pewter at the tip
of the scabbard. The iron must have been darkened (cf. Obmann
2000, 7), otherwise the decoration with silver appearance would
not have stood out and would not have had a decorative effect.
Fig. 88 shows the presumed original appearance of the dagger
in the scabbard, and Figs. 87d and 89 indicate one of the ways in
which the scabbard with the dagger may have been fastened to a
military belt.
The construction and decoration characteristics of the scabbard and dagger indicate a date from the Augustan period to the
middle of the 1st century (cf. Obmann 2000, 6, 8–9).
ji

69
Dagger in a scabbard; iron, decorated with silver inlay, green enamel and
tinning (PIXE). L. of the dagger 31.3cm, L. of the scabbard 26.7cm. Ljubljanica,
near Črna vas. NMS, Inv. No. V 1714.

Most of the dagger handle has been lost. The blade, still in
its scabbard, can be seen in an X-ray photograph (Fig. 28). The
front of the scabbard is divided into four sections, each decorated with silver inlay and green enamel, which survives only in
the second section. The front of the scabbard’s circular tip is
tinned, with the exception of a small circle in the centre, which
was probably enamelled. The silver inlay and tinned surface indicate that the iron was blued by one of various methods, otherwise the decoration would not have been effective (cf. Obmann
2000, 7; Istenič 2009a).
The dagger and its scabbard are of the same early Imperial
type as Cat. 68 (Mainz-type). The characteristics of the scabbard
decoration suggest a date from some time during the reign of Tiberius up to the middle of the 1st century (cf. Obmann 2000, 6, 9).
Daggers were used by both legionary and auxiliary infantry,
and probably also by some cavalrymen (Bishop, Coulston 2006,
85). Scabbards were fastened to military belts by suspension
rings (cf. Cat. 68; Figs. 87d, 88). They were worn at the hip, opposite
the sword (cf. Fig. 89).
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Metal parts of two javelins; iron. L. 105cm and 96cm.

01
71/ Prazgodovina

Ljubljanica, near Bevke and Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica,

1644g. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 1891, V 1892 and V 1927.

Turf-cutters; iron. W. 33.8cm, 28.1cm and 38cm, weight 1154g, 1066g and

Tri lesnice. NMS, Inv. Nos. R 8123 and V 1454.

The javelin (pilum), a typical Roman close-range
weapon, was designed to pierce an enemy shield
and body. The shank usually bent after piercing
a shield (cf. Cat. 70, right) and consequently became
unusable. The javelin was a legionary weapon, in
use from at least the 3rd century BC onwards (Bishop,
Coulston 2006, 50–53, 225–227; Feugère 1993,
166–169; Deschler-Erb 1999, 19).
The Cat. 70 items comprise the main metal parts
of javelins with a pyramidal head and narrow, flat
tang. Eight other javelins of the same type were
found in the Ljubljanica.
Javelins of this type have usually been found at
Augustan military sites, but they are also known
from sites of the 1st century AD. Items with surviving wooden parts were found in the fortress at
Oberaden on the River Lippe (Germany), which is
dated between 11/10 and 8/7 BC (Kühlborn 1992,
123, 133). These show how the iron part of the
javelin was riveted into the pyramidal expansion
of the shaft (Bishop, Coulston 2006, 73–76, fig. 36).
On one of the javelins Cat. 70, a flat tang with
a hole survives; an iron rivet passing through
the wooden shaft and the hole in the tang fixed
the iron part of the javelin to the wooden shaft.
Moreover, on the same javelin the iron pyramidal
cullet that reinforced the upper part of the wooden
shaft also survives (cf. Radman-Livaja 2004, fig.
1). This type of mount was introduced in the Augustan period and used until the mid 1st century
(Deschler-Erb 1999, 19–20).
ji

Roman soldiers used a special tool for cutting turf. It was of a
wide penannular form, with a long, distinctly convex blade and
a shaft. It was hafted to a fairly short wooden handle (cf. Junkelmann 1997, fig. 69c), which made it possible for the user to
put pressure on it and, with left-right movements parallel to the
blade, cut turf 15–20cm deep.
Six tools of this kind are known from the Ljubljanica (Cat. 71
and three others). Given their size, one can assume they were all
used by soldiers; smaller ones are thought to have been used by
civilians (Pietsch 1983, 64).
Cutting turf was a frequent and important job in the Roman
army, as turf ‘bricks’ were used as building material in various
defensive structures, e.g. ramparts and walls. For example, the
Antonine Wall in Scotland was made of such ‘bricks’. Vegetius,
who compiled a work on warfare (Epitoma Rei Militaris) in the
late Roman period, using earlier sources, stated that each turf
brick should be half a foot (pes) high, one foot wide, and one
and a half feet long (Vegetius III, 8; quote from Milner 1996, 80).
Such a turf measured 15 × 30 × 45cm.
ji

72
Pickaxes; iron. L. 32cm, 36.7cm and 44.5cm, weight 1510g, 1550g and 1948g. Ljubljanica, near
Podpeč, Ljubljanica, and Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Lipavec. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 338, V 1941
and FP, ZN 260/4.

Svoljšak et al. 1997, 261, pl. 16: 2 (Cat. 72, top); Gaspari 2002a, 120, 298, pl. 25: 1 (Cat. 72, bottom).

The pickaxe (dolabra) was a standard Roman military tool. It consisted of an
iron section hafted to a long wooden handle. The iron part had a wide axe
blade, oriented parallel to the handle, and a (usually opposing) tine or chiselshaped pick. It was used for breaking up ground, e.g. for entrenching and
rampart building, for clearing scrub and cutting trees, for the rough treatment of wood, and removing obstacles such as palisades, or sometimes even
for fighting. When not in use, the axe blade was protected by a metal sheath
(Grote 2005, 42–44; Pietsch 1983, 15–17; Pohanka 1986, 96–102; Junkelman
1997, 203–205, figs. 69c, 70b–d; cf. Fig. 89).
A similarly shaped tool, but usually smaller, was used by civilians, most
often in agriculture, forestry, the treatment of wood and stonecutting. Of
eight pickaxes found in the Ljubljanica, four can be classified as military
tools, probably dating to the Augustan period or the 1st century AD (cf. Franzius 1992, 376–377, fig. 18: 1; Gaitzsch 1993, 88–90, figs. 72–74, 260, pl. 65:
Ger 10; Grote 2005, 42–44, figs. 3, 53, 54; Harnecker 1997, 46, pl. 1: 3; Pietsch
1983, 15–17).
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Brooches; brass and iron (XRF). L. 4.7cm and 6.1cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Trebež. FM, ZN 263/17, 15.

With the Alesia type brooch (Cat. 73, on the left), the
Romans introduced a new type of mechanism – a
hinge instead of a spring, which had characterised
all previous brooches. These were named after
a Gaulic settlement (oppidum) called Alesia conquered by Julius Caesar after a long siege in 52 BC.
Brooches of this type were made of an entirely new
alloy, i.e. brass (an alloy of copper and zinc), which
was not produced in European prehistoric cultures
(Istenič 2005; Istenič, Šmit 2007; cf. Cat. 67). It appears
that the brooches of the Alesia group were in use at
least since Caesar’s Gallic Wars (58–51 BC), mostly
by Roman soldiers, for fastening their cloaks.
Around the early Augustan period, another
type of brooch developed from the Alesia-type,

01 / Prazgodovina

also having a hinge, but differing in details from
the earlier type (Cat. 73, right). Sometimes brooches
of this type have a stamp on the front of the head.
Their name derives from the most frequent stamp
(AVCISSA). Aucissa brooches are more common
and widespread than the Alesia predecessors;
they were worn by Roman soldiers, as well as civilians. Most of them date to the Augustan period,
but were made until the mid 1st century AD (Erice
Lacabe 1995, 111–145). They were usually made of
brass. However, the brooch from the Ljubljanica
is iron; only the knobs on each side of the hinge
and at the end of the foot are of brass. Before the
iron corroded, it had a grey metal shine, which
matched well the gleaming gold knob-ends.
ji

74
Button-and-loop fastener; silver, gilded at the front (XRF, PIXE). Diam.
4.0cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin. NMS, Inv. No. V 449.

The item has a substantial double loop, and a relatively thin
circular head, with a convex round protrusion in the centre.
This is decorated with a four-leaf rosette, chased by tiny circles
and lines, and a round decorative terminal in the centre. The
flat part of the head, which is bordered by two ribs on the inner
and outer edges, bears a rosette of 15 triangular petals. This
decoration is also chased: the petals with minute lines, and the
background with minute dots.
A similar button-and-loop fastener with a double loop, but
with simpler decoration, was found in the fortress at Vindonissa
(Windisch; Switzerland), together with a sword in its scabbard
and parts of a military belt from the Tiberian period. It was
probably used for fastening the military belt (Deschler-Erb
1996; Deschler-Erb 2005, 241, fig. 294).
Button-and-loop fasteners with double loops were probably
used in the same way as those with single loops (cf. Cat. 65). One
of the possible uses of the button-and-loop fastener Cat. 74, i.e. as
one of the two items on the military belt to which the dagger’s
scabbard was attached, is shown in Figs. 87d and 89. The probable
method of attaching the button-and-loop fastener to the military belt is indicated in Fig. 87.
Button-and-loop fasteners with double loops are rare finds,
and were only used until the Flavian period (Deschler-Erb 1999,
68). The skilful decoration and minutely chased circles suggest
an Augustan date for the button-and-loop fastener Cat. 74 (cf. Cat.
60 and 61).
ji

75
Buckle with a fitting; brass, silvered at the front (PIXE). W. 2.6cm, L. 6.9cm.
Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Rakova jelša. NMS, Inv. No. V 1629.

Šmit, Istenič, Knific 2008, fig. 4.

The buckle and the fitting have twin loops, each of which, together with the axis, forms a hinge. The fitting was fixed to a c.
4mm thick leather belt with four copper rivets. The fact that the
rivets are not visible on the front allows the assumption that it
was silvered only after it had been riveted to the leather.
Similar, but usually slightly wider buckles with fittings belong to military belts of the Augustan to the early Flavian period
(cf. Unz, Deschler-Erb 1997, 34, pl. 41: 1045–1054; Deschler-Erb
1999, 40–41, 43, cat. 276–288, 318–331).
Military belts were used for carrying daggers and swords.
The military belt clearly differentiated soldiers from civilians.
Soldiers in the Augustan period and in the 1st century could wear
two belts (one carrying a sword, and the other a dagger) or only
one belt, on which both side arms, or only the dagger hung. In
the latter case, the sword was carried on a belt over the shoulder
(baldric). It seems that how belts and side-arms were worn was
related to the three different types of cuirass (cf. Fig. 89; DeschlerErb 1999, 40–44; Deschler-Erb 1996, 86).
ji
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Helmet; bronze, brass and copper (XRF, PIXE). H. 19.3cm. Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika, Dolge njive.
NMS, Inv. No. V 1950.

The whole helmet, including a crest knob at the apex, was made in one piece.
Marks on the interior surface indicate that it was beaten into shape, and the
exterior surface suggests that it was smoothed while being turned on a lathe.
An upright groove on the top of the crest knob, and holes on its sides, were
used to attach the decoration, which was probably also fixed to the back of the
helmet, where the remains of a holder survive. Brass plume-tubes were soldered onto the left and right side of the helmet. The bottom of the left plumetube is relatively well preserved. Cheek-pieces were attached to the helmet by
hinges. The hole in the neck-guard indicates that a carrying handle was riveted
to it (cf. von Detten, Schalles, Schreiter 1993, 178–185). The helmet does not
have a brow-guard, and it appears that it never had one. The helmet when
polished would have had a golden finish (cf. Cat. 35 and Fig. 89).
An inscription executed in punctile work is visible on the underside of the
neck-guard: P. OPPI .>. CRACCI. The owner of the helmet, Publius Oppius,
served as a soldier in a centuria under the command of a man with the third
name (cognomen) Craccus or Graccus, or, less probably, with the second name
(nomen gentile) Craccius or Graccius. The name of the owner indicates that he
was a Roman citizen, which implies that he was a legionary (I am grateful to
Milan Lovenjak for interpreting the inscription).
The helmet is an early Empire bronze type that originated from the tradition of Etruscan-Italic helmets of the Republican period. The characteristics
of the helmet and its manufacturing technique, which are described above,
indicate a date from the mid- to late- Augustan period (cf. Waurick 1988;
Schaaff 1988; Paddock 1985).
ji

77
Shield boss; brass (XRF). Diam. 21.0cm, Th. 0.05–0.1cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica,
Bistra. FP, ZN 249/9.

The shield boss was made from a brass sheet, on a lathe, probably with the
help of a wooden model (cf. Braun-Feldweg 1988, 165–166). The central part
is convex. The rim is in the shape of an eight-pointed star. Each of the points
on the star-shaped flange bears a small raised boss, made by embossing from
the back. Concentric grooves can be seen on the passage between the flat rim
and convex central part.
The shield boss was riveted to the shield with six rivets. Two semi-circular
brass nail heads, with a diameter of 1.5cm, and four rivet holes survive.
The eight-pointed star shape of the shield boss has good parallels only
among the finds from the Roman garrisoned town of Dura Europos on the
eastern fringe of the Roman Empire, destroyed by the Persians in 256. They
come from oval wooden shields, around 1m high and about 0.9m wide, which
were painted with lively colours. They are dated to the middle of the 3rd century and seem to be typical of Syria. The painted decoration on the shields
may have been specific to a particular unit (James 2004, 159–170, 174–175,
fig. 95, nos. 603–606).
It was probably a Roman soldier from Syria who, in the 3rd century,
brought the shield with the shield boss Cat. 77 to the territory of present-day
central Slovenia.
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78
Parts of a ship; wood. L. of the largest part 120cm. Ljubljansko barje, Lipe. NMS, Inv. Nos. P
3881/39, P 3882/13, 17 and P 3883/3, 5, 6, 24, 45.

Near Lipe, about 300m from the riverbed of the Ljubljanica, a large Roman
ship was found (for a detailed description cf. Gaspari in this volume, pp.
116–119).
Cat. 78 comprises fragments of the ship, chosen to show its construction:
three fragments of two floor planks (Nos. 3, 5 – fragments of the same floor
plank, and No. 24), a fragment of a floor timber (No. 39), two knees (Nos. 13,
17) and two fragments of side planks (Nos. 6, 45). The drawing shows how
these parts of the ship (or others, similar to them) related to one another.
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79
Oil lamp (a); pottery. L. 14.5cm. Ljubljanica, near Črna vas. NMS, Inv. No. V 232.

a
b

Logar, Bitenc 1984, 102, pl. 3: 1.

Oil lamp (b); pottery with black slip. L. 9cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Krajna. NMS, Inv. No. V 2191.
Oil lamp (c); pottery with brown-red slip. L. 9.9cm. Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika. NMS, Inv. No. R 1860.
c
Horvat 1990, 304, cat. 686, pl. 37: 2.

Oil lamp (d); bronze (XRF). L. 15.6cm. Ljubljanica, near Črna vas, Ljubljanske senožeti. NMS, Inv.
No. V 1885.
d

Oil lamps were the characteristic Roman lights. The wick, which protruded
through the hole in a nozzle, used olive oil as fuel.
Pottery oil lamps are frequent finds, especially from graves. Thirteen are
known from the Ljubljanica, most of them from Vrhnika. Bronze oil lamps
are rare; in the Ljubljanica, two have been discovered so far (d and Fig. 108).
Roman lamps from the Ljubljanica date from the Augustan period to the 3rd
century.
The earliest is the lamp with black slip on the surface and an angular nozzle (b; cf. Farka 1977, 29–32), which dates to the (early) Augustan period.
The lamp with relief decoration on the disc and two volutes on the nozzle
(c) represents one of the two variants of lamps (Loeschcke I A and B), of which
five items were discovered in the Ljubljanica. They probably originate from
Italy and were manufactured in the 1st century AD (Istenič 1999, 160–161).
Six examples of lamps found in the Ljubljanica are so-called Firmalampen
(a) and date from the last third of the 1st century to the 3rd century (cf. Istenič
1999, 150–153). Their name, which is German, derives from the name-stamp
on the base.
The bronze lamp with two volutes and a (laurel?) leaf above the handle
(d) was probably made in Italy in the mid-1st century AD (cf. Conticello De
Spagnolis, De Carolis 1988, 55–62).
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Brooches and belt buckles; copper alloys. L. of the largest brooch 9.8cm. Ljubljanica. FM,

b

ZN 263/19, NMS, Inv. Nos. V 1917, V 1919 (d, e, m). Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Tri lesnice.
FM, ZN 259/15, NMS, Inv. No. V 1975 (j, n). Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Bistra. NMS, Inv.

h
c

No. V 2334 (a). Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Krajna. FM, ZN 263/18, 22 (f, i). Ljubljanica, near Podpeč,

g

d

j

i

e
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Velike senožeti and Deli. FM, ZN 263/26, 20, 21, 259/8 (b, g, l, k), FM, ZN 259/13 (c). Ljubljanica, in
Ljubljana, Livada. FM, ZN 259/14, NMS, Inv. No. V 2415 (h, o).

l
k

f

m

n

o

Brooches were part of traditional clothing in the Roman provinces, worn by
both men and women. Depictions show that they were used for fastening
cloaks and other clothes. They were usually fastened so that the head of the
brooch, i.e. the side where the spring or the hinge are, was turned downwards.
Men usually wore a brooch which fastened the cloak on the right shoulder,
while women wore two or more brooches.
The brooches found in the Ljubljanica span the era from the Augustan to
the late Roman period in roughly equal numbers. Cat. 80 comprises brooches
from the last decades BC to the first decades AD (Cat. 80f, k; Demetz 1999, 99–
105), mid and second half of the 1st century (Cat. 80b, d, g–i; Istenič 1999, 59–60),
2nd and 3rd centuries (Cat. 80c, h, j, m; Istenič 1999, 61–62; Istenič 2000b, 190, pls.
125: 10, 126: 1; Gugl 1995, pl. 5: 41; Riha 1994, 77) and late 3rd to 4th century
(Cat. 80a, e; Pröttel 1988). Brooch Cat. 80f probably dates to the last two or three
decades BC, and has characteristics of more than one type: the hinge of the
Aucissa type (cf. Cat. 73) and the bow and foot of the Idrija Ia type (cf. Demetz
1999, 123–127, pl. 33: 3–4).
Objects Cat. 80n and o were probably belt buckles used for fastening leather
belts. They were worn mostly by soldiers in the 3rd and early 4th centuries (Radman-Livaja 2004, 95, pl. 44, cat. 296).
ji
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81
Vessels and parts of vessels; pottery. H. of the largest vessel 16.5cm. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv.
b
a
c

d

Nos. V 113, V 29 (e, s). Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika, Dolge njive. NMS, Inv. No. V 1564 (k). Ljubljanica,

k

h

i

e
f

near Verd. NMS, Inv. No. V 825 (p). Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 866, V

l

2303, V 460, V 2386, V 1084, V 1259 (a, f, h, i, j, r). Ljubljanica, near Bevke. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2271, V

g
o

j
m
r

p

s

2297, V 2279, FP, ZN 260/12, NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2175, V 782 (c, d, g, l, n, o). Ljubljanica, near Podpeč.
n

NMS, Inv. No. V 811 (b). Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša. NMS, Inv. No. V 2522 (m).

Podvodna arheologija v Sloveniji II, 109, pl. 14: 12 (Cat. 81s).

Pottery was widespread and relatively cheap in the Roman period. Moreover,
pottery is resistant to environmental factors, so it is not surprising that it
comprises the most frequent group of Roman finds from the Ljubljanica.
While, for example, amphorae seem to be rare in the Ljubljanica (cf. Cat.
57 and 58), fine Italian tableware is relatively abundant. Its oldest examples
are cups and dishes, with a black (sometimes dark brown) slip (Cat. 81j, o), and
a tall beaker with an everted rim (Cat. 81d), dating from the second half of the
2nd century to the middle of the 1st century BC (cf. Frontini, 1985, 15, form 28;
Ricci 1985, 243–245, pl. 78: 7). Thin-walled cups (Cat. 81 a–c, e–g), small vessels
with a glossy red slip, often with name stamps on them (Cat. 81p) and decorated
beakers with a red slip are later (Cat. 81k, l), dating to the Augustan period and
the first half of the 1st century AD. Cat. 81 also comprises a coarse-ware jar (Cat.
81h), a cup with everted rim, probably manufactured at Emona (Cat. 81i; Istenič
1999, 114), fragments of two single-handed jugs (Cat. 81m, n) and two platters
(Cat. 81r, s). The fabric (i.e. the structure of pottery) and the typical groove on the
rim of the larger platter (Cat. 81r) indicate that it was made in Italy between the
2nd century BC and the 1st century AD (Olcese 2003, 86, pl. 15: 1).
A group of mortars of the same type (Cat. 59), as well as the recently discovered
shipwreck with Roman tiles in the Ljubljanica, at the confluence with the
Ljubija stream (Gaspari 2008a), suggest that many Roman finds from the
Ljubljanica originate from shipping on the river.
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82
Belt buckles, belt-fittings, strap-terminal and brooch; bronze. L. 3.9cm (a), 2.6cm

a
b

(b), 8cm (c), 4.6cm (d), 2.2cm (e, f), 6.2cm (g), 11.6cm (h), 4.4cm (i), 5cm (j) and 6.8cm (k).

c

Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika (h). Ljubljanica, near Kamnik pod Krimom, Zornica (j). Ljubljanica, near
Podpeč, Dolenje senožeti (f). Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, Deli (g). Ljubljanica, near Lipe (a, b).
Ljubljanica (c–e, i, k). NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2622, V 2621, V 1918 (a–c), V 1921, V 2551 (e, f), V 2892,

e
d

V 1915 (h, i), V 1896 (k), FM, ZN 259/20 (d), ZN 153 (g), ZN 155/1 (j).

f
g
h
i
j

k

Bronze brooches and belt-fittings are among the most frequently found metal
objects from the late Roman period. Simple cross-bow brooches were commonly used by soldiers from the end of the 3rd century and during the first
half of the 4th century. One of the brooches from the Ljubljanica (Cat. 80a) is
among the oldest examples, dating to 280–320, while the other two (Cat. 80e and
82c) are later, dating from the second third of the 4th to the beginning of the 5th
century (cf. Pröttel 1988, 349–353, 357–346). Roman government officials also
used such brooches, especially more luxurious versions of them, during the
second half of the 4th century (Theune-Großkopf 1995, 84, 87).
Soldiers used a variety of belts with metal buckles, strap-terminals and
fittings. Rectangular buckles, with a double tongue, hinged to rectangular
openwork fitting (Cat. 82d) were used between 350 and 380, mainly in the Upper and Middle Danubian basin (Böhme 1986, 482, fig. 11). Moreover, rectangular belt buckles hinged to propeller stiffeners were often used in the Middle
Danubian basin (Böhme 1986, 484, fig. 12: 3); the partly preserved buckle from
the Ljubljanica was probably of this type (Cat. 82b). The propeller and other
stiffeners (Cat. 82a, h), as well as strap-terminals (e.g. Cat. 82i), are also belt parts.
Animal heads (Cat. 82e, f, j) are often depicted on mid 4th century belt buckles.
During the late 4th and at the beginning of the 5th century, belt buckles and
fittings with punched decoration were common along the Rhine-Danubian
frontier. The belt buckle from the Ljubljanica, decorated with triangles (Cat.
82g), is an isolated example in Slovenia, but has numerous comparisons from
Rhineland sites and the Upper Danube (Böhme 1974, 71, 367, 368, map 15).
Contemporary with chip-carved decorations, numerous chased belt fittings
occur on Roman territory along the Rhine and the Danube. This decoration
is so characteristic, that it is known as ‘military style’. The rectangular chipcarved fitting from the Ljubljanica (Cat. 82k) is the mount of a common army
belt having five metal parts.
tk
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Axes; iron. H. 18.2cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Na zrnici. NMS, Inv. No. V 848 (a). H. 20.8cm.

320
d

Ljubljanica, between Črna vas and Ljubljana. NMS, Inv. No. V 350 (b). H. 19.3cm. Ljubljanica, near

b

Rakova Jelša, Teren. NMS, Inv. No. V 426 (c). H. 13.7cm. NMS, Inv. No. V 270 (d). H. 14cm. Ljubljani-

f

ca, in Ljubljana, Livada. NMS, Inv. No. V 1349 (e). H. 14.3cm. Ljubljanica, near Podpeč. NMS, Inv. No.
V 471 (f). H. 14.1cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin. NMS, Inv. No. V 2418 (g). H. 12.2cm. Ljubljanica,
near Kamnik pod Krimom, Dolenje senožeti. NMS, Inv. No. V 336 (h).

e

a
c

Bitenc, Knific 2001, 71, 72, cat. 227 (d, e, h).

g

h

Date: 3rd century–beginning of the 7th century.

Among the numerous axes from the Ljubljanica, some are late Roman (a, c)
and early Medieval (b, d–h). The corners of the extended axe head (a), shaped
like a shield, are strengthened with teeth that most probably prevented the
tool sliding from its haft. The axe is well made, the head is decorated with two
incised lines. Axes of this type are dated to the 3rd and 4th centuries, and are
known from the regions of Pannonia, Noricum and northern Illyricum as well
as from the north-eastern part of Italy, most of them were found in the territory of modern Slovenia (Pflaum 2007, 301, 302, 323).
The narrow axes (d, e), with slightly curved front side are characteristic
pieces of equipment worn by Teutonic warriors, who served in the Roman
army during the decline of the Roman Empire (cf. Böhner 1958, 164–166;
Hübener 1980, 73–79). In one of them, the greater part of its wooden haft has
survived, which by far exceeds the axe’s front edge. The axe with symmetrically shaped socket (b) dated to the end of the 5th and to the 6th centuries, and the
wide symmetrical axe (h) from the 6th and first half of the 7th centuries (Hübener 1980, 83–85, 100–105; Geisler 1998, 211, pl. 218: 1) can be considered weapons as well. From the same period are also the characteristic hewing axes (f, g)
with asymmetrically sharpened blades, adapted for working with right hand.
pb
84
Strike-a-light, pincers, and belt buckle; iron and
bronze. L. of the strike-a-light 10.4cm, H. of the pincers 9.1cm, L.
of the buckle 2.8cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Na zrnici (strike-alight), Krajna (pincers), Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, Deli (buckle).
NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2921, V 2147, V 2752 (top to bottom).

Date: last third of the 4th century–6th century.

The belt buckle with thickened ring and extended
tongue is characteristic of the early Migration period, particularly of the areas settled by the Goths
(e.g. I Goti 1994, 67, 72, 93, figs I. 73b, I. 82b, I.
138c). In the late Roman period, pincers were often used in Teutonic regions along the Elbe, while
in the 6th century they were distributed across the
whole of Merovingian Europe; the latter also holds
good for strike-a-light of the kind found in the
Ljubljanica (Losert, Pleterski 2003, 247, 376–378).
pb, tk
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Two belt buckles and three belt ends; silver. L. of the buckles 4.6cm
and 4.4cm, L. of the ends 4.52cm, 3.07cm, and 4.38cm. Ljubljanica, near Črna vas
(left belt buckle) and Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 1351, V 970,
V 2139, V 2137, V 971 (left to right).

Bitenc, Knific 2001, 24, cat. 52; middle two belt ends unpublished.
Date: end of the 4th century–first half of the 5th century.

A special feature amongst late Roman artefacts from the
Ljubljanica are the silver parts of belt sets that with their form
imitate bronze products. The spear-shaped belt end (below; Fig.
134a) can in view of its form be dated to the 4th century or around
the year 400. As silver was rarely used at that time in the area of
the present-day Slovenia, it seems probable that the belt end’s
owner was a soldier who had come here from the East. This assumption is confirmed by the inscription on the belt end, i.e. the
name Antiohos (ʹAntiʹocoς) incised in Greek letters. The last letter is
barely visible but can be read as S (sigma, ς) or Y (ypsilon, υ); the
latter is more probable, even though it was not written out utterly
correctly. Thus we get the name written in the second case: Antiohou (ʹAntiʹocoυ), which would be quite logical, too, considering that
the second case was used for property designation. In favour of
the supposition that the belt end (as well as its owner) came from
the Greek speaking East also speaks, apart from the alphabet, the
typical Greek name, which in Noricum and Pannonia (there are
no cases from Slovenia) occurs only a few times, and even then in
the Latin alphabet only (CIL III 4815, 4401; Egger 1961, 177, 264),
while in Britain the (partially surviving) name is written in the
Greek alphabet (AE 1969/1970, 291). In the Roman Empire, Greek
names, particularly during the first three centuries, were often
the sign of slave status as well as of freedmen. The inhabitants
with a single name were mostly slaves, while the freedmen retained their Greek names as the third part of the Roman nominal
formula. In late Antiquity, this rule was no longer in force, which
is the reason why the Greek name on the belt end does not necessarily indicate that its owner was a slave.
The round belt end with rivets in the split-up part (left in the
middle; Fig. 134b) also originates from this time. Under the rivets, the
Greek letters ω (omega) and β (beta) were written out with dots;
the latter leaves no doubt, while the omega is relatively feasible,
especially if understood as a small block letter. Although it is difficult to establish what these two letters are supposed to mean, it
seems most probable that they are the initials of the name of the
object’s owner. Writing of names in the first or second case on
objects of everyday use was quite common in those times.
The incisions in the middle circular part are less comprehensible. At first sight, they compose neither words nor a logical
picture but can, nevertheless, be explained with constellations
known and appearing on various objects in antiquity. Under
the omega, the letter w can be clearly seen, the form of the
Cassiopeia Constellation. This constellation had been known
by people long before the antiquity, including those from the
Vučedol culture (Durman 2000, 102, 103, 108, 112). Under
Cassiopeia, more towards the outer edge of the belt end, the
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Hyades and Pleiades are presumably depicted; the latter were
frequently portrayed, often also on Vučedol dishes as well as on
the renowned Bronze Age Nebra disk that is considered the first
depiction of the sky ever (Meller 2004, 22–31; Schlosser 2004,
44–47). The Pleiades, which are usually presented as six or seven
smaller stars, are in the western sky best seen between 10 March
and 17 October (Meller 2004, 27). On the other side of the Pleiades and the Hyades, the Great Bear (Ursa Maior) is possibly depicted. Under these marks on the outer edge of the belt end we
can see a horizontally lying number 8 also written out in dots,
which can be explained in several different ways: as a presentation of the Sun and the Moon, presentation of the Libra constellation, or as a sign for the equinox (Gurshtein 1995, 29, 32).
The round belt end most probably belonged to a soldier
from the East, who had arrived from a land rich in silver. He
marked the object with the initials of his name, while on the
circular part he made, with an awl and probably on his very
own (by which the several inaccuracies could be explained), the
picture of the sky, which he could have used for determining
local time – a simple astrolabe (a hypothesis by the astronomer
Nikolaj Štritof). Astrolabe is an ancient astronomical instrument – on its head, the sky in a certain time and at a certain
place was drawn and marked in such a way that the positions
of celestial bodies could easily be found. The beginning of the
astrolabe’s development dates back to Classical Greece but the
instrument was perfected by the Arabs around the 10th century.
They used it for determining time, while through observation of
the North Star the approximate latitude can also be calculated
(Evans 1998, 141–161; Proctor 2005, 15–22).
jv

Constellations on the belt end (Cas – Cassiopeia; UMa – Great
Bear; M 45 – Pleiades; Hij. – Hyades; Via Solis – the Sun’s path.
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Two swords, two spearheads, seven arrowheads and combat knife; iron. L. of
the swords 79.8cm and 82.3cm, L. of the spearheads 32cm and 38.8cm, L. of the arrowheads
11.23cm, 8.1cm, 7.85cm, 7.95cm, 9.9 cm, 7.75cm and 9.16cm, L. of the knife 35.4cm. Ljubljanica,
near Podpeč, Deli (a), Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin (b, f), Ljubljanica, near Lipe, Škofljica (c),
Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Rakova jelša (d), Ljubljanica, near Črna vas, Tarene (e), Ljubljanica,

a

b

c

d

near Ljubljana (h, k), Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Lipavec (i), Ljubljanica, near Podpeč (l),
and Ljubljanica (g, j). NMS, Inv. Nos. V 412 and V 403 (swords), V 2760 and V 1353 (spearheads), V
2920, V 2074, V 2917, V 1355, V 577, V 2927 and V 2791 (arrowheads), V 1777 (knife).

Date: 6th and 7th centuries.

e f

gh i j k

l

The weapons, which were found in the Ljubljanica and date to the late Migration period, can be compared (in terms of Slovenia) with those found at
cemeteries in Kranj (Stare 1980) as well as at Bilje (Osmuk 1978) and Solkan
(Knific, Svoljšak 1984) in the Goriška region. The sites are associated with
the Lombards; at all of them, graves of men armed with swords, such as the
two specimens from the Ljubljanica (a, b), were excavated. In Kranj, several
archers were also buried (Odar 2006), with similar arrowheads as found in the
Ljubljanica (e–k). Less common were combat knives; they usually have a longitudinal blood groove, again the same as in the Ljubljanica specimen (l). The
large spearhead with octangular socket (d) is an isolated find in Slovenia, and
is probably of somewhat later origin, possibly from the end of the 7th century.
pb, tk
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Pot; clay. H. 15.2cm, Diam. of the rim 10.8cm, Diam. of the base
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8cm. Ljubljanica, probably near Vrhnika. FP, ZN 260/17.

Date: second half of the 7th century–8th century.

The pot’s rim is everted with flat cut edge. Its
relatively narrow body was separated from the
rim with cylindrical neck. The flat base exhibits
an embossed circle – impression of the axis of
the potter’s wheel (Fig. 136a). Parts of the neck and
shoulder are decorated with irregularly incised
multiple undulated line. The clay was mixed with
fairly rough sand, while the colour changes from
reddish brown to dark grey. The pot was made on
a slow potter’s wheel. In terms of its design with
elongated neck, it resembles the pottery found at
Ždrijac cemetery in Nin (Belošević 2007, 301–310).
tk
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88
Pots; clay. H. 17cm. Ljubljanica. FM, ZN 250/2 (a). H. 13.5cm. Ljubljanica, near
Bevke, Podpeški mah. NMS, Inv. No. V 2288 (b). H. 10.6cm. Ljubljanica, near
Bevke. NMS, Inv. No. V 674 (c). H. 14.3cm. Ljubljanica, near Podpeč. NMS, Inv.
No. V 84 (d; Fig. 136c). H. 12.7cm. Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, Pod trančo. NMS, Inv.
No. 1688 (e). H. 13.6cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke. NMS, Inv. No. V 81 (f; Fig. 136d).
H. 12.6cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica. NMS, Inv. No. V 83 (g; Fig. 136e).
H. 13.1cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke. NMS, Inv. No. V 86 (h; Fig. 136f). H. 14 cm.
Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika. NMS, Inv. No. V 82 (i; Fig. 136g). H. 13.6cm. Ljubljanica,
near Podpeč, Dolenje senožeti. NMS, Inv. No. V 226 (j; Fig. 136h). H. 14.4cm.
Ljubljanica, near Črna vas, Ljubljanske senožeti. NMS, Inv. No. V 515 (k).

Bitenc, Knific 1997, 22, fig. 16 (g, h, i, k); Svoljšak et al. 1997, 259, pl. 10: 7 (j);
Nabergoj 1999, 48, pl. 1: 1 (f).

89
Pot; clay. H. 18.4cm, Diam. of the rim 16.1cm, Diam. of the base

Date: 9th–10th centuries.

12cm. Ljubljanica. FM, ZN 250/1.

In the Ljubljanica, several pots were found that can be compared,
in terms of their design and decoration, with contemporary pottery from Slavic graves (Knific 2002). The pots with everted rim
and flat base are bellied and deep, the only exception being the
somewhat lower vessel (c), which can be denoted as a deep dish.
The vessels are decorated with a single incised undulated line (a,
b, e, i), several wavy lines (d, k), horizontal grooves (j), or with a combination of undulating lines and grooves (c, f, h). The majority of
the pots have the potter’s mark impressed on the bottom (d, e, g–j;
Fig. 136). They were made on slowly turning potter’s wheel, and the
clay was mixed with sand, in some cases even with much organic
matter which, however, was destroyed during burning, making
the pottery fairly porous (c, e, f). Many of the pots from the river are
whole, indicating that they were not discarded but lost, probably
during navigation. Considering the number of vessels, the river
traffic must have been quite busy in those times.
pb, tk

Date: second half of the 11th century–12th century.

On its entire surface, the spherical pot with
everted rim is decorated with shallow, irregularly
arranged horizontal and oblique grooves. On its
bottom, the potter’s mark – a cross in the circle –
was impressed. The clay was mixed with sand; the
colour changes from light brown to grey; the vessel was made on a slowly running potter’s wheel.
In the Ljubljanica, several such vessels have been
found (Cat. 116), most probably originating from
Friuli in Italy (Nabergoj 1999, 48, fig. 8, pl. 1: 2–4).
pb
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Scythe, pickaxe, two axes, axe-shaped semi-product, and awl;
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iron. L. of the scythe 39.5cm, L. of the pickaxe 30.1cm, H. of the axes 16.3cm and
23,8cm, H. of the semi-product 29.8cm, L. of the awl 5,1cm. Ljubljanica, near Lipe,
Križenca. NMS, Inv. No. V 1801–V 1806.

Knific 2004.
Date: 9th century.

The most interesting among the finds from the hoard is the
flat forged axe-shaped semi-product, the only known specimen
from Slovenia, although half-finished products of this kind
used to be widespread in central European Slavic countries and
further north, in the Viking world. Its date to the 9th century is
corroborated with other objects, notably by the two axes with
extended and inwardly curved head and trapezoid hole for the
haft, as well as with the iron awl with banded upper part. In the
Slavic world, similar tools were often buried as a treasure trove,
since iron was certainly a precious metal in those times.
tk

91
Spearheads; iron. L. 31.9cm, 45.8cm, 42.5cm, 63.1cm, 37.7cm, 45.8cm, 36.2cm, 36.8cm.
Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica. NMS, Inv. No. V 68. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 1380, 20269
(Fig. 137). Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Teren. NMS, Inv. No. V 327. Ljubljanica, near Bevke. NMS,
Inv. No. V 69. Ljubljanica, near Ljubljana. NMS, Inv. No. V 1350. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. Nos. R 8091,
V 1913 (top to bottom).

Bitenc, Knific 1997, 22, fig. 17 (top and bottom); Bitenc, Knific 2001, 101, 102, cat. 332, 333.
Date: end of the 8th century–9th century.

In the early Middle Ages, the road system established by the Romans centuries earlier was no longer maintained, and rivers became important traffic
routes once more. The numerous spearheads from the Ljubljanica (the National Museum of Slovenia keeps more than twenty of them), which are due to
their characteristic grooved sockets and triangular wings on the bottom part
dated to the end of the 8th and 9th centuries, indicate that in those particular
times the Ljubljanica yet again became a highly significant route for the army
as well. Similar spearheads were often discovered in the border areas of the
Carolingian state, in the south-east in Croatia, Austria and Hungary (Sekelj
Ivančan 2004), while in Slovenia the spearhead of this kind is part of the
hoard from Sebenje near Zasip, which besides weapons contains agricultural
and other tools (Pleterski 1987). Although the spearheads from the Ljubljanica cannot be linked to any specific historical events, they belong to the period
of Frankish marches against the Avars, the time when the Carniolans, who
joined the rebellion led by Liudewitus, dux Pannoniae inferioris, were subjugated, and the time of great danger owing to the Hungarian raids into Italy.
pb, tk
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Two axes, two knives and clip; iron. H. of the axes 15.4cm and 17.2cm, L.
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of the knives 16.7cm and 18.2cm, H. of the clip 1.72cm. Ljubljanica, near Podpeč
(axes and knife on top), Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša (knife below and clip).
NMS, Inv. Nos. V 587, V 365, V 1359, V 1791, V 431 (top to bottom).

Svoljšak et al. 1997, 261, pl. 14: 4 (axe on the right).
Date: 9th–10th centuries.

The two axes with rounded off rectangular hole for the haft have
extended square shield-shaped heads, whose lengths exceed the
greatest widths of the blades. Similar solid axes are known from
Gradišče above Bašelj (e.g. Bitenc, Knific 2001, 100, cat. 326),
namely from ash and charcoal layer above the ruins of a late
Antiquity settlement. In this layer, numerous objects, especially
parts of soldiers and horse equipment from the end of the 8th
and 9th centuries that show strong Frankish influence (Knific
1999, 63–67). In the same manner as the objects from Gradišče
above Bašelj, the iron clip from the Ljubljanica was made and
decorated; it was part of the strap buckle, used for fastening
spurs to the rider’s footwear. The iron knives with a humpy
spine of the blade and a flat, fairly broad tang, as are the two
knives from the Ljubljanica, used to be a common grave goods
item in the 9th and 10th centuries (Korošec 1979, pl. 86–90).
pb, tk

93
Brooch, temple ring, three rings; bronze, tin and lead
alloy (XRF; left ring). Diam. 4.36cm, 4.44cm, 2.2cm, 2.13cm,
2.03cm. Ljubljanica (brooch), Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša
(temple ring and cast rings), Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, Livada (tin
ring). NMS, Inv. Nos. V 1344 (brooch), V 1340 (temple ring),
V 2888, V 1341, V 2889 (rings).

Bitenc, Knific 2001, 113, 114, cat. 377 (brooch, temple ring and
ring with widened frontal side).
Date: 9th century–early 11th century.

While jewels and parts of attire were quite common Slavic grave goods (Fig. 141; Korošec 1979), these
types of finds from the Ljubljanica are rare. The
ring made of bronze plate is decorated with small
incised circles with a dot in the middle; the circles
are connected with each other with a series of short
incisions. The ring’s frontal side is widened, while
its ends are fastened together with a rivet. The ring
can be roughly dated to the 9th century or early 10th
century, while the cast jewellery artefacts (the massive round brooch, the temple ring with profiled
ends, the massive ring with cut edges, and the
banded ring decorated with three longitudinal ribs)
are of somewhat later date (10th –early 11th centuries). The edge of the brooch is divided into eight
parts, creating a motif of the cross, and round central part with assumed depiction of an eagle with
spread wings; the glaze that used to fill the cells,
has not survived. Similar brooches are fairly common finds along the upper course of the Danube in
the eastern Alps (Giesler 1978).
pb, tk
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Sword, mace and spurs; iron (RTG; sword and mace), brass (XRF; sword). L. 124.5cm, 32cm,
18.8cm, 18cm; weight of the sword 1450g, weight of the mace 824g. Ljubljanica, near Črna vas,
Ljubljanica, Ljubljanica, near Podpeč (spurs). NMS, Inv. No. V 407, VM (mace), NMS, Inv. Nos. V
1814, V 2054.

Podvodna arheologija v Sloveniji II, 109, pl. 15: 2; Žargi 1995, 324, cat. 2.3.11.; Nabergoj 2006, 122–
123, cat. 7 (sword), Švajncer 2008, 171, Cat. 69 (mace).
Date: second half of the 15th century (sword), 15th century (mace), first half of the 15th century (spurs).

In the 15th century, one of the chief weapons for armed men, especially cavalrymen, was still the sword. This specimen from the Ljubljanica has a characteristic octagonal pommel with a bulge and an S-shaped straight cross-guard
with curved ends. One side of the grip has two imprints: a horseshoe with a
six-pointed star inside. The fuller on both sides of the blade, which was broken when found and later welded, is incised with two inlaid brass marks: a
sphere with a stalk-like cross and a T-shaped mark (Fig. 131h).
One of the highly effective striking weapons was the mace, its great striking power and head shape especially suitable for combat against armoured
knights. This mace from the Ljubljanica consists of a circular-sectioned socket and a star-shaped head with six flanges; one flange is broken. The socket
still contains a part of the shaft.
The shape of both weapons and rowel spurs dates them to the 15th century
(the mace is elsewhere dated to "probably 14th century?", cf. Švajncer 2008,
171). A similar sword, just slightly shorter and with no incisions, originates
from Germany and was dated to around 1500 (Prickler 1990, 294, cat. 20). A
comparable mace, also typical for the 15th century, is housed in the War Museum in Paris. The spurs may be classified as from the first half of the 15th
century (e.g. Sijarić 2001, 309–310, 321, cat. 30, pl. 9: 33).
tn
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Kettle hat, belt buckle, Messer and Ahlspiess; iron (XRF; kettle hat), brass (XRF; Messer), tin (belt buckle), wood (Messer). L. 36.2cm, 7cm, 67cm, 72.7cm, weight of the kettle hat 1632g.
Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Ljubljanica, near Črna vas, Ljubljanica and Ljubljanica, near Podpeč.
NMS, Inv. Nos. V 1242, V 2766, V 2880, V 660.

Nabergoj 2006, 122–123, cat. 1; Lazar 2007 (kettle hat); Svoljšak et al. 1997, 265, cat. 74/1, pl. 18: 4
(Ahlspiess).
Date: end of the 13th century–first half of the 15th century (belt buckle), 15th century.

The typical weaponry of a foot soldier at the end of the Middle Ages and the
early Modern Period included a kettle hat acting as a type of helmet, a singleedged weapon, known as a Messer in records from that time, and an Ahlspiess
on a wooden shaft (cf. Fig. 150).
The kettle hat (Eisenhut in 15th century German sources) was a part of the
protective military equipment of the infantry. This well-preserved specimen
from the Ljubljanica has a wide brim and three ridges on its crown. The inner brim edge bears the remains of rivets, which were used to fasten a fabric
lining to the inside of the hat. It is a rare item in Slovenian (and European)
museum collections, just like the Ahlspiess, although quite a widespread kind
of attack weapon among mercenaries in the 15th century (Demmin 1893, 775,
778–779, cat. 6). It is decorated with incised semi-circles and curved lines at
the transition between the socket and the bottom part, and the socket still
holds two pins that secured the wooden shaft. Another typical weapon is the
Messer with a finely decorated hilt, remnants of a wooden scabbard coated
in tinned sheet-metal and incised with the mark of the maker in the shape of
a half-moon and a six-pointed star. The tinned belt buckle is a common element of attire (Krabath 2001, 132, 39, O 4).
tn
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Crossbow trigger and arrowheads; iron, wood (arrow-
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heads). L 56.5cm, 7.6–11.1cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Na zrnici,
Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Za terenom, Ljubljanica, near
Bevke, Blato, Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, Ljubljanica, near Blatna
Brezovica, Lipavec, Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, Ljubljanica, near
Bevke, Kamin. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 428, V 2025, V 2336, V 2037, V
2105, V 1407, V 925.

Date: first half of the 15th century (crossbow trigger), probably
late Middle Ages or early Modern Period.

The crossbow trigger is a long jointed firing lever.
It belongs to a crossbow with a single-axis mechanism, probably of the Central-European type with
a composite bow of horn and sinew (Harmuth
1986, 110, fig. 75; Richter 2006, 39–41).
Besides two crossbow stirrups from the
Ljubljanica (cf. Cat. 101), the crossbow trigger is all
that has survived of this type of weapon at this site
– of course, aside from arrowheads, which have
a typical socketed tang and rhombic-sectioned
points, with the socket often containing the remains of the wooden part of the arrow. They did
not change significantly over the centuries of
their use and were still used in the early Modern
Period. Two arrowheads are distinctive for having
a leaf that forks into flat tips. They were designed
for hunting animals, especially game. This type of
forked arrowhead is typical of the late Middle Ages
or early Modern Period (Guštin et al. 2001, 262,
cat. 55–57; Ruttkay 1976, 328; Dolínek, Durdík
1993, 171; Gutjahr, Tiefengraber 2004, 461, 462,
pl. 5: 75).
tn

97
Swords; iron, tin (XRF), wood (centre and right). L. 96.8cm, 94.4cm, 89.5cm,
weight 731g, 1252g, 1205g. Ljubljanica, near Črna vas (left and right), Ljubljanica.
NMS, Inv. Nos. V 400, V 1922, V 530.

Žargi 1995, 349, cat. 3.2.44 (left), cat. 3.2.43 (right).
Date: probably 13th century.

The three swords represent a typical weapon from the age of the
knights, although they may not simply be designated as “knight
swords”. Their dating can also be based only on typological
analogies, i.e. roughly to the 13th century. The left sword has a
rarely seen spherical pommel and probably belongs to the 13th
or possibly still the 14th century (cf. Oakeshott 1991, 100, 44, XIII
a. 3).
The sword in the middle has a characteristic lenticular pommel and the fuller on both sides of the blade bears signs (crosses) and tin letters (Fig. 131c). On one side, the inscription reads
SPS and on the other SAIPS, perhaps SUTPS or possibly something else – the letters are inverted (for inscriptions, see Cat. 102
top and 107). The sword had a wooden grip and a wooden scabbard, evidenced by surviving remnants of wood, and there are
remnants of fabric on the cross-guard as well. The right sword
has a flat rhombic pommel. There are remnants of wooden
coating on both sides of the grip and, beneath the cross-guard,
a remnant of a wooden scabbard and leather (?) cord. The fuller
on one side of the sword is incised with a mark – a slanted letter
S (Fig. 131d). This sword can likewise be dated through analogies
to the 13th century (Oakeshott 1991, 30, X. 11; Reitzenstein 1964,
25, fig. 11; Schneider 1980, 25, cat. 21).
tn
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Helmet-skull; iron. Diam. 34cm, H. 17cm. Ljubljanica, near
Ljubljana. NMS, Inv. No. N 4592.

Tancik 1971, 60, cat. 40; Žargi 1995, 343, cat. 3.2.9.
Date: 14th century.

98
Swords and dagger; iron, brass, wood (XRF, RTG). L. 93cm, 98.4cm, 33.9cm,
weight 1104g, 890g, 142g. Ljubljanica, Ljubljanica, near Ljubljana (dagger). FP,
ZN 260/1, NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2113, V 1759.

Nabergoj 2006, 122–123, cat. 5; Podvodna arheologija v Sloveniji II, 109, pl. 15: 3
and cover; Žargi 1995, 349, cat. 3.2.48 (right sword).
Date: 13th century (left sword), last third of the 14th century–beginning of the 15th
century (right sword), 14th century (dagger).

Given the blade shape, the swords represent two types of weapon: the left is more massive, has a wide blade with a lenticular
cross section and was chiefly used for chopping or striking. The
right one has a thinner and more pointed blade with a rhombic cross section and was primarily suitable for stabbing. It
clearly indicates changes in the type of armament and warfare
techniques, brought about by the introduction of plate armour
in the 14th century. The swords can be further classified more
precisely on the basis of the hilt and the inscriptions or marks:
in the left one with a lenticular pommel, both sides of the blade
are inlaid with a long, only partly legible lettering – acronyms
with an apotropaic meaning (cf. Oakeshott 1991, 5–7). The right
sword is inlaid with a characteristic sign (the “royal globe”;
Fig. 131m) and the pommel shape classes it among the group of
swords of the Sempach type (Oakeshott 1987; Oakeshott 1991,
157, type XVII, 158, type XVII.1).
Considering the shape and structure of the cross-guard and
pommel, the well-preserved dagger with a rhombic-sectioned
blade can be categorised as a so-called rondel dagger (Ger.
Scheibendolch), which was used in the 14th century and possibly
earlier (Seitz 1965, 201, cat. 1–3; Müller, Kölling 1981, 174, 175,
figs. 39 and 366, cat. 3).
tn

During its conservation a few decades ago, the
simple skull of the helmet with a slightly prominent comb and a series of holes for fastening mail
was mistakenly associated with a piece of mail
that proved to be a fragment from the collar of a
mail of different origin (not from the Ljubljanica)
and was later dated to the period around 1500,
based on the workmanship of the rings and pattern.
tn
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100
Spurs (c–g); iron. L. 12.4–19cm. Ljubljanica, near Ljubljana (c), Ljubljanica, near Podpeč (d, f),

b

Ljubljanica, near Lipe (e, g). NMS, Inv. Nos. V 1819, V 1815, V 1822, V 1823, V 1821 (c–g).
a
d

Date: second half of the 10th century or 11th century (g), first half of the 13th century (f), 13th century
(e), second half of the 14th century (c), 14th or 15th century (d).

c
f
e
g

h

To goad their horses, horsemen used spurs. These were fastened to the horseman’s footwear with straps, hooks, loops or buckles. In the Middle Ages, only
prick spurs existed until the 12th century, to be replaced from the beginning of
the 13th century by spurs with rowels, which remained in fashion until the 18th
century (Nickel 1961). Unlike a prick, which could injure the horse considerably, the rowel allowed better and more controlled direction of the horse (Predovnik, 2003, 82). The shape of the wheel changed over time: the small-sized
rowels, typical for the 13th century, were enlarged considerably in the 14th and
15th centuries and had more spikes, while the shank of the rowel also lengthened (Štular 2007, 112).
Over 30 spurs of various types from the Middle Ages and early Modern
Period were salvaged from the Ljubljanica. They are often decorated with
incisions and tinned. The earliest one (g) has a long prick and short, straight
heel-band arms (cf. Goßler 1998, 643, cat. 88, pl. 4: 88; Koch 1982, 71–72, fig.
9; Zschille, Forrer 1891, 9, pl. 4: 6). In two later spurs, the prick is pyramidshaped and the arms join at a sharp angle (f; cf. Goßler 1998, 655, cat. 342, pl.
16: 342); alternatively, a small disc is fastened to a short prick and the heel
bands are slightly bent (e; Goßler 1998, 651, cat. 267, pl. 11: 267, 354, cat.
329, pl. 15: 329). Good analogies can also be found for the two rowel spurs by
taking into account the shape and number of spikes, which is eight (c; Clark
2004, 138, 139, cat. 333) and twelve (d; Zschille, Forrer 1891, 13, pl. 8: 3; Demmin 1893, 620–623, cat. 16; Ritter, Burgen und Dörfer 1997, 68, cat. III. 48).
Horseshoes (a, b) and buckle (h); iron, tin (buckle). H. 11.7cm, 10.6cm, 10cm. Ljubljanica,
near Lipe, Škofljica, Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Za terenom, Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2642
(a), V 2557 (b), V 2840 (h).

Date: 12th or 13th century (horseshoes), second half of the 13th century (buckle).

The horseshoe is an essential item of horse equipment. A great many have
been found in the Ljubljanica, mostly from the late Middle Ages and the
early Modern Period. The earliest two are horseshoes with an undulated rim
(cf. Cevc 1996, 72–75; Ebneter 2005, 270, pl. 6), each of which still holds one
horseshoe nail. A rarer find is a simple buckle with two pins for fastening
horse strapping (Krabath 2001, 497, cat. XVI. 9, pl. 84: 1, 2).
tn
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Crossbow stirrup and arrowheads; iron, wood (arrowheads). H. 10.2cm, L. 8–8.9cm (arrowheads). Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, Velike senožeti, Ljubljanica, near
Rakova Jelša, Ljubljanica, near Verd. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2794, V 2149, V 325, V 324.

Date: second half of the 14th century (stirrup), late Middle Ages or early Modern Period (arrowheads).

The crossbow stirrup has a wide tread (reinforced with a rib on its outer side)
and a rounded flat piece at the end for fastening it to the crossbow. The shooter would place his foot inside and normally hold it against the ground to help
draw the weapon. Based on reliably dated analogies, the crossbow stirrup
could be classified to the second half of the 14th century (Richter 2006, 25, 29;
Kotzur 2004, 331; Hefner, Wolf 1850, 92, pl. 9 U). It is harder to date socketed
arrowheads (still containing remnants of a wooden arrow), which, judging
by their shape, were designed for a crossbow (for the left arrowhead cf. Predovnik 2003, 96, type 9, and for the centre arrowhead cf. Predovnik 2003, cat.
832, fig. 77: 832).
tn

102
Sword, Messer, sabre-like weapon; iron, wood (sabrelike weapon). L. 65.6cm, 87.7cm, 131.3cm, weight of the sabre-like
weapon 1314g. Ljubljanica, near Črna vas, Ljubljanica, Ljubljanica,
in Ljubljana, Livada. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 402, V 2423, V 557.

Date: first half of the 16th century (sword), 15th century (sabrelike weapon), end of the 15th or the beginning of the 16th century
(Messer).

Dagger and Bauernwehr; iron, brass. L. 33cm, 41.4cm,
59.9cm. Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Rakova jelša, Ljubljanica,
near Podpeč, Ljubljanica, near Bevke. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 421, V
52, V 2415.

Date: 16th century (dagger), end of the 15th or the beginning of
the 16th century (Bauernwehr).

One of the characteristic mercenary weapons at
the end of the Middle Ages and beginning of the
early Modern Period was the Messer with a typical
D-shaped cross-guard (second from top). Bauernwehr
was also common (bottom two; cf. Müller, Kölling
1981, 80, cat. 186–190; Müller 1986, 49, cat. 38, 39;
Švajncer 2007a, 29, 123, 125, 129). A more unusual specimen is a sabre-like weapon (third from top)
with typical features of 15th century thrust & cut
weapons, e.g. a flat octagonal pommel and an Sshaped cross-guard – and notably a slightly curved
blade that changes from single-edged to doubleedged with a lenticular cross section and ends in
a rounded tip. Its flanged grip (with the remnants
of a wooden coating) and very long blade (above all
untypical of sabres), do not qualify it as a sabre – de-

spite a number of quite similar looking sabres dated to the 15th century (Haban 2005, 58; Tákacs 2006,
446, cat. 5.8; Dolínek, Durdík 1993, 55, bottom left
drawing; Müller, Kölling 1981,171, cat. 33). Neither
can it reliably be identified as a Grosses Messer (cf.
Dolínek, Durdík 1993, 54). The left side of the blade
is incised with a brass mark of the maker or workshop in the shape of small stars with a stamp in the
centre (similar to the stamp on the weapon’s grip),
and the other side displays three stars.
A typical weapon from the first half of the 16th
century, used for display rather than warfare, is the
short double-edged sword (top) with a rounded pommel, straight cross-guard and bent finger guard. It is
notable for the inscription incised inside the fuller:
on one side it reads PACEM (Lat.; ‘peace’) and on the
other PORAC. Considering characteristic acronyms
for words used in apotropaic inscriptions on cut &
thrust weapons, this could stand for Pater Omnipotens Redemptor Altissimus Christus (Father Almighty
Saviour the Highest Christ; cf. Drboglav 1984).
Another common item of weaponry is the dagger with scabbard (third from bottom), with a finely
decorated hilt wound with brass and ribbed iron
wire. The damaged scabbard holds a blade with a
square or triangular cross section. This is a stiletto,
which was in use in the 16th century: in Germany,
the established term was the “armour breaker” or
“piercer” (Panzerbrecher or Panzerstecher), as it was
used to pierce poorly protected parts of the armour
(Norman 1980, 96; Seitz 1968, 59; Bosson et al.
1972, 44, 143, cat. 178).
tn
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Messer; iron. L. 54.4cm, 93.2cm, 91.9cm, 86.4cm. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. Nos. V
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2422, V 1911, V 1899, V 1910.

Podvodna arheologija v Sloveniji I, 15, cat. 30, pl. 3 (left).
Date: 15th or 16th century.

A special collection of relatively rarely preserved weaponry consists of single-edged weapons, referred to in written records
as Messer, or Kampfmesser and Kriegsmesser. They were chiefly
designed for cutting and striking. They have a single-edged
blade (gently curved), a straight cross-guard with a tongue- or
D-shaped guard and a typically asymmetrical hilt, ending in a
rectangular or slightly rounded pommel (cf. Seitz 1965, 114, 198,
199).
tn

104
War hammer; iron, wood. L. 27.1cm, weight 344g. Ljubljanica, near Lipe. NMS, Inv. No. V 661.

Date: late Middle Ages or early Modern Period.

A war hammer with a curved pointed spike (octagonal in cross section) and a hammer at the other
end. A large part of the wooden shaft is preserved.
The hammer, usually mounted on a wooden pole,
was used by foot soldiers in the late Middle Ages
and the early Modern Period as a combat weapon
(cf. Demmin 1893, 812, 813, cat. 8).
tn
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105
Horseshoes with nails and currycomb; iron. H. 19 cm and 12.9 cm. Ljubljanica, near Verd,
Doljni Breg, Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Rakova jelša. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 1241, V 391.

Knific, Bitenc 1997, 25, fig. 23; Nabergoj 2006, 132–133, cat. 4 (horseshoes); Nabergoj 1997, 265,
cat. 75/2 (currycomb).
Date: late Middle Ages or early Modern Period (horseshoes), 15th or 16th century.

Stirrup and spurs; iron. H. 17.8cm (stirrup), 14.4–16.2cm (spurs). Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša,
Teren, Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. No. V 1748, FP, ZN 249/13, 14, 17.

Date: around 1500 (stirrup), 15th century (left spur), late Middle Ages (bottom spur), 17th century
(right spur).

Horse and cavalry equipment from the late Middle Ages and the early Modern
Period is represented by some typical objects: a cluster of horseshoes with
nails and a currycomb, a stirrup and spurs. Though horseshoes are a very
frequent find from the Ljubljanica, they are preserved here in a stack, apparently as a part of a cargo lost in the river, possibly owned by a farrier. A very
rare artefact is the currycomb of elongated rolled sheet-metal with a handle.
The longer jagged sides were designed to brush the horse and remove caked
mud, sweat and loose hair.
Iron currycombs were in use since as early as the 12th century (Kotzur
2004, 331–332, fig. 18.1). Later, in modern times, they were replaced by plastic and rubber currycombs and coarse brushes (Predovnik, 2003, 83). Based
on the semi-cylindrical shape of the plate, this currycomb can be dated to the
15th or 16th century (Clark 2004, 167, cat. 125, 126).
This stirrup with a leaf-like distended tread and circular-sectioned arms
has a plate on the front top with six holes and two crosswise notches. This is
a so-called Hungarian type of stirrup. Based on analogies noted in the Hungarian territory, the stirrup can be dated to around 1500 (Bors 2003, 763–765;
Holl, Parádi 1982, 84–85; Mackay-Smith, Druesedow, Ryder 1984, 22–23).
For better control of the horse, a horseman also needed spurs. The selected
specimens from the Ljubljanica are rowel spurs, which can be more precisely
dated due to the shape of the rowel, spikes, arms, strap hooks and buckles.
The rowel of the spur on the right has an interesting design with small openings and twelve spikes in the shape of a spiked leaf. This detail and the arched
rowel shank identify the spur as of more recent date, probably the 17th century
(Zschille, Forrer 1891, pls. 13: 2, 14: 6).
tn
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Spearheads; iron, wood (left). L. 90.1cm, 33.1cm, 57.9cm, weight of the Friulian spear (left)
1420g. Ljubljanica, Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Lipavec.
NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2112, V 2096, V 2117.

Date: 15th or 16th century, end of the 15th century or 16th century (the Friulian spear).

In the late Middle Ages and the early Modern Period, armed foot soldiers –
mercenaries and other armed men, e.g. sentries – used various types of pole
weapons, especially spears. Three spearheads were found in the Ljubljanica,
which are not to be found in other Slovenian museum collections.
The Friulian spear (left), called a spetum or spiedo friulano or furloni in the
sources, was mounted on an approx. 1.75–1.85m long wooden pole (Waldman 2005, 179). The preserved spearhead has a long two-edged blade with a
rhombic cross section and lateral blades with broken tips, as well as a mounting socket at its base. There were several varieties of this weapon, chiefly used
in Friuli or north-eastern Italy and mostly dated to the late 15th or the 16th century (Hart 1982, 77; Kovač 2005, 48, cat. 73; Müller, Kölling 1981, 244, cat. 229;
Seitz 1965, 391, fig. 296).
The other two spearheads have long triangular blades and mounting
sockets, the point on the right-hand specimen ends in a lengthy thickened tip
with a rhombic cross section. At the lower, wider end of the blade, two holes
are placed symmetrically, apparently once holding decorative brass inlays (cf.
Waldman 2005, 128, fig. 104). The socket of the right spearhead still holds
a nail that secured it to the wooden pole. Such spearheads are rare (cf. Köck
2008, 38, fourth spearhead from the left).
tn
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107
Swords; iron (RTG), brass (XRF; right). L. 117.1cm, 98.4cm, weight 1670g, 890g. Ljubljanica. NMS,
Inv. Nos. N 4515, V 406.

Tancik 1971, 63, cat. 62; Žargi 1995, 350, cat. 3.2.49; Nabergoj 2002 (left); Podvodna arheologija v
Sloveniji II, 109, pl. 15: 3 and cover; Žargi 1995, 349, cat. 3.2.48 (right).
Date: 14th century.

The sword is a thrust and cut weapon used for both defence and attack. Its
effectiveness also lent it a symbolic significance in various ages and cultures.
In the medieval Christian society of feudal Europe, the sword was the mark
of power and status. The mentality of that age is particularly expressed in the
marks and inscriptions, which are incised, imprinted or inlaid with various
metals into the blade or hilt.
This inscription or marking is what makes the swords from the Ljubljanica exceptional, both in the territory of Slovenia and, to our knowledge, in
Europe (Fig. 131f, p). The left sword, with a disc-shaped pommel and straight
cross-guard, bears the incision AGLA in the fuller on both sides of the blade.
Also, there are two pairs of marks (probably maker’s marks) on both sides of
the blade, below the cross-guard and towards the blade’s tip. One of these
resembles an arrow, which was interpreted as a symbolic agent of Evil (cf.
Wegeli 1902–1905, 222). The inscription AGLA was an acronym for a cabalistic
formula of four Hebrew words: ăttāh gibbor le ´ôlam ădonaj, meaning: ‘You
are forever mighty, Lord’. According to medieval belief, the word had magical
powers: its enunciation or the possession of an object bearing the word was
used as defence against fire, illness, fever and evil spirits. The acronym AGLA
was used in medieval written sources as a blessing formula, in magic spells,
exorcism texts and medical handbooks. It also occurs on other objects, e.g.
rings, church bells, jewellery, fastenings, pendants, plates and similar things.
This sword from the Ljubljanica is the only object bearing the inscription
AGLA found in Slovenia so far and, to our knowledge, also the only existing
medieval sword with such an inscription; a record of such a sword refers to
a specimen that was sent by Pope Paul V to emperor Ferdinand II in 1620
(Lorenzen 1997, 145).
The right sword, missing the hilt, has a slightly bowed cross-guard. On
one side of the blade, the fuller is engraved with the sign of a fish and, on the
other, with the sign of a fish bone (Fig. 131p); both were inlaid with brass, traces
of which survive. Such a pair is mysterious – no analogies have been found
in objects or graphic sources – or in heraldry. The fish and fish skeleton may
be explained as a symbol of duality, which is also indicated by the two cutting edges, separating good and evil, divine justice and punishment, life and
death.
tn
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Sword; iron (RTG, XRF). L. 90.9cm, weight 1695g. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. No. N 4516.
Tancik 1971, 63, cat. 63; Žargi 1995, 350, cat. 3.2.50.
Date: second half of the 14th century or beginning of the 15th century.

This sword has a disc-shaped pommel, straight cross-guard and a ridged
blade. The base of the pommel is imprinted with two signs in the shape of a
four-leaf clover. The cross-guard arms have openings at the tips in the shape
of the Greek cross. On both sides of the blade, each fuller is incised with a
pair of marks with inlaid brass (Fig. 131i).
The signs of the cross have an obviously Christian symbolism. They bless
the weapon and its owner, i.e. bestow special power and protection. They
were also a hallmark that allowed everyone to recognise a “soldier of Christ”
(miles Christi; cf. Seitz 1965, 127, 128). Other markings on the blade are a pair
of signs resembling the numeral 1 (in fact 11), and a pair of small swords
or daggers. The same marks can also be found in other swords in European
collections. They were identified as makers’ marks and dated to a wide time
span, from the first half of the 14th century to the early 16th century (Wegeli
1902–1905, 293; Oakeshott 1991, 141, 142, 212; Thomas, Gamber 1976, 239,
no. A 90).
tn
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Casket; iron, brass. L. 6.7cm. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. No. V 753.
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Rings; iron, tin (XRF; right), silver, gilding (XRF; bottom), silver (XRF; left).
Diam. 2.2cm, 2.2cm and 2.4cm. Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša (left and right),
Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Tri lesnice (bottom). NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2132, V
2131, V 2933.

Date: late Middle Ages and early Modern Period (casket and left ring), early Modern Period (right ring), end of the 16th century (bottom ring).

This oval casket with a hinge lid was probably used to store jewellery. The lid, with a rivet and two holes, is decorated with engraved lines, a zigzag design and stars. A hook is fastened to the
bottom of the lid as part of the opening mechanism, which, like
the key, has not been preserved. Inside, there are remnants of a
brass coating. Caskets of a similar design have not been found in
reference literature and nor have any matches been found for the
ring with a rectangular plate on the carved part of the band (left).
Valuable and rarely represented are the rings with the motif
of clasped hands (right and bottom), which differ in craftsmanship.
The right-hand one was made by embossing and the bottom
one by smithing and gilding. The clasped hands motif that they
have in common is called mani in fede in Italian, which means
“hands in faith or in trust”. It has been used in engagement
rings and other items of adornment (e.g. brooches) ever since
Roman times and throughout the Middle Ages and the Modern Period. Elsewhere in Europe, this type of ring is often seen
bearing supplication inscriptions for a successful marriage (“In
mark of love”, “Don’t put me away”, “God help me”) and various decorative elements – e.g. an ornamental stone with dragon
heads or a heart clasped by hands and cufflinks in the style of
Naturalism (cf. Ward 1981, 60, 64 and 83, cat.114, 125 and 195;
Prokisch, Kühtreiber 2004, 770). The gilded ring can be compared with late 16th century rings featuring the clasped hands
ornamentation, which may have the owner’s initials engraved
on the inside of the band (cf. Bauer 1994, 1309 and 1313, nos. 1,
7 and 8; Ward 1981, 101, cat. 211).
nv

110
Pilgrimage sign; tin. H. 6.3cm. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. No. N 585.
Žargi 1981, cat. 7; Knez 1995, 327–328, cat. 2.3.26; Knez 2007, 92–93.
Date: beginning of the 16th century.

Tin openwork in low relief. Standing in a late Gothic frame is St
Wolfgang (Volbenk or Bolfenk in Slovenian) wearing a wide cloak
(bishop’s vestments) and a mitre (bishop’s headdress). The left
hand holds the saint’s attributes – a hooked bishop’s staff and
carpenter’s axe – and the right hand holds a model church. A female pilgrim orante (praying figure) is kneeling at his left. At the
bottom, there is a legend in relief: S. WOLFGANG IM PIRG.
The St Wolfgang sign was already known at the end of the
15th century. At that time, his worship spread wide across German territory – throughout the Austria and Hungary of the time.
As a patron saint, he was worshiped by carvers, shepherds,
woodcutters, charcoal makers, forest workers, carpenters,
miners and soldiers (who used cut and thrust weapons) and,
curiously, ferrymen. His intercession was sought against eye
illnesses, stomach pains, blood circulation problems, paralysis,
strokes, leg pains and gout. The feast of St Wolfgang is 31 October (Knez 1995, 327–328, cat. 2.3.26).
dk
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Pilgrimage badges; bronze, gold. H. 4cm, 1.8cm and Diam. 2.2cm. Ljubljani-
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ca, near Rakova Jelša, Ljubljanica, Ljubljanica, near Podpeč. NMS, Inv. Nos. N
4226, N 23178, N 3629.

Knez 2001, 89, cat. 111 (bottom), cat. 135 (left).
Date: 18th century (left and bottom), first half of the 20th century (right).

As well as the pilgrimage sign (Cat. 110), other preserved devotional
objects used by people to express their personal devotion to their
faith and religious way of life were pilgrimage badges. These are
small souvenir medals with images of saints and inscriptions, initially in Latin and later in other languages – including Slovenian
since the 19th century. They were made of various metals – gold,
silver, copper, brass, tin and iron. Believers hung them on rosaries
or wore them around the neck for various purposes, e.g. to express
their religious belief, a vow, worship or supplication to a saint,
membership of a fraternity or sorority, as an ornament (including
in the role of jewellery) or as proof of accomplishment.
The motifs of Jesus and Mary are among the most widely
seen in pilgrimage badges. The obverse of the pilgrimage badge
from the Ljubljanica (bottom) bears the legend SALVATOR MVNDI
SALV.(A) NOS (“Saviour of the world, save us”) and the reverse
says MATER SALVATORIS OR.(A) PR.(O) N. (OBIS) (“Mother of the
Saviour, pray for us”). People also often sought the protection
of Mary of Loreto, whose worship originated in the town Loreto
in central Italy. The pilgrimage badge of Mary of Loreto (left) is
inscribed IHS LORETO (the Latin acronym IHS stands for Iesus
Hominum Salvator; Eng. “Jesus, saviour of the people”) and its
reverse displays an image of Mary of Loreto. The pilgrimage
badge consecrated to Mary Immaculate (right) bears evidence to
a worship that grew especially strong after the adoption of the
papal dogma of Mary’s immaculate conception in 1854.
dk
113
Signet ring; copper. Diam. 3.6cm. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. No.
N 2458.

Žvanut 1993, 87, cat. 69.
Date: first half of the 16th century.

A circular copper signet ring of the main military
hospital command. Inside, there are remnants of
lead that attached the missing handle. The centre
displays the Austrian coat of arms, surrounded
by the legend: K K ARMEE HAUPTFELDT SPITTALS
COMAN.
The signet ring is normally a circular tool bearing a mirror image of the seal print and it was used
to stamp the seal into seal wax and, later, directly
on paper. This signet ring from the Ljubljanica,
possibly from Ljubljana, belongs among the military unit and offices signet rings.
nv

112
Key with silver coins; iron, silver. L. 12,8cm (key), Dim. 14
× 15mm, weight up to 0,41g (coins). Ljubljanica, near Črna vas.
NMS, Inv. Nos. N 13724 and LJ 14546–14556.

Žargi 1995, 181, 323, cat. 2.3.8; Šemrov 2007a, 80–81.
Date: around 1220 or first half of the 13th century.

A hoard, discovered in the bed of the Ljubljanica
at the beginning of Črna vas, contained eleven
silver coins rusted to an iron turning key. The
coins are dish-shaped denarii of the Aquileian type
and originate from the first issues coined at the
Ljubljana mint, which was owned by the Carinthian Duke Bernard Spanheim.
The coins were probably contained in a purse,
along with the key. Considering the earliest coin
in the assemblage, the owner must have lost it
around 1220. The Ljubljana mint where these silver coins were struck, was one of the major mints
in the territory of present-day Slovenia in the 13th
century. During its operation (around 1205–1269),
it initially minted dish-shaped denarii on the model of the mint in Aquileia – and later pfenigs on the
model of the Friesach mint in Carinthia.
The riverbed of the Ljubljanica yielded two
more hoards of silver coins, which are most likely
related to river trading and are likewise part of the
contents of an unknown merchant’s purse. Venetian coins (minted after 1534) may be attributed
to a merchant who probably travelled north (given
the origin) and the Salzburg and Austrian coinage
(1630s) to a southbound merchant (Šemrov 2008,
128–129).
nv
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Drinking horn; glass. H. 17.8cm, Diam. of the rim 5.4cm. Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, under the
railway bridge. NMS, Inv. No. V 2109.

Date: probably 16th century.

The drinking horn was made of transparent greenish grey glass. Under the rim
and in the lower third of the horn, there are two suspension loops, while its tip
is broken off. The horn is decorated with three zones of horizontal snickered
bands. Between them are two belts filled with dark blue glass zigzag borders.
The bottom part of the horn is spirally enveloped with a thin dark blue trail.
The drinking horn resembles late Roman glass horns, which were from
the end of the 3rd to the 7th centuries spread as unique specimens (more than
sixty of them are known) from England and across Rhineland to Italy (Evison
1976). The special feature of the horn from the Ljubljanica are the three zones
of snickered bands, owing to which it could be linked to similar horns from
the 16th century (Glass Collections 1982, 19). About this period also speaks the
chemical analysis of the horn, which shows that the horn from the Ljubljanica is probably a product from one of the Venetian glass works.
tk
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Stove tile; pottery. H. 45.1cm, W. 31.6cm. Ljubljanica. FM, ZN
267.

Kaufmann 2007, 50.
Date: beginning of the 16th century.

The stove corner-tile with a plate consists of two
lateral parts and an ornamental front piece. The
lateral parts, joined at the longer edge, have prominent rims and are divided into sections. The central
decorative piece consists of a plain smooth plate
and a waist-length female figurine. The base of the
plate is roughly semicircular and curves outward,
ending in the figurine at the top. The woman is
wearing what resembles a type of headdress (avba)
and a decorated dress with corset and belt; the
sleeves are trimmed with frills.
The stove tile from the Ljubljanica may be
counted among the precious and rarely represented items. As the central piece lacks the habitual ornamental relief (a two-headed eagle coat of arms)
or any perceptible traces of colour, possibly only
being glazed, this might be a semi-finished product. The mould for such a tile must have come
from a foreign craftsman. An important indicator
of its date is the female attire. Judging from early
Modern Period depictions, the female figurine is
wearing German renaissance attire, which was in
fashion in the early 16th century (refer e.g. to pictures by Lukas Cranach, particularly Judith with
Holofernes’ head dating from around 1520–1530).
In Slovenian territory, such a depiction of a noble-

woman or high-ranking townswoman is noted on
a keystone in the parish church in Škofja Loka,
dated to around 1525 (Baš 1970, 113, fig. 48).
In Slovenia, this type of stove tile is noted at
the Podsreda Castle. In it, there have survived two
shards from large ornamental tablets from glazed
stove corner-tiles in the shape of a small coat-ofarms shield, which depicts a woman down to the
waist and a two-headed eagle. She is dressed in the
same fashion style as the lady on the tile from the
Ljubljanica (cf. Predovnik 1995, 44–46) and, based
on the two-headed crownless eagle motif, it dates
from before 1508. An analogy for these tiles can be
found in the fully preserved corner stove tile with
exactly the same female figurine and displaying
a two-headed eagle on the central tablet, which is
believed to be part of a stove from the cathedral of
St Stephen in Vienna or the Waldhausen Augustinian monastery. It was dated to around 1500. Such
stove tiles found a home in various museums and
collections through the Viennese art dealing market. They have also been found in Budapest. It is
conjectured that stove makers who worked at the
court of the Hungarian king Matthias Corvinus in
Budapest settled in Vienna after his death in 1409.
This is how stove tiles of this type, which is typical for various motifs including a lady holding a
shield, supposedly spread from there (Franz 1981,
54–55, fig. 106).
nv
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Pot; pottery. H. 16.4cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica. NMS, Inv. No. V 87.
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Nabergoj 1999, 48, 50, 55, cat. 3, figs. 8, 9, pl. 1: 3; Nabergoj 2006, 132–133, cat.1.
Date: probably 12th century.

Wine jugs; pottery. H. 23cm (left) and 18.5cm (right). Ljubljanica near Vrhnika,
Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. No. N 11688, FP, ZN 260/15.

Kos 1995a, 323, cat. 2.3.3; Kos 2006, 26, 29, fig. 1 (left).
Date: second half of the 14th century (left), 15th century (right).

Dishes and cup; pottery. H. 6.2cm (dishes) and 4cm (cup). Ljubljanica. FM,
ZN 250/7, NMS, Inv. Nos. V 25 and V 154.

Nabergoj 1999, 49, cat. 14, figs. 11–12, pl. 12: 14; Nabergoj 2006, 123–132, cat. 8
(bottom dish); Nabergoj 1999, 49, 52, cat. 16, fig. 14, pl. 2: 16 (cup).
Date: end of the 15th century or beginning of the 16th century (top dish and cup),
15th century (bottom dish).

Convincing analogies for the pot decorated by combing are noted in Friuli (Italy), where such pots are dated to the 12th century
(Negri 1993–1994, 94–98, pls. 1–3).
Among the earliest specimens of imported glazed table pottery with painted decoration, coming from north-eastern Italy,
is a pear-shaped wine jug with geometrical decoration (left), a
so-called archaic majolica. Parallels with similar decoration can
be found in Tolmin and Dobrovo in Slovenia and Monfalcone in
north-eastern Italy, where they are dated to the 14th – or, more
precisely, to the second half of the 14th century (Žbona-Trkman
1991, 61, cat. 75, 76; Furlani 1981, 53, 54; Furlani, Fabbroni
1981, 71, cat. 36, 38). Analogous shards of archaic majolica are
noted in Celje (Cunja 2001, 102–105, cat. 1–3). The wine jug with
the motif of a harpy (right) belongs to the 15th century. The image
of a bird almost exactly like a harpy, differing from the above
mentioned specimen by having a bird’s rather than a woman’s
head, is depicted on a cup from the Predjama Castle (Schein
1999, 144, pl. XIV/3). A cup from Faenza from the first half of the
15th century also bears the motif of the harpy, though with somewhat simpler workmanship (Radojković 1986, 16, 37, cat. 4).
The dish with an engraved bird and vegetal decoration (top)
can be dated to the 15th century. In Slovenia, similar dishes with
elements characteristic of Venetian workshops (a ring-like base
and a convex bottom) are known from the Rihemberk Castle
(Žbona-Trkman et al. 1991, 15, 24–25, 32–33, cat. 7, 28). A specimen just like it was found in the bay of Koper, though its date
was established as later – the 14th century – based on the shape
of the bottom and the painted motif (Karinja 2004, 37–38, pl. 13:
4). The image of a bird is found on a dish from Padua from the
second half of the 15th century (Munarini 1992, 87, cat. 53). Italy
is also certainly the origin of the renaissance-style decorated
dish (bottom) and cup, probably from the 15th or even the 16th
century (Nabergoj 1999, 52).
nv

117
Canteen; iron, tin. H. 35cm. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. No. V 516.
Nabergoj 2006, 132–133, cat. 2.
Date: probably 15th century.

A flattened and roughly oval-shaped canteen with
a circular-sectioned neck and a flat base surface.
On each side is a pair of rectangular eyelets for
straps. The central field displays a triangular coat
of arms, divided into four fields in relief.
The water canteen was an indispensable traveller’s accessory in the Middle Ages. On longer
marches, travels or pilgrimages, they would carry
it strapped to the belt, on the back or across the
shoulder. It can be gathered from late medieval
and early modern pictorial sources that canteens
(often displaying a coat of arms) were used by people from various social strata, high (the emperor
himself) and low, e.g. farmers at weddings (cf.
Takács 2006, 467, cat. 5.38; Le Goff 2002, 148–149;
Kocher 1984, 56, fig. 3).
No adequate analogies have been found for
the coat of arms on the canteen; its shape is fairly
universal. Possibly both the symmetrically placed
pairs of fields were painted, but no paint has been
preserved. Another very similar canteen was found
in the Ljubljanica, though that bore no coat of
arms (Cat. 121). Canteens of the exact same type are
not known anywhere else. Tin-plated iron canteens belong to the time from the 14th to the 17th
centuries and may differ from our specimens in
shape, the type of eyelets, the base surface or foot,
the neck and the decoration of the central field (cf.
Wacha 1995, 254–259; Krabath 2001, 36, pl. 47: 3;
Krüger 2001, 122, cat. 226).
nv
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Knives; iron, wood (a, k), bone or horn (b–d, g, l), brass (XRF; a–e, g–m), tin (a), lead tin alloy (e),

a

gilding (XRF; f). L. 9.6–21cm. Ljubljanica, near Podpeč (h, i, j, k), Ljubljanica, near Bevke (e, l, m),
b

Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica (d), Ljubljanica, near Lipe (b), Ljubljanica, near Ljubljana (a, f, g),
Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika (c). NMS, Inv. Nos. V 738, V 2767, V 2884, V 1758, V 1713, V 3162, V 2049,

c

V 2116, V 1874, V 522, V 366, V 2156, V 2157 (a–m).

d

e
Svoljšak et al. 1997, 261, no. 62/II–4e, fig. 37: right, pl. 14: 8 (k).

f
g

Date: around 1500 or beginning of the 16th century (l, m), beginning of the 16th century (j, d, b, k, i,
c), first half of the 16th century (a), second half of the 16th century (e), 16th century (g, h, f).

h

i

j

k

l

m

The valuable archaeological discovery of thirteen high-quality imported
knives is proof of lively trade or contact along the Ljubljanica with western
and central Europe in the early Modern Period. They differ from locally produced knives in their very finely manufactured grip casing, richly decorated
with brass inlays of different shapes and given a carved finish (cf. Amme 2007,
81). Their blades are engraved with the maker’s or workshop’s mark, usually
filled with brass or copper. Based on their design features, they are dated to
the second half of the 15th and to the 16th centuries (Dolenz 1992, 129–130).
These types of knives are known from Germany, England and Holland, where
similar specimens were dated to around 1500 or the early 16th century (Amme
2002, 57, 65, cat. 102–104, 139; Amme 2007, 75, 77, 90, cat. S 64, S 70, S 89;
Marquardt 1997, 71, cat. 189). The knife with the spiked grip (g) is noteworthy
in that it may be of Italian or German origin and belongs to the 16th century
or the end of the 16th century (cf. Amme 2002, fig. on p. 2; Holl, Parádi 1982,
75–77, fig. 28: 1–3, 29: 2–3; Kovács 2002, 229–231, cat. 338– 340, 342–343).
Elaborately decorated knives used by wealthy families, particularly for cutting and eating cooked food (Cowgill et al. 1987, 51–52), might also have been
designed for sharpening the quills that were used for writing. This is confirmed by similar knives found with other writing implements from the period between 1500 and 1550 during excavations of the classical gymnasium at
Groningen and the business school in Lübeck. Traces of quills are preserved
on the blades of the knives (Willemsen 2008, 66–67, 88, 91–94).
nv
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Bauernwehr; iron, bone or horn, wood. L. 42cm and 34.1cm. Ljubljanica, Ljubljanica, between
Črna vas and Ljubljana. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 588 and V 920.

Of the 16th century peasants’ weapon, numerous Bauernwehr have been preserved (cf. Cat. 127), which may have a preserved bone or horn grip casing and a
finger guard, as well as visible remnants of a metal scabbard frame lined with
wood (top). They were used in battle, e.g. against the Ottomans, but also for
hunting or as part of personal attire (cf. Simoniti 1990, 59, 165; Žvanut 1986,
38, fig. 49).
nv

120
Boathook (second from top) and carrying hook (top); iron, wood (boathook). L. 20.5cm
and H. 17cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Trebež, Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Dolnji breg. NMS,
Inv. Nos. V 220 and V 2665.

Date: probably 15th century (boathook), late Middle Ages or early Modern Period (carrying hook).

Billhook and axe; iron, L. 19.6cm and 12.9cm. Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, Velike senožeti. NMS,
Inv. Nos. V 2841 and V 17.

Žvanut 1995, 325, cat. no. 2.3.16 (axe).
Date: probably late Middle Ages or early Modern Period.

Boathooks, billhooks and axes were typical tools and implements of the boatmen or raftsmen. Single- or two-spiked boathooks (cf. Cat. 142), in use ever since
the Antiquity, helped them push away or pull boats to or from the bank and to
float cargo (especially timber) on the river (cf. Cat. 151 and Fig. 172). As their basic
form changed little over time, their dating is not easy. Many hooks related
to the Ljubljanica specimens were found, together with prehistoric, Romanperiod and medieval objects, for example, on the banks of the Rhine in Germany (Steuer 1993, 314–315, 325).
Billhooks were used to remove vegetation or clear the riverbanks. They differ from Roman specimens by having no knob at the tip of the sickle-shaped
blade. The lack of any reliably dated analogous items makes accurate dating
impossible.
The carpenter’s axe is just one of the many axes discovered in the
Ljubljanica. It was useful for many different carpentry jobs, including boat or
ship building. In Slovenia, similar 15th or 16th century axes were found, e.g. in
the Prekmurje region (Kerman 2003, 7–16).
In terms of function and date, it remains hard to define the four-pronged
carrying hook with a loop at the top, probably used to hang the hook from a
wooden pole. Two more of these hooks were recovered from the Ljubljanica,
with three and six spikes. No such objects have been found in contemporaneous graphic sources.
nv
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Canteen; iron, tin. H. 20.8 cm. Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Za terenom. NMS,
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Inv. No. V 2842.

Key and strike-a-light; iron. L. 10.7cm and 10.6cm.
Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Za terenom, Ljubljanica, near
Podpeč. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 1709 and V 2031.

Date: probably 15th century.
Date: 14th and 15th centuries (key), early Modern Period (strike-

This severely damaged water canteen has a fairly flattened and
roughly circular shape. The neck is missing. On each side, there
is a pair of rectangular eyelets for straps. In design, it resembles
the probably imported canteen with a coat of arms from the 15th
century (Cat. 117), save that it has no coat of arms.
nv

a

b
c
e

a-light).

Keys and strike-a-lights were an important part
of personal belongings. They were often worn
strapped to the belt. The simple turning key, made
of a single piece of iron, was part of the interior
house equipment (cf. Ebneter 2005, 259, 274, pl.
3: 640, 641). Several similar specimens are known
from the Ljubljanica (cf. Cat. 132 d–f).
The droplet-shaped strike-a-light was an important tool for starting fires. In the Ljubljanica, a series of strike-a-lights have been found, shaped like a
lentil, a droplet or otherwise (cf. Cat. 124a–c).
nv

f
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123
Belt buckles (a–c) and belt end (d); iron, tin (a, d). H. 4.8–7.5cm. Ljubljanica, near Podpeč,

124
Strike-a-lights; iron. L. 6.7–12.5cm. Ljubljanica, between Črna

Deli, Ljubljanica, Ljubljanica, near Črna vas, Ljubljanica, near Podpeč. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2561, V

vas and Ljubljana, Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Za terenom,

2771, V 2770, V 347 (a–d).

Ljubljanica, near Podpeč. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 354, V 913, V 1952,
V 583.

Žargi 1995, 324, cat. 2.3.12; Svoljšak et al. 1997, 261, cat. 4a, pl. 8: 8 (d).
Žvanut 1995, 323, cat. 2.3.6 (top).

Buckles (e–g); iron, tin (f), cooper (e, g). H. 2.4–4.7 cm. Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, Ljubljanica,

Date: high and late Middle Ages (top), and early Modern Period

near Podpeč, Velike senožeti, Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Tri lesnice. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2768,

(other strike-a-lights).

V 2850, V 2318 (e–g).

Date: 12.–15th centuries (f), 15th and 16th centuries (e, g).

Among the attire elements, miscellaneous belt buckles (a–c), a belt end with
hands clasped in prayer (d) and single and double buckles (e–g) have been
preserved. Larger buckles were used to fasten belts, while smaller buckles
were designed to fasten items of clothing or footwear and bags. Besides the
rectangular belt buckles (b), used from the 13th to the 15th centuries (cf. Predovnik 2003, 76, cat. 684–685), buckles with a circular frame (c) are also represented, which may be dated from the second half of the 12th century to the 15th
century based on similar specimens (Krabath 2001, 132, 134). Buckles with
a double frame, an oval loop and a rectangular mounting bar (a) began to appear as early as in the 13th century and remained in use up to the second half
of the 15th century (cf. Fingerlin 1971, 177–191; Nekuda 1985, 163, fig. 126: k;
Predovnik 2003, 76–77). Two noteworthy buckle specimens are the double
buckles with oval loops and a centre bar (e, g), which can be dated to the 15th
and 16th centuries based on related site contexts (Krabath 2001, 132, 137). As
a parallel for the two-piece buckle (f), we may refer to the reliably dated 14th
century buckle from the Alt-Rettenberg Castle in Austrian Tyrol (www.imareal.oeaw.ac.at/realonline/, fig. no. 004755, 15. 10. 2008).
nv

A strike-a-light is a metallic device, normally made
of iron, for igniting a fire by striking against a flint.
The sparks are caught on amadou, which acts as
tinder, and a flame is then kindled by blowing
(Makarovič 2004).
Strike-a-lights of many different designs have
been recovered from the Ljubljanica, which did
not change much over time. Most of them are
lentil- or droplet-shaped. They were in use from
the early Middle Ages to the mid-19th century
when they were replaced by matches. The earliest
designs include lentil-shaped strike-a-lights (top),
already noted in many early medieval sites, whereas droplet-shaped (both bottom) and other strike-alights (second from top) may be of later origin (Lang
2001, 706–707, cat. 632).
nv
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Lamp–candlestick (bottom), lamp (right) and candlestick (left); pottery. L. 10.9cm,
Diam. 11.7cm and 5.9cm. Ljubljanica, near Verd, Nove gmajne, Ljubljanica, Ljubljanica, near
Podpeč, Dolenje senožeti. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 292, V 2525 and FM, ZN 261/15.

Lozar Štamcar 1995, 323, cat. 2.3.5 (bottom).
Date: late Middle Ages (lamp–candlestick, lamp), 16th century (candlestick).

In the high and late Middle Ages and the early Modern Period, illumination
was provided by torches, ceramic lamps and candlesticks.
Bowl-shaped oil lamps, one of which has a candle holder in the centre
allowing double illumination, have been known from as early as the 13th century (cf. Predovnik 2003, 62, 173–174; Krüger 2001, 189, cat. 366). The saucerlike candlestick with a socket in the middle for a candle probably belongs to
the 16th century (cf. Kovács 2002, 237, cat. 358).
nv

126
Stove tiles; pottery. H. 11.2–17.9cm. Ljubljanica, Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin, Ljubljanica, near
Podpeč. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 536, V 2276 and FP, ZN 260/14.

Nabergoj 1999, 49–50, cat. 18, pl. 3: 18 (left).
Date: 14th or 15th century (left), second half of the 15th century (centre), 16th century (right).

Bowl-shaped stove tiles have been found in the Ljubljanica, two of which are
plated with a decorated central piece. The motif of a falconer (centre) occurs
e.g. in stove tiles from Zürich and Schaffhausen in Switzerland and an unknown site in Hungary, all dated to the second half of the 15th century (Tamási
1995, 54–55, figs. 133–135). The tile on the right displays a biblical motif of
Christ’s resurrection, often seen in tiles with scenes from the Passion. Biblical compositions are displayed e.g. on 16th century stove tiles (Stopar 1976,
278). A similar tile depicting a flogging scene and architectural elements,
which differs from our unglazed specimen in its green glazing, is built into
the outer wall of a 16th century stove at the Joanneum provincial museum in
Graz (Guštin, Horvat 1994, 81–85). Based on its typology, method of manufacture and the type of clay, the undecorated stove tile (left) can be dated to the
15th or possibly even the 14th century (Nabergoj 1999, 53).
nv
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Bauernwehr; iron, tin (second from top). L. 31.5–66.2cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Ljubljanica,
in Ljubljana, Livada, Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, Špica (third and fourth from top), Ljubljanica, near
Blatna Brezovica. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 480, V 2932, V 53, V 361, V 42.

Date: end of the 15th century or beginning of the 16th century.

The collection of single-edged weapons (Bauernwehr in sources) from the
Ljubljanica is small but precious. It consists of relatively simple objects used
as weapons or tools or in various everyday occasions – e.g. for protection on a
journey or in hunting. Single-edged and tapered, they have a simple hilt with
mostly unpreserved coating, save for the rivets and a heart- or fan-shaped
finger guard. The blade of the longest Bauernwehr (second from top), equals to
Messer in length, is tipped at the end with a tinned scabbard chape with incisions and three X-shaped markings. Bauernwehr from the Ljubljanica can be
reliably dated based on analogies from the territory of central Europe (Müller
1986, 49, cat. 38; Schneider 1980, 270, cat. 562, 564, 565; cf. Švajncer 2007a,
29, 123, 125, 129).
tn
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Gun lock and spanners; iron. L. 26cm, L. of the spannners 17.5–21cm. Ljubljanica, near
Podpeč, Zornica, Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, Ljubljanica, between Črna vas and Ljubljana, Ljubljanica, near Lipe, Križenca, Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Teren. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2161, V 475, V 476,
V 438, V 2539, V 390.

Date: 16th or 17th century, second half of the 16th century (third spanner from top), first half of the
17th century (fourth spanner from top).

Several specimens of firearms have been found on the bed of the Ljubljanica.
The earliest is a pistol, of which both the barrel and wheel-lock with flint
have been preserved. The mechanism is of the spanning type, which required
spanners such as have also been preserved. They resemble keys with a socketed piece at the end of the handle, which was placed into the weapon’s mechanism and turned. The handles of the spanners are decorated with incisions
and openwork of various designs (Krenn 1990, 24–25, 32–33).
tn

129
Fetters; iron. L. 29.9cm and 72cm. Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika, Ljubljanica, in
Ljubljana, Špica. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2084 and V 177.

Žvanut 1995, 324, cat. 2.3.13 (bottom).
Date: 13th–15th centuries (top), 17th century (bottom).

Among the more rarely represented and interesting finds are
two specimens of fetters, most likely used to fetter slaves or
criminals.
The fetters have a chain and hand shackles and a cylindrical
lock at one end and, based on the design, they can be classified
to the time between the end of the 13th and the 15th centuries
(top; Henning 1992, 412–415, fig. 7 G). Similar specimens are
noted in sites in western Europe. Written records testify that
the slave trade was already common in the early Middle Ages.
This is evidenced by numerous finds of fetters from various
sites across the Slavic countries. Prisoners in the 17th century,
deprived of freedom for breaking the law or for committing
crimes, were fettered into fetters resembling handcuffs (bottom;
Brunner 2007, 37, cat. C.4.1.14).
nv
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Pots; pottery. H. 11.5–17.3cm. Ljubljanica, Ljubljanica, near Lipe, Ljubljanica, near
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Plate; pottery. Diam. 24.6cm. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. No. V 131.

Blatna Brezovica, Tri lesnice, Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, between Podpeč and Lipe.
FM, ZN 250/2, NMS, Inv. Nos. V 1059, V 2304, V 1852.

Date: probably early Modern Period.

Nabergoj 1999, 49, cat. 9, pl. 2: 9 (front right).

Wine jug (left) and jug (right); pottery. H. 15.1cm and 22.7cm. Ljubljanica,

Date: 13th or 14th century (front left and back right), late Middle Ages (front right),

Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 64 and V 2275.

15th or 16th century (back left).
Nabergoj 1999, 49, cat. 13, pl. 2: 13 (wine jug).

Lids; pottery. Diam. 10.2–17.8cm. Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika, Ljubljanica, near

Date: second half of the 15th century (wine jug), 15th century (jug).

Podpeč, Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 1189, V 615, V 1992, V 508.

Cups; pottery. H. 6–13.1cm. Ljubljanica, Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika. FM, ZN 261/6,
Nabergoj 1999, 49, cat. 10, pl. 2: 10 (left).

FM, ZN 250/6, NMS, Inv. No. V 24.

Date: late Middle Ages or early Modern Period (right and bottom), probably 18th
century (top), early Modern Period (left).

Kos 1995a, 356, cat. 3.2.77; Nabergoj 1999, 51, fig. 11: fifth from left; Nabergoj
2006, 132–133, cat. 6: bottom.

A great number of household pottery products were found in
the Ljubljanica, mostly comprising different types of kitchen
and table ware – predominantly pots. The globular pot (back
right) has a more rounded body and a plainly finished rim, which
probably classifies it as an earlier design of pot, in use in the 13th
or 14th century (cf. Predovnik 2003, 58, cat. 1–22, 32–56, 96–115,
331–332). Such a date can also be established for the relatively
short rotund pot (front left) with a profiled rim, where the diameter of the rim roughly corresponds to the complete height of the
pot (cf. Predovnik 2003, 59, cat. 33–34, 104, 334). The pot with
a single, round handle (left back) has several analogies, e.g. a 15th
or 16th century pot from Kozlov rob above Tolmin and similar
specimens from Celje (Žbona-Trkman 1991, 22, cat. 3; Guštin
et al. 2001, 197, cat. 27, 28). The pot with a mouth (right front) can
be identified as related to late medieval and early modern pots,
such as a pot from a small collection of medieval ceramics from
Pfalzmuseum in Forchheim in Germany (Ritter, Burgen und Dörfer 1997, 197–198, cat. IX. 28) or a pot from Celje (Guštin et al.
2001, 197, cat. 32). The pots came with conical lids (right, bottom,
left) and dome-shaped lids (top) with a handling knob. Unlike the
unglazed conical specimens (right and bottom), dated as late medieval or early modern, dome-shaped lids are characteristic of the
18th century (Krenn et al. 2007, 123, pl. 64: 248).
tn

Date: late Middle Ages or early Modern Period (bottom), 14th or 15th century
(other two cups).

As for table ware, a plate, a wine jug, a jug and cups have been
preserved. The simple deep green-glazed plate probably dates
from the early Modern Period. The narrow-necked and bandhandled jug has parallels in Nuremberg and several others of
its kind have been recovered from the Ljubljanica. In German
terminology, they are called Hakenflaschen and dated to the
15th century. They were used for storing oil and wine (Kahsnitz,
Brandl 1987, 92, cat. IB 69 and IB70). The globular wine jug
can be compared to engraved and painted specimens from Kozlov rob above Tolmin from the second half of the 15th century
(Žbona-Trkman 1991, 42, nos. 45 and 46). In shape, it is similar
to imported Italian vessels, which raises the question of whether this jug was an Italian import or possibly a local product under Italian influence.
As specimens of drinking service vessels, we can refer to
the cups (centre and top) with stamped decoration in the shape of
triangles, which in late Middle Ages were wide-spread in continental Slovenia, and frequently noted in Croatia and Austria as
well. A number of them have been found in Celje and Ljubljana
(Guštin 2001, 156 and 180, pl. 9: 1–3). Direct analogies for the
cup with a foot and ribbed sides (bottom) have not been found,
but it can be dated roughly to the late Middle Ages or the early
Modern Period.
tn
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Keys (a–f); iron. L. 11.2–21.7cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin (a, f), Ljubljanica, near Podpeč (b,

i

c), Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, Mesarica (d), Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša (e). NMS, Inv. Nos. V 856,
V 2753, V 2020, V 2128, V 432, V 1387 (a–f).
d

h

Date: 13th–15th centuries (a–c), 16th or 17th century (d–f).

Locks (g–k); iron, brass. L. 5.3–10.2cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin, Ljubljanica, near Blatna

e

Brezovica, Bistra, Ljubljanica, Ljubljanica, near Kamnik pod Krimom, Zornica. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 928,
f

c
j
b
a

V 392, V 922, V 247, V 2115 (g–k).

Bitenc, Knific 1997, 27, fig. 21 (g, j); Podvodna arheologija v Sloveniji I, 16, no. 71, pl. 5: 7 (j).
Date: 13th–15th centuries (g–i), 15th or 16th century (j–k).

k

nv

133
Locks; iron, tin (top). L. 27.4cm and 13.2cm. Ljubljanica, near
Bevke, Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Za terenom. NMS, Inv.
Nos. V 736 and V 737.

Žargi 1995, 367, cat. 3.3.3.5; Nabergoj 2006, 132–133, fig. 95,
cat. 11 (top).
Date: 15th or 16th century.

In the late Middle Ages and early Modern Period,
keys and locks were mostly used to protect valuables in chests, cupboards or even to lock fetters for
people and animals (cf. Cat. 129), while doors were
normally locked using wooden bolts (Predovnik
2003, 86). In design, keys may be classed as turning keys and sliding keys. Sliding keys (Cat. 132a–c)
probably matched cylindrical spring padlocks,
which were widespread from the 13th century in
central and eastern Europe (Holl, Parádi 1982, 52).
Aside from cylindrical padlocks (Cat. 132g–i), rectangular (Cat. 132j) and triangular (Cat. 132k) ones are
also represented. These first appeared in the 15th
or 16th century (Temesváry 1961, 180; Holl, Parádi
1982, 52, fig. 11, cat. 4; Guštin et al. 2001, 244, cat.
292–294). A valuable artistic smithery product is
the large rectangular furniture lock with floral
decoration (top) from the 15th or 16th century (cf.

Canz et al. 1993, 56–57, cat. 1, fig. 8). Larger locks
are represented by a lock of the “cat’s head” type
(bottom), which became the established locking
system in chests at the turn of the 15th century
and remained in use until the 19th century (Jenčič
1981).
The basic form of a turning key with a round
or oval head, a long shaft and a bit, usually with
rectangular teeth, did not change much over the
centuries (Pankofer 1973, 41–61). Older keys, from
the high and late Middle Ages, were simpler and
made of a single piece of iron, while they later had
more complex serrations and a more finely shaped
head, as well as sometimes a clamp beneath it.
The keys from the Ljubljanica date from the 16th
and 17th centuries (Cat. 132d–f, 143 bottom and centre).
nv
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Knives; iron, wood, brass (XRF). L. 13.3–22.6cm. Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, Livada, Ljubljanica,
near Podpeč, Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, between road and railway bridge, Ljubljanica, near Kamnik
pod Krimom, Zornica, Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, between road and railway bridge, Ljubljanica, in
Ljubljana, near Livada, Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 597, V 521, V 1017, V 592, V
1053, V 2716, V 2721 (from top to bottom).

In addition to the rich assemblage of imported knives (Cat. 118), the Ljubljanica
has also yielded several knives of domestic make, manufactured for the local market and for trade. There were several stages to knife manufacturing;
first, smiths would make blades as semi-finished products and sell them to
knife makers, who then equipped them with finely decorated coatings and
scabbards. From the 14th century onward, blades were stamped to mark their
origin and as a guarantee of product quality (Predovnik 2003, 84). Primarily,
the knives from the Ljubljanica may be classed into two groups according to
the design of the point where the handle and the blade meet. The knives with
a brass piece in the middle (first, second and fourth from top) date to the second half
of the 15th or the 16th century. The 16th and 17th centuries may be claimed to
have produced the knives with a bulge between the blade and handle (bottom
three). Standing out is the knife with a straight blade and a wooden grip with
a hole at the base for hanging it up (third from top), for which no analogies have
been found and may thus be dated only roughly to the early Modern Period.
Beside spoons, two-pronged forks and an awl, cutlery also included knives
(Cat. 136). Judging by their size (ranging from 13.3 to 22.6cm) and the shape
of the moderately sharp blades, they class as eating knives, which were most
likely designed for cutting and consuming cooked food (Cowgill et al. 1987,
51–52), but could also have been used for sharpening goose quills (Willemsen
2008, 66–67, 88, 91–94). All but two of the knives included in the catalogue
bear manufacturers’ marks of various shapes at the top of the blade.
nv
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Knife; iron, wood. L. 19.33cm. Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Rakova jelša. NMS, Inv. No. V 2762.
Date: 17th or 18th century.

A knife with a wooden grip coating riveted to the handle. The wedge-sectioned blade has a more or less straight spine and a slightly bowed, partly
damaged edge. The point is broken. Christ’s monogram IHS is incised in the
approximate middle of the blade, consisting of the first three letters (iota /I/,
eta /H/ and sigma /S/) of the name Jesus in Greek. In Latin, it stands for Iesus
hominum salvator or ‘Jesus, saviour of the people’. Left of the monogram is
a line of four, and to its right a line of five crescents with crosses, which appear more like circles due to corrosion; three more circles are incised at the
blade’s tip. The ornament of nine crescents and crosses next to consecrated
abbreviations of Christ’s name, such as IHS and INRI, is seen on the blades
of many knives and has an apotropaic symbolism in popular tradition. It
protects the owner of the knife from the incubus – a being that stifles people
in their sleep, giving them nightmares. People would ward it off by setting a
knife against it (into the bed or the lock) or sticking a knife and fork into the
door (Kropej, Ložar-Podlogar 2004). In German literature, this type of knife
is termed Neunmondscheinmesser, Neunkreuzerlmesser or Trudenmesser (Bajc
2005, 22, cat. 11; Grieshofer, Pallestrang 2003, 59).
nv

136
Sets of iron cutlery; iron, brass. L. 21.4cm and 18.2cm. Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, Livada,
Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 1144 and V 378.

Date: second half of the 15th century or 16th century.

nv
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Chisels (b, c) gimlet (d), tripple drill (e) and spoon drill (f); iron. L. 10.2–20.8cm.

i

Ljubljanica, near Podpeč (b, c, d), Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin (e), Ljubljanica, near Lipe,
c

b

h

Križenca (f). NMS, Inv. Nos. V 375, V 2796, V 379, V 2807, V 2847 (b–f).

Žvanut 1995, 326, cat. 2.3.22; Svoljšak et al. 1997, 261, no. 62/II-4d, pl. 14: 7 (b).

g

Date: 15th and 16th centuries (b, c, d, f), first half of the 16th century (e).
d

e

Hammer (a) and tongs (g–i); iron, brass (g), wood (a). L. 12.5–15.5cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke,

a
f

Trebež (a), Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Za terenom (g, i), Ljubljanica (h). NMS, Inv. Nos. V 15 (a),
V 2693, V 278, V 377 (g–i).

Svoljšak et al. 1997, 258, cat. 62/I-4č, pl. 10: 4 (a), Žvanut 1995, 326, cat. 2.3.18 (i).
Date: late Middle Ages and early Modern Period.

Preserved craft tools comprise implements for working with wood and metal,
e.g. chisels, a gimlet, drills, a hammer and tongs. Chisels with a broad and
flattened blade ending in a transverse cutting edge, a flat handle and a thick
handle butt were used together with hammers to hollow out wood, stone or
metal. Such chisels are noted from the Sarvaly site in Hungary, where they
have been dated from the 15th to the 16th centuries, based on the context (Holl,
Parádi 1982, fig. 123: 3–5).
The spoon drill with a flanged cutting edge and flattened handle ending
in a hook (f) belongs among the best represented type of drills. For analogies, we can refer to drills from late medieval and early modern sites like Stari
grad above Podbočje (Predovnik, 2003, 85, cat. 736), Otok pri Dobravi (Šribar,
Stare 1981, pls. 8: 9, 22: 7, 24: 1), the Sarvaly deserted settlement in Hungary
(Holl, Parádi 1982, fig. 137: 15) and others. An analogy for the gimlet with a
spiral blade and a two-armed handle with looped ends (d) was likewise found
in Sarvaly and also in Celje (Holl, Parádi 1982, fig. 131: 17; Guštin et al. 2001,
253, cat. 219). The triple drill (e) with spirally twisting blades of different
thicknesses, forged together at the centre, can be dated to the first half of the
16th century. The same kind of drill, discovered during excavations at Martin
Luther’s dwelling in Wittenberg, Germany, was probably owned and used by
the reformer in his spare-time work, which also had a symbolic meaning at
the time in the higher classes (Gutjahr 2008, 236, cat. E 6). A similar threearmed drill, which, unlike the Ljubljanica specimen, only had one functional
bit while the other arms were used as handles, was found in excavations of
the Hochkönigsburg castle in Germany and was dated as before 1630 (Untermann 2001b, 63, 64, cat.106b).
Late medieval and early modern tools for carpentry and joinery include a
hammer with a cleft for pulling out nails at one end (a) and tongs of various
designs (Untermann 2001a, 64–65, cat. 108a–b)
tn
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Sickles; iron. L. 31.5–37.5cm. Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, under the bridge,
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Axes; iron. L. 13 and 19.4cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Trebež, Ljubljanica, near

Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, Velike senožeti, Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Trebež. NMS,

Podpeč. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 209 and V 345.

Inv. Nos. V 331, V 2802, V 2095.
Podvodna arheologija v Sloveniji I, 15, cat. 66, pl. 5: 66; Nabergoj 2006, 132, 133,
Žvanut 1995, 325, cat. 2.3.14; Svoljšak et al. 1997, 261, cat. 62/II-4f, pl. 15: 1 (top).

cat. 12 (bottom); Svoljšak et al. 1997, 261, no. 62/II-4j, pl. 16: 4 (top).

Date: late Middle Ages or early Modern Period.

Date: probably high or late Middle Ages (top), late Middle Ages or early Modern
Period (bottom).

Pointed hoe, coulter and digging hoe; iron, wood (coulter). L. 19cm,
49.5cm, 19.5cm. Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica, Bržič, Ljubljanica, near Podpeč,

Billhooks; iron, wood (top). L. 19.6 and 36.2cm. Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša,

Šivc, Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Teren. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2145, V 152, V 652.

Rakova jelša, Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, Velike senožeti. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 466 and
V 2841.

Date: probably late Middle Ages or early Modern Period.
Date: late Middle Ages or early Modern Period.

As for the agricultural tools found in the Ljubljanica, these are
represented by sickles, a pointed hoe, a plough coulter and
a digging hoe. Sickles, which were used for manual harvesting until the 19th century and also for grass cutting in some
mountainous areas, were known as early as in Roman times.
The present-day design of a semicircular blade and tang, encased in a wooden handle, was introduced in the 13th century
(Habinc 2004). As its design did not change considerably over
the centuries, save for minor details (cutting edge serrations,
the length of the blunt blade edge) and, since there is a lack of
reliable analogies from other archaeological sites, they are difficult to define chronologically. Based on similar sickles from
the Sarvaly site in Hungary, which (unlike ours) have a maker’s
stamp incised or stamped at the foot of the blade in most cases,
the specimens from the Ljubljanica may be roughly dated to the
late Middle Ages or the early Modern Period (Holl, Parádi 1982,
55–57, figs. 114, 126, 136).
The digging hoe, pointed hoe and plough were used for digging, breaking up and preparing the soil for cultivation. What
is left of the plough, whose use in Slovenia is reliably recorded
as far back as the 1st century BC, is a coulter or blade, vertically mounted into the plough beam before the ploughshare
and used for vertical ground cutting (Smerdel 2008, 49). It is
difficult to date the coulter because its design did not change
throughout the Middle Ages. A coulter closely resembling the
Ljubljanica specimen was found at the late medieval and early
modern Sarvaly deserted settlement. The same site also delivered a pointed hoe, which differs from the Ljubljanica hoe in
the shape of the mounting socket (with an angular rather than
oval termination) and the wider blade (cf. Holl, Parádi 1982, 55,
fig. 120: 4).
tn

Everyday objects are largely represented in the Ljubljanica by
axes from different periods. Based on its very broad blade, the
axe at the top can be classified among the broadaxes or carpentry axes, used for preparing and working with wood in carpentry
jobs. Broadaxes are often displayed in medieval depictions e.g.
of the construction of Noah’s arc dating from the 13th century
(Unger 1991, fig. 19). The axe with a hammer-shaped butt, a
trefoil-shaped opening and a lengthy socket (bottom) belongs
among the bearded axes, single-handed carpentry axes. In
shape it resembles late medieval battle axes but, due to its much
greater weight, not too thin cheek and sharp blade, it is classed
among the tools (Wagner et al. 1960, pl. 19: 1). A 14th or 15th century bearded axe just like this is housed by the lower-Austrian
provincial museum in St. Pölten. The lack of reliable analogies
only allows a rough date frame for the Ljubljanica axes – the
high or late Middle Ages or early Modern Period.
Billhooks – largish knives with a curved blade and a socket
for hafting a wooden handle, which are still used in some places
for chopping or pruning smaller branches or vegetation – were
already familiar to Romans. The poor representation of this tool
type in the published medieval and early modern tools makes
dating difficult. The specimens from the Ljubljanica, which certainly do not date from Roman times as they have no knob at the
tip of the blade as the Roman billhooks do, probably date from
the late Middle Ages or the early Modern Period.
tn
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Net weights; stone, lead. Dim. 8.8 × 6cm and less (stone), L. 6.6cm, Diam. 3cm and less (lead).
Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Trebež, Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, Deli, Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Za
terenom, Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2474–2500, V 3512, V 3503, V 3497, V 3498.

Date: late Stone Age–early Medieval Period (stone weights), Roman Period, early or high Medieval
Period or later (lead weights).

Fishing nets, which were initially made of natural fibres, e.g. hemp or flax,
were weighted with stone and lead weights. Stone weights in the shape of
large flat pebbles with dents on each side and crosswise traces of rope-tying
are noted from prehistory (cf. Cat. 8), e.g. in Swiss sites from the late Stone Age
to the Bronze Age (4000–800 BC; Manser, Gerig 2008, 59). In Slovenia, they
have been found in Bronze Age pile-dwelling settlements in the Ljubljana
marshes (Greif 1998, 35). Similar stone weights were also found at the Viking
settlement of Hedeby (9th–11th centuries), where they were fitted into a wooden hoop strapped with leather (Elsner 1989, 72, fig. 1). The cylindrical lead
weights vary in size. They are known since Roman times (Gleirscher 2006,
33). We found analogies for the larger, slightly flattened specimens in one
of the graves at the early medieval site of St Pavel above Vrtovin in the Vipava
Valley, which was dated from the 6th to 8th centuries (Svoljšak, Knific 1976,
24, pl. 12: 3). Several smaller cylindrical weights, resembling the finds from
the Ljubljanica, have been unearthed at the Niederungsburg settlement near
Haus Meer in Germany, inhabited from the 10th to the 12th centuries (KlugePinsker 1992, 34, 35).
nv
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Fishing spearheads (a–f); iron. L. 14,7–40cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin (a, b), Ljubljani-

b

a

01 / Prazgodovina

ca, near Rakova Jelša, Za terenom, Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, near the bridge, Ljubljanica, near
Črna vas, Ljubljanske senožeti, Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Na zrnici (c–f). NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2039, V
1464, V 1752, V 2343, V 2640, V 216 (a–f).

c
e

Date: probably Middle Ages or early Modern Period.
f

d
g

Rings (g–k) and weights (l, m); lead. Diam. 9.8–16.8cm (g–k), H. 9.1–9.2cm (l–m). Ljubljanica,
near Rakova Jelša, Teren (g), Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Za terenom (l, m), Ljubljanica, near

h

Lipe, Križenca (h, k), Ljubljanica, near Verd, Japljeve ujske (i), Ljubljanica, between Črna vas and

l
o

n
i

r

Podpeč (j). NMS, Inv. Nos. V 3500, V 3502, V 3504, V 3510, N 3501, V 3508, V 3509 (g–m).

v

Date: Middle Ages or Modern Period.

p

m

j

u

t
s
k

x
y
z

Fishhooks (n–z); iron. H. 7.2–12cm. Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Teren (n, o), Ljubljanica,
near Bevke, Kamin (p, u, x), Ljubljanica, near Verd, between Bistra and Ljubija (r), Ljubljanica, in
Ljubljana, Livada (s), Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana (t), Ljubljanica, near Podpeč (v, z), Ljubljanica (y).
NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2039, V 2915, V 2708, V 2706, V 2788, V 2650, V 2710, V 2028, V 2877, V 2053, V
2725 (n–z).

Date: Middle Ages or Modern Period.

Various archaeological finds related to fishing – e.g. fishhooks, weights, etc.
– are evidence that fishing has been important for survival since prehistoric
times. The shape and function of fishhooks and fishing spearheads have not
changed much over the course of time, making their dating unreliable.
Fishing tackle found in the Ljubljanica includes fishing spearheads or
forks, fishhooks, weights and rings. Fishing spearheads (a–f) mounted on
approximately three- to four-metre-long wooden poles are the simplest form
of fishing by hand. They have from two to five barbed points. Spearhead (f),
with its double barbs, is related to a late medieval spearhead from Germany
(Egger, Steck 2002, 34, cat. 39). In addition to spearfishing, fishermen used
barbed fishhooks (n–y) tied to a line. When a fishhook got stuck in the riverbed, they would drop a lead ring (g–k) down the taut line into the water, releasing the stuck hook. For larger quantities of fish and other water animals (e.g.
crabs) they used wicker fish traps and nets.
tn
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Single- and two-spiked boathooks; iron, wood (front left). L. 14.9–
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32.2cm. Ljubljanica, Ljubljanica, between Črna vas and Ljubljana, Ljubljanica,
near Bevke, Trebež, Ljubljanica, near Ljubljana, Ljubljanica, near Lipe, Križnica
(two-spiked), Ljubljanica, near Podpeč and Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša (singlespiked). NMS, Inv. Nos. V 643, V 917, V 220, V 2797, V 727 (two-spiked), V 18, V
221 (single-spiked).

Svoljšak et al. 1997, 258–259, nos. 62/I-4a, 9c, pls. 9: 7, 12: 8 (middle in the centre
and bottom left).
Date: late Middle Ages or Modern Period.

Boats were used to transport goods and people on rivers and
lakes. They were used from prehistoric times and retained their
importance up until the completion of the railways in the 19th
century. In the Slovenian lands, boat transport was most developed on the large rivers, e.g. the Ljubljanica, the Sava, the Krka
and the Drava (Bogataj 2004). Boat transport and the related
supra-regional trading down the Ljubljanica was very active
throughout the late Middle Ages and the Modern Period, as
shown by various archival sources and diverse boat-travel-related
items.
Boat transport equipment found in the Ljubljanica includes
numerous single- and two-spiked boathooks consisting of a
larger socket and one or two pointed spikes. In the two-spiked
boathooks, the longer spike is considerably curved whereas
the shorter is only slightly curved or even straight. They are
mounted onto a wooden pole and the socket is nailed to it on
each side. The central flat section between the socket and the
two spikes could contain a decorative impression or an engraving of the craftsman’s mark. Boathooks were designed for pushing or pulling boats to and from the banks (cf. the picture on the
Trnovo banner, Cat. 151 and Fig. 172) and boatmen also used them
to float cargo down the river, especially timber. The basic shape
of the boathooks remained the same throughout the centuries,
making them difficult to date. Many hooks were found along
with prehistoric, Roman-period, medieval and modern fishing
gear and craft tools on the banks of the Rhine in Germany (Steuer 1993, 314–315, 325).
tn

143
Keys; iron. L. 14.4 cm, 18.8cm, 39.3cm. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv.
Nos. 271, 289, 298.

Date: end of the 12th century (top) and the 17th century.

The furniture keys (bottom and middle) have a tubular
shaft and a heart-shaped bow with an elaborate
end. They have divided bits. Their shape dates
them to the 17th century (Raffaelli 1997, 286). The
late Romanesque barrel door key has a round flat
bow and an elaborate bit. Its shape dates it to the
end of the 12th century (Raffaelli 1997, 169).
mž
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Two whistles; pottery. L. 5.4cm and 13.5cm. Ljubljanica, near
Podpeč, Dolenje senožeti, Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin. NMS,
Inv. Nos. V 2364 and V 1057.

Date: late Middle Ages or beginning of the early Modern Period
and Modern Period.

A speciality pottery product was the hollow figural sound
toy made from ceramics, either glazed or unglazed.
These were a very popular children’s plaything in the
Middle Ages, along with marbles and rattles. Many
specimens have been found when excavating abandoned
medieval villages and potteries from the late Middle
Ages. In the 14th century, certain potters would specialise

01 clay
/ Prazgodovina
in making baked
figures. They made animal-shaped
whistles – i.e. ducks, stags, birds, rams and small horses
– or they imitated mythical creatures or jousting knights
complete with helmet and shield, etc. (Fischer, http://
www.ausgraeberei.de/spielzeug/Spielton.htm, 23. 9.
2008). The whistles found in the Ljubljanica are made in
the shape of a bird. The unglazed bird figure with four
openings (two on the body and two under the tail) can be
dated to the late Middle Ages or to the beginning of the
early Modern Period. A similar whistle, dated to c. 1500,
was found when excavating the home of Martin Luther in
Mansfeld, Germany (Schlenker 2008, 191–192, cat. C 60).
The larger glazed and painted whistle in the shape of a
bird can be attributed to the Modern Period.
nv
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145
Pipe and pan flute; iron (pipe), iron, tin and tin and lead alloy (PIXE, RTG,

146
Jew’s harps; iron. L. 4.7–9.5cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Ka-

XRF; pan flute).

min (a), Ljubljanica, near Podpeč (b), Ljubljanica, near Verd (c),

L. 6cm and 8.6cm. Ljubljanica, between Podpeč and Bevke, Ljubljanica, near

Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Za terenom (d, e), Ljubljanica, near

Ljubljana. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2922 and V 2544.

Blatna Brezovica, near the outfall of the Bistra stream (f). NMS,
Inv. Nos. V 2867, V 2646, V 2872, V 2845, V 2803, V 2879 (a–f).

The pipe is a single-fipple flute that is found most often in various organ pipes. From the 14th century onward, they can be found in the musical instrument known as the regal, a small portable organ. The different materials used in making such pipes affect the way they sound.
The pan flute consists of a line of small bottom-stopped and
connected pipes of various lengths, the so-called pan flute tubes.
The tinned iron tubes, soldered together and coated with an alloy of tin and lead, are positioned in a line next to each other. The
pitch of each tube depends on its length. In the Slovenian lands, the
symmetric pan flute, also known as the reed pipe (called trstenke
in Slovenian), was the most common folk instrument. Its left and
right sides were tuned differently, meaning that it was possible to
play harmonies on the instrument by blowing into neighbouring
tubes. This makes the trstenke unusual amongst such musical instruments of the world.
The first descriptions of these instruments date as far back as
antiquity. The Greeks called them syrinx (small pipe) and many of
its variants are still in use almost everywhere. Although pan flutes
were usually made from bamboo or reeds, wood, stone, bone, clay,
metal and, in modern times, even plastics are all a possibility.
The metal pan flute from the Ljubljanica is the only of its kind
found in Slovenian lands so far. Of note are its tuning and the pitch
of the longest pipe: 220 Hz, which corresponds to the note A.
The question of what this flute found in the Ljubljanica was used
for remains unanswered. In all probability, it is a tuning instrument.
This assumption is supported by the way it is tuned and the pitches its
pitch range contains. Its use as the main instrument for a musician
is less likely as its small size makes playing it difficult. It is also highly
unlikely that it was used as a warning device or in hunting.
For now, the flute cannot be accurately dated.
ic

Date: 13th century–first half of the 15th century (a), 14th–15th centuries (b), 17th–20th centuries (c–f).

The Jew’s harp (drumlica in Slovenian) is a musical instrument consisting of a horseshoe-shaped iron frame
with two extended ends and an iron tongue attached in
the centre. Performers play it by holding it against their
somewhat parted teeth and plucking the tongue with
their fingers, thus producing a simple melody (Koželj
2004). Six specimens were preserved in the Ljubljanica.
The oldest variants include the Gironville-type Jew’s
harp from the family of Jew’s harps shaped like hairpins
that date to the period between the 13th century and the
first half of the 15th century. Horsens-type Jew’s harps
(a) can be placed in the 14th and the 15th centuries.
They are a part of the medieval group characterised by
a hexagonal arched frame with a tongue forged onto it.
The four Modern Period specimens of the Gloucester
(d, e) and Kufstein types (c, f), marked by a widelyopen arched trapezoid frame, can be dated to the time
between the 17th and the 20th centuries (Kolltveit 2006,
55–74). One of the Jew’s harps (d) bears the inscription IK (its producer) on the external side of the arch.
Jew’s harps of various types were found at numerous
and diverse high and late medieval sites in Europe, as
well as those from the Modern Period (Hundsbichler
1976, 230–234; Stadler, Spindler, Sydow 1994, 116, 177,
pl. 31: F56; Bors 2003, 768–769; Hakelberg 2002, 30;
Gringmuth-Dallmer 1997, 196–198; Salmen 2001, 230,
cat. 459; Zloch 2005, 357, fig. 4).
nv
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Helmet; iron. H. 30cm. Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, near Gruber Canal. NMS, Inv.
No. N 5040.

Tancik 1971, 70, cat. 114; Žargi 1993, 91, cat. 12.
Date: end of the 16th century.

This Hungarian offensive helmet is equipped with an eye visor
and a protruding strip that extends down over the nose for protection. At the back is a neck-guard with five bolts. On its sides
are movable cheek-pieces with circular ventilation-holes.
mž

148
Sword; iron, brass, wood. L. 110cm. Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, near Gruber Canal. NMS, Inv. No. N 5111.
Tancik 1971, 77, cat. 147; Žargi 1993, 96, cat. 28.
Date: end of the 16th century.

This sword (spada) has a double-edged rhombic blade. The handle tang is
encased in a wooden coating and bound with brass wire. The pommel is
missing. The blade carries the brass mark SOLINGEN IACOB on its left side
and SOLINGEN CLEMENT on its right. Both sides are inset with brass double
crosses or a circle with double crosses. Additionally, the left side bears two
brass signs (arrows) while the right side has the letter W and a cross.
mž
Sword; iron, copper, brass. L. 90.5cm. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. No. V 430.
Nabergoj 2006, 133, cat. 10.
Date: 17th century.

This double-edged sword (spada) has a lenticular blade, a kidney-shaped
cross-guard with a guard and a ball-shaped pommel with a round button
on top. The hilt is linked with brass wire. Typological comparisons date the
sword to the 17th century.
tn
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Daggers; iron. L. 32.1cm, 46.6cm, 47cm. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. Nos. N 5120, 95
and 94.

Tancik 1971, 78, 79, cat. 160 (centre): Žargi 1995, 97, cat. 35 (bottom).
Date: middle of the 16th century (centre and top) and second half of the 16th century (bottom).

Below the balustrade-like cross-guard, the bottom dagger bears
the impression of a stylised lily, the mark of Lyon. The Italian
left-handed dagger (centre) has a double-edged pointed blade.
The wooden grip casing is wrapped in copper and brass wire.
Below the cross-guard, the blade is imprinted with a Greek
cross. On the external side of the downward-pointing crossguard is a hand protection loop. The second Italian dagger (top)
is almost the same as the one in the centre except for its grip
casing, which has not been preserved.
mž

150
Spurs; iron. L. 12.1cm, 19.7cm, 18.2cm. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv.
Nos. N 4598, N 4603, 329.

Tancik 1971, 61, cat. 47; Žargi 1995, 351, cat. 3.2.55 (bottom);
Tancik 1971, 62, cat. 57; Žargi 1995, 352, cat. 3.2.60 (centre);
Tancik 1971, 62, cat. 54; Žargi 1995, 351, cat 3.2.59 (top).
Date: 13th century (bottom) and 15th century (centre and top).

The right-foot spur at the bottom has two eyelets
for buckling hooks on each side, but only one has
been preserved. Its neck ends in a small coneshaped prick. The spur in the centre also has two
eyelets on each side and its two buckling hooks
have been preserved. Its neck ends in a six-pointed
rowel. The top spur has two eyelets and a twelvepointed rowel.
mž
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Banner of the small boatmen fraternity; oil, canvas. Dim. 113 × 92cm. Ljubljana. Parish
Church of St John the Baptist, Trnovo, Ljubljana.

Stopar 1992, 98, 99.
Date: 1771.

On top of one side of the banner belonging to the fraternity of small boatmen,
St Nicholas, the patron saint of boatmen, appears in the company of angels,
while on the bottom of the banner two fully loaded boats are depicted. They
are tied together and are about to dock (cf. Vrhovnik 1933, 53, 54). Owing to
the size of the cargo, the two boats were managed by four oarsmen. Just prior
to landing, one of them, on the extreme left, began to pull the boats with a
boathook towards the pier.
On the top of the other side of the banner, the Mother of God is depicted
as a mediatrix of Trnovo fishermen and boatmen, with Christ and the Father
accompanied by the Holy Spirit and angels (Mary’s coronation) behind her. At
the bottom, a boat is about to land amidst the greenery (Fig. 172). The man on
the stern is still pushing the boat with a pole, whereas the man on the prow is
already pulling it towards the bank with a boathook. The boat is loaded with
wrapped up boxes and barrels, which are specially marked in order to reach
the right consignee. Boats of this type were made, as reported by Valvasor,
from single trunks.
mž

152
Banner of the large boatmen fraternity; oil, canvas. Dim. 156 × 136cm. Ljubljana. Parish
Church of St John the Baptist, Trnovo, Ljubljana.

Vrhovnik 1933, 55, fig. 9; Stopar 1996, 81.
Date: 1771.

One side of the fraternity of large boatmen’s banner exhibits St Nicholas with
angels above the sea strewn with ships. On top of the other side of the banner, the Mother of God with Baby in her arms and surrounded by angels is
depicted. She guards the large boatmen, seen in the lower part of the banner,
against ill-fortune. The loaded boat with marked barrels on board is pushed
against the Ljubljanica stream by four oarsmen (Fig. 171). Very interesting on
this banner, apart from the big boat, is the depiction of Breg in Ljubljana as a
large port for the loading and unloading of boats. On the extreme left we can
see the rake and “Šifbirt” inn, where port workers used to pass the time by
eating the so-called “flying corn mush” – fried chickens and crayfish accompanied by wine. Here at Breg, the large Zois House, the port and the Toll Office building are also depicted. Big boats were made of several tree trunks in
order to transport more cargo. The large boatmen served the state and were
therefore liable to transport mainly imperial goods.
mž
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Tripod and pot; pottery. H. 14cm and 23cm. Ljubljanica and Ljubljanica, near
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Podpeč. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 3126 and V 487.

Podvodna arheologija v Sloveniji I, 26, cat. 249, pl. 16: 249 (pot); Podvodna arheologija v Sloveniji II, 108, pl. 14: 4 (tripod).

Date: Mordern Period.

The taller bellied pot with its strongly everted rim, semicircularly rounded off rim edge and distinctly low neck belongs to the
vessels of the Modern Period design.
The tripod, coated with green glaze, is partially restored. The
simply shaped and glazed ceramic tripod cooking vessels with
semicircular platforms and socket-like handles were known already in the late Middle and early Modern Period (Benner, Gross
2001, cat. 363a, 365c; Gross 2001, cat. 375b; Guštin et al. 2001,
199–200, cat. 88, 90, 92). The tripod from the Ljubljanica with
attractively shaped pointed legs and band handle is reminiscent
of the later forms of tripods used in the Modern Period and as
late as in the early 20th century (Makarovič 1981, 223, fig. 370).
nv

154
Wine jugs and water jug; pottery. H. 12.6–22.1cm. Ljubljanica, near Podpeč,
Ljubljanica, between Podpeč and Lipe, Ljubljanica, Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. Nos.
V 459, V 3195, V 89, V 3132.

Podvodna arheologija v Sloveniji II, 108, pl. 14: 1 (top wine jug).
Date: middle of the 17th century (wine jugs) and 17th century (water jug).

All three wine jugs have strongly everted trefoil rims with emphasized upper edges. The accentuated bodies are characteristic of the Baroque style. The handles are banded, vertically
grooved and glued, with their lower parts, to the bodies of the
vessels. The junction between the body and the lower part of the
handle is not decorated, indicating an earlier time of the origin
of these vessels. The glaze on the outer sides has not survived,
while in one of the jugs (top) the green-brown glaze in the inner
part of the vessel has been nicely preserved. In this same artefact, the manner of its “construction” is well seen, showing that
it was most probably made on a slowly turning potter’s wheel.
The water jug is of a typical early Baroque shape with a narrow cylindrical rim and band handle. The glaze has not survived. The vessel was most probably intended to be used for
washing hands at the table. In favour of such use speak the fairly
narrow cylindrical rim, which enables water to be poured without being spilled, and the handle that enables the vessel’s easier
handling (cf. Kos 2002, 193).
mk
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Plate and little pot; pottery. Diam. 23.7cm, H. 8.7cm. Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša, Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 1178 and V 894.

Date: end of the 16th century (plate), beginning of the 16th century (little pot).

The plate was made of terracotta coated with white engobe. The ornament
was then incised through the engobe down to the base and painted. The plate
is covered with colourless lead glaze.
The bottom of the plate exhibits a vegetal ornament in the shape of two
tendrils intertwined at the top, which could also constitute a framework of
unpreserved coat-of-arms shield. On the left and right sides of the decorative
motif, the year 1596 was incised. The painting was made in brown, yellow and
green colours. The plate belongs to the influential area of the northern Italian
Renaissance ceramics. From these workshops, richly decorated vessels made
in the majolica technique were arriving regularly to central Europe in the 16th
century along the well established trade routes. With the engobe, the local
manufacturers copied the white surface of majolicas, which was actuated by
tin glaze. This kind of base, which transformed a vessel into painter’s canvas,
gave way to different types of decoration (cf. Kos 1995; Kos 2006).
The little pot has an everted rim. On the body under its neck, a pattern
made of horizontal parallel lines was incised. Remains of its handle can also
be seen. Inside, the vessel is coated with dark brown glaze. On the outer side,
the pot was not glazed. Dark brown glaze is, apart from lighter brown, green
and yellow-orange glazes, typical of the Gothic Period style. The same colours
were also applied in the decoration of relief-shaped ceramic tiles, other ceramic products as well as in the production of glass (cf. Kos 1995).
Wine jugs; pottery. H. 12cm, 24cm and 16.8cm. Ljubljanica, Ljubljanica, near Podpeč (centre).
NMS, Inv. Nos. V 3186, V 304 and V 457.

Date: 16th century (right) and early 17th century.

The oldest wine jug (right) has everted trefoil rim with emphasized mouth. Its
interior and exterior are coated with light brown lead glaze. In the central part
of the body, a geometrical ornament can be seen, composed of three diagonally running partitions with a winding line. From the central partition, four
tendrils spread out.
The other two wine jugs were made of clay and coated with white engobe.
Through the latter, an ornament was incised and eventually painted in yellow, brown, green and blue colours. Both vessels were coated with colourless
lead glaze and equipped with a simple banded handle. The bigger of the two
carries a medallion with the initials SM (Santissima Maria ?) on the body,
the other a vegetal pattern in the central partition. In both of them, tendrils
spread from the central image.
This concerns the so-called protomajolica, material that copies fashionable ware made in the majolica technique. In contemporary sense, it was
developed by the Arabians and eventually brought to Spain. From the Island
of Majorca it then spread to Italy. In its northern part, numerous ceramic
workshops sprang up that supplied, with fashionable products, the consumers in central Europe (cf. Kos 1995, 213–215).
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Vessel; pottery. Diam. 18.9cm, H. 6.3cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Krajna. NMS, Inv. No. V 2291.
Date: 17th century.

The vessel has a flat bottom, on the outer side shaped into a low base. From
the bottom, the vessel’s walls spread upwards and outwards in a funnel-like
manner. The walls were painted with green lead glaze, while the upper edge
was emphasized with two horizontal parallel lines in brown and white. On the
bottom of the vessel, a motif of an unusually tailed animal with four legs is
depicted. The body of the painted animal is white, the picture bluish. Traces
of blue colour can be found on the vessel’s walls, too. We can assume that
we are dealing with a (nonsurviving) ornament or perhaps even with a part of
inscription.
Green colour often appears in the architecture, interior and housing
equipment of the 17th century.
Wine jugs; pottery. H. 19.4–23.8cm. Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 458, V 3184 and V 3187.
Podvodna arheologija v Sloveniji II, 107, pl. 13: 8 (centre), 108, pl. 14: 5 (right); Nabergoj 2006,
132–133, cat. 3 (left).
Date: 17th century.

The jugs have trefoil rims with highly pronounced mouths. The bodies are
distinctly spherical, the bases well protruded. The two wine jugs (left and centre)
most probably originate from different workshops, but share their affiliation
to a special type of decoration that reached northern Italy from various eastern European countries. This is “marbling”, an abstract spotty blue pattern
on a white base. The unusual decorative structure of this kind can also be
found as a decoration in housing equipment and on wall panels. The bluewhite mottled pattern was later on used, among others, on the products made
by the fine pottery factory at Holič in Slovakia. And it is the dishes from this
very factory that proved to be most common when property inventory of the
Slovenian aristocracy was carried out during the 18th century. The three wine
jugs are of course of earlier date, of which also speaks the pasty green glaze
in their interior. The third jug (right) shares the same shape with the other two
jugs. It is simpler and coated with a thick glaze inside and outside, which
indubitably dates it to the 17th century.
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Wine jugs (a–e); pottery. H. 16–23.2cm. Ljubljanica, near Podpeč (a), Ljubljanica (b–e). NMS, Inv.
Nos. V 456, V 303, V 305, V 3182, V 3185 (a–e).

d
e

Podvodna arheologija v Sloveniji II, 106, pl. 12: 3 (b), 106, 12: 1 (d).
a

b

f

Date: end of the 17th century–beginning of the 18th century.

c

The wine jugs were made in faience technique with underglaze painting. The
shapes of the vessels are of the characteristic Baroque style. Of a particular
interest is the jug (a), which with its relief-shaped body copies the forms of
richly designed silverware. The handles in all of them are made of two vertical
parallel bands, well everted at the bottom end. This, too, is the stylistic characteristic of the developed Baroque.
On their bodies, the wine jugs (b–e) are decorated with aboveglaze (b, c) or
underglaze painted ornament. They are part of the well established repertoire of the north Italian workshops, which includes coats-of-arms, plant and
flower motifs, architectural elements, images of saints, inscriptions, etc. Jug b
is thus embellished with Carniolan coat-of-arms, jug c by painted stylized bird
with strewn twigs on the body, jug d with one of the unidentified decorative
motifs that delineate architectural details, draperies, ambitiously designed
kitchenware, etc., and jug e with a painted flower motif. It is interesting that
the very flowers that are in compliance with Slovenian tradition of folk pottery the most closely associated with this type of wine jug, occur most seldom
amongst all decorative motifs.
This type of vessel (Slov. majolika) came from northern Italy, whose workshops (Pesaro, Faenza, Urbania and others) used to trade a great deal with
central European countries. Trade routes thus led through the territory of
Slovenia of that time as well. In Slovenia, the shape of this wine jug firmly
established itself and became very popular indeed, which is in fact the reason
why the name (Carniolan) majolica was given to it. In view of the accessible
archival data and surviving objects we can claim, however, that the ‘majolikas’ had not been made here prior to the end of the 18th century.
Water jug (f); pottery. H. 21.1cm. Ljubljanica, near Podpeč. NMS, Inv. No. V 455.
Date: second half of the 17th century.

Water jug with the white engobe and transparent lead glaze attempts to identify itself with the contemporary fashionable kitchenware, too, but is with its
form (round rim, band handles), manufacturing technique and painting on it
much closer associated with some older paragons.
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Jug, saucepan, and lid; iron, tin (jug), copper (jug). H. 13,3cm, L. 18,5cm, Diam. 17,5cm.
Ljubljanica, near Ljubljana, Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, under the bridge, Ljubljanica, near Bevke,
Trebež. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2614, V 330, V 200.

Žvanut 1995, 325, cat. 2.3.15 (saucepan), 327, 2.3.25 (lid).
Date: end of the 17th century–beginning of the 18th century.

In contrast to ceramic kitchenware, the ware made of metal is represented
very rarely at the Medieval and Modern Periods archaeological sites. However,
as testified by various written sources, e.g. legacy and other inventories, it was
used fairly often. The surviving specimens from the Ljubljanica are characteristic objects for everyday use, probably in the middle-class society. The saucepan with band handle had its bottom repaired already during its use, which
indicates the preciousness of this otherwise fairly simple type of ware. The
simple lid with band handle was made of two parts of thick sheet metal and
fixed together with rivets. A somewhat finer artefact is the jug made of thin
tinned sheet metal, equipped with a lid and on to it forged part for its lifting
and with a copper ornament set in the upper part of the handle.
tn
159
Scales; iron. W. 16cm. Ljubljanica, near Bevke. NMS, Inv. No.
V 196.

Date: probably 18th century.

Oval shaped spring scales with two hooks and
rings. Its central part is equipped with a scale and
flat torqued pointer. On the tin plate, the scale is
marked in the shape of the Moon’s quarter. One
hook and ring pair is larger and thicker, the other
one smaller and thinner. In view of its functioning
it belongs to spring scales, with which loads were
weighed with the aid of a spring, which stipulated,
via the pointer, the load’s weight on the scale. In
foreign literature, it is known as Mancur. The first
known specimens, often with no manufacturer’s
brand on them, are dated to the mid-18th century.
In America and Europe, where they were massively
manufactured in the second half of the 19th century, farmers and hunters used them for weighing
animals and animal hides (http://www.scales-andweights.com/scales/scaleidx.htm, 22. 1. 2009).
Considering its shape and simple scale with no
numbers, the spring scales from the Ljubljanica
can probably be dated to the 18th century.
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Fragments of vessels; glass. H. 11.35cm or less. Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, near Livada,
Ljubljanica, near Podpeč (two fragments top right and neck of the kutrolf bottom left), Ljubljanica,
near Črna vas (neck of the small bottle bottom left). NMS, Inv. Nos. V 1214–1234, V 1238–1239, V
1245.

Kos 2007.
Date: 15th and 16th centuries.

In view of the similar preserved objects now kept by the National Museum
of Slovenia, we can establish, on the basis of various written sources, that in
the majority of cases we are most probably dealing with products made in
Ljubljana glassworks, which are known to have functioned from the 1520s
onwards. Fragments of most different types of vessels have been preserved,
notably chalices, glasses and bottles, and separate pieces of prunted beakers, lace oil lamp, kutrolf decanter, milk bowl, small vessel, and beer glass. In
view of the material and technique in which they were made, the objects can
be divided in two groups. The first embraces artefacts from decorative treasury of the Gothic Period, whereas the second group covers the fashionable
novelties introduced by the motif world of the Renaissance. Gothic forms of
glass vessels came primarily from the so-called forest glassworks, while the
Renaissance glass came mainly from Murano. The Venetian glassworkers,
too, manufactured glass of Gothic shapes, for they were in high demand by
buyers from the countries north of the Alps. For them, decorative structures
were used, associated with architectural details, although use of colour glass
(green, brown, bluish) was characteristic as well. Of this kind are, for example, glasses with beads melted on them, various dishes with winding thread
(especially blue) melted on them, and glassware with protruding ribs. Of
more modern, Renaissance shape are various chalices, including those with
stylized lion heads (they were made not only by Venetian but other glassworks
as well, although this is the attribute of Saint Mark the Evangelist, the patron
saint of Venice) and vessels with enamel decorations, gilt coats, etc. The glass
for them is, as a rule, decoloured, therefore colourless and transparent. The
Ljubljana glassworks were making both types of glass, similar as those on
Murano. One of the characteristics of the 15th and 16th centuries glass is also
the fact that the thickness of the vessel walls was never allowed to exceed the
thickness of the knife tip.
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Bottles; glass. H. 17cm, 20.1cm, 14.2cm, 21.2cm and 17.8cm.
Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, Velike senožeti (left), Ljubljanica,
near Podpeč (second and third from left, and right), Ljubljanica,
between Črna vas and Ljubljana (second from right). NMS, Inv.
Nos. V 1058, V 764, V 610, V 606, V 765.

Nabergoj 2006, 132, 133, fig. 95: 5 (second from right).
Date: 20th century, last third of the 19th century, after 1871, last
third of the 19th century, middle or second half of the 19th century.

Table bottles were intended either for wine (second
and fourth from left) or spirits (right). On the necks or
frontal parts of their bodies, standard measures are
imprinted (1/2 litre for wine and 1/4 litre for spirits),
on some of them also the bottle type (N15) or letters
(FM, possibly the initials of the innkeeper). On the
spirits bottle (right), the denotations were engraved
manually, possibly indicating that the litre unit was
imprinted at a later date, after the measures reform
in 1871, while the bottle itself may be older. Two
bottles are mercantile (for trade; first and third from left),
manufactured in moulds, and not mouth-blown.
Wine and spirits bottles were used in public
houses. For domestic purposes, especially in
wealthier households, carafes and richly decorated
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bottles were utilized (cut glass, engraving, gilt layer,
painting; for spirits, even the bottle with incorporated little sphere and rich ornament, similar to those
in paperweights, was used). Prior to the measures
reform, bottles for one, two or even half and quarter
measures were common. From here originates, for
example, the term maseljc (one measure or maß). In
the same way, beer mugs were measured.
In the 19th century, during the expansion of
the American invention of mould-filling, the mass
production of mercantile glassware was spreading
rapidly as well. The main features of these products were their simple although functional forms.
It is only later that these bottles were used as tableware, too. Their shapes were therefore adjusted
to more ambitiously designed ware, in particular
to those made of cut and engraved glass. They
acquired, for example, the central section in which
inscriptions were made, which eventually became
the place in which labels were pasted. In the early
20th century, bottles were of standardised shapes,
while at the end of the century their design was
more and more the task of industrial designers.
mk

162
Small bottles; glass. H. 6.8–17.8cm. Ljubljanica, near Črna vas, Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, Špica,
Ljubljanica, near Podpeč, Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 3119, V 2580, V 2584, V
777, V 766, V 1055.

Date: end of the 19th century or beginning of the 20th century (centre), 19th or 20th century.

Small bottles made of transparent or brown translucent glass with cylindrically
shaped bodies, narrow necks and slightly everted and somewhat thickened
rims were probably intended for the storage of drugs, herbs or perfumes (Kahsnitz, Brandl 1984, 207). Some of them carry inscriptions on their walls, indicating the name of the manufacturers or glassworks, while at the bottom of each
of them standard measures are imprinted: 200, 100, 30, 15 and 10 for as many
millilitres, while one of the small bottles is further marked with P * 1. In view
of the imprinted measures, they are dated to the time after 1871, when a new
measure system was enforced in the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
Particularly interesting are the two pharmaceutical small bottles (marked
15 and 30) for drops with the inscriptions LAMPRECT ’S, L-H and LAMPRECHT
’S, L-H, which were invented in 1882 by Hermann Lamprecht, the owner of
glassworks in Gnarrenburg in north Germany. The invention of these small
bottles of different sizes, which began to be mass-produced, contributed to
a general improvement in the medical treatment of patients. The specially
designed stopper (dripping-tube) enabled accurate dosage of various drops,
such as those used for eyes, narcosis, etc. (www.marienhuette-gnarrenburg.
de/WebMarienhuette/Mindex.htm, 15. 4. 2007).
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Sabre and sabre sheath (third and second from top);
iron, tin (sheath), brass, wood, leather. L. 102.6cm and 88.8cm,
weight of the sabre 900g. Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Na Zrnici,
Ljubljanica, near Vrhnika. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 529, V 532.

Date: first half of the 18th century, second half of the 19th century.

Bayonets (top and bottom three); iron, tin, leather. L. 60cm,
53.2cm, 42.6cm, 47cm. Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, Špica (top),
Ljubljanica, near Podpeč (second from bottom), Ljubljanica.
NMS, Inv. Nos. V 399, V 427, 251, 250.

Date: last third of the 19th century (top), first half or second
quarter of 19th century.

Owing to the needs by the great armies of that
time, the 18th and 19th centuries cut & thrust weapons are – in comparison with those from the Middle Ages and early Modern Period – mostly of type
manufacture, and not made individually. This is
the reason why they can be dated fairly accurately,
even down to the year of manufacture of separate
types. This applies particularly to bayonets, the
knives adapted to fit the muzzle end of rifles and
used in close combats. In view of the scabbards
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and the inner diameters of the barrels, the three
specimens from the Ljubljanica belong to M 1722
model of Austrian production and were intended
for model M 1722 and M 1744 rifles. Two of them
are equipped with cross-guards, while with one of
them the tinned scabbard tip has been preserved
as well (Šach, Moudrý s. d., 294–297). One of the
bayonets (also of Austrian production) is model
1867 for junior officers, intended for model 1867
and 1867/77 Werndl rifles (Šach, Moudrý s. d., 342,
343; cf. Švajncer 2007b, 82–84).
An excellently preserved item from the
Ljubljanica is the Austrian cavalry sabre with a
brass grip that ends with a small animal head.
Also visible are remains of the upper part of the
scabbard made of wood and leather (Šach, Moudrý
s. d., 22, 23, 156–161).
tn

164
Pistols and pistol pipes; iron, wood, flintstone. L. 19cm, 41.3cm, 48.5cm, 37.8cm, 20cm.
Ljubljanica, near Črna vas (top two), Ljubljanica, near Ljubljana, Ljubljanica, near Podpeč,
Ljubljanica. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 664, V 2612, V 1904, V 663, V 395.

Date: 17th or 18th century (pipes), late 17th century or 18th century (single-barrel flintlocks), 19th century (two-barrel pistol).

Firearms kept in the collection of finds from the Ljubljanica are represented
by various pistol specimens. Three of them have been very well preserved,
one of them in full, while in other two only barrels with sighting notches have
survived. The single-barrel flintlocks, the longer of which is decorated, have
the flint-lock mechanism with surviving flints, whereas the two-barrel pistol
is equipped with percussion mechanism. Among collectors it is known as a
“starling pistol” – a cheap pistol for chasing birds away as well as for self defence. In Slovenian territory, they were manufactured or used as late as in the
second part of the 19th century, when they were technically absolutely out-ofdate (De Latour 1999, cat. 100).
tn
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Spoons and awl; iron, tin (right spoon), brass (awl), wood (awl). L. 21.5cm,
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18.3cm, 19.1cm. Ljubljanica, near Črna vas (left spoon), Ljubljanica, near Rakova
Jelša, Teren (right spoon and awl). NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2759, V 1928, V 1750.

Date: 19th century and beginning of the 20th century (spoons), 19th century (awl).

As far as their shape is concerned, the two eating spoons are
very similar to those in use today. The one on the right is decorated with a series of leaves on both sides; at the bottom of the
handle, the manufacturers brand composed of letters can just
be seen. Similar specimens (Amme 2002, 527, cat. 724, 727, 728,
814; Frey 2007, 310, 311, cat. 1086) are stylistically classified into
jugendstil and art nouveau.
The awl with a wooden grip casing that has a brass end and
a small hole next to the tip was probably a part of the travelling
cutlery. (Metall für den Gaumen 1990, 90, cat. 229).
nv

166
Vessel and beaker; pottery, glass. H. 7.3cm and 10.1cm. Ljubljanica and Ljubljanica, near
Podpeč. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 3115 and V 1237.

Date: second half of the 18th century (vessel), middle of the 19th century (beaker).

The vessel is made of faience. The white tin glaze is cracked both inside and
outside the vessel. The painting is simple, made manually by a seemingly unskilled person on the glaze. The beaker made of pressed cobalt-blue glass is
a mid-19th century industrial product. It was pressed in a mould with vegetal
and geometrical patterns that imitate the rich decoration of the late Roman
glass. The perfection of Antique technique is also reflected in the glass pressing process. Namely, it is since those very times that the method of pouring
the glass mass into moulds has been known.
The mid-19th century was the time when mysteries of glass shaping as
known in the distant past were unveiled. The old fame of the Venetian glassworks was attempted to be revived particularly by the Salviatti Workshop on
Murano through testing the old techniques. In Bohemia, the same task was
tackled by Friedrich Eggermann who, however, was oriented primarily towards experimenting with new techniques and colours. The new glass pressing technique that came to Austria from the United States, where it had been
firmly established between 1825 and 1830, enabled a concurrent shaping of
the entire artefact, its exterior and interior. In Slovenia, the glass of this type
was initially made in 1829 by Benedikt Vivat, owner of the most noteworthy
glassworks in the Pohorje region.
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a

k
e

b

j

f
d

Ljubljanica (g, h, k, o, r–u), Ljubljanica, near Podpeč (e), Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša (l),
l

i

Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Krajna (b), Na zrnici (j), Trebež (m), Ljubljanica, near Blatna Brezovica,
Tri lesnice (n, y), Ljubljanica, near Ljubljana (a, f), Ljubljanica, near Črna vas (d), Ljubljanica, near

g

c
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Smoking pipes (a–u; y); pottery (a–d; f, g, j–u), porcelain (e, h, i), wood (y). L. 4–17cm.

n

h

m

Križenca (j). FM, ZN 256/8 (g), FM, ZN 266/3 (h), FM, ZN 256/9 (k), FM, ZN 251/3, 4 (o, p), FM, ZN
256/7, 11, 10 (s, t, u), NMS, Inv. Nos. V 831, V 1838, V 2240, V 159, V 1857, V 871 (a–f), V 1116, V 807

r

o

Kamnik pod Krimom (p), Ljubljanica, near Kamnik pod Krimom, Zornica (c), Ljubljanica, near Lipe,

(i–j), V 2634, V 1190, V 2239 (l–n), V 289 (r), V 3048 (y).
p

z

Podvodna arheologija v Sloveniji II, 102, pl. 4: 2 (d); Svoljšak et al. 1997, 258, 62/I–5a, pl. 8: 10 (r).

v

Date: 17th century (f), end of the 17th century or beginning of the 18th century (t), first half or mid-

y

dle of the 18th century (s), second half of the 17th–19th centuries (r), probably first half of the 18th
century (n), first half or middle of the 18th century (s), first half of the 19th century (b, c, j, m), 19th

x

u
s

century (l), probably 19th century (g, k), end of the 19th century and beginning of the 20th century
(e, h, i), Modern Period (a, d, o, p, u).

t

Covers for smoking pipes (v, x, z); brass and copper (XRF; x, z), silver (XRF; v). H. 4.2–7cm.
Ljubljanica (v, x); Ljubljanica, near Podpeč (z). NMS, Inv. Nos. V 2545 (x), V 3047 (z), FM, ZN 266/1
(v).

Date: 19th century (x, z), probably 19th century (v).

In the Modern Period, the tobacco smoking ritual was highly popular, which
is testified by the attractive collection embracing 21 pipes of different types
(17 made of clay, 3 of porcelain and 1 of wood) and 3 metal covers from the
Ljubljanica. They all belong to the Mediterranean type, with a single exception, i.e. the pipe of western European origin (s), which differs from the others
by its bowl and much longer and thinner stem. On its bowl and shank, the
protruding manufacturer’ brand can be seen, i.e. the name of William Manby
(WM and No. 9 below), the well known pipe manufacturer between 1719 and
1763 in London (cf. Feister 1996; Bekić 1999–2000, 269, pl. 7: 1–5; http://www.
knasterkopf.de/htm/akreis/kat.htm). Most of the surviving pipes date to the
19th century; they were made in Schemnitz (Banská Štiavnica) in Slovakia (b, c,
j, l, m), namely by the König and Gross families, whose names are imprinted on
the pipes (c, j, m; cf. Vovk Čepič 1991, 103, 113, cat. 1–4; Bekić 1999–2000, 225).
The richly decorated pipes, whose ornaments were made in incision and
imprinting techniques and with specially made bottom parts of their bowls
(in the shape of loops, plant branches, etc.), are the work of Turkish masters
(a, f, g, k, n, o–r, u). They are dated to the period between the 17th and 19th centuries (cf. Bekić 1999–2000, 256, 265–267, 277, pl. 5: 14). Of particular interest is
the pipe with a relief of a male face with long moustache (t), denoting a head
of a Turkish man. The pipes of this type were common in Austrian environments associated with garrison soldiers (Gruber 2007). Similar pipes featuring male faces were made in Chioggia, in one of the noteworthiest pipe workshops in Italy (Bekić 1999–2000, 263, cat. 1, pl. 3: 1).
The pipes made of white porcelain (e, h, i) are dated to the end of the 19th and
early 20th centuries. On the bowl of the pipe (h), which was found wedged in the
shank of another pipe (cf. e), a scene with merry hunters in an inn is depicted.
The bowls of the wooden pipes (y) were normally covered by metal covers
of semicircular or triangular shape (v, x, z). This kind of covers belonged to the
pipes from Gorjuše above Bohinj, where the largest centre for the making of
wooden pipes in Slovenia was founded as early as in the 18th century and has
been preserved till this very day (cf. Orel 1951, 75–85; Bogataj 1989, 163–167).
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Padlock with key, two small keys on a ring and double key; iron,
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brass (double key). H. 11.3cm, 2.4cm, 3cm, 12.4cm. Ljubljanica, pri Podpeči, Deli,
Ljubljanica, pri Verdu, Zaloke, Ljubljanica, pri Lipah. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 564, V 442,
V 1961.

Date: Modern Period.

The semicircular padlock with its preserved turning key is a fine
example of the Modern Period padlocks. Smaller specimens of
this kind were used for the locking of boxes and small chests,
while bigger padlocks, such as the one from the Ljubljanica,
were suitable for the locking of chains used for animals or perhaps even people (cf. Cat. 129). The two small keys – both with flat
oval bow, hollow shank and simply shaped bit with two cuts
– hung on a flat unclosed ring, most probably belonged to a
padlock. By analogy, they can be dated to the early 20th century
(Jenčič 1981, 21, right picture).
The two solid bows of this double key, composed of two turning keys, are coupled with a hinge. Their rectangular bits with
solid round cross-section shanks were made in the shape of a
rosette and a cross. Double keys were used from the late Middle
Ages till the 19th century. As no direct comparisons for the specimen from the Ljubljanica are known, it can be generally dated
to the Modern Period.
nv

169
Brooch (top left) and buttons; iron, brass (brooch), nickel arsenic alloy,
copper alloy, tin with lead (XRF; button top right). H. 5cm (brooch), Diam. 1.3–2.3
cm (buttons). Ljubljanica, near Podpeč (brooch), Ljubljanica, near Rakova Jelša
(buttons bottom and right) and Ljubljanica, near Ljubljana (left button). NMS, Inv.
Nos. V 2851, V 2067, V 2136, V 2135.

Date: Modern Period.

Part of a pocket watch chain and pocket watch; silver and brass
(XRF), enamel (watch). L. 10.2 cm and H. 7.5 cm. Ljubljanica, in Ljubljana, Livada,
Ljubljanica, near Bevke, Kamin. NMS, Inv. Nos. V 1684 and V 1756.

Date: 19th century (pocket watch chain), around 1900 (watch).

As far as the Modern Period personal ornaments from the
Ljubljanica are concerned, a brooch, part of a pocket watch
chain, and buttons have been preserved. The pierced heartshaped brooch is equipped with a hook and a transverse fastening band on its brass-coated back side. Its front part is decorated with knob-like protuberances. The brooch was intended
for fastening the upper parts of clothing. Considering its special
shape and ornament, it always played a decorative role as well.
Men decorated their pocket watches with chains such as the
silver one found in the Ljubljanica (centre). They would let them
hang freely from their watches, or suspend various small items
from them, e.g. watch keys, pendants, signets, commemorative
coins and similar – as decoration or as amulets with a symbolic,
apotropaic significance (Ritz 1978, 36, 127, 128, figs. 177–181).
Apart from belts and laces, decorative buttons were also
used for clothes fastening. The round buttons from the
Ljubljanica were equipped with loops on their back sides. Two
of the buttons are decorated; on one of them, the image of a
horse is incised, while the other displays a protruding flower
in the centre and a series of knob-like protuberances along the
edge.
This pocket watch with the inscription Systéme Roskopf Patenté was no doubt part of the fashion accessories. The watch from
the Ljubljanica is a copy of the products made between 1834 and
1889 by the worldwide known watch manufacturer Georg Friedrich Roskopf. It was made around 1900 (Bretscher 2007).
nv
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Target; wood. Diam. 58cm. Ljubljana. MM, Inv. No. 2047.
Železnik, Zalar 1980, 10, 57, 92, cat. 38.
Date: 1829.

The round target with 22 holes (marks of the fired shots) exhibits an obelisklike sculpture; it carries the inscription 17. August / 1825 / 17. August / 1829
and is surrounded by cornerstones and a forged fence. The grassland in the
background ends with hills. On the right, a narrow river belt can be seen,
while on the left a ditch leads from the enclosure. Towards the background, a
road leads in a straight line. On the target margin, the wording Freyschiessen,
gegeben zur Verherrlichung des 17. August 1829 is inscribed (‘Free shooting,
adapted for the 17 August 1829 celebration’).
The target fairly accurately depicts the memorial at Prule, the Gruber
Canal and the straight Ig road with Krim mountain in the background. It
was dedicated to the concluding works carried out along the Gruber Canal.
Namely, the Ljubljana Sharpshooters’ Association organised, on 17 August
1829, a free shooting session in honour of the reclamation implemented at
Ljubljansko barje and building of the Ig road (the works were initiated by Emperor Franz I, who visited Ljubljana in 1825, and led by Hradecky, the Mayor
of Ljubljana).
mž

171
Pipes; glass. L. 49.6cm and 51.2cm. Unknown site. NMS, Inv. No. N 2163.
Date: end of the 19th century.

The pipes made of turquoise transparent glass were sold to the
Carniolan Provincial Museum Rudolfinum in December 1896 by
public servant Robida (Museum Accession Book, Erwerbungen,
22 December 1896). On that particular day, the last regulation of
the Ljubljanica was launched under the leadership of engineer
Podhagsky. As only two glass pipes were at stake, we can presume
that they were to serve merely as models, upon which true drain
water pipes were to be made.
mž
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Tomaž Hren (1560–1630), Bistra Carthusian Monastery; illustration in Bishop Hren’s Episcopal Records, pen and grey ink, grey wash, 295 ×

01
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Giovanni Battista Pieroni de Gagliano (1586–1654), View of
Ljubljana; pen and sepia ink, sepia wash, 187 × 292mm. NMS, Inv. No. R–1415.

200mm (leaf), 303 × 200mm (book). NŠAL, Škofijski protokol 1612–1629, 421.
Komelj 1978, 9; Lavrič 1988, I, 246, fig. 126.
Date: 1628.

Although the bishop of Ljubljana, Tomaž Hren, was not exactly
a skilful draughtsman, his sketches illustrating his journal and
Episcopal Records are a precious document of the situation and
events in his diocese in the first third of the 17th century. Despite
the author’s inexpert hand, they often present the only graphic
testimonies of certain sacral structures or topographical arrangements. Such records include the sketches of three monastic complexes, situated along the Ljubljanica or its Bistra headwaters: the Augustinian and Capuchin monasteries in Ljubljana
and the Carthusian monastery in Bistra. The Augustinians set up
their shrine and auxiliary buildings in a spot before the Špitalski
most bridge, called na Gorici – a location later taken over by the
Franciscans. The Capuchins (beside the Jesuits, Hren’s most
trusted fellow fighters in the Counter-Reformation combat with
heresy) settled in an undeveloped piece of land in the Vicedomski vrt garden before the Vicedom town gates at the west end of
the present Kongresni trg square. The Carthusians, in turn, withdrew to solitude in accordance with their monastic rules – away
from human settlements and next to a clear stream (the bishop
marked it on the sketch as Bistra Fluvius), which supplied a
source of their prescribed ascetic diet, based on fish. From 1364
onwards, the Bistra monks already had the right to the services
of two fishermen on the Ljubljanica (Komatar 1900, 64).
The foreground of all three sketches of monastic architecture within the monastery’s walls is enhanced with stock motifs
on the river surface. The boatmen, rowing in small sized open
fishing boats – the so-called škatle (‘boxes’) – represent one of
the first depictions of river traffic on the Ljubljanica water system (on navigation and watercraft on the Ljubljanica: Valvasor
1689, II, 154, XI, 684; Vrhovec 1895, 97–117). Apart from the sacral buildings, Hren also outlined the layout of river structures: a
mill, bridges and footbridges.
bf

Signature and date (probably secondary) on the left, below the
depiction: Pieroni pinxit 1639; at bottom centre: Veduta di LVBBIANA.
Stele 1928, 91–92, 93–94; Ilustrirani Slovenec 1928, 115; Smole 1982, appendix
(drawn copy); Zalar 1988, 6, 23, 43, cat. 1, fig. 1; Korošec 1991, 36, 37; Stopar 1996,
6, 51; Reisp 1998, 111; Stopar 1999, 70, 82; Mavrič 2007, 114–115; Seražin 2008,
50–51, 280–281.
Date: 1639.

Some of the oldest views of Ljubljana include Pieroni’s panorama from 1639. This sketch is part of a handwritten and illustrated sheaf of ground plans and fortification plans, view
depictions and reports on the condition of fortifications on the
defence line of the inner Austrian provinces – Carniola, Istria
and Gorizia – and ‘Vojna krajina’ military frontier. This work,
commissioned in order to strengthen anti-Ottoman defence and
protect the territory against the Venetians, was carried out by the
Florentine architect working as a military engineer for the Viennese court; he prepared proposals for improving and updating
fortified castles, which warded off assailants. Possessing erudition and a broad vision, this true late renaissance uomo universale (who obtained a PhD in law as a young man and was active in
mathematics, astronomy, astrology and architecture throughout
his life and enjoyed the elite company of rulers (the houses of
Medici, Habsburg and Wallenstein), scholars, scientists (Galilei, Kepler) and the clergy could also wield the pen with skill as
proved by his sketched depiction of Ljubljana. In 1909, the curator of the Carniolan Provincial Museum (the present National
Museum of Slovenia), Walter Šmid, cut it out of the subsequently
bound folio and included it in an exhibition of views in the
museum hall; since then, it has been separated from the main
whole, kept in the Archives of the Republic of Slovenia.
Although the Ljubljanica leaves the town in the east, its
course on this subjectively composed river scene seems to be
just the opposite – due to the archaic perspective. It is also hard
to make sense of the way the river is placed in the middle of the
dense town fabric and under the roofed Čevljarski most bridge,
and the arrangement of the buildings on its banks.
bf
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Ygidius van der Heyden, View of Ljubljana with the Postillion in the Foreground; hand coloured etching, 203 × 294mm (plate), 194 × 269mm (sheet). NMS, Inv. No.
G–2520.

At bottom left: ÿgidius van / der heyden / f fec & excv; in the lower margin: khay
postambt laŭlach.
Stele 1928, 72, fig. 23; Kozak 1975, 12, 13, cat. 1; Korošec 1991, 32; Stopar 1996, 56.
Date: 1670–1680.

This etched and hand-coloured image of Ljubljana on a manneristic townscape with the postillon in the foreground looks like a fairy-tale model of
a medieval town, girdled by walls and the channel of the Ljubljanica. The
serried and schematically depicted buildings beneath the castle seem like
houses built of play-blocks and the river, resembling a moat, runs parallel to
the city walls, which slope into the water. Its channel at the Špital town gates
is spanned by the wooden Špitalski most bridge, which displays no peddlers’
stalls, even though they had been set up there back in 1657. This is the only
crossing to the left, greenfield bank, as the author also left out the Čevljarski
most bridge.
This view is related to the copper engraving by Mathias Greischer (Stopar
1996, 57); like the dominant model, Heyden’s plate was also probably printed
in Valvasor’s engraving workshop at Bogenšperk. These two works are connected iconographically, while some other 17th century views of Ljubljana are
related to Heyden’s solution in character, e.g. the depictions on the covers of
Bratovščina umirajočega Kristusa [Congregation of the Dying Christ] (1630,
Archives of the Republic of Slovenia) or Knjiga dobrotnikov za zidavo kapele
sv. Florijana [Book of Benefactors for the Building of the Chapel of St Florian]
(Archdiocesan Archives of Ljubljana, 1671; Fig. 188). Although Valvasor’s realistic depiction of Ljubljana, engraved in 1681 for Slava vojvodine Kranjske [The
Glory of the Duchy of Carniola], was the basis for most contemporaneous and
later panoramic depictions of the town – including Greischer’s and Heyden’s
– the latter barely pays regard to the actualities of its architecture and layout.
Even with this inattention and simplification, the Ljubljanica and the configuration of the terrain is still the mirror of the true topographical situation.
bf
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Andreas Trost after Johann Weichard Valvasor,
View of Ljubljana; engraving, 280 × 930mm (scene; the
engraving is cropped). NMS, Inv. No. G–9658.

The view is bound into Book 11 of Valvasor’s Slava
vojvodine Kranjske [The Glory of the Duchy of Carniola] (Valvasor 1689). The inscription above the
town depiction: Die Havb Stadt Laÿbach in Dem
Hertzogthvmb Crain; under the inscription above
the castle: Das Landtsfürstliche Schloss. On the top
of the print there are three framed miniature views
of the town: in the top left corner is Ljubljana from
the north with the inscription: Wie es Dennen von
Gratz her Ankhomenden anzusehen. In the top centre
is a scene of Ljubljana’s Mestni trg square with
the inscription: Das Rathaus Mit Seinem Prospect
in Laÿbach; in the top right corner is Ljubljana as
seen from the west with the inscription: Wie es
Denn uan Venedig her Ankhomenden Anzusehen.
Hovering under the central miniature there are
putti, holding an open scroll with Valvasor’s dedication to the mayor and town judge: Dennen Woll.
Edl. Vesten. Ehrnvest vnnd Fürnemben Ersamb Fürsich= / tig vnnd Wollweisen Sc. Herrn Bvrgermeister
Richter vnd Rath DerLands. / Fürstlichen Havbtstadt
Laÿbach, etc. etc. / zv Ehren / Dediciert von Johann
Weichard Valvasor etc. etc. The engraving is dated
1681 in the bottom left part of the inscribed scroll
and signed on the bottom left under the depiction
with the initials WD (Valvasor as the author of the
preliminary drawing) and, in the centre, An[dreas]
Trost fe (Trost as the engraver). On the top left,
under the framed miniature of the town, there is a
legend – twenty-one numbered town features.
Valvasor 1689, appendix in Book XI; Stele 1928, 2; Stele 1928a,
19, no. 106; Ilustrirani Slovenec 1927, 44–45; Ilustrirani Slovenec
1928, 116–117; Komelj 1978, 11; Stopar 1996, 58–59.
Date: 1681.

While Valvasor-Trost’s wide-angled copper engraving is a realistic and detailed picture of the
former capital of the Carniolan province, its projection is inconsistent in perspective. The urban
tissue, which in reality skirts the castle hill in a
semi-circle (the semi-circular outline of buildings
is also followed by the channel of the Ljubljanica),
is laid out in a straight line for the benefit of the
viewer. In this way, the author gave a clear delineation not only of the town as a whole, but also its
individual features – he even marked them with
numbers and identified them in the legend at the
top left under the framed miniature of Ljubljana
from the east.

This panoramic scene, also called Valvasor’s
great prospect of Ljubljana, was engraved in 1681 in
the polymath’s graphic workshop at Bogenšperk
Castle; it was published in 1689 in The Glory of
the Duchy of Carniola. In addition to the copper
engraver Andreas Trost, one of Valvasor’s ongoing
co-workers in most of his printed editions, the view
representation presents Valvasor himself in the role
of draughtsman/topographer. His sketch material
for the panoramic depiction of the town was created around 1660. This brilliant work is considered
one of the major milestones in the visual art history
of the town, having been created – as already noted
by France Stele (Stele 1928, 70–71) – just before the
medieval architecture of Ljubljana began to be replaced by new buildings. This thoroughly changed
the town’s image and structure and its skyline was
especially transformed by the baroque steeples.
This view thus marks an important turning point in
the chronology of Ljubljana’s urban development
just before the dawning of a thorough building
transformation in the spirit of the baroque.
A river flows through the town; the old quarter
is fortified with walls that grow directly out of its
channel. The right, bourgeois, and left, aristocratic,
parts are connected by a few wooden bridges (a
small one leading from the Šempeter to the Poljane
suburbs, the Spodnji or Špitalski most bridge and
the Zgornji or Čevljarski most bridge). In the spot
where the present Šentjakobski most bridge now
stands, there is the noted grablje or rake/poles
standing in the water and fastened to each other,
which were used to regulate river traffic and intercept floating timber; they were removed in 1776.
The same graphic artist engraved Valvasor’s
field drafts in the same copper engraving workshop in 1679; a similar view of Ljubljana was printed in the album Topographia Ducatus Carnioliae
modernae.
On the top right-hand of the “prospect” there
is a virtually miniature representation of Ljubljana
from the west, as seen by one coming from Venice –
as the author himself commented on the framed
picture. The bottom edge of the scene runs parallel to the rake on the Ljubljanica and the line of
sight follows the river course towards the Špitalski
most bridge. The daringly short perspective of the
water channel is offset by its width, achieved by
selecting a viewpoint from the centre of the channel and just above the water surface.
bf
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Joseph Leopold Wiser von Berg, Ljubljana, Breg Town Quarter;
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pen and black ink and grey wash on brownish paper, 274 × 478mm. NMS, Inv. No.

Vinzenz Raimund Grüner (1771–1832), Freedom Feast on the
Ljubljanica; etching, 240 × 361mm (leaf), 195 × 336mm (plate). NMS, Inv.

R–1409.

No. G–2807.

The inscription upper centre: Prospect / des / Rains / zu /
Laybach; left: Nro: 1. Der Gast= hof beÿm goldnen Schiff. 2. Sti:
Laurentÿ / Kirche. 3. Freÿdenthaller Hof. 4. Das Br: Erbergische
/ Haus. 5. Br: Zoisische Haus. 6. et 7. Gasparinische Häuser. /
8. Schemerlisches Haus. 9. Das Kochische Haus. 10. / Das Andriolische Haus; upper right: Nro: 11. Das Br: Codelische Haus.
12. Qualizische / Haus. 13. Ein Theil vom Land= Haus. 14. Das
Mauth= / Ober=Amt. 15. Wollwizische Haus. 16. Gr: Frantz= /
Liechtenbergisches Haus. 17. Gr: Gallenbergisches / 18. Gr: Engelshausische Haus. 19. Gr: Lambergk: Haus.

In the margin, right: V. R. Grüner fecit Vienna; at bottom centre:
Friedenfest in Leibach.

Monats-Versammlungen 1864, 87 (b); Müllner 1898, 82; Stele 1928, 114; Ilustrirani
Slovenec 1928, 120; Wester 1934, 26; Kidrič 1939, 212; Vahen 1942; Kozak 1975,
28, 31, cat. 41; Ovsec 1985, 10; Stopp 1985, 58p; Zalar 1988, 24, 46, cat. 13, fig. 4;
Stopar 1991, 8, 10; Korošec 1991, 70; Stopar 1996, 73–74.
Date: 1760–1765.

This view of the town port on the left bank of the Ljubljanica was
made by Leopold Wiser, one of the most brilliant 18th century view
artists of Ljubljana. Its precision, narrative power and decorativeness is only fully comprehensible when you know that the author
was not only a skilful vedutista but also calligraphist, miniaturist
and building supervisor. All these components marked this factually exact record of the scene of Breg town quarter with the line of
buildings (identified by name at the bottom of the picture) and
the lively action in front. The view was made in the early sixties:
the legend accompanying the picture refers to Zois as a baron
(he received this title in 1760) and the upper limit is 1765, when
the house marked 3 was still owned by Erberg (Kidrič 1939, 34,
212). This work is precious for its detailed depiction of the entire
front line of the buildings along the Ljubljanica at that time and
for stating their purpose or ownership. On the left, the series of
buildings begins with the Beim goldnen Schiff inn, also called Pri
Šifbirtu (this is where morning and afternoon snacks – fried crayfish and chicken or ‘flying corn mush’ and wine – were enjoyed by
Trnovo ferrymen and port workers called fakini who, on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, dealt with ships coming in from Vrhnika; Vrhovnik 1991, 57). Next in line are the chapel of St Laurence
with a short roof turret, and the Bistriški dvor manor at its rear.
They are followed by the more or less notable houses of Ljubljana
noblemen and prominent citizens: Erberg, Zois, Gasparini (two
houses), Schemerl (Pri vitezu house), Koch, Andrioli and Codelli;
the country house – Lontovž – is partly hidden on the left by Qualici’s house and, on the right, by the senior toll office. The rank is
completed by the houses of Wolwitz, Lichtenberg, Gallenberg, Engelshaus and Lamberg. The activity in the Breg docks is represented by fishing and cargo boats and porters on the quay and around
the short building of the ferrying toll station with cargo store.
bf

Rossi 1815, 307–323; Mal 1993, 209–213; Stopar 1996, 94–95; Ovsec 1985, 12.
Date: 1814/1815.

This print was created as an illustration to the book Denkbuch
für Fürst und Vaterland by Joseph Rossi, which describes celebrations in provincial capitals after the first major defeat of
Napoleon – after signing the Fontainbleau peace treaty and readjoining the provinces to the Habsburg Monarchy. Part one,
which was published in Vienna, is dedicated to the festivity in
the capital of the empire and the second part to festivities in the
provincial centres. The events of the three-day-long celebrations
in Ljubljana were reported to Rossi by Mayor Dr. Janez Nepomuk Rosmann and Councillor Černot (Rossi 1815, 307–323).
The etching represents the central celebration, held on the
Ljubljanica on 11 July 1814. The Slovenian title Mirov god [Peace
celebration] draws on Vodnik’s poem with the same title, which
was written for this occasion. The print is noteworthy above all
for its documentary value.
The scene presents a view of the outflow of the Ižica (the left
arm) into the Ljubljanica (the right arm, sailed by two boats, one
of them roofed and called strehar or “roofer”), depicted on the
left side of the plate. The bank is lined with closely anchored
boats with guests gathered at tables, like some kind of floating restaurant. At the point where the river arms meet, a brig is
coming in from Vrhnika with the town councillor and district
prefect von Adelsberg and other grandees on board. Perhaps the
most prominent vessel is the two-hulled ship in the middle of
the Ljubljanica, where there was “janissary” music and dancing.
That day, as many as one hundred and eighty boats were out on
the river, seeming like a floating island. Guests also gathered on
the left bank of the Ljubljanica: the left foreground centres on
a group of the Ljubljana elite headed by Count Sauer and Baron
Krištof Lattermann and his wife. At the centre of the setting is a
platform with stalls in front for important guests. In the background, there is a tent for preparing food and drink, and merry
tables. At eleven in the evening, the boats returned to town amid
cannon shots and fireworks.
dm
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Jean Scherer (1788–1876), Festivities on the Ljubljanica in
Honour of the Arrival of Crown Prince Ferdinand to Ljubljana;
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Franz Wolf after Hubert Maurer, The Port of Breg Along the
Ljubljanica; chalk lithograph, 345 × 461mm. NMS, Inv. No. G–2837.

gouache, watercolour, 490 × 667mm. NMS, Inv. No. R–1423.

In the margin, at the bottom of rectangle, right: Scherer fecit;
centre: Tableau rèprèsentant le Festin donné a Son Altesse Imperiale Ferdinand Prince Hèrèditaire d’Autriche;/le 15 Aout 1819. sur
la riviere de Laybach.

Plate from the Great Kunike’s Suite, titled Malerische Ansichten
von Österreich, Steyerrmark, Kärnten, Krain, Salzburg und Tyrol.
At bottom centre: ILLYRIEN. / Stadt Laibach.; left: Maurer del.;
right: Auf Stein gez. von F. Wolf.
Ilustrirani Slovenec 1928, 119; Šumi 1980, 43; Ovsec 1985, 10; Zalar 1988, 24, 48,

Stopar 1996, 98; Stopar 1992, 22–23; Holz 1997, 18; Mal 1993, 287; Wester 1934, 23.

cat. 14, fig. 6; Kopriva 1989, 87; Vrhovnik 1991; Korošec 1991, 94; Stopar 1992,

Date: 1819.

100–101; Stopar 1996, 107–108; Holz 1997, 39.
Date: before 1824.

This drawing is interesting alone for the fact that its author IvanJean Scherrer was a Francophile (Korošec 1991, 71) who, in this
instance, took up a quite pro-Austrian theme, paying homage to
the arrival in Ljubljana of the crown prince Ferdinand on 13 August 1814. The work reveals a fine artist with a sense for creating
a fitting atmosphere as well as a precise draughtsman. The latter
is not surprising considering that the author was an engineer and
cartographer as well as a professor of mathematics with geometry
and land surveying at the l’École centrale.
The depiction of the motif is realistic: the celebration is
taking place late in the afternoon – at five o’clock, the crown
prince and his entourage of rank set sail down the Ljubljanica.
His hosts commissioned the three festive ships (shown on the
bottom right hand) in Italy: the Carniola carried small cannons
which let off salvoes in honour of the crown prince; it is soon
followed by a covered ship, in which the crown prince and his
eminent companions stand or sitting and talk, while a ship
containing a military orchestra runs parallel to the first one. In
addition to these, about a hundred other watercrafts of various
sizes sailed the Ljubljanica on that day – the picture mostly depicts “roofers”, boats so named for the movable roofs that could
be detached. On them, the citizens of Ljubljana enjoyed a ride
together with good food and wine.
A party that drew about 6000 people took place on the left
bank of the Ljubljanica. A special pavilion was set up for the
occasion, intended for music, dancing and having fun. The merrymaking went on until dark, when the ships, richly decorated
and lit, headed back into town (Vereinigte Laibacher Zeitung,
Freitag den 20. August 1819, nos. 67, 273–274).
dm

Half a century after Wiser (Cat. 176), the picturesque and narratively rich port on the left, “aristocratic” bank of the Ljubljanica
was again chosen as the thematic focus by lithographer Hubert
Maurer and draughtsman Franz Wolf. The print was published
at the lithographic company of Adolf Friedrich Kunike. Unlike
Wiser’s drawing, the viewing angle of their depiction shows
a view of the rank of houses on the opposite, right riverbank.
There, the eye meets urban architecture reaching to the Stiški
dvorec manor on the extreme right – houses with characteristic balconies are also visible – and with the castle above the
town. The embankment in the foreground slopes gently to the
tranquil river (save for the quay), while the activity on dry land
is more animated. The low building of the toll house and cargo
store on the shore is the axis that daily port life revolved around
until the late 18th century. At the time when this view was made,
the river traffic was no longer as lively as it was before the Vienna–Trieste road was built (its routing began in 1720), but
the port still saw duties levied, goods brought in by boats and
ships weighed, loaded and unloaded and sent off to their final
destinations inland. In 1857 the toll office, located between
Wolwitz’s and Qualici’s house at Breg until then, relocated to
the railway terminus, and the port itself moved upriver to Jek at
Trnovo (Vrhovnik 1933, 69; Stopar 1992, 102).
The left and right side of the view end with the later demolished Engelshaus’s palace and the Zum goldenen Schiff inn,
popularly called Pri Šifbirtu – it was pulled down with the erection of the Šentjakobski most bridge (finished in 1824), i.e. soon
after the date of Wolf’s lithography. Patrons that liked to take
refreshments there included fishermen from Krakovo and boatmen from Trnovo, each united in its own guild or fraternity – or,
in the boatmen’s case, two: the large boatmen navigated the
Ljubljanica in large ships carrying merchandise and the small
boatmen transported people and retail goods, as reported by
Valvasor (1689, XI, 634).
bf
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Unknown embroiderer, Ljubljana, The Port of Breg; needlework
with silk thread on silk background, tempera, 190 × 256mm. NMS, Inv. No. O–373.
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Georg Pajk after Franz Seraph von Kurz zum Thurn und Goldenstein, Ljubljana, Franciscan Church; hand coloured lithograph, 235 ×
325mm. NMS, Inv. No. G–2518.

Kidrič 1949, 26 (drawn model); Vrhovnik 1991, 62–63; Stopar 1996, 108–109
(drawn model).
Date: after 1830.

This embroidered view of Ljubljana presents the Breg quayside
on the Ljubljanica: the building of the river freight toll house
with the public scales and storage, the new Šentjakobski most
bridge, built in 1824, and the surrounding buildings. This intricate work is in perfect iconographic and colour harmony with a
drawing by an anonymous author, made around 1830 in watercolour and tempera (City Museum and Galleries of Ljubljana,
Inv. No. 1054). It follows the artistic design dictated to the embroiderer by the model down to the last detail and shade of colour. A comparison of these pieces, also identical in dimension,
justifies the conclusion that the rendering of the embroidery
relied on the meticulous anonymous drawing. It would also not
be altogether unfounded to assume that the drawing was a preliminary draft for the embroidery, but it is more likely that the
original drawing was created without intending to provide direct guidance for the embroiderer’s needle. In his history of the
Trnovo parish, Ivan Vrhovnik stated that “the wonderful female
silk embroidery in life-like colours is the work of the Steinböck
family” (Vrhovnik 1993, 62–63).
The core of the view is the river in a distinctly short perspective; the viewer’s eye is lead up the river, against the current. The
river channel divides the town into the right, aristocratic and
left, bourgeois part, connected by the new Šentjakobski most
bridge. The bridge’s location is age-old; it was constructed in
roughly the same spot it was originally built by the ancient Romans (near Zois’s palace, i.e. the last in the row of houses along
the right bank of the Ljubljanica). The bridge was highly obstructive to river navigation, which was also diminishing at the
time due to the competition from road and railway routes.
bf

Plate from the Pajk’s suite. Inscription at bottom: Die Pfarrkirche Maria Verkündigung in Laibach; at bottom left: Aufgenommen Franz v. Kurz.; right: Lithog. und verlegt v. G. Paik in Laibach.
Ilustrirani Slovenec 1928, 117; Kidrič 1949, 129; Šumi 1980, 79 (uncoloured version); Ovsec 1985, 10; Kopriva 1989, appendix; Stopar 1996, 36, 120–121; Prelovšek
1998, 160.
Date: around 1836.

The view is part of Pajk’s topographic set, which presents four
select Ljubljana townscapes (including the Franciscan church,
the Cukrarna building (sugar refinery) and barracks (Cat. 182),
Stanovsko gledališče theatre and Kongresni trg square with the
Ursuline church). This series came out in two editions, black
and white and decently hand-coloured. The publisher it is
named after, also lithographed Goldenstein’s preliminary drawings (he sketched Stanovsko gledališče himself) in his lithographic studio. Though in 1833 he still figured as lithographer
at the workshop of the imperial royal general quarters master
(Stopar 1996, 46), a few years later (around 1836) saw him as the
owner of his own publishing house or lithographic enterprise –
as evidenced by his signature on other depictions.
Goldenstein-Pajk’s depiction presents the Franciscan
church of the Annunciation with the surrounding architecture,
mirrored in the placid surface of the Ljubljanica. To its right
spans the still wooden Špitalski most bridge, named after the
town almshouse (špital) of St Elisabeth, standing on the right
bank of the Ljubljanica. Earlier, its predecessor was called Stari
or Spodnji [lower] most (in relation to the Zgornji or [upper]
most bridge, now called Čevljarski most, located further upriver) and the Augustinian or Franciscan bridge (after the nearby
church, which originally belonged to the Augustinians and then
to the Franciscans). When this view was created, there were still
peddlers’ stalls on the bridge; in 1842 it was replaced by a stone
bridge, dedicated to Archduke Franz Karl.
Although lithography had coloured printing since around
1820, the colours on this view, dating well over a decade later,
were not printed but coloured by hand.
bf
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Georg Pajk after Franz Seraph von Kurz zum Thurn und Goldenstein, Ljubljana, Barracks and Sugar Factory along the
Ljubljanica; hand coloured lithograph, 235 × 313mm. NMS, Inv. No. G–1558.

Plate from the Pajk’s suite. Inscription at bottom margin: K.
K. Militär – Caserne (left), K. K. priv: Zucker Raffinerie Czeicke,
Dutilh, Tichi & C. (right) / in Laibach. (centre); at bottom left:
Aufgenommen Franz v. Kurz.; right: Lithog. und verlegt v. G. Paik
in Laibach.
Prelovšek 1972, 20–21, 25, note 20; Prelovšek, Mahnič, 1988, 85–86; Kopriva 1989,
appendix; Mal 1993, 543; Stopar 1996, 36, 116–117.
Date: 1835–1836.

Goldenstein, who moved to the Carniolan capital, first to work
as a painter and drawing master at Mahr’s commercial school
and later at his own painting school, sketched a stretch of the
Šempeter suburb with the imperial royal barracks and the Poljanski nasip embankment or Novi nasip (Neuer Damm) and
sugar refinery – Cukrarna. Between the two structural bulks
runs the Ljubljanica, spanned by the Šempetrski most bridge,
built in 1835, which gives reliable support for dating the view,
along with the date of the painter’s arrival in Ljubljana (in the
spring of that same year). If 1835 is a terminus ante quem non in
the chronological definition of the drawing and Pajk’s lithography based on it, the upper limit is determined by the inscription
above the view, which mentions the name Dutilh as one of the
owners of the refinery. He left his associates in September 1836
and the company shortened its name to Czeicke, Tichy & Comp.
(Prelovšek 1972, 21, 25, note 20; Stopar 1996, 117).
The building designed for factory production – the tallest
and one of the largest in Ljubljana at that time, was probably
planned by the Trieste architect Matthäus (also Matteo) Pertsch in 1828, though it was not completed until several years
later. The building site next to the Ljubljanica was reclaimed
by partially filling the riverbed near the then Kasarniški most
bridge (until 1776, only a wooden footbridge in the care of
Ljubljana bishops lead across the river at that point, and the
hewn Kasarniški most bridge was replaced by the again wooden
Šempetrski most bridge in 1835). On the opposite, left riverbank
stands the building of the Šempeter barracks, the successor to
the plague lazaretto from 1543. This building, which offered
shelter to the town paupers from 1715 onwards and, in 1742
and 1745, to French prisoners or prizonirji, was converted to a
military barracks in 1747.
This lithography is part of the so-called Pajk’s set (suite) of
four Ljubljana views; the lithographer and publisher Georg Pajk
published them in black and white and colour versions.
bf
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Heinrich Ferstler, Ljubljana, Šentjakobski most Bridge; chalk
lithograph, 267 × 378mm. NMS, Inv. No. G–2510.

At bottom margin: LAIBACH (centre); Gedr. bey… Klagenfurt
(left); Aufgenommen im Innern, bey der Wehre von Heinr. Ferstler
und lith. 1838 (right).
Stopar 1996, 125; Holz, 1997, 38.
Date: 1838.

Ferstler’s representation of Ljubljana is as seen from the shore
of the Ljubljanica just in front of where the water gates or
“rake” used to be, as the author himself describes next to his
signature under the scene. Could the inexplicable objects floating in the water in fact be the remains of this structure on the
river, consisting of posts, pushed into the ground and fastened
together, which was once used by the people of Ljubljana to
intercept washed up timber and regulate river traffic? Running
diagonally from the town tower at Breg to Vodna vrata [water
gates] at Žabjek, they allowed boats access into the town only
if they passed the town guard just by the right bank (according to Valvasor: Vrhovnik 1991, 43). This singular feature can
be seen on older views, from a perspective sketch attributed
to the Dutch vedutista Folpert van Ouden Allen (Fig. 189) and in
Valvasor’s great prospect (Cat. 175) to Wiser’s Breg (Cat. 176) and
an anonymous banner picture of the large boatmen’s fraternity
from the church in Trnovo (Fig. 171). On account of the considerable inconvenience to watercraft, which would get caught on
them, the magistrate had them removed in 1776 at the request
of jesuit, hydro-engineer and architect Gabrijel Gruber (Vrhovec
1895, 115).
This view originates from a period when art was seeing a
blending of romantic and Biedermeier style elements. This gave
a distinctive mark to the view’s artistic style. Also, in terms of
technique, lithography finally took the place of copper engraving or etching, which had predominated right up to the 1820s.
This print, bearing the date 1838, was published in Klagenfurt,
where the Vienna-born and educated author worked for a while
as the imperial royal portraitist and drawing master at a primary
school. He depicted the urban fabric on both riverbanks from
the Franciscan to the Šentjakob church with the Ljubljanica in
the foreground, gliding gently towards the Šentjakobski most
bridge of 1824.
bf
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Anton Jurmann, Ljubljana, Archduke Franz Bridge; gouache,
106 × 196mm. NMS, Inv. No. R–1405.
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Franz Seraph von Kurz zum Thurn und Goldenstein (1807–
1878), Ljubljanica at Fužine; pen and black ink, grey wash, white tempera,
170 × 235mm (drawing), 198 × 267mm (cardboard support). NMS, Inv. No. R–1988.

At bottom right: A. Jurmann.
Ilustrirani Slovenec 1931, 274; Mal 1993, 799; Stopar 1996, 140.

Secondary inscription on the cardboard support, at bottom left:
Unter den Mühlen in Kaltenbrunn.

Date: 1860 post quem non.
Reisp 1991, 27, Holz 1997, 31; Stopar 1999, 37.

The vedutista Anton Jurmann prepared a series of preliminary
drawings for transferral to steel engravings, depicting prominent buildings or parts of Ljubljana, including a view of most
nadvojvode Franca Karla (Archduke Franz Karl Bridge). Individual motifs were assembled like a collage in a souvenir set, complemented with coats of arms and Carniolan traditional costumes. The steel engraving, captioned Erinnerung an Laibach,
was published in 1860 as a supplement to the tourist guide by
Gustav Dzimski entitled Laibach und seine Umgebung nebst einer
Beschreibung der interessantester Punkte in Krain. Ein Wegweiser
für Fremde und Einheimische (Fig. 185). The book was published by
Ljubljana’s publisher Janez (Johann or Giovanni) Giontini; the
engraving, laid in at the beginning, was engraved and printed in
the art company of Austrian Lloyd in Trieste. Another version of
the engraving is preserved (NMS, G–2808), in which three of the
pictures are replaced with other motifs, also by Pajk, while the
so-called Franz’s bridge is the same in both prints.
The scene – the first of the gouache preliminaries to steel
engraving – presents the Marijin trg square on the left bank and
the Francovo nabrežje embankment on the right bank of the
Ljubljanica, connected by the bridge of 1842, which the people
of Ljubljana dedicated to Archduke Franz Karl with the inscription: ARCHIDVCI. FRANCISCO. CAROLO. / MDCCCXLII. / CIVITAS. The stone Franz’s bridge replaced the wooden Špitalski
most bridge, by then in very bad shape and having lost many
peddlers’ stalls, as many tradesmen had set up more respectable shops near the Franciscan church. On 20 March 1840, “the
old Špitalski most bridge was pulled down and new shops were
made” – as the ferryman Janez Krstnik Tomec from Trnovo recorded in his journal. “In the year of 1842 […], the Špitalski most
bridge was completed” (Vrhovnik 1991, 65). The new bridge of
cut stone was constructed by entrepreneur Giovanni Picco from
Villach.
bf

Date: mid-19th century.

Franz Seraph von Kurz zum Thurn und Goldenstein (1807–
1878), Ljubljanica at Fužine; pen and black ink, grey wash, white tempera,
along the entire right margin, the drawing extends in a narrow vertical belt into
the supporting pasteboard, 175 × 240mm (drawing), 203 × 270mm (cardboard
support). NMS, Inv. No. R–490.

Secondary inscription on the cardboard support, at bottom left:
Wasserfall der Laibach bei Kaltenbrunn.
Reisp 1991, 25; Reisp 1998, 47; Stopar 1999, 37.
Date: mid-19th century.

After Trost’s copper engraving of the Fužine Castle in the album
Topographia Ducatus Carnioliae modernae (1679), we come across
this picturesque motif of the Ljubljanica in several other works, particularly from the 19th century. The Austrian painter and musician
(a drawing master, a member of the Ljubljana philharmonic company and regens chori at the Ljubljana cathedral) Kurz zum Thurn
und Goldenstein rendered it as many as three times from different
viewpoints in the mid-19th century. One of his drawings was used
as a model for a lithographic print, published in 1843 in the series
Malerische Ansichten aus Krain by the Moravian lithographer and
publisher Joseph Wagner (Fig. 175). In contrast to the predominantly
military strategic interests of topographers and vedutisti of earlier
times, this age leaned towards a more atmospheric and romantic
experience of nature – as is also the accent of Goldenstein’s motifs
of Fužine. The artist was attracted by brisk rapids, cascades and
foamy waters next to mills and the castle building, and in two cases
he even depicted himself in the foreground sketching magnificent
creations of both nature and the human hand. Here the renaissance
manor of Fužine or Mrzli studenec (Kaltenbrunn), owned by the
Ljubljana mayor and judge Vid Khisl and later, in the 19th century,
by industrialist Fidelis Terpinc, is seen in atmospheric harmony
with untamed nature, clear waters and the mills on it.
The railway, which drew Ljubljana into the European rail
network in the mid-19th century (in 1857, it connected Trieste
with imperial Vienna, passing through the Carniolan province
capital), not only allowed travel to vedutisti, who were now
able to reach many a location, but also to potential clients or
interested users of their products. The new industry – tourism
– broadened their geographical horizons and interest in familiar, domestic and unfamiliar, foreign places, which also had an
effect on landscape painting and engraving.
bf
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Franz Seraph von Kurz zum Thurn und Goldenstein (1807–
1878), Ljubljana, Poljane Suburb; pen and black ink, grey wash, white
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tempera, silver pencil, 151 × 228mm (drawing), 212 × 288mm (cardboard support).

328mm (drawing), 340 × 437mm (cardboard support). NMS, Inv. No. R–1992.

Franz Seraph von Kurz zum Thurn und Goldenstein (1807–
1878), Ljubljana Sugar Factory in Flames; gouache, silver pencil, 233 ×

NMS, Inv. No. R–468.

Secondary inscription on the cardboard support, at bottom left:
Laibach gegen Süden.

At bottom centre (on the cardboard support): Laibach. Der
Brand der Zucker-raffinerie, im Jahre 1858; right: F. v. Kurz pinx.
Andrejka 1934, 58–59; Valenčič 1957, 44; Prelovšek 1972, 23; Kopriva 1989, ap-

Prelovšek 1972, 21, 22, 25, note 24; Kopriva 1989, appendix; Stopar 1996, 144;

pendix; Stopar 1992, 181; Stopar 1996, 36, 158.

Holz 1997, 32.

Date: 1858.

Date: 1854 post quem non.

A large portion of Goldenstein’s opus of view drawings, housed
at the Slovenian National Museum, is dedicated to Ljubljana
and the Ljubljanica as the nucleus of the city’s formation and
activity. One of them is a view of the town as seen against the
river current, which is closed off by the Šempeterski most bridge
in the background. Its wooden structure was constructed in
1835 at the site of the earlier, hewn Kasarniški most bridge or
the original narrow footbridge, which was in the care of Ljubljana’s bishops until its removal in 1776. The town extends from
the Poljane suburb or the so-called Novi nasip (Neuer Damm)
towards the old town nucleus – the layout is quite opposite to
the one employed in the painter’s preliminary sketch for Pajk’s
lithographic plate (Cat. 182). On the right bank of the Ljubljanica
there is the factory facility of the sugar refinery (Cukrarna) with
a promenade in front, and on the left bank – in the Šempeter
suburb – there is the building of the imperial royal barracks.
In the background, the hill with the castle fort rises above the
town; also pointing skyward are the steeples of Ljubljana: the
cathedral and the Franciscan and Šempeter churches. The embankments of the Ljubljanica are neatly lined with tree avenues
and walking paths. Two loaded boats in the foreground conjure
up a quayside atmosphere and illustrate the river traffic; in
the wake of the competitive railway, which was routed through
the town in 1849 and in 1857 connected Vienna with Trieste, it
came to a halt soon after this view was made.
The drawing can be dated to the early 1850s. One clue to the
date is the Cukrarna building, which is here already raised by
two stories; they were added in the forties. In addition, its 11axis body confirms that the view could not have originated after
1854, because it was extended by a further seven axes in that
year (Prelovšek 1972, 23).
bf

The facility of the Ljubljana sugar refinery in the Poljane suburb, situated on the gravel bank of the Ljubljanica (the building site was obtained by filling part of the river channel), was
consumed by tongues of fire on 25 August 1858. In a week, the
flames swallowed the factory with all the machinery and storage with a large stock of sugar (Novice, 1 September 1858, 279).
The melted sugar from the storage facility (a four-storied building between the factory and the residential wing) ran out of the
second floor windows into the Ljubljanica – as can be seen in
Goldenstein’s depiction – like thick treacle, colouring it with
dark tones.
This night scene portrays that late summer disaster on the
right bank of the Ljubljanica, mirrored in the tranquil water surface like on a looking glass – the reflection on the river not only
doubles the picture of the burning building but also, seemingly,
the proportions of the tragedy. The viewpoint, which allows
the event to be reflected on the smooth mirror of the river, and
the colouring, which makes the burning building stand out in
contrast to the dark night sky, are both extremely effective. The
building in Goldenstein’s scene has monumental dimensions
– the 11-axis factory was extended in 1854 by seven axes and
raised by two storeys earlier in the forties (Prelovšek 1972, 23).
On the left bank of the Ljubljanica, in the Šempeter suburb,
the face of the imperial royal barracks is visible through the
avenue of trees. The banks of the river channel are still not regulated, though attempts at regulation had been made with more
or less success by a number of master-builders and architects
since at least the 16th century; the 18th century, for example, saw
a lot of activity in this respect by Johann Georg Schmidt, Candido Zulliani, Ernst Wenzel Durchlasser and Gabrijel Gruber.
bf
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Franz Seraph pl. Kurz zum Thurn und Goldenstein (1807–1878),
Ljubljana with the Ljubljanica in the Foreground; pen and black ink,
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grey wash, graphite pencil, white tempera, 178 × 269mm (drawing), 229 × 302mm

House in Ljubljana), lithograph, 148 × 223mm. NMS, Inv. No. G–2825.

J. Schulze after V. Weisz, Ljubljana, Mexican Barracks and Sugar Factory along the Ljubljanica; (printed by Jožef Blaznik’s Printing

(cardboard support). NMS, Inv. No. R–1424.

Secondary inscription in Gothic handwriting, at bottom left of
the cardboard support: Laibach gegen Nord.

At bottom left: J. Schulze lit.; at the bottom margin: Reiseerinnerungen aus Krain von Dr. H. Costa. / Mexicanische Caserne,
(vorhin Zuckerraffinerie in Laibach); left: Gez. V. Weisz, M. Cadet;
right: Lith. Anst. v. J. Blasnik in Laibach.

Kopriva 1989, appendix; Stopar 1996, 148–149; Holz 1997, 33.
Date: around 1860.

Costa 1848, appendix (original); Valenčič 1957, 41; Prelovšek 1972, 24, 25, note 22;
Stopar 1992, 181; Stopar 1996, 27.

Goldenstein’s voluminous opus of landscapes and views includes several depictions of the capital of the Province of Carniola, with the Ljubljanica as the centre of focus. One of them is a
portrait of Ljubljana’s southern suburbs with the navigable river
in the foreground. The shallow and wide channel is sailed by
a few boats characteristic of Trnovo boatmen: a small covered
ship, called strehar, which was used – as recorded by Valvasor
– to ferry passengers, and three smaller boats, so-called škatle
(‘boxes’) behind it. The river’s confluence with the Gradaščica
or Mala Ljubljanica, as it was once called (Valvasor 1689, II,
154), is suggested rather than visible in its course towards the
Trnovo church. The church – in its predecessor, the Slovene
poet Prešeren was struck by Amor’s arrow as he caught sight of
Julija Primic on Holy Saturday in 1833 – was completed in 1857,
not long after the date of this view, and consecrated to St John
the Baptist, as was the custom for catholic churches, situated
near water. Several Ljubljana steeples are rising in the nearer
background, presenting the major architectural accents of the
town aside from the castle.
Traffic on the Ljubljanica had lessened considerably by
this time in the face of strong competition from the roads and
railway, but it was still sailed by a few boats and ships, used by
the citizens of Ljubljana on holidays to drive to the holy service
or on pleasure trips, and on workdays to transport goods, passengers and catch fish for a living. A black day in the decline of
Ljubljana boating was 27 July 1857, when the Vienna-Trieste
railway line was opened; the only places that remained loyal to
water traffic were Vrhnika and Podpeč, where timber and stone
was floated (Vrhovnik 1991, 63, 69).
bf

Date: mid-1960s.

This lithographic image of the so-called “Mexican barracks”
(Slo. Meksikajnarska kasarna) – the former sugar refinery – next
to the Ljubljanica was meant to be included in the reprint of
Travel Memoirs from Carniola by Henrik Costa (cf. Costa 1848)
which was never issued. The motif was sketched by cadet Weisz
and transferred to a stone plate by lithographer J. Schulze. Unlike the four views in the first edition of the book, printed in
the lithographic institute of Heribert Lampel in Graz, Schulze’s
later print was published by the Ljubljana publisher and printer
Jožef Blaznik at Breg; the house, where his lithographic company resided since 1829, still stands next to the Ljubljanica
(Breg, number 14). The print was made in the mid-1860s when
volunteers mustered in the Mexican barracks in Ljubljana to
go to Mexico in order to back the reigning Emperor Ferdinand
Maximilian of Habsburg (brother of Emperor Franz Joseph I
of Austria, crowned Emperor of Mexico in 1864) in his fight
against Juarez’s liberation army. The recruitment took place in
1864, 1865 and, finally, in 1866 – the last dispatch never reached
its destination. The so-called Mexicans were seen off at the
Ljubljana railway station by Mayor Henrik Costa, the author of
the travel memoirs, who most likely ordered the lithography.
This view represents the building of the Mexican barracks in
the Poljane suburb; its construction as a sugar refinery started
in 1928 on the right bank of the Ljubljanica. After the fire of
1858, its original activity was not resumed and its function
changed several times: it served as a barracks, a tobacco factory
and finally ended up as a residential building, giving modest
shelter to the poorest population – and in its cold and damp
walls some of the major figures of Slovenian Modernism lived
and created; poets Kette and Murn also died there, still young.
bf
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190
Ladislaus von Benesch (1845–1922), Močilnik (a); watercolour, 422 × 308mm. NMS,
Inv. No. R–3397.

At the bottom, right: Oberlaibach 3.4./? 1887.

Beno Puteani (1877–1943), The Spring of the Ljubljanica (b); charcoal, 300 ×
227mm. NMS, Inv. No. R–3349.

At the bottom, right: B. Puteani 1931.
Date: 1887 (a), 1931 (b).

The Ljubljanica is called the river of seven springs; in the eyes of painters,
each of them has several faces. Ladislav Benesch (Turk 1973, 110–119; Gröning 1994, 41–42: entry Benesch, Ladislaus von) was a military officer drawn by
the world of drawing and painting as well as our country where, in addition to
its natural and cultural beauties, he found his life’s companion in Julija Pauer, niece of the director of the Carniolan Provincial Museum, Karl Dežman
(1821–1889). He developed his attitude to the landscape under the influence
of Austrian landscape painters, especially Edouard Peithner von Lichtenfels
(1833–1913), characteristic for a blend of realistic approach and romantic atmosphere. This is also clear from Benesch’s depiction of Močilnik (a) – most
probably Veliki Močilnik, to be specific: with a small lake in the foreground,
built up by the river dam, the Hudičeve stene rock face in the background
and a sawmill between the two, which stands in the place of the present parking lot. The Print Room of the National Museum of Slovenia houses a pencil
drawing, which the author may have drawn outdoors to the last detail, while
the watercolour was rendered in the shelter of his studio on the basis of that
model. The drawing is notable for its gentle, sunny colouring, breezy, playful
atmosphere and interesting composition, centring on the wooden building in
the middle.
Quite different feelings are inspired in the viewer by the drawing by Beno
Puteani, better known as a silhouette artist (b): the selected spring is hard to
identify because of the character of the drawing and the frame, but we may
assume that this is one of the springs at Močilnik. Its atmosphere, when compared to Benesch’s drawing (a), is more dramatic, more dynamic and not so
gently dreamy. They are almost half a century apart in date.
dm
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Ladislaus von Benesch (1845–1922), View of the Ljubljanica,
Franz Bridge and Franciscan Church in Ljubljana; pen and black
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ink, grey wash, 246 × 197mm. NMS, Inv. No. R–1372.

At bottom, left: LBenesch.
Turk 1973, 116.
Date: 1980s.

Ladislav Benesch is noted for his very precise, perhaps even
technical draughtsmanship and, at the same time, a fine sense
of creating an intimate atmosphere in a landscape or townscape. This is also shown in his choice of motif. This image
of Franz’s bridge (now the middle section of the Tromostovje
bridge) and Marijin trg square (now Prešernov trg) was taken
from the right riverbank, which was still reinforced with stone at
that time. There are still rocks in the river, their shape apparently man-made and used by women to wash laundry; two women
are in fact doing this at the foot of Franz’s bridge. The square is
dominated by the Franciscan church with its adjoining monastery. To the right (still) stands Bučar’s house, which was pulled
down after the earthquake in 1895 (Turk 1973, 116; Kopriva
1989, 150; Stopar 1992, 124; Kladnik 2004, 158–159), and to the
left we get a glimpse of Hauptmann’s house, which was built in
1873 and was the only building, other than the church and monastery, to survive the Ljubljana earthquake of 1895. Based on
this information, the drawing can be dated to between 1873 and
1895, but considering Benesch’s other depictions of Ljubljana
and his mature personal expression, the work can be attributed
to the 1880s or even the early 1890s.
dm
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Ladislaus von Benesch (1845–1922), Sketchbook No. XIII; 31 leafs,
188 × 259mm (cover), 181 × 250mm (leaf). NMS, Inv. No. R–428.

At top of front endpaper, left: XIII; at top of flyleaf, right: Benesch
invt.
Mill on the Ljubljanica; leaf 15b from the sketchbook (a), graphite pencil,
watercolor.

At bottom, right: Thiergarten 14/6 872.
Mill at Fužine; leaf 16 from the sketchbook (b), graphite pencil.
At bottom, centre: Kaltenbrunn 19 Mai 1872.
Date: 1872.

The sketchbook, which contains these two drawings by Benesch,
was filled in his early creative period. Most of the motifs are taken
from nature, which inspired him throughout his creative life. Under the influence of his teacher, E. P. von Lichtenfels (1833–1913),
and the Viennese circle of landscape and view painters, he infused his experience of landscapes with a realist–romantic note.
The motifs presented show his already budding interest
in architecture and ethnology. One of the drawings, which is
particularly noteworthy, is the watercolour (a), captioned Thiergarten. The area was probably named after the zoo, which was
mentioned by Valvasor in the 17th century. The previous owner
was Adam Zigelfest, who left it as it was save for building a simple mill (Reisp 1991, 24; Reisp 1998, 41). The image of the mill
displayed here poses the question of whether this was Benesch’s
vision or, which is more likely, a new mill set up on this spot by
the owner Fidelis Terpinc. The drawing expresses the author’s
sensitivity to the shimmering light, which creates a slightly nostalgic and romantic atmosphere.
He traced a similar mill in pencil on the facing page: we
can perceive a close relation to the previous drawing in many
of its details – even leading us to believe that he was depicting
the same mill, although the caption is different (this time it is
Kaltenbrunn). The drawing is rendered with minute precision
and without any artistic pretensions. It also clearly documents
the purely technical features of the mill (waterwheels and channels). Even at the outset of his artistic path, Benesch shapes his
visual expression between realism and romanticism.
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Beno Puteani (1877–1943), Washerwomen along the Ljubljanica
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(a); graphite pencil, 118 × 150mm. NMS, Inv. No. R–3346.

Inscription on the back: 31/V. 1933 / Perice ob Ljubljanici /
(Trnovski pristan).
Beno Puteani (1877–1943), At Špica (b); graphite pencil, 133 × 206mm.
NMS, Inv. No. R–3350.

At bottom, left: 24./VIII. 1925.
Date: 1925 (b), 1933 (a).

The Ljubljanica also drew the painter and silhouette artist Beno
Puteani (SBL II, 604–605), who may be assumed to have taken up
drawing more actively after his retirement in 1920. Before that,
he was in military service for twenty-four years. These two modest drawings are of especial interest from a documentary point
of view. The first one (a) relates to the relationship between man
and the river, in this case laundresses who would work on the
riverbanks up to the Second World War, in spite of the fact that
the water was no longer very clean by this time – it was tainted by
sewage from homes. The location would be unidentifiable save
for the writing on the back of the sheet, and we can make out that
a simple means of access to the water was in place – even including steps. Trnovski pristan, an area in Ljubljana, can thus be said
to have had an “organised” laundry on the Ljubljanica.
The second drawing is also interesting, with a motif of Špica
(b) – the meeting point of the Ljubljanica (left) and the Gruber
Canal (right). In the distance, a bridge arches over it, finished in
1911 (Prelovšek 1975, 35–36). The river and canal banks seem to
be a natural and not man-made landscape. It was still up to Jože
Plečnik to infuse them with a more intimate feel after 1931.
dm
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Beno Puteani (1877–1943), In the Ljubljanica Riverbed; pen and
black ink, 124 × 178mm (a); 124 × 177mm (b). NMS, Inv. Nos. R–3347 (a), R–3348 (b).

At bottom left: B. Puteani; right: 1933; upper right: v strugi
Ljubljanice.
Date: 1933.

Beno Puteani, a former military officer, was an amateur painter
and drawer who only became more actively involved in these
fields after retiring in 1920. The Print Room of the National Museum of Slovenia houses three drawings with motifs of the reforming of the Ljubljanica’s riverbed. They were made in 1933, when
work was fully underway. The author used rapid and lively strokes
to fully convey the difficulty of reforming the river channel. The
majority of the work involved considerable physical effort: manually digging the river channel and filling buckets that the workers
emptied into carts using cranes. Only some of them wore rubber
boots while the rest stood knee-deep in mud and water wearing
regular shoes. The workers also stood very close by each other,
which sometimes hampered them in their work. They only received meagre pay for their efforts. The Slovenec newspaper reports that they received only 4.50 dinars per hour, and comments:
“In every respect, this pay is absolutely shameful and represents
nothing but the exploitation of unemployment! Before the war,
when the Ljubljanica was being regulated, workers working in
the river channel were paid the same as masons, which would
today mean 6 to 7 dinars per hour.” (V blatu na dnu Ljubljanice,
Slovenec, 10. 6. 1931, no. 127, p. 4).
The selected drawings show the work involved in deepening the river channel (a) and how the rocks were carried (b). Any
excess material was loaded into carts and pulled out of the river
channel using the “locomobile” or horses.
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Unknown photographer, The Emptied Ljubljanica Riverbed (a); photograph,
584 × 483mm (photograph including passepartout), 361 × 261mm (photograph). NMS, Inv. No.
F–1957.

Unknown photographer, Šentjakob Embankment (b); photograph, 238 × 178mm.
NMS, Inv. No. F–227.

Date: 1914 (b), around 1914 (a).

The selected photographs are valuable documents on the reforming of the
Ljubljanica river channel before the First World War. The author is unknown,
but the format suggests that it was made at the request of either the Town
Hall or a contemporary newspaper, i.e. the Ilustrirani Slovenec supplement.
It is certain that the photos were not taken before the summer of 1912, when
work in the river channel started.
First they built a makeshift sluice at the mouth of the Gradaščica into the
Ljubljanica to guide its course to the Gruber Canal. Then they made a twometre-wide channel in the centre of the riverbed along with two side channels
for receiving water from the town canals (a). They would occasionally flood
the riverbed with fresh water to clean it. Afterwards, they began deepening
the river channel. Due to the variegated soil composition – both marl and
river sand – they had to employ various methods in their work, including
blasting, which was done each noon. “Before noon, the workers drill holes
and fill them with dynamite. On top of these mines they place timberwork
and branches tied together. The purpose of this is to prevent the rocks from
being thrown too far in the explosion. At noon, the overseer sounds his horn
and the workers quickly cease their work.” (Slovenec, 14. 10. 1912, year XL,
no. 237, p. 4). On the left and the right there are two workers holding red flags
keeping the onlookers at a safe distance. Sometimes the constables had to intervene as the blasting drew a lot of attention. Finally, the overseers light the
fuses and quickly retreat to safety. The blasting produced considerable noise
and the rocks fly high up into the air. The preparations for blasting the riverbed can be clearly seen in the photograph Nabrežja svetega Jakoba [Šentjakob
Embankment] (b).
In the river channel, they laid two tracks for transporting material using
“locomobiles” and special mine carts called vozhunt.
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Peter Naglič (1883–1959), Regulation of the Ljubljanica; postcards/photographs.
Owned by Zmago Tančič.

Construction of a Makeshift Dam in the Riverbed of the Ljubljanica (a), 89 ×
139mm.

Removal of Material by Horse-drawn Carts (b), 88 × 138mm.
Concreting of the Riverbed Bottom (c), 89 × 139mm.
Date: 1932 (c), 1934 (a, b).

We are able to present these valuable photographs thanks to their owner,
Zmago Tančič, who discovered them at a flea market, recognised how valuable they were for Ljubljana’s history and bought them to keep them all in
one place. He contributed greatly toward discovering this important amateur
photographer (Zupančič 2004, 44; Zupančič, 2004a, 6) and kindly lent us
Naglič’s photographs for the exhibition.
The postcards collected here tell the story of how the regulation, begun
in 1908, continued, but was halted due to the onset of the First World War.
Work only resumed in 1931. The project was entrusted to Jože Plečnik who
was somewhat constrained to continue implementing Keller’s plans. He
improved upon them, however, by adding plant life (Prelovšek 1992, 293;
Krečič 1992, 201–203). It was in that same year that the Slovenec newspaper
(16 July 1931, no. 157, p. 4) published the article entitled Pragozd na dnu
Ljubljanice [A Rain Forest at the Bottom of the Ljubljanica] discussing critically
and not without a hint of irony the conditions in the Ljubljanica riverbed:
“The severe drought, its consequences otherwise quite unavoidable, has spared
the Ljubljanica riverbed, which is being irrigated with the best water available
through the Ljubljana canals – notwithstanding the weather conditions or the
Ljubljanica itself. In view of this, it stands to reason that lush tropical vegetation
would grow across the entire width of the riverbed. Metre-high grass and weeds
are a common occurrence at the bottom of the Ljubljanica. It will be overgrown
with a veritable rain forest before the construction of the Triple Bridge (author’s
note: construction took place in 1929–1932) is completed. We hope that the
municipal administration will see to it that the newly acquired land is properly
utilised.” Before the deepening of the riverbed could begin, the water had to
be dammed (a). Tracks were laid over the bottom (b) or on special constructions that accommodated carts for delivering or removing material. The carts
were drawn by horses (b) or by a small locomotive; cranes were also used.
Once the riverbed was deep enough, it was fortified with gravel and rocks,
then concreted (c).
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Jože Plečnik (1872–1957) and Edvard Ravnikar (1907–1993), Lock on the
Ljubljanica; pen and grey ink, grey wash, graphite pencil, watercolour, 570 × 800mm. Owned
by
Dr. Damjan Prelovšek.

Within the drawing (on the transverse shaft between the three towers): ANNO
DOM –MCMXXXIII.
Krečič 1992, 252–254; Hrausky, Koželj, Prelovšek 1996, 125–127; Prelovšek 2005, 326.
Date: 1933.

Jože Plečnik, the architect, not only added an air of dignity to buildings of
high culture dedicated to religious worship and man’s noble aspirations toward beauty, science and knowledge, but to everything that his creative hand
touched, even the everyday buildings of technical culture. Everything that
came into contact with his bright spirit obtained a new kind of glow through
his use of select materials, harmonious proportions and ornamental details.
His highly aesthetic, almost religious approach to design elevated the sluice
on the Ljubljanica (1939–1945) from a strictly practical facility to an architectural monument.
He constructed a monumental sluice for regulating water flow where the
river escapes from the walled channel’s grip and leaves the town at the Poljanski nasip embankment. The Ljubljana City Municipality Office ordered the
construction of the embankment in 1933 within the scope of river regulation
work. The architect’s first concept of the sluice, which was not implemented,
is shown in the drawing produced in Plečnik’s studio by the master and his
former student, Edvard Ravnikar. The technical/functional part of the facility is subject to elaborate architectural features that discretely obscure view
of the moving mechanism. The three rustically adorned towers are linked by
a transverse shaft “inscribed” with the date ANNO DOM / MCMXXXIII. The
sketched facility is mirrored on the placid water surface.
The drawing, framed in Plečnik’s wooden frame, first hung in the Kresija
building, in the office of the Head of the Town Construction Office, the engineer Matko Prelovšek, a friend of Plečnik’s, one of the principal initiators
of the regulation work and a supporter of the architect’s attempts to give the
Slovenian capital a new, nobler appearance. After the Office was dismissed,
the drawing ended up in the “hut” of the Water Community, from which it
was acquired by the engineer’s grandson, Dr. Damjan Prelovšek.
bf
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Tomislav Krizman (1882–1955), Ljubljana, Franciscan Church
with the Ljubljanica in the Foreground; graphite pencil, 354 × 495mm.
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Ivan Vavpotič (1877–1943), Ljubljana Triple Bridge; oil on canvass,
80 × 62.5cm. MM, Inv. No. 510:LJU;0019711.

NMS, Inv. No. R–1990.

At bottom left: I. Vavpotič.
Date: 1934 ante quem non.
Gaber 1933, 3; Gaber 1934, 2; Komelj 1987, 92, 242, cat. 80, fig. 76.

Tomislav Krizman (1882–1955), Ljubljana, Franciscan Church
with the Ljubljanica in the Foreground; graphite pencil, 346 × 495mm.

Date: 1932 (?).

NMS, Inv. No. R–1989.

With its lights and colours, Vavpotič’s motif of the Triple Bridge
and the Franciscan church on the Marijin trg square is a veritable fireworks display; it is also marked by an interesting and
unusual vanishing point. Seeing that the painter’s studio was
located in the nearby Kresija building’s attic, the view of the
church and of Plečnik’s newly-built bridge must have been a
favourite of his and also one he was very familiar with. Having
depicted the face of the church and the square before it from
the cavalier perspective several times already, this time he chose
the area immediately above the water surface as his viewpoint.
Thus the composition’s centre is filled by a side section of the
bridge that arches over the river; the stairs lead to the riverbank
terrace below. By building two footbridges, placed in the form
of a funnel, Plečnik extended and ennobled the existing Franz
bridge from 1842, saving it from ruin and upgrading it in terms
of aesthetics. He equipped all three footbridges with lamps and
Venetian balustrades, unifying the old and the new sections.
With its classicist monumentality and traces of Venice, the Triple Bridge (completed in 1932) attracted painters and photographers alike; the architect photographed his own creation from
almost the exact same viewpoint as Vavpotič painted it – the
photo is published in the book entitled Architectura perennis
(Plečnik, Stele, Trstenjak 1941, 144).
Until now the date of the painting is placed as 1932 (Komelj
1987, 92) – but it represents a state of the Ljubljanica that was
not established until 1934, as that was the year when water was
again diverted into the regulated riverbed. A pronounced component of Vavpotič’s work is the water flowing under the bridge
in a pattern of light and colours, defining the author as an heir
of the Impressionist and the Secession schools of painting. Due
to this discrepancy, the date of the painting has not been confirmed.
bf

At the bottom right: Ljubljana.
Date: 1934 ante quem non.

The excellent painter, graphic artist and illustrator Tomislav
Krizman, one of the driving forces behind the Croatian artistic
avant-garde movement, dedicated his attention to landscape
and view paintings with lyrical enthusiasm. Academically
educated in Vienna and of cosmopolitan views (receiving additional training in Munich, Paris and Rome), he conveyed his
impressions of his surroundings onto the paper with a certain
sensibility, ease and precision, which permeate his vast body
of work of topographical portraits of local and foreign places.
He published his sketches of the urban and suburban environment – translated into graphic format – in thematic graphic
folders (Vienna, the Hrvatsko zagorje region, Dalmatia, Bosnia,
Macedonia), while the drawings of Slovenian towns were left
without their graphic equivalents and, as a result, remained
unpublished. The artist’s uniquely personal approach left an
impression in all his works, which became part of the National
Museum of Slovenia’s collection in 1998.
The urban charm of the two Ljubljana representations from
before the Second World War depict the banks of the already
regulated Ljubljanica and the urban architecture next to it – the
dominant building in the centre is the Franciscan church on
the Marijin trg square. Krizman chose an interesting viewpoint
– directly above the river – which draws the attention of the
person watching to the water’s intimate vicinity. The architect
Jože Plečnik nurtured a similarly subtle attitude toward the
Ljubljanica and his work on its banks represents the starting
point for dating Krizman’s drawings. Plečnik dedicated his
attention to the river between 1931 and 1941, continuing the
regulation work already designed before the First World War by
the Graz architect Alfred Keller in accordance with his sophisticated vision. He arranged the riverbanks, added walkways and
avenues lined with trees and other plant life. Even before that
(in 1929–1932), he added two wide side sections for pedestrians
to the existing Franz bridge dating from 1842. The earliest possible time limit for when Krizman’s drawings were created is
1934, when the water was again diverted into the concrete channel following the completion of regulation work on this part of
the riverbed.
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Ljubljana with the Kamnik Alps (a); postcard, photochromolithography, 90 × 140mm.
NMS, Inv. No. K–5956.

Ljubljana – Franz Embankment (b); postcard, photochromolithography, 89 × 139mm.
NMS, Inv. No. K–6000.

Ljubljana – Šentjakob Embankment (c); artistic postcard, colour print, 90 × 141mm. NMS,
Inv. No. K–5860.

Ljubljana – Franz Embankment (d); artistic postcard, colour print, 88 × 139mm. NMS, Inv.
No. K–5896.

Ljubljana – Jubilee Bridge (e); postcard, photochromolithography, 89 × 138mm. NMS, Inv.
No. K–6017.

Ljubljana – Castle Hill and the Kamnik Alps (f); postcard, photochromolithography,
89 × 138mm. NMS, Inv. No. K–6065.

Ljubljana – Šentjakob Embankment with Castle Hill in the Background (g);
postcard, photochromolithography, 87 × 136mm. NMS, Inv. No. K–6084.

Ljubljana – Franz Bridge with St. Mary’s Square (h); postcard, photochromolithography, 91 × 138mm. NMS, Inv. No. K–5994.
Habič, First, Drnovšek 1997, 84 (d).
Date: after 1904 (a, g), 1910 (b, e), 1912 (f), posted in 1915 (d), posted in 1916 (c), 1916 (h).

It is a fact that the oldest known Ljubljana postcards were made in the early
1890s (Lukan 1985, 9). They were first created using the lithographic technique,
photolithography and later on using techniques that allowed large volume
printing and are generally known as the collotype process (heliotypes, phototypes, etc.). Their popularity increased along with the development of tourism
and collecting. Their motifs were chosen to show the town’s main characteristics as well as to be attractive to visitors. It should come as no surprise that the
Ljubljanica is often the central motif on the postcards of Ljubljana.
It was indeed one of the more popular motifs in view painting and the
graphic arts, and the trend resumed later on when it was depicted on the
Pogled na Ljubljano z jugozahoda [A View of Ljubljana from the South–West]
postcards, where the Ljubljanica of the time gave off the appearance of a large
river contrasting magnificently the white peaks of the Kamnik Alps in the
background (a). The photographers’ attention was mostly drawn to the riverbanks, where a building or a part of the architecture (and often bridges) could
be seen protruding from the greenery from time to time (b, e–h). Collectors
particularly favoured artistic postcards (c, d) made after drawings, paintings or
prints since such postcards were easier to obtain for those who appreciated
beauty (Krušič 1985; Ovsec 1988, 337–361; Habič, First, Drnovšek 1997; Kladnik 2004).
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Unknown photographer, The Ljubljanica with St. Jacob’s Bridge and Fishing
Nets at Jek (a); photograph, 178 × 238mm. NMS, Inv. No. F–1822.

Boating on the Ljubljanica (b); postcard, photographer Ivan Kotar (1865–1908), editor B.
Sever, photolithography, 89 × 138mm. Owned by Zmago Tančič.

Steamboat on the Ljubljanica (c); postcard, photochromolithography, 87 × 135mm. NMS,
Inv. No. K–5893.

Baths on the Ljubljanica (d), postcard, heliotypia, 87 × 138mm. Owned by Zmago Tančič.
Drnovšek 1985, 90; Krušič 1985, 186–187; Ovsec 1985, 17 (b); Pivk 2005, 69; Stopar 1992, 21; Ovsec
1985, 13; Kopriva 1989, 205 (c); Ovsec 1985, 16; Kladnik 2004, 178 (d).
Date: between 1898 and 1904 (b), between 1912 and 1914 (a), 1923 ante quem non (d), 1915 (c).

The Ljubljanica gave citizens the conditions necessary for survival and also
offered a source of fun, enjoyment and relaxation. There are many activities
that one could do by the river, in the river or on the river. Fishing is definitely
among the most important. Krakovo had the most fishermen. They fished using nets from boats four to five metres in length – the so-called škatle or ‘boxes’.
They gave what they caught to the special wooden vessel (polter; Vrhovnik 1933,
73–76). The nets were dried at Jek as shown in the photograph a, which can be
placed in the years between 1912, when the makeshift sluice was built on the
Gradaščica (Slovenec, 14. 10. 1912, year XL, no. 237, p. 4), and 1914, when the
old Šentjakob bridge was torn down (Prelovšek 1975, 33).
Up until the early 18th century, boating remained an indispensable component of everyday life – most of the passenger and cargo traffic ran on the
river. It was significantly reduced after 1717 due to road traffic, and again
after 1849 by railway traffic. Toward the late 19th century, and even more so
after the 1895 earthquake, building material and passengers were once again
transported by river as shown in Kotar’s photograph b (Kambič, Kovič, Krečič
1989, 153). For passenger and goods transport, they used boats that were 18
to 20 metres long, 2.5 metres wide and up to 1 metre deep (Drnovšek 1985, 90;
Vrhovnik 1933, 50–57; Pivk 2005, 70).
In 1840, the first steamboat sailed along the Ljubljanica, but the venture
was short-lived (Fig. 204). The second followed in 1898 (c). Its owner was Karel
Kotnik from Vrhnika (Vrhovnik 1933, 61) or Mirk (Pivk 2005, 70). It was designed for both passenger and goods transport. Unfortunately, its time on
the river was limited: it sank after one year of operation when a strong water
current in a dangerous bend under the Podpeč bridge smashed it against the
bridge supports (Karamboli na Ljubljanici [Accidents on the Ljubljanica], Slovenec, 16. 4. 1932, no. 87).
On 5 August 1923, a formal celebration marked the opening of a floating swimming pool (d) at the mouth of the Mali graben into the Ljubljanica.
Special arrangements were made for beginner swimmers and non-swimmers
– the pool depth could be adjusted using different amounts of weight on
the rafts tied to the boats. The riverbanks served as sunlit bathing areas. Advanced swimmers could swim outside the limited area.
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Brief Explanations
of Selected Terms
and Persons
Brief Explanations

Augustus, the first Roman emperor; he
ruled alone from 27 BC to AD 14; this
era is known as the Augustan period
and is divided into the early (27 BC – 15
BC), middle (15 BC – AD 1) and late
Augustan period (AD 1– AD 14).
Bogs. Blanket bogs are continuously in
contact with groundwater. More often
than not, their creation is tied to the
cold periods that followed the Last Glacial Maximum, when lakes were filled
with larger quantities of small-grained
sediment – the principal reason for the
moors’ creation. There are also cases
of low moors that were created as a
result of rising groundwater. The characteristic plants of low moors include
reeds, rushes, sedges, willows and
alder trees. Under suitable conditions,
blanket bogs can pass into raised bogs.
Here, their vegetation cover is no longer in contact with groundwater and
is fed exclusively with drainage water;
the pH-level of such environments
is between 3 and 5. They are chiefly
covered with peat moss (Sphagnum),
which has the ability to rapidly give off
shoots while its lower parts die away
and gradually turn into peat. As the
layer of peat keeps thickening, the bog
gradually rises compared to its surroundings.
Caesar, Roman politician, army general
and historian, who conquered Gaul in
58–51 BC. In this book, the phrase “the
period of Caesar” is used to refer to the
period from the start of his proconsulship in Cisalpine Gaul (northern Italy)
in 59 BC until his death in 44 BC.

The Carolingian Era, the rule of the Carolingian dynasty (named after its founder Charles Martel) in the mighty Frankish Empire from 751 to 843, when the
country was divided into three parts.
In some parts, the dynasty members
remained in power until the early 11th
century. The Frankish Empire encompassed the territory of today’s Slovenia
following Charlemagne.
Centurion, commander of a century (unit
of 80–100 infantrymen) in the Roman
legion or an auxiliary unit.
Chronostratigraphy is a science that studies sediments within specific time
frames.
Clay, sediment consisting of grains smaller than 0.002mm.
Compaction of sediments is a term used
in geology to describe the reduction
of a sediment’s porosity and an increase in its density, mainly due to static
loads.
The dendritic network of mountain glaciers is a glacier system extending through valleys from the central part of the
mountain range toward its margins.
One such example is Vatnajökull in
Iceland.
The Dolenjska (Lower Carniola) group of
the early Iron Age, a cultural designation for the Hallstatt-era regional group
in Dolenjska, the Zasavje and Posavje
regions and Bela Krajina. Large centres
with fortified hill-forts developed here

between the 8th century BC and the 4th
century BC. The dead were buried at
the foot of the hill-forts in large family
burial mounds. The graves of nobles
are characterised by the presence of
grave goods such as weapons for attack
and defence, opulent jewellery and clasps, imported luxury items, equestrian
equipment and horses.
Engobe (from Ita. ingobbio), a thin layer of
white clay applied onto a ceramic vessel that has been formed and air-dried.
Potters engraved or painted decorations in the engobe and fired the vessel
in a kiln. Glaze would sometimes be
applied prior to firing.
Fibula, a synonym for a clasp or brooch
used to fasten clothing. The oldest fibulas originate in the late Bronze Age.
Their diverse shapes often signified
different social groups and archaeologists use them as a reliable accessory
for dating. Fibulas were replaced by
buttons in the high Middle Ages.
Glacials are periods of cold climate in the
Pleistocene.
Glaze (or varnish), a thin layer of a transparent glassy substance (which can be
coloured by adding metal oxides) that
is applied to vessels. After firing in a
kiln, objects obtain a shiny surface and
become impermeable.
Grave finds or grave goods are objects laid
next to the deceased in a grave. They
are a major accessory in determining
the date of the burial. At the same
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time, they are often the only element
for determining which social group
(gender, age, class) the deceased belonged to.

Inlay, inlayed decoration, the technique
of decorating metal objects where one
piece of metal is inlaid into grooves on
the surface of another piece of metal.

The Hallstatt period, a cultural and chronological designation for the early Iron
Age of central Europe and extensive
parts of western Europe. The eponymous site – Hallstatt of Upper Austria
– was a major salt mine and trading
hub between the 8th and 5th centuries
BC. The Hallstatt era is marked by
great technological (the introduction
of iron) and social changes (greater
social stratification). In this book, the
Hallstatt era refers to the time-span
between and including the 8th and 4th
centuries BC.

Interglacials are periods of warmer temperatures in the Pleistocene.

Hoard finds, a synonym for treasure finds.
Archaeology uses this term to refer to a
large number of deliberately deposited
or hidden objects. Besides individual
and grave finds, hoards represent the
most common representation of metal
objects from the Bronze Age and the
Iron Age.
The Imperial period, the period of the
Roman Empire (27 BC to AD 476) that
followed the age of the Roman Republic.
Individual finds, objects that were discovered mostly by chance outside the areas
of contemporary settlements or burial
sites. They were buried or deposited
either unintentionally or, as is the case
with certain hoards, as temporary burials to be collected later, which never
happened. In most cases, we can assume that the objects were intentionally
deposited as part of a ritual offering.
This often includes individual metal
finds discovered on high mountain
passes and in rivers.

Interstadials are somewhat less cold periods within glacials.
The Kutrolf, a bottle with a narrow, twisted
neck.
The La Tène period, a cultural and chronological designation for the late Iron
Age in continental Europe after the
eponymous site at the ford of Lake
Neuchâtel in La Tène, Switzerland. In
the central area between France and
the Czech Republic, weapons and attire characteristic of the early La Tène
era began appearing in mid 5th century
BC. In this book, the early La Tène era
is used to denote the first half of the
3rd century BC, the middle La Tène era
refers to the period between approx.
250 BC and 140–120 BC while the late
La Tène era indicates the time between
140–120 BC and 35 BC.
Lithostratigraphy, a science that studies
sediments within a lithological context.
Majolica (after the Spanish island Mallorca) or faïence (after the Italian city
Faenza), a production technique and a
type of ceramic vessels where the porous clay is coated with a glassy coating
(varnish or glaze).
The Merovingian Era, the rule of the Merovingian dynasty (named after the
legendary ruler Merovech) in the Frankish Empire from the 5th century until
the mid 8th century AD. The Frankish
Empire encompassed a large part of

western and central Europe. In 751,
the Merovingians were succeeded by
the Carolingian ruling family.
The Mokronog group of the late Iron Age,
a region where the characteristic late
Iron Age material culture appeared; it
has been ascribed to the Celtic Taurisci. Objects typical of the Mokronog
group mostly appear at burial sites
with cremation graves in central and
eastern Slovenia, and in north-western
Croatia. The valid relative chronology
of the Mokronog group (Božič 1999)
has been synchronised with the Central-European according to the key:
Mokronog I = the end of the early La
Tène era; Mokronog II = the middle La
Tène era; Mokronog III = the late La
Tène era.
Morphostratigraphy, a science that studies
quaternary river sediments and river
terraces based on their mutual relative
spatial placement.
Mud, sediment composed of mineral grains smaller than 0.063mm.
Octavian, historians use the name Octavian to refer to Emperor Augustus before
the year 27 BC, when he received the
honorary title of Augustus from the
Senate. Octavian was Caesar’s greatnephew and adopted son; in 31 BC, he
emerged as a victor from the civil war
that followed Caesar’s death (44 BC).
The Ottonian Empire, officially known
as the Holy Roman Empire from 962
onwards. It succeeded the former
Frankish Empire. The Saxon dynasty
remained in power until 1024 and
three emperors from this family were
named Otto.
The Republican period, the period of
Roman civilization between the Mo-
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narchy and the Imperial period, from
about 510 to 27 BC. The late Republican period encompasses the time
from the last third of the 2nd century BC
onward.
Sand, sediment consisting of grains in
sizes ranging between 0.063mm and
2mm.
The St. Lucia group of the early Iron Age,
a cultural designation for the Hallstatt
era in Posočje (Soča River basin) and
Bohinj. Graves were mostly cremation
graves, often with burial urns and grave goods that indicate the role of the
St. Lucia group as agents between the
Venetic centres in north-eastern Italy
and the contemporary Alpine, Dolenjska and west-Balkan centres.
Stadials, periods of cooler temperatures
within individual glacials.
Strabo, Greek geographer and historian;
around 18 AD he wrote a 17-volume
work Geography, for which he used
earlier written sources.
Tiberius, Roman emperor, who ruled from
the death of Augustus in AD 14 to AD
37.
Tropaion (Gr.) or trophy (Lat. tropaeum)
was an ancient Greek and Roman
monument set up to commemorate a
victory. Typically, this took the shape of
a tree or a wooden construction upon
which the weapons of the defeated
enemy were hung. In the late Roman
Republic, they were replaced by relief
depictions of the confiscated military
equipment.
The Tumulus culture, a cultural and chronological designation for the middle
Bronze Age in central Europe between
the 16th and 14th centuries BC. The

main area of this culture lies between
the Upper Rhineland and the central
Danube area, reaching Lower Styria in
the south with the burial mounds found at the foot of the Brinjeva gora hill.
It is marked by predominantly inhumation in mounds of earth with stone
grave constructions in the centre. Such
graves indicate a social stratification
with warriors (swordsmen) and opulently jewelled females being at the top
of the social hierarchy.
The Urnfield culture, a cultural and chronological designation for the late
Bronze Age in central Europe and in
extensive areas of western, northern
and southern Europe between the 14th
and 8th centuries BC. It is characterised
by numerous regional cultural groups
that share certain particularities in
burial ceremonies, grave goods and
items for everyday use. They all share
the cremation of the deceased and the
burial of their remains, often in burial
urns. At the same time, the Urnfield
culture is the source of numerous hoards and individual finds.
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